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2. OANDAis a global leader in online multi-asset trading services and

currency data and analytics.

3. OANDAis the owner, by assignment, of U.S. Patents No. 7,146,336

(the °336 Patent) and 8,392,311 (the ’311 Patent), attached as Exhibit A and Exhibit

B, respectively.

4. On information and belief, Defendant GAIN Capital Holdings,Inc. is a

Delaware corporation, with its global headquarters at 135 U.S. Highway 202/206,

Bedminster, New Jersey 07921.

5. On information and belief, Defendant GAIN Capital Group, LLCis a

Delaware limited liability company, with its global headquarters at 135 U.S.

Highway 202/206, Bedminster, New Jersey 07921.

6. On information and belief, GAIN Capital Group, LLC owns and

operates the website https://forex.com, among others, which provides foreign

exchange(also knownas “forex” or “FX”’) trading and brokerage services, including

an online trading platform, and which infringes OANDA’s patentrights as described

herein.

7. On information and belief, GAIN Capital Holdings, Inc. owns and

operates the website https://www.gaincapital.com and uses the services of GAIN

Capital Group, LLC, including the application programming interfaces (APIs)

provided by https://forex.com, to operate automated trading platform(s).
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JURISDICTION AND VENUE

8. This is an action for patent infringement arising under 35 U.S.C. §1, et

seq.

9. This Court has subject matter jurisdiction over this action pursuant to

28 U.S.C. §1331.

10. This Court has both general and specific personal jurisdiction over

Defendants. Each of the Defendants has sufficient minimum contacts within the

State ofNew Jersey (including via Defendants locating their worldwide headquarters

here, as well as sales of Defendants’ products and services in New Jersey), pursuant

to due process and/or the New Jersey Long Arm Statute, because Defendants

purposefully availed themselves of the privileges of conducting business in New

Jersey, because Defendants regularly conduct and solicit business within New

Jersey, and because Plaintiff's causes of action arise directly from Defendants’

business contacts and otheractivities in the State of New Jersey.

11. Venueis properin this District pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §1400(b) because

Defendants have committed acts of infringement in this District, including at least

those acts complained of herein, and have regular and established places of business

in New Jersey.

//

//
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THE SCHOLARSHIP & INVENTIONS OF OANDA

12. OANDA,a market leader in currency data and currency trading, was

founded in 1996 by Dr. Michael Stumm and Dr. Richard Olsen.

13. Dr. Michael Stumm is a teacher, researcher, entrepreneur, and

executive. As a professor in the University of Toronto’s Department of Electrical

and Computer Engineering, he has published over 100 papers in top-tier conference

proceedings andscientific journals. Dr. Stumm is the inventor or co-inventor on

fifteen U.S. patents related to market and currency trading and telecommunications

networks.

14. Dr. Richard Olsen is an academic, entrepreneur, and founder of Olsen

Ltd., a leading econometric research and developmentfirm. Dr. Olsen is the lead

author of the textbook, An Introduction to High-Frequency Finance (Academic

Press, 2001), which providesthe first and only source of unified information about

high-frequency data, with a particular emphasis on foreign exchange markets. Dr.

Olsen is the inventor or co-inventor on nine U.S. patents related to market and

currencytrading.

15. Dr. Stumm and Dr. Olsen’s vision in founding OANDAwas to make

currency exchangerate information more accessible to a broader audience. By the

mid-1990s, even with the advent of the internet, there were no centralized,

transparent exchangesfor currencies that retail investors could access, as there were
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for stocks. That lack of transparency allowed large banks and currency dealers to

maintain large “spreads”(the price difference between wherea trader may purchase

or sell an underlying asset) for retail customers.

16. In 1996, OANDA launched the world’s largest and most accurate

database of currencyprices, employing Dr. Stumm’s technological expertise and Dr.

Olsen’s expertise in currency markets. OANDAsoon becamethe gold standard for

forex prices and interbank exchangerates online, relied upon by major corporations,

auditing firms, and individualtradersalike.

17. In 2000, Dr. Stumm and Dr. Olsen had the idea to create an online

automatedtrading platform, through whichthey could offer individual investors the

more favorable rates banks used to trade currency among themselves. Priorto that,

while OANDA had made accurate exchange rates more available to the public,

banks and currency dealers continued to charge consumers large spreads when

trading currency. While some online trading platforms existed at that time, they

suffered from a numberofdeficiencies. In the then-existing online currency market,

for example, a trade went through three steps from initiation to execution: (1) the

trader specified to a dealer the “currency pair” (a price quote of the exchange rate

for two different currencies traded in forex markets) and the amountthat the trader

would wantto trade (without specifying whetherhe or she wouldlike to buyorsell);

(2) the dealer specified to the trader both a bid and an ask price and gave the trader
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several seconds to respond, in order to protect against price fluctuations (the dealer

not knowing whetherthe trader would buy,sell, or reject the offer); and (3) the trader

either rejected the offer or specified whether the trader was buying or selling (with

his or her response having to occur within a timeframe of a few seconds).

18. This “three-way handshake”created problems, including that potential

internet delays might not allow the trader to respond within the few-seconds

window,and that corporate firewalls restricted the flow of information outside the

corporate network.

19. Dr. Stumm and Dr. Olsen used their combined expertise to invent

systems and methods for online currency trading that overcame these and other

deficiencies of then-existing online currency trading. Their inventions, for example,

allowed for execution of online currency transactions with only two

communications, instead of three, eliminated the previous problems with timing

lags, and built in automated protections against price fluctuations. Dr. Stumm and

Dr. Olsen were granted patent protection on these novel systems and methods,

including the ’336 and ’311 Patents, amongothers.

20. These inventions were embodied in OANDA’s pioneering currency

trading platform, fxTrade, which launched in 2001. Thefirst fully automated online

currency trading platform, fxTrade, among other features, monitored market

exchange rates, offered immediate price quotes (with a much smaller spread than
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offered by banks), executed trades instantaneously, and prevented clients from

risking too much money through automatic stop-loss orders. It also allowed

customers to trade with deposits as small as one dollar, while charging interest on

leveraged trades on a second-by-secondbasis.

21. As stated in the provisional patent application that forms the basis for

the ’336 and ’311 Patents, and which is also the manuscript for the textbook An

Introduction to High-Frequency Finance:

As the archetype of financial markets, the foreign exchange
market is the largest financial market worldwide. It involves
dealers in different geographic locations, time zones, and
working hours who have different time horizons, home
currencies, information access, transaction costs, and other
institutional constraints.

Ex. C, US Provisional Patent App. 60/274,174, p.15; see also Olsen, et al., An

Introduction to High-Frequency Finance, Preface, p. xx1.

22. Additionally, the provisional patent discussed the skepticism amongst

academicsandothersat the time to the innovations and inventions of the patents-in-

suit:

Recently, the skepticism among academicsto the possibility of
developing profitable trading models has decreased with the
publication of many papers that document profitable trading
strategies in financial markets, even whenincluding transaction
costs.
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The purposeofthis chapter is not to provide ready-to-use trading
strategies, but to give a description of the main ingredients
needed for any real-time trading model to be usable for actual
trading on financial markets. Any reasonable tradingstrategyis
composed of a_set of tools that provides trading
recommendations within a capital management system.

To construct successful trading strategies is not an easy task and
many possible mistakes must be avoided during the different
development phases of new models. Weshall describe here
some of the main traps in which new system designers generally
fall and provide someideas as to how to construct more robust
trading strategies.

Ex. C, US Provisional Patent App. 60/274,174, pp. 315-317; see also Olsen,et al.,

An Introduction to High-Frequency Finance, Ch. 11 — Trading Models, pp. 295-297

(Academic Press, 2001) (emphasis in original).

THE ’336 PATENT

23. On December 5, 2006, the United States Patent and Trademark Office

duly and legally issued United States Patent No. 7,146,336, entitled “Currency

Trading System, Methods, and Software.” A true and correct copy ofthe ’336 Patent

is attached as Exhibit A.

24. The ’336 Patent andits claimsare entitled to, at least, the benefit of the

filing date of its provisional patent application, 60/274,174, which wasfiled on

March 8, 2001. A true and correct copy of the provisional patent application

60/274,174 is attached as Exhibit C.
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25. OANDAis the owner, by assignment, of the ’336 Patent.

26. The ’336 Patent teaches, amongother things:

In one aspect, the present invention comprises a system for
trading currencies over a computer network. A_ preferred
embodiment comprises: (a) a server front-end; (b) at least one
database; (c) a transaction server; (d) a rate server; (e) a pricing
engine; (f) an interest rate manager; (g) a trade manager; (h) a
value at risk server; (i) a margin control manager;(j) a trading
system monitor; and (k) a hedging engine. In another aspect, the
present invention comprises methods for trading currency over a
computer network. In another aspect, the present invention
comprises software for currency trading over a computer
network.

U.S. Patent 7,146,336, Abstract.

27.  Theclaims of the ’336 Patent are, and are presumedto be, valid, patent-

eligible and enforceable.

28. The claims of the ’336 Patent are not directed to an abstract idea or

concept. Rather, they are directed to specific implementations of computerized

trading systems and interfaces for trading currencies (e.g., foreign exchange or

“forex’’).

//

//

//

//

//

//
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(336 Patent, Fig. 2)

29. Each of the claims of the ’336 Patent is inventive over the priorart,

including but not limited to independentclaims 1-5, 7, and 11, and dependent claims

6 and 8-10. Specifically, the claims are non-abstract and embody an inventive

conceptat least because their claimed elements, combinations of elements, and the

interactions between those elements was not well-understood, routine, and

conventionalat the time of the application.

30. The claims of the ’336 Patent claim technological improvements on the

prior art, including but not limited to the Piskiel, Heinzle, Usher, Selleck, Szoc,

Tsagarakis, Lange, and Rossmanreferenceslisted on the face of the patent.

31. The °336 Patent’s improvements over traditional on-line currency

trading are discussed within the specification of the patent itself, including the
10
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limitations of the prior art’s traditional systems. See °336 Patent, Col. 1:18-43.

These improvementsand the claims ofthe ’336 Patent, as well as the use ofthe claim

elements to accomplish the goals of the invention, were inventive, unconventional,

and not well knownasofthe priority date of the ’336 Patent.

32. The °336 Patent’s benefits include, but are not limited to, that its

claimed teachings lessened or eliminated the problems of, among other things,

paying and collecting interest, and executing stored orders, as discussed in the

specification. The claimed inventions are able to overcometheseat least because,

by having a computerized interest rate manager calculate, pay out, and collect

interest on a tick-by-tick basis, or by having a trade manager checkstored orders,

more accurate and comprehensive trades and paymentsofinterest (e.g., “rollover”)

can be accomplished than is possible with human beings involved. In this respect,

the claimed systems makeit both quantitatively and qualitatively different from what

can be accomplished by humans, teams of humans,or the prior art systems.

33. For example, the computerized interest rate managers claimed by the

°336 Patent enable accurate payment and collection of interest, even on small

positions, which would have been impossible and unprofitable to calculate using

humans. Similarly, the computerized trade manager claimed by the ’336 Patent

makes tracking and execution of varied and complex stored orders (e.g., stop loss,

take profit, and limit) possible, in real time, with an accuracy that would be

11
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impossible for humans to attain, not least because — due to the extremely high

frequency of the price movements — it would be physically impossible for humans

to simultaneously monitor the price movements, receive and input orders from

traders, comparethe current prices against the stored orders, and report the execution

back to the traders.

34. Moreover, as discussed and claimed by the 336 Patent in Claim 11, by

implementing the disclosed trading system, brokers can automatically catch traders

or accounts whoare operating outside their margin limits and automatically liquidate

their holdings in real time. This protects the broker from the credit risk of positions

held in accounts on margin that are overrunning their margin limits.

35. As discussed in the specification of the °336 Patent, this approach to

trading currencies is unconventional and a sharp departure from the traditional

methodsdescribed in the specification and in the priorart.

36. Each of the claims of the ’336 Patent are patentably distinct from each

other and offer individualized technological improvements and differing inventive

concepts, which vary each claim from the other claims. None of the claims of the

°336 Patent are duplicative or representative of the other claims because the

technological limitations of each claim differ from the others.

37. For example, Claim 6, which depends from Claim 5, adds the

limitation:

12
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wherein said pricing engine is further operable to compute
currency exchangerates based on positions held by said system.

This limitation is not present in Claim 5 and adds the specific technological

requirements recited therein, which improve onthe prior art systems and methods;

in this case, a way for the system operator to take into account its own positions to

advantageously set exchangerates.

38. Fora further example, Claim 10, which depends from Claim 8, adds the

limitation:

at least one ofsaid one or more trading models comprises: (a) a
price collector component; (b) a price filter component; (c) a
price database component, (d) a gearing calculator component;
(e) a deal acceptor component; (f) an opportunity catcher
component; and (g) a book-keeper component.

This limitation is not present in Claim 8 and adds the specific technological

requirements recited therein, which improve onthe prior art systems and methods;

in this case, that the system include subsystems for, among other things, monitoring

and acting on prices, gearing, deals, and opportunities.

39. Regarding independent claims 1-5, 7, and 11, it was not well-

understood, routine, and conventional at the time of the application to trade

currencies over a computer network using a trading client system, as specified in

those claims, at least because of the deficiencies of the prior art systems described

in the specification and in the prosecutionhistory.

13
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40. Regarding dependentclaims6 and 8-10, each ofthese dependent claims

add the additional specific limitations recited therein to the claims from which they

depend, further reinforcing and addingto the specific technological requirements of

the claimed methods.

41. Further, the claims of the ’336 Patent claim specific technological

improvements on pre-existing technological systems and methods, including the

traditional on-line currency markets discussed in the patent, as well as the prior art

patents and other references cited on the face of the patent (e.g., Piskiel, Heinzle,

Usher, Selleck, Szoc, Tsagarakis, Lange, and Rossman.)

42. Regarding each of the independent claims, it was further not well

understood, routine, and conventional to combine the elements of these independent

claims with the elements of their respective allowed dependentclaims.

THE ’311 PATENT

43. On March 5, 2013, the United States Patent and Trademark Office duly

and legally issued United States Patent No. 8,392,311, entitled “Currency Trading

System, Methods, and Software.” A true and correct copy of U.S. Patent No ’311 is

attached as Exhibit B.

44. The ’311 Patent andits claimsare entitled to, at least, the benefit of the

filing date of its provisional patent application, 60/274,174, which wasfiled on

March 8, 2001. Exhibit C.
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45. OANDAis the owner, by assignment, of the ’311 Patent.

46. The ’311 Patent teaches, among other things:

In one aspect, the present invention comprises a system for
trading currencies over a computer network. A_ preferred
embodiment comprises: (a) a server front-end; (b) at least one
database; (c) a transaction server; (d) a rate server; (e) a pricing
engine; (f) an interest rate manager; (g) a trade manager; (h) a
value at risk server; (i) a margin control manager; (j) a trading
system monitor; and (k) a hedging engine. In another aspect, the
present invention comprises methodsfor trading currency over a
computer network. In another aspect, the present invention
comprises software for currency trading over a computer
network.

U.S. Patent 8,392,311, Abstract.

47. Theclaimsofthe ’311 Patent are, and are presumedto be, valid, patent-

eligible and enforceable.

48. The claims of the ’311 Patent are not directed to an abstract idea or

concept. Rather, they are directed to specific implementations of computerized

trading systems and interfaces for trading currencies (e.g., foreign exchange or

“FX”),

49. Each of the claims of the ’311 Patent is inventive over the priorart,

including but not limited to independent claims | and 7 and dependentclaims 2-6.

Specifically, the claims are non-abstract and embody an inventive conceptat least

because their claimed elements, combinations of elements, and the interactions

between those elements, was not well-understood, routine, and conventionalat the

time of the application.
15
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50. The claims of the ’311 Patent claim technological improvements on the

prior art, including but not limited to the Potter, Buchalter, Selleck, Szoc, Cagan,

McDermott, and Turton referenceslisted on the face of the patent.

51. The °311 Patent’s improvements over traditional on-line currency

trading are discussed within the specification of the patent itself, including the

limitations of the prior art’s traditional methods. See ’311 Patent, Col. 1:20-39.

These improvements and the claims of the ’311 Patent, as well as the use of the

elements of the claims to accomplish the goals of the invention, were inventive,

unconventional, and not well knownasofthe priority date of the ’311 Patent.

52. The ’311 Patent’s benefits include, but are not limited to, that its

claimed teachings lessened or eliminated the problemsof the three-way handshake,

as discussed in the specification. The claimed inventions were able to overcomethe

problems of the three-way handshakeat least because, by cutting out human beings

from certain parts ofthe process and having a client-server computer system transmit

constantly updated exchange rates and prices, and constantly receive orders, the

customers (traders) using the system will have more accurate pricing data due to

decreasesin the latency ofthe system. Additionally, by having the system constantly

receive orders from traders, the incidence of orders refused because the price had

changed while the trader was waiting for a response from a humanis greatly reduced.

16
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53. As discussed in the specification, this approach to trading currenciesis

unconventional and a sharp departure from the traditional method described as the

three-way handshakein the specification.

54. Each ofthe claims of the ’311 Patent are patentably distinct from each

other and offer individualized technological improvements, and differing inventive

concepts, which vary each claim from the other claims. None of the claims of the

°311 Patent are duplicative or representative of the other claims because the

technological limitations of each claim differ from the others.

55. For example, Claim 2, which depends from Claim 1, adds the

limitation:

17
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This limitation is not present in Claim 1 and adds the specific technological

requirements recited therein, which improve onthe prior art systems and methods;

in this case, a specific method for deriving the requested trade price at the trading

wherein the requested trade price is derived from a respective
one of the first price or second price of the received current
exchange rate and a user input limit value defining a maximum
acceptable difference betweenthe respective one ofthefirstprice
or secondprice of the received current exchange rate received
at the trading client system and the respective one of the first
price or secondprice ofthe corresponding current exchangerate
determinedatthe trading client system at which the trade can be
effected.

client system.

56.

limitation:

This limitation is not present in Claim 1 or Claim 2 and adds the specific

technological requirements recited therein, which improve onthe prior art systems

and methods; in this case, a particular user interface that includes input fields to

For a further example, Claim 4, which depends from Claim 2, adds the

displaying to the user a set of input fields to define a desired
trade, the input fields including an identification of the pair of
currencies the user desires to trade, the amount ofthe currencies
desired to be traded, the selectedfirst price or second price of
the current exchange rate received at the trading client system
and a limit value, and where the inputfields to identify the pair
of currencies andthe first price or second price are populated
with appropriate values determinedfrom the user's selection of
the one ofthefirstprice or secondprice;.

18
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define a desired trade, including an identification of the pair of currencies the user

desiresto trade.

57. Regarding independent claims | and 7, it was not well-understood,

routine, and conventional at the time of the application to trade currencies over a

computer networkusing a trading client system, as specified in claims | and 7 of the

°311 Patent, at least because of the deficiencies of the prior art systems described in

the specification and in the prosecutionhistory.

58. Regarding dependent claims 2-6, each of these dependent claims add

the additional specific limitations recited therein to the claims from which they

depend, further reinforcing and addingto the specific technological requirements of

the claimed methods.

59. Further, the claims of the ’311 Patent claim specific technological

improvements on pre-existing technological systems and methods, including the

traditional on-line currency markets discussed in the patent, as well as the prior art

patents and other references cited on the face of the patent (e.g., Potter et al.,

Buchalter, Selleck, Szoc et al., Cagan, McDermott, and Turton.)

60. Regarding each of the independent claims, it was further not well

understood, routine, and conventional to combine the elements of said independent

claims with the elements of their respective allowed dependentclaims.

19
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DEFENDANTS’ INFRINGEMENT

61. Defendant Gain Capital Group, LLC operates the website

https://forex.com, where it, as shown in the screenshot below, provides an online

currency trading platform. Defendant also offers desktop and mobile apps, API

access, white-label systems (Defendants’ systems being offered under another

company’s label), and other technological mechanismsfor foreign exchangetrading.

Defendant GAIN Capital Holdings, Inc. uses GAIN Capital Group, LLC’s platform,

including the APIs, to operate automated infringing trading systems.

 
62. Defendants’ platforms and systems practice each and every limitation

of claims 1-11 of the ’336 Patent and claims 1-7 of the ’311 Patent.

63. Plaintiff identifies, on the claim charts attached, those elements of

Defendants’ platforms and systemsthat Plaintiff believes at this time practice each

of the individual limitations of the 336 and ’311 Patents.
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64. Plaintiff's identification of Defendants’ infringement is preliminary,

and Plaintiff expects to identify additional acts of infringement, and additional

mechanismsby which Defendants platforms and systemsinfringe, upon a reasonable

opportunity for discovery.

COUNTI—INFRINGEMENTOF °336 PATENT

65. The foregoing numberedparagraphs are incorporated by reference into

this section.

66. Defendants have infringed one or more claims of the ’336 Patent by

making, using,selling, offering for sale, or selling products and/or services that meet

each of the limitations of one or more claimsof the ’336 Patent. More specifically,

Defendant GAIN Capital Group, LLC has made, used, sold, and offered for sale

infringing instrumentalities at https://forex.com, and GAIN Capital Holdings, Inc.

has used those infringing instrumentalities, including the application programming

interfaces (“APIs”), to operate automated infringing trading systems.

67. Defendants have continued to operate their online trading platforms and

systems in an infringing manner, despite being notified of its infringement by

Plaintiff on at least one occasion byletter specifically referencing the ’336 Patent.

68. Defendants infringe each and every limitation of at least Claim 1 of the

°336 Patent. See Claim Chart for ’336 attached as Exhibit D.
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COUNT II —INFRINGEMENTOF ’311 PATENT

69. The foregoing numbered paragraphsare incorporated by reference into

this section.

70. Defendants have infringed one or more claims of the ’311 Patent by

making, using, selling, offering for sale, or selling products and/or services that meet

each of the limitations of one or more claimsof the ’311 Patent. More specifically,

Defendant GAIN Capital Group, LLC has made, used, sold, and offered for sale

infringing instrumentalities at https://forex.com, and GAIN Capital Holdings, Inc.

has used those infringing instrumentalities, including the APIs, to operate automated

infringing trading systems.

71. Defendants have continued to operate their online trading systems in an

infringing manner, despite being notified oftheir infringementby Plaintiff on at least

one occasion byletter specifically referencing the ’311 Patent.

72. Defendants infringe each and every limitation of at least Claim 1 of the

°311 Patent. See Claim Chart for ’311 attached as Exhibit E.

COUNT III — CONTRIBUTORY OR INDUCED INFRINGEMENT

73. The foregoing numbered paragraphs are incorporated by reference into

this section.

74. On information andbelief, Defendants use subcontractors, managers,

agents, or other third parties (“Third-Party Infringers”) to operate or assist in the

22
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management of its online trading systems, or to provide additional services in

connection with its services, including by use of its platform’s APIs. These

subcontractors or other third parties infringe one or more ofthe claims of the patent

in suit.

75. Defendants were aware of their infringement of the ’336 and 7311

Patents at least as early as October 25, 2018, when Plaintiff notified Defendants, by

letter, of its infringement and yet Defendants continue to cause its Third-Party

Infringers to operate or assist in the managementofits online trading platforms on

its behalf.

76. Defendants continued use of Third-Party Infringers to operate its online

trading platforms onits behalf constitutes contributory and/or induced infringement.

COUNT IV — WILLFUL INFRINGEMENT

77. |The foregoing numbered paragraphs are incorporated by reference into

this section.

78. At least as early as October 25, 2018, Defendants have been aware of

its infringement of OANDA’s patents. On that date, OANDAnotified Defendants,

by letter, of its infringement and demanded that Defendants take a license or cease

its infringement. Defendants declined to do so.

79. Defendants’ continued infringement of the patent is willful given its

knowledge of the ’336 Patent and 311 Patent.
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PRAYERFOR RELIEF

Plaintiff prays for entry of judgment against Defendants, jointly and severally,

granting relief as follows:

A. judgment that Defendants have infringed and continue to infringe one or more

claims of the ’336 and ’311 Patents, directly and/or indirectly, literally and/or

under the doctrine of equivalents;

B. judgment that Defendants contribute to and inducethe infringement of one or

more claims of the ?311 and ’336 Patents, literally and/or under the doctrine

of equivalents;

C. an Order for an accounting;

D. an award of damages pursuant to 35 U.S.C. §284 sufficient to compensate

Plaintiff for Defendants’ past infringements, and any continuing or future

infringement, up until the date that Plaintiff's patent expires;

E. a determination of a reasonable royalty for any future infringement by

Defendants, and an Order directing Defendants to pay such royalty on future

infringement;

F. as assessment of pre-judgment and post-judgment interest and costs against

Defendants, and an Order awardingsuchinterest and costs, in accordance with

35 U.S.C. §284;
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G. that Defendants be directed to pay enhanced damages, including Plaintiff's

attorneys’ fees, incurred in connection with this lawsuit pursuant to 35 U.S.C.

§285;

H.an injunction against continued infringement, including but not limited to an

injunction against Defendants and/or their agents; and

I. such other and furtherrelief as this Court may deem just and proper.

JURY DEMAND

Plaintiff demandsa trial by jury onall issues.

Date: May 11, 2020

By:

Respectfully Submitted,

/Erik Dykema/

Erik Dykema
(NJ Bar No. 021652010)
erik@kzllp.com
Koning Zollar LLP
4 Manheim Road

Essex Fells, New Jersey 07021
T: 858.252.3234

F: 858.252.3238

Drew Koning
(pro-hac vice application to befiled)
drew@kzllp.com

Blake Zollar

blake@kzllp.com
(pro-hac vice application to befiled)
Koning Zollar LLP
169 Saxony Road, STE 115
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ShaunPaisley
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470 JamesStreet, Suite 007
New Haven, CT 06513
T: 203.951.1213
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1

CURRENCY TRADING SYSTEM, METHODS,
AND SOFTWARE

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATION

This application claimspriority to U.S. provisional appli-
cation No. 60/274,174,filed Mar. 8, 2001, and incorporates
the entire contents thereof herein by reference.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

‘The present inventionis related to currency trading; more
particularly, the invention is related 10 trading currency over
a computer network,

BACKGROUND

In a traditional on-line currency market, a trade occurs
through three steps: (1) the trader specifies to a dealer the
currency pair and the amount that he would to trade (but
does not specify whether he would like to buy or sell); (2)
the dealer specifies to the trader both a bid and an ask price
and gives the trader several seconds to respond (the dealer
not knowing whether the trader will buy, sell, or reject the
olfer); and (3) the trader either rejects the offer or specifies
whether he is buying or selling (his response must occur
within a tume frame of a few seconds).

But performing such a three-way handshake over the
Internetis somewhat impractical because ofInternet delays:
the trader might not actually have a few seconds to respond
before the dealer withdrawsthe offer. ‘Thus, there is a need

for a system and method of on-line currency trading thatis
based on a trading model that is superior to the three-way
handshake described above.

Another problemis that many corporations have firewalls
that restrict access to the corporate network, and that typi-
cally restrict access to the Internet (and to well-known
services such as email, the World Wide Web. etc.) from

within the corporation. This inhibits the ability of on-line
trading systems to access information from and transfer
information to users behind corporate firewalls.

SUMMARY

The present invention overcomes the above-described and
other disadvantages of previous currency trading systems
and methods. In one aspect, the present invention comprises
a system for trading currencies over a computer network. A 5
preferred embodiment comprises: (a) a server front-end; (b)
at least one database; (c) a transaction server; (d) a rate
server; (e) a pricing engine: (f) an interest rate manager: (g)
a trade manager; (h) a value at risk server; (i) a margin
control manager; (j) a trading system monitor, and (k) a
hedging engine. Each of these components is described in
detail below in the Detailed Description section.

In another aspect, the present invention comprises meth-
ods for trading currency over a computer network. In one
embodiment, a preferred method comprises: (a) transmitting,
currency market information over a computer network to an
end user; (b) receiving a currencytrade order fromthe end
user, Wherein the currency trade order comprises limits
within which the currency trade will be acceptableto the end
user; (c) calculating a market exchange rate for the currency
trade order, and (d) executing the order if the market
exchange rate is within the specified limits.
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In another embodiment, a preferred method comprises:
(a) transmitting currency market information over a com-
puter network to an end user; (b) receiving a currency trade
order from the end user, wherein the currency trade order
comtprises a threshold exchange rate; (c) calculating a mar-
ket exchange rate for the received currency trade order; and
(d) executing the order (1) if the market exchangerate is or
goes abovethe threshold exchange rate and the orderis a sell
order, and (2) if the market exchangerate is or goes below
the threshold exchange rate and the order is a buy order.

In a further embodiment, a preferred method comprises:
(a) receiving currency market information over a computer
network from a trading system server: (b) transmitting a
currency trade order to the trading system server, wherein
the currency trade order comprises limits within which the
currency trade will be acceptable: and (c) if a market
exchange rate is within the specified limits, reeeiving infor-
mation from the trading system server indicating that the
currency trade order was executed.

In another embodiment, a preferred method comprises:
(a) receiving currency market information over a computer
network from a trading system server; (b) transmitting a
currency trade order to the trading system server, wherein
the currency trade order comprises a threshold exchange
rate; and (c) if (1) the applicable market exchangerate is or
goes abovethe threshold exchange rate and the orderis a sell
order, or (2) the applicable market exchange rate is or
becomes below the threshold exchange rate and the order is
a buy order, receiving information from the trading system
server indicating that the currency trade order was executed.

In another aspect, the present invention comprises sofi-
ware for currency trading over a computer network, In one
embodiment, preferred software comprises: (a) software for
receiving data over a computer network from a trading
sysiem server; (b) software for displaying a first graphical
user interface display that: (i) displays continuously updated
currency exchange rates in real-time based on data received
from the trading system server: and (ii) displays action
buttons, including a buy/sell button; (c) software for dis-
playing, in response to 4 user clicking the buy/sell action
button, a buy/sell window displaythat: (i) comprises trade
order parameter fields; and (ii) accepts trade order data
entered into the trade order parameter fields by a user; and
(d) software for transmitting said trade order data to said
trading system server over said computer network.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 depicts parties involved in a preferred embodi-
ment.

FIG, 2 depicts a graphical user interface of a preferred
embodiment.

FIG. 3 depicts modules of a preferred trading system
server.

FIG, 4 depicts hardware components of a preferred
embodiment.

FIG, 5 depicts a graphical user interface of a preferred
embodiment.

FIG. 6 depicts an account summary table display.
PIG, 7 depicts an open trades table display.
FIG, 8 depicts an open positions table display.
PIG. 9 depicts an open orders table display.
FIG, 10 depicts a transactions table display.
FIG. 11 depicts a currency rates table display.
FIG. 12 depicts a currency exchange rate graph display.
FIG. 13 depicts a buy/sell pop-up window display.
FIG. 14 depicts an acknowledgment windowdisplay.
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FIG. 15 depicts an entry order display.
FIG. 16 depicts steps of a method of a preferred embodi-

ment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

The Currency Trading System of a preferred embodiment
(hereinafter “Trading System") of the present invention
allows traders to trade currencies over a computer network.
Preferably, this computer network is the Internet, and the
subsequent description herein is primarily in terms ofthe
Internet. However, those skilled in the art will recognize that
the following description also applies to other computer
networks, Traders interface to the system using ordinary
Web browsers running feature-rich Java applets; they obtain
real-lime data feeds of current exchange rates, they can
analyze past exchange rates using graphical tools, they can
reviewtheir current portfolio and past trades, and they can
place buy andsel! orders in the real-time market. Businesses 2
interface to the system using an API. Innovative features that
set the Trading System apart from the competition are: (i)
extremely low spreads on the order ofa [ew basis points, (11)
the ability to trade very small amounts as low as $1. and(iii)
24 hour a day, 7 days a week availability. This system has
the potential to revolutionize the way currency trading is
done and to open up currency trading to a new, large market
segment of investors and speculators for whom currency
trading is not feasible today, Moreover, it allows businesses
to address their currency exchange requirements in the most
cost-effective and efficient way.

A description ofthe preferred server infrastructure used in
the Trading System follows. Wefirst give a briefintroduc-
tion of the system as a whole.

The Trading System involves three components (see FIG.
1): (1) traders that are distributed around the world: (2)
Trading System servers: and (3) “Partners” consisting of the
financial institution(s) through which real currency
exchangetrades are executed, and from whichreal-time data
feeds are obtained.

Traders communicate with ‘Trading System servers over a
secure, encrypted Internet connection to review their
accounts, to monitor currency exchange market conditions,
or to initiate currency exchange trades. The Trading System
servers are prelerably connected to the partners” back-oflice
systems, using direct, private lines.

A trader trades with the Trading System similar to the way
she currently trades with a broker, except that the trading is
over the Web, occurs 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, and
allows very small trades with very low spreads. Moreover,
an initial deposit, which may be as low as $20, can be
charged to a credit card to get started. Altematively, the
trader can transfer initial funds directly to the Partner bank
to be credited to her Trading System account.

The end user interface to the Trading System is a Web
page that can be displayed on any standard Java-enabled
browser. The Web page (one version is shown in FIG. 2; a
second, preferred version is shown in FIG. 5) depicts a
summary of the trader's current position, recent trading
activities, profit/loss performance of the portfolio, and a
graphical display of recent past performance ofthe curren-
cies the trader has positions in, as well as real-time exchange
rates.

As discussed above, in a traditional on-line currency
market a trade occurs through three steps: (1) a trader
specifies a currency pair and au amount he would like to
trade (and does not specify whether he would like to buy or
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sell); (2) a dealer provides both a bid andan ask price to the
trader and gives the trader several seconds to respond (the
dealer does not know whether the trader will buy, sell, or
reject the offer): and (3) the trader either rejects the offer or
accepts the offer and specifies whether he is buying or
selling, within the response period set by the dealer.

In the Internet domain, this type of three-way handshake
is problematic. The timing constraints are difficult to imple-
ment because of frequent delays in transmission over the
Internet. To overcome this problem, the present invention
uses a “two-wayhandshake.” in which:(1) a trader specifies
in her trade order: (a) a currency pair; (b) a desired amount
to trade; (c) whether she wishes to buy or sell; and (option-
ally) (d) upper and lowerlimits on an acceptable exchange
rate; and (2) a dealer (in this case, a preferred Trading
System) executes the trade using the most current “market
rates” (as calculated by the system), However, the system
only executes the order if the calculated market rate lies
above any specified lower limit and below any specified
upper limit. Note that this methed does. not require the use
of timing constraints, and thus avoids the Internet-imple-
mentation disadvantage of previous methods.

In the present invention, trades can be initiated by the
trader at the push of a button. A trading request form pops
up with fields properly initialized so as to. minimize the
numberofkeystrokes required. A trader may elect to execute
a trade right away, in which case the buyer ofa currency will
buy at the current exchange rate market offer price. Con-
versely. a trader cansell a currency at the current bid price.
Arange of automatic trading options is available, including
setting bid/ofler prices with a certain duration and “all-or-
nothing” rules. Furthermore. the trader can limit her risks by
placing stop-loss orders that are executed automatically,
Similarly, she can lock in profits, by issuing take-profit
orders.

All communication betweenthe trader's browser and the

Trading System server occurs through the Internet, prefer-
ably using the strongest available encryption (e.g.. 128 bit
keys). Moreover, the trader must authenticate herself using
private passwordsor certification keys obtained from certi-
fication authorities, such as Verisign or Entrust.

A request for a market trade preferably proceeds as
follows: the trader. at a push of a button, obtains a trade
order ticket in a popup window on the browser with key
fields pre-initialized (see PIG. 13). When the trade order is
issued, again by the push of a button, a message is sent to a
Trading System server. where the market price is calculated
based on such factors as market data, size of the transaction,

time of day, the Trading System’s current exposure, and
predictions on market direction. The trade order is executed
using this market price. (The trader can specify limits, so
that the trade occurs only if the price falls within these
limits.) As such, the Trading System operates as a market
maker, A message Js then sent back to the trader with specific
trade details. which is displayed in a popup window(see
FIG. 14) on the trader’s browser together with a transaction
id (for future reference). Moreover. an openorders table (see
FIG, 9) and current portfolio summary table (not shown) is
updated to reflect the change.

Alternatively, the trader can issue in a similar manner an
entry order (see FIG, 15) thal requests a trade be made when
the currency exchange rate reaches a specified threshold,
The trader may specify how long the entry order will be
valid.

Referring to the attached figures, a preferred embodiment
comprises a method oftrading that in tum comprises the
following steps (see FIG. 16): At step 1605, a trader desiring
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to trade opens a Trading Station display, and at step 1610
clicks a “Buy/Sell” bution 510 on the Trading Station
display (see FIG. 5). At step 1615 an order window is
displayed (see FIG. 13), At step 1620 the trader decides
whether to place a market order or an entry order. Il'a market
order, then the trader proceeds to step 1635 and enters
desired order parameters (as shown in FIG. 13). [fan entry
order, then the trader proceeds to step 1625 and clicks an
“Entry” tab 1320 (see FIG. 13), At step 1630 entry order
fields are displayed (see FIG. 15). Thenthe trader proceeds
to step 1635 and enters desired order parameters (as shown
in FIG, 15).

Once order parameters are entered al step 1635, the trader
submits the order by clicking a “Submit” button 1310 (see
FIG, 13) if the order is a market order. or clicking a
“Submit” button 1510 (see FIG, 15) if the orderis an entry
order. At step 1645 data describing the order is sent by the
Trading Station application to a Trading System server.
where the data is stored. At step 1650 a current marketprice
for the currency the trader desires to purchase is calculated.
At step 1655 the trader’s order is executed if(a) the trader's
order is a market order and the calculated market price is
within the limits set by the trader in the market order form
at step 1635, or (b) order is an entry order and the calculated
market price meets the threshold(s) specified in the Entry
order format step 1635.

At step 1660 the Trading System server sends trade status
data to the trader's Trading Station application. This data
includes an indication that the order has been executed, if
thatts the case, and at any rate includes an indicationthat the
order has been received, At step 1665, the Trading Station
application displays an order acknowledgment window(see
FIG. 14) that displays order status information.

Over time, the Tracing System will accumulate an imbal-
ance in its currency portfolio and, at times, it will need to
neutralize its risk exposure to adverse currency fluctuations.
The Trading System Pricing Engine can influenceits expo-
sure by setting its price quotes accordingly. Moreover, il can
close outits positions periodically or take hedging positions
by executing larger trades through its Partners. Preferably
the Trading System’s positions are managed based onstate-
of-the-art trading models. Preferred trading models are
described in U.S. patent application Ser. No. 09/855,633.
filed May 14, 2001, the contents of which are incorporated
herein by reference, as well as U.S. provisional application
No. 60/274,174, filed Mar. 8, 2001,

The Trading System servers preferably operate 24 hours
a day, 7 days a week. These serversinterface withthe traders
over the Internet on the one hand and on the other hand with

the Partner’s back-office operations. Using standard, state-
oFthe-art database technology. it maintains the accounts of
all traders and executes trades issued by the traders. The
Trading System thus plays the role of a market makerin that
il internally aggregates all trades and only occasionally 55
balancesits internal positions by trading larger sums through
the Partner. These larger trades are issued to the Partner in
an automated way. The Trading System also takes hedging
positions so as to minimize risks on the unbalanced portions
of the traders’ account aggregates.

Partner's Role
The Partner maintains all actual funds. It is the source and

target ofall fund transfers to and from customers; it main-
tains the aggregate accounts; and it executesall trades issued
automatically by the Trading Systemservers. From a legal
point ofview, all funds must be maintained in money market
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instruments. Hence, the Partner will maintain a Long and a
Short money market fund for each currency supported.

Overview of Currency Trading System Server Internal
Design

The Trading Systemserver architecture is designed to be:
(1) modular, in order to: (a) simplify development (time-

to-market): (b) easily allow extensions and modifications:
(c) ensure correctness and robustness, and (d) keep it main-
tainable:

(2) efficient, in order to provide fast response times to
online users and minimize the computational and network-
ing resources required to support the service;

(3) scalable, in order to support (with suitable computing
infrastructure) a large number of online users and high
transaction volumes: and

(4) fault resilient, so that any individual failure of a
computing node or network connection does not interrupt
service,

The Trading System server software preferably runs
exclusively on Unix platforms, and is composed ofthe
following modules, each with a distinct set of responsibili-
lies (see PIG. 3):

(1) Database (DBMS) 310. This is the heart of the server.
It keeps track of customer profile information. all customer
accounts and all transactions, and ensures that atomicity,
consistency, independence, and durability (“ACID”) prop-
erties are maintained, The database is the reference point for
all information kept by the system.

The database is preferably a standard commercially-
available SQL. database, configured for full replication Jor
reliability, availability, and improved perlormance. The pre-
ferred embodiment is based on 1BM’s DB-2 product line.
but Oracle, for example. could also easily be used.

(2) Server Front-end 315. The server front-end 315 is
responsible for all communication with the Web-based cli-
ents. It supports both persistent and non-persistent connec-
tionsto the traders. The persistent connects are used prima-
rily for periodic (i.e., every few seconds) transmission ofthe
latest currency rates so that the traders can update the
currency graphs and tables in real-time. Using persistent
connections significantly reduces protocol processing over-
head and reduces network bandwidth requirements. Non-
persistent connections are used for all transaction-oriented
requests, such as orders, transaction history requests. logins.
ete. All transaction-oriented communication between the

trader browsers and the Server Front-end occurs fully
encrypted, while rate information is transmitted in unen-
crypted form for efficiency reasons.

Traders preferably communicate with the server using a
request-response type ofprotocol. The Server Front-end 315
interprets cach request il receives and, for each, takes
appropriate action. Por login requests, it sets up appropriate
data structures so that all future requests can be serviced in
the most efficient way. It also sets up encryption keys for
secure communication, and logs the start of a new session
with the Transaction Server. For rate requests, it returns the
requested rates it obtains from the rate server. For orders, it
executes the orders by issuing appropriate requests to the
transaction server afier checking the margin requirements,
the availability of funds, and using rates as determined by
the pricing engine. Por stop-loss/take-profit and fixed-price
orders (that may get executed in the future), the Trade
Manager 365 is also informed. For each trade that gets
executed, the Hedging Engine 340 and Margin Control 350
modules are informed. so that they always have an up-to-
date snapshot of the state. For transaction history, the
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appropriate information is returned to the client after obtain-
ing it from the Transaction Server 355,

‘The Server Front-end 315 also encapsulates a standard
Web server (a la Apache), that services other trader requests
that entail formatted text; this includes all of the Help pages,
large transaction history requests. and server monitoring
information. The Server Front-end 315 also acts as a Fire-
wall.

Intemally, the Server Front-end 315 is structured as a set
olthreads that service one requestafter another, The threads
allow concurrentrequest servicing so that many requests can
be serviced in parallel.

(3) Rate Server/Pricing Engine 325. The Rate Server
obtains currency exchangerate information from a variety of
external rate sources and stores it locally. The Pricing
Engine computes the currency exchangerates that the trad-
ers see and that are used for trading. These are computed
from the currency exchange rates obtained from the external
rate sources, the directional movement and volatility of the 2
market, the current Trading System exposure and a number
of other parameters. The computed rates are made available
to the other modules of the system, and are also stored on
persistent media. Various methods of calculating such rates
are known to those skilled in the art. A preferred method is
described in U.S. patent application Ser. No, 09/764,366,
filed Jan. 18, 2001, to Miiller et al.

‘Traders can request historical rate data so that they can
graphically display the movements of any pair ofcurrencies.
The Rate Server serves such requests and preferably has
several years of currency exchange rates available for this
purpose.

Forfast response time, the Rate Server caches in memory
all of the frequently and recently requested rates so as to
minimize the number ofdisk accesses required.

(4) VAR (Value at Risk) Server 320. This server obtains
and serves Value at Risk information. Various methods of

calculating VAR are knownin the art. A preferred methodis
disclosed in U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 60/200,
742. filed May 1, 2000, to Miiller.

(5) Transaction Server 355. This server encapsulates all
transaction functionality and communicates the transactions
to the Database 310 server (which runs on a separate host)
after validating the transactions. The Transaction Server 355
also updates all other modules that need to be informed of
new transactions. Finally, the Transaction Server 355
informs the currently online traders whena transaction(that
may have been issued by a stop-loss, take-profit, or limit
order daemon or by the Margin Control Manager) takes 5
place.

(6) Interest Rate Manager 360. The Interest Rate Manager
360 periodically (for example, every few minutes. every few
seconds, or tick-by-tick) goes throughall trader accounts to
compute the interest rate due or owed based on the instru-
ments currently in the portfolio, each resulting in a trans-
action of the trader account. The portfolio information is
obtained through the Transaction Server 355. The interest
rates used are obtained from external sources, and the

history of interest rates are stored on persistent storage.
Because real-time (or near real-time) information is used,
the Interest Rate Manageris capable of calculating, paying
out, and collecting interest by the second, Interest calcula-
tion formulas are known to those skilled in the art, and any
appropriate formula can be used in the Interest Rate Man-
ager without departing from the scope of the invention, An
example is the formula
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where P is the principal, ris the annual interest rate. t is the
time (in years) over whichinterest is earned, m is the number
of times per year that interest is compounded, and A is the

) amount owed (principal plus interest). The interest earned
during time t is A-P. Thus, for example, if the annual interest
rate is 3%, and the interest is compounded daily, then the
interest I, earned over each time period T,=t,-t,_,. where
each t, is a clock-time (i.e., a particular day-hour-minute-
second-fraction-ol-a-second) to the nearest second (thus T,.
is in seconds), is calculated according to the formula 1,=A,—
P,. where P,, is the principal (the amount earning interest, not
the “original” principal) at time t,_ ,, and

3657)

=p 0.03)315,070Ap = ( + =|

Since there are 31,536,000 seconds per year.

Ty ,—— it
31,536,000

the time in years over which the interest is being calculated.
Similar formulas can be used whenL, is given to the nearest
tenth, hundredth, or other fraction of a second.If interest is

compounded continuously, those skilled in the art will
recognize how to apply the well-known formula A=Pe”
appropriately. ‘Thus, to calculate interest on a tick-by-tick
basis, the above formulas can be used, with T, representing
time between licks,

(7) Trade Manager 365, The Trade Manager 365 continu-
ously checks whether a trade should be executed on behalf
ofa trader, and if so executes the trade by interacting with
the transaction server. The Trade Manager 365 consists of
multiple subcomponents: (a) a stop-loss daemon continu-
ously checks to see whether stop-loss orders should be
executed and. iso, executes them through the Transaction
Server 355; (b) a take-profit daemon continuously checks to
see whether take-profit orders should be executed and, if so,
executes them through the Transaction Server 355; and (c)
a limit-order daemon continuously checks to see whether a
limit order should be executed and. if'so, executes it through
the Transaction Server 355,

The daemons. continuously monitor the current rates: to
determine whether actionis required. Moreover, each ofthe
daemons caches in memory all of the orders that it may need
to execute. They keep the orders suitably sorted so that they
can take fast action when necessary: for example, the
stop-loss daemon sorts the orders in descending order of
stop-loss price, the lake-profit in ascending order oftake-
profit price.

(8) Margin Control Manager 350. This module continu-
ously monitors the margin requirements of all trader
accounts.. When necessary, the Margin Control] Manager 350
will liquidate some (or all) of a trader's holdings. It caches
in memory all of the information necessary for this compu-
tation, sorted in decreasing order of risk, so that it can take
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swift action when necessary, Holdings are liquidated
through the Transaction Server 355, when necessary.

(9) Trading System Monitor 330. This module continu-
ously monitors the current state of the Trading System.
Among others, state parameters include: (a) current Trading
System currency positions: (b) current margin situation: (c)
a summary ofstop-loss, take-profit, and limit orders that
exist; (d) the number ofcurrently online users; (e) the
number, size and type oftrades executed per second: and (f)
a summary of the account positions held by the users.

This information is made available (a) to the Pricing
Engine 325 (where it is used to set the currency exchange
rates made available to the traders). (b) to the Hedging
Engine 340 so thatit can determine whentoissue trades with
the Partner Bankend Bank, and (c) to system operators and
Trading Systemfinancial engineers in real time via a feature-
rich Webinterface, Moreover, this informationis logged on
persistent storage for later, off-line analysis,

(10) Hedging Engine 340. This module continuously
monitors current Trading System currency positions, the
positions held inthe trader accounts, recent trading activity,
and the market direction and volatility to determine whento
issue a trade with the backend Partner Bank. Various meth-

ods of performing such calculations are known to those
skilled in the art. The Hedging Engine 340 preferably uses
the hedging tool described in U.S. patent application Ser.
No. 09/764,366, filed Jan. 18, 2001, to Miiller et al., the

contents of whichare incorporated herein by reference.
(11) Partner Bank Interface 335. This module communi-

cates directly with the backend Partner Bank to issue trades
and obtain account information,

(12) Computer Systems Monitor 345. This module con-
linuously monitors the operation and state of the computer
systems on which the Trading System is running. Besides
error conditions, such metrics as memory, processor, disk,
and network utilizalion: paging activity: the number of
packets sent over the various networks; the number of
transactions: and the number ofprocesses and threads are of
interest. This informationis made available to system opera-
tors in real time via a feature-rich Web interface and local

consoles, In addition, it is stored on persistent storage for
later, off-line analysis.

The Server modules described aboveare structured so that

they can run independently as separate processes that can be
independently mapped onto an arbitrary computer within a
cluster. Moreover, each of the modules canrun in replicated
form, providing both fault tolerance and increased through-
put.

Preferred Physical Organization of the ‘Trading System
Server

A Trading System Server ofa preferred embodiment runs
on a hardware base consisting of a cluster of hosts and disk
farms connected by networks. All of the hardware compo-
nents are preferably replicated for fault tolerance, as
depicted in FIG. 4.

‘The cluster is connected to multiple [SPs so that ifone ISP
goes down, traders can still communicate with the server.
The ISPs are connected to the Server through a pair of
routers 410 that monitor each other; if one of them goes
down, then the other will automatically take over:

For security reasons, the Database 310 is on a separate
back-end network; this way, it is not connected directly to
the Internet and can only be accessed by the Transaction
Server 355. The Database 310 is setup tm a dual configura-
tion, so that the system can continue operating with a single
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database failure. All disks are mirrored, again, so that any
single disk failure will not result in a loss of data.

All of the other server processes run on a cluster ofservers
420. connected to the Internet routers 410 on the one side,
and connected to the backend database 430 on the otherside.

A virtually unlimited numberofservers can be used in the
cluster, allowing the system to scale up to support a large
number of users. The servers can be partitioned by func-
tionality, allowing specialized servers to be used, optimized
for the particular functionality. For example, the Rate Serv-
ers 325 need minimal CPU power, and only a limited
amount of memory, They also can be replicated easily
without the introduction of any complexity or overhead.
Hence, smaller, less costly hardware can be used for this
purpose,

After login, traders typically communicate with a particu-
lar server in “sessions” for performance reasons. Using
sessions improves cache locality, resulting in far fewer
database accesses, and it allows the cost of creating session
encryption keys to be amortized over many communication
acuions. For load balancing purposes, the trader software is
directed to henceforth communicate with the least loaded

server at the time when the trader first logs in. In case of
severe load imbalances, individual traders are redirected to

new, less loaded servers. [f any ofthe servers crashes, then
the client software that was communicating with the crashed
server will detect the failure and automatically (transpar-
ently to the user) go through a new login procedure.

User Interface Description

Overview

The followingts a description ofa preferred user interlace
of a preferred Trading System, The main user interlace
display is called a “Trading Station,” and it is used forall
interactions with the trading system by a trader, such as
analyzing changes in currency exchange rates, reviewing the
trader's current currency positions, reviewing the trader’s
past transactions, or issuing buyand sell requests. The key
features of the Trading Stationare that: (1) it runs on any of
the popular Web browsers connected to the Intemet; (2) it
displays continuously updated currency exchange rates in
real-time; (3) it displays all pertinent information in one
window: and (4)all interaction with the server occurs over
fully-encrypled Internet connections.

System Requirements

The User Interface is preferably implemented in Java so
as to run on any browser with JDIK1.2 support, which
includes all Netscape Navigators versions 4.2 and up as well
as Microsoft's Internet Explorer versions 5.0 and up. The
Trading Station is preferably supported for Windows 95,
Windows 98, Windows 2000, Windows NT, Linux, Sun

Selaris, and other Unix-based operating systems.
If operated Irom behind a firewall, then the Trading

Station may operate properly only if the firewall allows
HTTP requests to Port 90. Many corporations have firewalls
that restrict access to the corporate network to well-known
services such as email. Typically this restriction is accom-
plished by restricting the ports that may be used. For
example, Port 80 is typically used for http (Web-based)
trafic. Some firewalls inspect trafic going through Port 80
io ensure that the port is being used only for Web-based
trafic. This is problematic for trading systems that do not
use hitp messages—it causes users behind corporate fire-
walls to be inaccessible. However, a preferred embodiment
of the present invention overcomes this obstacle by prefac-
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ing Trading System messages with standard http headers to
make them appear to be http requests and responses, even
though they are not.

Log In Procedure

In order to log in, a trader must be a registered user.
Registering is preferably free and can be accomplished by
clicking on a “newusers” link on a login page. Logging in
requires a user to provide a user-ID and password.Ia trader
forgets her password, she can click on the “forgot your
password” link and fill in the information requested: her
password will be then be emailed to her.

If user-ID and password are entered correctly. a small
window appears indicating that the Trading Stationis being
loaded. After a short time, a larger window appears with the
Trading Station Graphical User Interface shown in FIG.5.
Onee the Trading Station is properly loaded, the contents of
the small window is changed to include a number of useful
links. It is important that this small window not be closed
while the Trading Stationis to remain in operation, although 2
it may be minimized so as not to be in the trader’s way, (This
small window is necessary due to the limitations oftypical
Java implementations on most browsers that would other-
wise not allowa trader to continue browsing the Web while
the User Interface is active.)

Main Window of ‘Trading Station

The Trading Station user interface is shownin FIG. 5. It
can be resized to a convenient size, by using the standard
resizing mechanisms supported by the trader’s operating
system's windowing system.

The Trading Station is preferably partitioned into a num-
ber of components that each serve a different purpose:

(A) Action buttons: a vertical panel located on the left
hand side of the Trading Station contains a set of action
buttons that allow a user to perform the most common
operations,

(B) Menus: a set of pull-down menus across the top
allows a user to invoke additional operations.

(C) Account summary: an area in the middle of the
Trading Stationthat gives a summary ofthe user’s account.

(D) Table: an area located across the top of the Trading
Stationthat is used to display various information in tabular
format. The information displayed depends on the most
recently clicked Action Button. [t might display currently
held instruments, current open positions, or a history of
recent transactions.

(EZ) Currency rates; an area at the bottomlefi that displays
various currency rates. These rates are continuously
updated in real time.

(F) Graph: located at the bottom-right comer, graphs
display currency rates over time. The graphs are also
updated in real-time as newrates become available.

Subsequentsections describe each of these components in
detail.

Action Buttons

‘The ‘Trading Station preferably has the following action
buttons in a panel on the lefi side. Clicking the appropriate
button will invoke the described operation:

Buy/Sell; Pops up a Buy/Sell window, from which a
trader can issue trade requests. (See the description of the
buy/sell window(FIG, 13) for more information.)

Positions: Displays the currently open positions in a table.
(See the description ofthe Open Positions ‘lable (FIG. 8) for
the contents of the table.)
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Trades: Displays the currently open trades in a table. (See
the description of the Open Trades Table (FIG. 7) for the
contents of the table.)

Orders: Displays the open orders (that may be executed
some time in the future) in a table. (See the description of the
Open Orders ‘Table (FIG. 9) for the contents ofthe table.)

History: Displays a recent history ofthe trader’s transac-
tions in the table. (See the description of the History Table
(FIG. 10) for contents of the table.)

Analysis: Pops up a new browser windowwith access to
a numberof analysis tools that might help in making trading
decisions,

News: Pops up a new browser windowwith the latest
currency news.

Forums: Pops up a new browser window with access toa
number of forums (sometimes known as newsgroups) that
allowa trader to participate in discussions with other traders
and currency trading experts.
Pull-down Menus

There are preferably 5 pull-down menus (not shown),
each offering different operations or services:

Connection Menu: (1) Disconnect: disconnects the Trad-
ing Station from the Trading System server. The Trading
Station will remain open, but currency rates will no longer
be updated, and transactions will not be possible. (2) Con-
hect: connect the Trading Station to the server, so the trader
is back on line. (3) Quit: quit and exitthis application.

Account Menu: (1) Transaction history: pop up a new
browser windowto display an extensive list ofall transac-
tions that occurred ona trader's account. See the Transaction

History section (relating to FIG, 10) for a description of
what is displayed. (2) Clear account balance and P/L;: for
those who have incurred large losses on their account, this
operation allows a trader to start over again with a cleared
P/L. and newfunds in the account. This feature is primarily
useful when an account on the Trading System 1s used as a
game—i.e., no real money changes hands. (3) Add funds to
account: for a game account, add funds to the account fora
real money-account, transfer money into the account from
the trader's credit card or obtain instructions on howto wire

transfer money into the trader’s account. (4) Buy/Sell: issue
a trade or market order (see FIG. 13). (5) Open positions:
display the open positions in a table (see FIG. 8). (6) Open
trades: display all open trades in a table (see FIG, 7). (7)
Openorders: display all open orders in a table (see FIG. 9),
(8) Recent transaction history: display the most recent
transactions in a table (see FIG. 10).

Commands Menu; (1) Change passwords. (2) Graph:
specily the currency pair to be displayed in the graph.

Information Menu: (1) Interest rates: display interest rate
information in a separate browser window. (2) Market
News:display up-to-date currency market news ina separate
browser window. (3) Analysis tools: use an analysis tool in
a separate window. (4) Forum: participate in various forums
related to currency trading. (5) Rankings: see a list of the
most successful currency traders using the Trading System.

Help Menu: (1) Documentation: links to descriptive docu-
ments. (2) About: display software version number and
credits. (3) Debug: display debugging information in a new
window,

Account Summary
The account summary display (see F1G, 6 for an example)

is a small table that provides a summary of the trader’s
5 account status. It preferably shows: (1) Account Balance: the

amount of the trader’s cash holding in the trader’s account.
(2) Realized P/L: the amount of profit or loss the trader has
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incurred with the trader's trading activity to date. (3) Unre-
alized P/L: the amount ofprofit or loss that the trader holds
with the trader’s current open positions, If the trader clears
all of his open positions, then this amount would be added
to the Realized P/L amount. (4) Margin Used: the amount of
the trader's account balance and unrealized P/L tied up for
margin purposes. (5) Margin Available: the amount of the
trader’s account balance and unrealized P/L available as

margin for new trading transactions.
This information is preferably continuously updated in

real-lime to take current market conditions into account.

Moreover, the information is always shownin the trader's
home currency.
‘Tables

The table area of the Trading Station shows different
information depending on the lastAction Button-selected.Tt
can include: (1) open trades; (2) open positions; (3) open
orders; and (4) transaction history. The default is open
positions.

How the information in the table is displayed can be
controlled in two ways: (1) Scroll bars are usedto scroll the
table up or down, allowing a trader to see information that
is hidden fromview. (2) Sorting can be achieved by clicking
on a column header, which causes the table to be sorted so

that the column is in increasing or decreasing order. Clicking
once sorts the column in increasing order; clicking again
sorts it in decreasing order,

Forall tables except Transactionhistory, clicking on a row
ofthe table will cause a pop-up windowto appear, offering
further actions for that open trade, position, or order.

Open ‘Trades Table
The open trades table (see FIG. 7) shows a list of the

trader's currently open trades. The table preferably has 9
columns, described fromleft to right (not all are depicted in
FIG, 7):

(1) Short/Long: Indicates whether the position is short or
long.

(2) Ticket Number: a number that uniquely identifies an
open trade. A trader can use this number as a reference for
inquiries to the Trading Systemor ils operators, or to search
for particular entries in the transaction history table.

(3) Currency pair: the pair of currencies involved in this
trade. The first currency of the pair is referred to as the base
currency, While the second one ts referred to as the quote
currency.

(4) Units: the number oftransacted units for this trade,
expressed in the base currency.

(5) S/L: the trader’s stop-lossfor this trade. This trade will
be closed automatically as soon as the currency exchange
rate for this currency pair crosses the S/L. value. A stop-loss
limit is used to limit the loss a trader may incur with this
trade.

(6) T/P: the trader's take-profit for this trade, This trade
will be closed automatically as soon as the currency
exchangerate for this currency pair crosses the T/P value. A
take-profit limit is used to realize the trader’s profit as soon
as it reaches the T/P value.

(7) Rate: the exchange rate obtained when the trade got
executed.

(8) Market: the current exchange rate for this currency
pair.

(9) Profit: the unrealized profit (when positive) or loss
(when negative) expressed in base currency and ona per unit
basis.

Clicking on the scroll buttons will causethe tableto scroll
up or down. Clicking on a column header will sort the table
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so that the contents ofthe columnare displayed in increasing
or decreasing order. Clicking on a row with an open trade
will cause a pop-up window to appear offering two opera-
tions: (1) Close trade, (2) Modify trade. This is used to
modify the S/L or the T/P limits.

Open Positions ‘Table
The Open Positions Table (see FIG. 8) displays a list of

the trader’s openpositions. It is sumilar to the Open ‘Trades
table, except that all trades of the same currencypair are
aggregated into one line.

Thetable preferably has 6 columns, described from left to
right (not all are shownin FIG, 8):

(1) Short/Long: Indicates whether the position ts short or
long.

(2) Currencypair: the pair ofcurrencies the position refers
to. The first currency ofthe pair is referred 10 as the base
currency, while the second one is referred to as the quote
currency.

(3) Units: the number of units held in this position,
expressed in the base currency.

(4) Rate: the average exchange rate obtained for the trades
in this position.

(5) Market: the current exchange rate for this currency
pair.

(6) Profit: the unrealized profit (when positive) or loss
(whennegative) expressed in base currency and ona per unit
basis.

Clicking onthe scroll buttons will cause the table to scroll
up or down. Clicking on a columnheaderwill sort the table
so thatthe contents of the column displayed in increasing or
decreasing order, Clicking on a row with an open position
will cause a pop-up windowto appearoffering the option to
close the position.

§ Open Orders Table
The Open Orders Table (see FIG. 9) showsa list ofthe

trader's currently open orders. An open order is a request
that a particular trade should be made automatically when
the exchange rate of the specified currency pair crosses a
specified threshold.

The table preferably has 9 columns, described from lefi ta
right (not all are shown in FIG. 9).

(1) Short/Long: indicates whether the position is short or
long.

(2) Order ID: a numberthat uniquely identifies the order,
A trader can use this number as a reference lor inquiries to
the Trading System.

(3) Currency pair: the pair of currencies to be traded.
(4) Units: the number of units to be traded, expressed in

o the base currency.
(5) S/L: the stop-loss for this trade. This trade, once

executed. will be closed automatically as soon as the cur-
rency exchange rate lor this currency pair crosses the S/L
value. A stop-loss limit is used to limit the loss a trader may
incur with this trade.

(6) T/P: the trader’s take-profit for this trade. This trade,
once executed, will be closed automatically as soon as the
currency exchangerate for this currencypair crosses the T/P
value. A take-prolit limit is used to realize the trader's profit
as soon as it reaches the T/P value.

(7) Rate: specifies that the trade should be executed as
soon as the exchange rate for the specified currency pair
crosses this yalue.

(8) Market: the current exchange rate for this currency
pair.

(9) Duration: specifies the amount of time an order should
stand, until 1 is automatically canceled.
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Clicking on the scroll buttons will cause the tableto scroll
up or down. Clicking on a column header will sort the table
so that the contents of the column are displayed in increasing
or decreasing order. Clicking on a row with an order will
cause a pop-up window to appear offering two operations:
(1) Cancel order. (2) Modify order. This is used to modify
the exchange rate threshold at which the trade is to be
executed, or the S/L or T/P limits.

Transactions. Table

The Transactions (or Transaction History) Table (see FIG.
10) shows a list of the most recent transactions on the
account, For access to a full list of past transactions, a user
selects the Information pull-down menu and then selects
‘Transaction History.

‘The ‘Transaction History ‘Table preferably has 6 columns,
described fromlefi to right:

(1) Transaction [D: uniquely identifies the transaction.
(2) Type: identifies the type oftransaction.
(3) Currency pair: the pair of currencies associated with

the transaction.

(4) Units: the number ofunits to traded in the transaction,
expressed in the base currency.

(5) Price: the currency exchange rate applied when buying
or selling a currency pair.

(6) Date/Time: the date and time ofthe transaction.

Clicking on the scrol] buttons will cause the tableto scroll
up or down. Clicking on a column headerwill sort the table
so that the contents ofthe columnare displayed in increasing
or decreasing order,

Currency Rates
The Currency Rates Table (see FIG. 11) shows the current

exchange rate for the currency pairs supported by the
Trading System. They are preferably updated in real time.
approximately every 5 seconds. Whenthere is a significant
exchange rate movement for a currency pair, up/down
indicators show the direction ofthe rate change in orderto
alert a trader, should a trader not currently have the currency
pair displayed in the graph.

Clicking onthe scroll buttonswill cause the table to seroll
up or down. Clicking on a currency pair’s ask price will pop
up a buy windowfor that currency pair. Clicking on a
currency pair's bid price will pop up a sell windowfor that
currencypair.

Graphs
Graphs (see FIG. 12) show how currency exchange rates

change over a period of time, ranging from minutes to
months. All graphs are updated in real-time, as new currency
rates arrive.

At any given time, the difference between the lower
houndary and the upper boundary ofthe curve represents the
difference between the bid and the ask price, and the
difference may vary over time depending on market condi-
tions. Thus, the top part of the curve indicates the ask price,
and the bottomofthe curve indicates the bid price.

As a mouse cursor 1220 is moved over the graph, a
sub-area 1230 in the graph shows precise exchange rate
informationfor the target currency pair correspondingto the
time instance represented by the position of the mouse
cursor,

The graph may also display Buy or Sell widgets that
indicate at which point in time a trader bought or sold a
currency pair. Downward pointing red arrowsindicate a sold
currency pair (where a trader is hoping the rates will go
down after that point), and upward pointing green arrows
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indicate a bought currency pair (where a trader is hoping the
rates will go up alter that point).

A trader can adjust what is shown in the graph: (1) The
currency pair displayed is selected using the pull-down
menu 1240 at the bottom left. (2) The granularity of the
graph is selected using the pull-down menu 1250 at the
bottom right ofthe graph. Selecting a fine granularity, such
as 5 seconds (where each point on the horizontal axis
represents 5 seconds oftime), will display a relatively short

1 time interval (less than an hour, in this case). Selecting a
larger granularity, such as one day, will display longer-tern
trends (9 months of exchange rate informationin this case),

Scroll buttons 1260 at the top right of the graph area allow
a trader to shift the time interval shownto the left or to the

right (backward or forward in time). Clicking on the graph
with the mouse will hide the Buy/Sell widgets. Clicking
again will cause them to reappear.

Buy/Sell Window
A Buy/Sell pop-up window (see FIG. 13) allows a trader

to issue buyor sell orders. The windowcan be caused to pop
up either by: (1) clicking on the Buy/Sell action button (see
FIG. 5); (2) clicking on the bid or ask price in the Currency
Rates Table (see FIG. 11): or (3) clicking on an existing
trade, position, or order in the Table area of the Trading
Station display (see FIG.5).

‘Twotypes of orders are supported: (1) Market Orders are
orders that are transacted immediately based on market
exchange rates. (2) Entry Orders are orders that are executed
when the exchange rate crosses a certain threshold.

The type of order can be selected by clicking on the
appropnate tab in the Buy/Sell Window (see FIG. 13),
Market order comes up as the default order,

Issuing a Market Order. To issue a market order with the
Buy/Sell Windowand the Market Tab selected. a number of
fields must be filled out (although most of the fields are
pre-initialized with reasonable values):

(1) ACTION: choose between buy and sell.
(2) CURRENCY: choose the currency pair the trader

wishes to buy or sell. By default, this Held will be initialized
as follows: (A) Ifthe Buy/Sell button was used to obtain the
window,the currency pair currently shownin the graph.(B)
If the bid or ask price was clicked to obtain the window, the
currency pair for whichthe price was clicked. (C) Ifa trade
or position was clicked in the Table area, the currency pair
corresponding to the trade or position. The pull-down menu
can be used to select another currency pair,

(3) UNITS: the number ofunits ofthe currency pair the
, trader wishes to buy or sell, with units expressed in terms of

the base currency.

(4) Lower Limit: the order will result in a trade only if'a
price is obtained that does not lie below this limit. By
default, no limit is selected, but one can be set by checking
the check box, If the check box is checked, thenthe field is

automatically initialized with a reasonable value: however
the value can be changed either by modifying the number
directly or by using the +/- buttons to increase or decrease
the value, respectively.

(5) Upper Limit: the order will result in a trade only if'a
price is obtained that does not lie above this limit. By
default, no limil is selected, but one can be set by checking
the check box. If the check box is checked, then the field is

automatically initialized with a reasonable value, however,
the value can be changed either by modifying the number
direetly or by using the +/— buttons to increase or decrease
the value, respectively.
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(6) Stop Loss: if the order results in a trade, then the
stop-loss value piven will be associated with the trade. By
default. no stop-loss limit is selected, but one can be set by
checking the check box. If the check box is checked, then the
field is automatically initialized with a reasonable value:
however, the value can be changed either by modifying the
number directly or by using the +/- buttons to increase or
decrease the value, respectively.

(7) Take Profit: if the order results in a trade. then the
stop-loss value piven will be associated with the trade. By
default, no take profit limit is selected, but one can be set by
checking the check box.Ifthe check box is checked, thenthe
field is automatically initialized with a reasonable value:
however, the value can be changed either by modifying the
number directly or by using the +/- buttons to increase or
decrease the value, respectively.

The RATE field is set by the Trading Station and corre-
sponds to the most recent exchange rate for the selected
currency pair.

To issue the order, a Submit button 1310 must be selected. 2

If the order is successful, and a trade occurs, then an

acknowledgment window (see FIG. 14) pops up with a
Ticket number that can be used for future reference. More-

over, the Open Trades ‘Table (see FIG. 7) will be updated to
reflect the newtrade, as will the Open Positions ‘Table (see
FIG. 8) and the Transaction History Table (see PIG, 10).

Several issues are important to note:
(1) If an order is successful and a trade occurs. then the

exchange rate obtained for the trade will correspond to the
most current exchange rate maintained at the Trading Sys-
lem servers and nol necessarily the rate displayed in the
Buy/Sell window.

(2) An order without Lower and Upper Limits will always
result in a trade,

(3) Anorder with both Lower and UpperLimitswill result
in a trade if and only if the exchange rate for the potential
trade lies between the two limits,

Issuing an Entry Order. ‘To issue an entry order with the
Buy/Sell Window and the Entry Tab selected (see FIG. 15),
a numberof fields must be filled out (although most ofthe
fields are pre-initialized with reasonable values);

(1) ACTION: choose between buy andsell.
(2) CURRENCY: choose the currency pair the trader

wishes to buy orsell. By default, this field will be initialized
as follows: (A) ifthe Buy/Sell button was used to obtain the
window, the currency pair currently shownin the graph; (B)
if the bid or ask price was clicked to obtain the window,the
currency pair for which the price was clicked. The pull-
down menu can be used to select another currency pair.

(3) UNITS: the numberofunits of the currency pair the 50
trader wishes to buy or sell, with units expressed in terms of
the base currency.

(4) RATE: the order will result in a trade as soon as the
exchange rate for the selected currency pair crosses the
given value:that ts, for buy orders, ifthe rate goes belowthis
value, and for sell orders if the rate goes above the given
value

(5) Duration: this value is used to limit the amount of time
an outstanding order will remain effective. By default, the
order remains effective indelinitely. However, the duration
can be set to the end ofthe day or for an hour.

(6) Stop Loss: if the order results in a trade, then the
stop-loss value given will be associated with the trade. By
default, no stop-loss limit is selected, but one can be set by
checking the check box. If the check box is checked, then the
field is automatically initialized with a reasonable value:
however, the value can be changed either by modifying the
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numberdirectly or by using the +/- buttons to increase or
decrease the value, respectively.

(7) Take Profit: if the order results in a trade, then the

stop-loss value given will be associated with the trade. By
default, no take profit limit is selected, but one can be set by
checking the check box. Ifthe check box is checked, then the
field is automatically initialized with a reasonable value:
however, the value can be changed either by modifying the
numberdirectly or by using the +/- buttons to increase or

) decrease the value. respectively.
To issue the order, a Submit button 1510 must be selected.

This results in an acknowledgment window (see FIG, 14)
popping up with a Ticket numberthat can be used for future
reference. Moreover, the Open Orders Table (see FIG, 9)
will be updated to reflect ihe neworder. Note that a trader
can modify the parameters of an open order (including the
rate representing the trade threshold, or the $/L and T/P) by
clicking on the order in the Open Orders ‘Table.

Whatis claimed is:

1. A system for trading currencies over a computer
network, comprising:

(a) a server front-end in communication with said com-
puter network;

(b) a database:
(c) a transaction server in communication with said server

front-end and with said database:

(d) a rale server in communication with said server
front-end: and

(e) a pricing engine in communication with said rate
server: and further comprising an interest rate manager
in communication with said transaction server and said

database, wherein said interest rate manager is opera-
live to calculate, pay out, and collect interest on a
tick-by-tick basis.

2. A system for trading currencies over a computer
network, comprising:

(a) a server front-end in communication with said com-
puter network,

(b) a database;
(c) a transaction server in communication with said server

front-end and with said database;

(d) a rate server in communication with said server
front-end: and

(e) a pricing engine in communication with said rate
server, and further comprising a trade manager in
communication with said transaction server and said

database, wherein said trade manager comprises a
stop-loss daemonthat (a) continuously checks whether
stop-loss orders should be executed, and (b) if'a stop-
loss order should be executed, executes it through said
transaction server.

3. A system for trading currencies over a computer
network, comprising:

(a) a server front-end in communication with said com-
puter network;

(b) a database;
(c) a transaction server in communication with said server

front-end and with said database;

(d) @ rate server in communication with said server
front-end: and

(€) a pricing engine in communication with said rate
server; and further comprising a trade manager in
communication with said transaction server and said

database. wherein said trade manager comprises a
take-prolit, daemon that (a) continuously checks
whether take-profit orders should be executed, and (b)
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if a take-profit order should be executed, executes it
through said transaction server.

4. A system lor trading currencies over a computer
network, comprising:

(a) a server front-end in communication with said com-
puter network;

(b) a database:
(c) a transaction server in communication withsaid server

front-end and with said database:

(d) a rate server in communication with said server
front-end: and

(e) a pricing engine in communication with said rate
server, and further comprising a trade manager in
communication with said transaction server and said

database, wherein said trade manager comprises a
limit-order daemon that (a) continuously checks
whether limit orders should be executed, and (b) if a
limit order should be executed. executes it throughsaid
transactionserver,

5. A system for trading currencies over a computer 2
network, comprising:

(a) a server front-end in communication with said com-
puter network;

(b) a database:
(c) a transaction server in communication with said server

front-end and with said database:

(d) a rale server in communication with said server
front-end; and

(e) a pricing engine in communication with said rate
server, Wherem said pricing engine is operable to
compute currency exchange rates based on: (a) data
obtained from external rate sources: and (b) market
directional movement and volatility.

6. A systemas in claim 5, wherein said pricing engineis
further operable to compute currency exchange rates based
on positions held by said system.

7. A system for trading currencies over a computer
network, comprising:

(a) a server front-end in communication with said com-
puter network;

(b) a database;
(c) a transaction server in communication with said server

front-end and with said database:

(d) a rate server in communication with said server
front-end; and
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(e) a pricing engine in communication with said rate
server; further comprising a hedging engime in com-
munication with said transaction server. wherein said

hedging engine is operable to perform at least two of
the following calculations: (a) calculate a total amount
of home currency appearing in all open positions: (b)
calculate an out-of-equilibrium exposure: (c) calculate
a newpotential net exposure: (d) calculate an equilib-
rium position; (e) calculate boundaries of possible
exposures: (f) calculate values for a pair of quoting
functions; and (g) calculate an average price and an
average spread.

8. A system as in claim 6, wherein said positions are
managed based on one or more trading models.

9. A system as in claim 8, whereinat least one ofsaid one
or more trading models comprises: (a) a price collector
component; (b) a price filer component; (c) a price database
component: (d) a gearing calculator component; (e) a deal
acceptor component; and (f) a book-keeper component.

10. Asystemas in claim8, wherein at least one ofsaid one
or more trading models comprises: (a) a price collector
component; (b) a price filter component: (c) a price database
component; (d) a gearing calculator component; (e) a deal
acceptor component; (f) an opportunity catcher component:
and (g) a book-keeper component.

11. A system for trading currencies over a computer
network, comprising:

(a) a server front-end in communication with said com-
puler network:

(b) a database:

(c) a transaction server in communication with said server
front-end and with said database;

(d) a rate server in communication with said server
front-end: and

(e) a pricing engine in communication with said rate
server: further comprising a margin contro] manager in
communication with said transaction server and said

database, wherein said margin contro] manageris oper-
able to moniter on a lick-by-tick basis margin require-
ments of accounts and on said tick-by-tick basis liqui-
date holdings as needed to maintain specified margins.
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CURRENCYTRADING SYSTEM, METHODS,
AND SOFTWARE

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATION

‘The present applicationts a continuation ofapplication Ser.
No. 09/858,610 filed May 16, 2001 now U.S, Pat. No, 7,146,
336 whichclaimspriority to U.S. provisional application No.
60/274,174, filed Mar. 8, 2001, and incorporates the entire
contents thereofherein by reference.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

‘The present invention is related to currency trading; more
particularly, the inventionis related to trading currency over a
computer network.

BACKGROUND

In a traditional on-line currency markel. a trade occurs
through three steps: (1) the trader specifies to a dealer the
currency pair and the amountthat he would to trade (but does
not specily whether he would like to buy or sell); (2) the
dealer specifies to the trader both a bid and an ask price and
gives the trader several seconds to respond (the dealer not
knowing whether the trader will buy, sell, or rejectthe offer);
and (3) the trader either rejects the offer or specifies whether
he is buying or selling (his response must occur within a time
frame ofa few seconds).

But performing such a three-way handshake over the Inter-
net is somewhat impractical because ofInternet delays: the
trader might not actually have a few seconds to respond
before the dealer withdrawsthe offer. Thus, there 1s a need for

asystem and methodofon-line currencytrading that 1s based
ona trading model thatis superior to the three-way handshake
described above,

Another problemis that many corporations have firewalls
that restrict access to the corporate network, and that typically
restrict access to the Internet (and to well-knownservices
such as email, the World Wide Web, etc.) from within the

corporation. This inhibits the ability ofon-line trading sys-
tems to access information from and transfer information to

users behind corporate firewalls.

SUMMARY

The presentinvention overcomes the above-described and
other disadvantages of previous currency trading systems and
methods. In one aspect, the present invention comprises a
system for trading currencies over a computer network. A
preferred embodiment comprises: (a) a server front-end; (b)
al least one database;(c) a Lransaction server; (d) a rate server:
(e) a pricing engine; (f) an interest rate manager; (g) a trade
manager; (h) a value at risk server; (i) a margin contro] man-
ager: (j) a trading system monitor; and (k) a hedging engine.
Each of these components is described in detail belowin the
Detailed Description section.

In anotheraspect, the present invention comprises methads
for trading currency overa computer network.In one embodi-
ment, a preferred method comprises: (a) transmitting cur-
rency market information over a computer network to an end
user; (b) receiving a currencytrade order from the end user.
wherein the currency trade order comprises limits within
which the curreney trade will be acceptable to the end user;
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(c) calculating a market exchange rate for the currency trade
order: and (d) executing the order if the market exchangerate
is within the specified limits.

In another embodiment, a preferred method comprises: (a)
transmilling currency market information over a computer
network to an end user: (b) receiving a currency trade order
from the end user, wherein the currency trade order comprises
a threshold exchange rate; (c) calculating a market exchange
rate for the received currency trade order; and (d) executing
the order (1) if the market exchangerate is or goes above the
threshold exchange rate and the orderis a sell order, and (2) if
the market exchange rate is or goes below the threshold
exchangerate and theorder is a buy order,

Inafurther embodiment, a preferred method comprises: (a)
receiving currency market information over a computer net-
work trom a trading system server; (b) transmitting a cur-
rency trade order to the trading system server, Wherein the
currency trade order comprises limits within which the cur-
rency trade will be acceptable; and (c) if'a market exchange
rate is within the specified limits, receiving informationfrom
the trading system server indicating that the currency trade
order was executed,

In another embodiment, a preferred method comprises: (a)
receiving currency market information over a computer net-
work from a trading system server; (b) transmitting a cur-
rencytrade order to the trading system server, wherein the
currency trade ordercomprises athreshold exchangerate: and
(c) if (1) the applicable market exchangerate is or goes above
the threshold exchangerate andthe orderis a sell order, or (2)
the applicable market exchangerate is or becomes below the
threshold exchange rate and the orderis a buy order, receiving
information from the trading systemserver indicating that the
currency trade order was executed.

Inanother aspect, the present invention comprises soltware
for currency trading overa computer network. In one embodi-
ment, preferred software comprises: (a) software for receiv-
ing data over a computer network from a trading system
server: (b) software for displaying a first graphical user inter-
face display that: (1) displays continuously updated currency
exchangerates in real-time based on data received from the
trading system server; and (ii) displays action buttons, includ-
ing a buy/sell button; (c) software for displaying, in response
to auser clicking the buy/sell action button, a buy/sell window
display that: (i) comprises trade order parameter fields; and
(ii) accepts trade order data entered into the trade order
parameter fields by a user: and (d) software for transmitting
said trade order data to said trading systemserver over said
computer network.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 depicts parties involved in a preferred embodiment.
FIG. 2 depicts a graphical user interface of a preferred

embodiment.

FIG, 3 depicts modules of a preferred trading syslemserver.

FIG, 4 depicts hardware components of a preferred
embodiment.

FIG. 5 depicts a graphical user interface of a preferred
embodiment.

FIG, 6 depicts an account summary table display.
PIG. 7 depicts an open trades table display.
FIG. 8 depicts an openpositions table display.
FIG. 9 depicts an open orders table display.
FIG, 10 depicts a transactions table display.
FIG. 11 depicts a currency rates table display.
FIG. 12 depicts a currency exchange rate graph display.
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FIG. 13 depicts a buy/sell pop-up window display,
FIG. 14 depicts an acknowledgment window display.
FIG. 15 depicts an entry order display.
FIG. 16 depicts steps of a method ofa prelerred embodi-

ment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

The Curreney Trading System ofa preferred embodiment
(hereinafter “Trading System”) of the present invention
allows traders to trade currencies over a computer network.
Preferably, this computer network is the Internet, and the
subsequent description herein is primarily in terms ofthe
Internet, However, those skilled in the art will recognize that
the following description also applies to other computernet-
works. ‘[raders interface to the system using ordinary Web
browsers running feature-rich Java applets: they obtain real-
lime data feeds ofcurrent exchange rates, they can analyze
past exchange rates using graphical tools, they can review
their current portlolio and pasitrades, and they can place buy
andsell ordersin the real-time market. Businesses interface to

the system using an API. Innovative features that set the
Trading Systemapart from the competitionare: (1) extremely
low spreads on the order of a few basis points,(ii) the ability
to trade very small amounts as lowas $1, and (it) 24 hour a
day, 7 days a week availability. This system has the potential
to revolutionize the way currency trading is done and to open
up currency trading to a new, large market segmentofinves-
tors and speculators for whom currency tradingis not feasible
today. Moreover, it allows businesses to address their cur-
rencey exchange requirements in the most cost-effective and
efficient way.

A description ofthe preferred server infrastructure used in
the Trading System follows. Wefirst give a briefintroduction
ofthe system as a whole.

The Trading Systeminvolves three components (see FIG.
1): (1) traders thatare distributed around the world; (2) 'Trad-
ing System servers; and (3)“Partners” consisting ofthe finan-
cial institution(s) through which real currency exchange
trades are executed, and from whichreal-time data leeds are
obtained.

Traders communicate with Trading System servers over a
secure. encrypted Internet connection to review their
accounts, to monitor currency exchange market conditions, or
to initiate currency exchange trades. The Trading System
servers are preferably connected to the parmers” back-office
systems,using direct, private lines,

A trader trades with the Trading System similar to the way
she currently trades with a broker, except that the trading is
over the Web, occurs 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, and
allows very small trades with very low spreads. Moreover, an
initial deposit, which may be as low as $20, can be charged to
a credit card to get started. Alternatively. the trader can trans-
fer initial funds directly to the Parmer bank to be credited to
her Trading System account.

The end userinterface to the Trading Systemis a Web page
that can be displayed on any standard Java-enabled browser.
The Web page (one version is shownin FIG. 2; a second,
preferred version is shown in FIG. 5) depicts a summary of
the trader’s current position, recent trading activities, profit/
loss performance of the portfolio, and a graphical display of
recent past performance of the currencies the trader has posi-
tions in, as well as real-time exchange rates,

As discussed above, in a traditional on-line currency mar-
ket a trade oecurs throughthree steps: (1) a trader specifies a
currency pair and an amount he would like to trade (and does
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not specify whether he would like to buy orsell); (2) a dealer
provides both a bid and anask price tothe traderand gives the
trader several seconds to respond (the dealer does not know
whether the trader will buy. sell, or reject the offer); and (3)
the trader either rejects the offer or accepts the offer and
specifies whether he is buying or selling, within the response
period set by the dealer.

In the Internet domain, this type ofthree-way handshakeis
problematic. The timing constraints are difficult to implement
because offrequent delays in transmission overthe Internet.
To overcomethis problem, the present invention uses a “two-
way handshake.” in which: (1) a trader specifies in her trade
order: (a) a currency pair: (b) a desired amountto trade; (c)
whether she wishes to buy orsell; and (optionally) (d) upper
and lower limits on an acceptable exchange rate: and (2) a
dealer(in this case. a preferred Trading System) executes the
trade using the most current “marketrates” (as calculated by
the system). However, the system only executes the order if
the calculated market rate lies above any specified lowerlimit
and below any specified upper limit. Note that this method
does not require the use oftiming constraints, and thus avoids
the Internet-implementation disadvantage of previous meth-
ods.

In the present invention, trades canbe initiated by the trader
at the push of a button. A trading request form pops up with
fields properly initialized so as to minimize the number of
keystrokes required. A trader may elect lo execute a trade
night away, in which case the buyer of a currency will buy at
the current exchange rate market offer price, Conversely, a
trader can sell a currency at the current bid price. A range of
automatic trading options is available, including setting bid/
offer prices with a certain duration and “all-or-nothing”rules,
Furthermore, the trader can limit her risks by placing stop-
loss ordersthat are executed automatically, Similarly, she can
lock in profits, by issuing take-profit orders.

All communication betweenthe trader's browser and the

Trading System server occurs throughthe Internet, preferably
using the strongest available encryption (e.g., 128 bit keys).
Moreover, the trader must authenticate herself using private
passwords or certification keys obtained from certification
authorities, such as Verisign or Entrust.

A request for a market trade preferably proceeds as fol-
lows: the trader, at a push ofa button, obtains a trade order
ticket in a popup window on the browser with key fields
pre-initialized (see FIG. 13). Whenthe trade orderis issued,
again by the push of a button, a message is sent to a Trading
System server, where the market price is calculated based on
such factors as market data, size ofthe transaction, time of

day, the Trading System’s current exposure, and predictions
o on market direction. The trade order is executed using this

market price. (The trader can specify limits, so that the trade
occurs only ifthe price falls within these limits.) As such. the
Trading System operates as a market maker. A message is
then sent back to the trader with specific trade details, which
is displayed in a popup window (see FIG. 14) on the trader's
browser together with a transaction id (for future reference).
Moreover, an open orders table (see FIG, 9) and current
portfolio summary table (not shown)is updated to reflect the
change.

Alternatively, the trader can issue in a similar manner an
entry order (see FIG, 15) that requests a trade be made when
the currency exchange rate reaches a specified threshold, The
trader may specify how long the entry order will be valid,

Referring to the attached figures, a preferred embodiment
5 comprises a method of trading that in turn comprises the

following steps (see FIG. 16): At step 1605, a trader desiring
to trade opens a ‘Trading Station display, and at step 1610
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clicks a “Buy/Sell” button 510 on the Trading Station display
(see FIG. 5), At step 1615 an order windowis displayed (see
FIG, 13), At step 1620 the trader decides whether to place a
market order or an entry order. Ifa market order, then the
trader proceeds to step 1635 and enters desired order param-
eters (as shownin FIG. 13). If an entryorder, thenthe trader
proceeds to step 1625 and clicks an “Entry” tab 1320 (see
PIG, 13). At step 1630 entry order fields are displayed (see
FIG. 15). Then the trader proceeds to step 1635 and enters
desired order parameters (as shown in FIG, 15).

Once order parameters are entered at step 1635 the trader
submits the order by clicking a “Submit” button 1310 (see
FIG, 13) ifthe orderis a market order, or clicking a “Submit”
button 1510 (see FIG, 15) ifthe order is an entry order, At step
1645 data describing the order is sent by the Trading Station
application to a Trading System server. where the data is
stored, At step 1650 a current marketprice for the currency
the trader desires to purchase is calculated, At step 1655 the
trader’s order is executed if(a) the trader’s orderis a market
order and the calculated market price is within the limits set 2
by the trader in the market order form at step 1635; or (b)
order is an entry order and the calculated market price meets
the threshold(s) specified in the Entry order form at step 1635.

At step 1660 the Trading System server sends trade status
data to the trader's Trading Station application. This data
includes an mdication that the order has been executed, if that
1s the case, and at any rate includesan indicationthatthe order
has been recerved. At step 1665 the Trading Station applica-
hon displays an order acknowledgment window (see FIG. 14)
that displays order status information.

Overtime, the Trading System will accumulate an imbal-
ance in its currency portfolio and, at times, it will need to
neutralize its risk exposure to adverse currency fluctuations.
The Trading System Pricing Engine can influence its expo-
sure by setting its price quotes accordingly. Moreover, it can
close out its positions periodically or take hedging positions
by executinglargertrades throughits Partners. Preferably the
Trading System’s positions are managed based on state-of-
the-art trading models. Preferred trading models are
described in U.S.patent application no, [METHODS FOR
TRADE DECISION MAKING.to Olsen et al.], filed May14,
2001, the contents ofwhichare incorporated herein by refer-
ence, as well as in U.S. provisional application No. 60/274,
174, filed Mar. 8, 2001.

‘The Trading Systemservers preferably operate 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week. These servers interface with the traders
over the Internet on the one hand and onthe other hand with

the Partner's back-office operations. Using standard, state-of-
the-art database technology, it maintains the accountsofall
traders and executes trades issued by the traders. The Trading
Systemthus plays the role of a market maker in thatit inter-
nally aggregates all trades and only occasionally balances its
internal positions by trading larger sums throughthe Partner.
These larger trades are issued to the Partner in an automated
way. The Trading Systemalso takes hedging positions so as to
minimize risks on the unbalanced portions of the traders’
account aggregates.
Partner’s Role

‘The Partner maintains all actual funds. [tis the source and.

target ofall fund transfers to and from customers; it maintains
the ageregate accounts; and it execulesall trades issued auto-
matically by the Trading Systemservers. froma legal point of
view, all funds must be maintained in money market instru-
ments. Hence, the Partner will maintain a Long and a Short
money market fund for each currency supported.
Overview of Currency Trading System Server Internal
Design
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The Trading Systemserver architecture is designed to be:
(1) modular, in order to: (a) simplify development (time-

to-market); (b) easily allow extensions and modifications; (c)
ensure correctness and robustness, and (d) keep it maintain-
able,

(2) efficient, in order to provide fast response limes. to
online users and minimize the computational and networking
resources required to support the service;

(3) sealable. in order to support (with suitable computing
infrastructure) a large numberofonline users and high trans-
action volumes, and

(4) fault resilient, so that any individual failure of a com-
puting node or network connection does not interrupt service.

The Trading System server sofiware preferably runs exclu-
sively on Unix platforms, and is composed of the following
modules, each with a distinct set of responsibilities (see PIG,
3):

(1) Database (DBMS) 310. This is the heart ofthe server.It
keeps track of customer profile information, all customer
accounts and all transactions, and ensures that atomicity,
consistency, independence, and durability ("ACID") proper-
lies are maintained. The database is the reference pointforall
information kept by the system.

The databaseis preferably a standard commercially-avail-
able SQLdatabase, configured forfull replicationfor reliabil-
ity, availability, and improved performance. ‘The preferred
embodiment is based on IBM’s DB-2 product line, but
Oracle, for example, could also easily be used,

(2) Server Front-end 315. The server front-end 315 1s
responsible for all communication with the Web-based cli-
ents. [t supports both persistent and non-persistent connec-
lions to the traders. The persistent connects are used primarily
for periodic(i.e., every few seconds) transmission ofthe latest
currency rates so that the traders can update the currency
graphs and tables in real-time. Using persistent connections
significantly reduces protocol processing overhead and
reduces network bandwidth requirements. Non-persistent.
connections are used for all transaction-oriented requests,
such as orders, transaction history requests, logins, etc. All
transaction-oriented communication between the trader

browsers and the Server Front-end occurs fully encrypted,
while rate informationis transmitted in unencrypted formfor
efliciency reasons,

Traders preferably communicate with the server using a
request-response type of protocol. The Server Front-end 315
interprets each request it receives and, for each, takes appro-
priate action. For login requests, it sets up appropriate data
structures so that all future requests can be serviced in the

1 most efficient way. It also sets up encryption keys for secure
communication, and logs the start of a new session with the
‘Transaction Server. Por rate requests, it returns the requested
rates il obtains fromthe rate server. For orders, it executes the

orders by issuing appropriate requests to the transaction
server alter checking the margin requirements, the availabil-
ity of funds, and using rates as determined bythe pricing
engine. For stop-loss/take-profit and fixed-price orders (that
may get executed in the future). theTrade Manager365is also
informed. For each trade that gets executed, the Hedging
Engine 340 and Margin Control 350 modules are informed,
so that they always have an up-to-date snapshot of the state.
For transaction history, the appropriate information is
returned to the client after obtaining it from the Transaction
Server 355.

The Server Front-end 315 also encapsulates a standard
Webserver(a la Apache), that services other trader requests
that entail formatted text; this includesall of the Help pages,
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large transaction history requests, and server monitoring,
information. The Server Front-end 315 also acis as a Firewall.

Internally, the Server Front-end 315 ts structured as a set of
threads that service one request after another. The threads
allow concurrent reques|servicing so that many requests can
be serviced in parallel.

(3) Rate Server/Pricing Engine 325. The Rate Server
obtains currency exchangerate information from a variety of
externalrate sources andstoresit locally. The Pricing Engine
computes the currency exchangeratesthat the traders see and
that are used for trading, These are computed from the cur-
rency exchange rates obtained from the external rate sources,
the directional movement and volatility of the market, the
current Trading System exposure and a number of other
parameters. The computed rates are made available to the
other modules of the system, and are alsostored onpersistent
media, Various methods ofcalculating such rates are known
to those skilled in the art. A preferred method is described in
U.S. patent application Ser. No. 09/764,366 filed Jan. 18. 35
2001, to Miiller et al.

Traders can request historical rate data so that they can
graphically display the movements of any pair of currencies.
The Rate Server seryes such requests and preferably has
several years of currency exchangerates available for this
purpose.

Por fast response time. the Rate Server caches in memory
all of the frequently and recently requested rates so as to
minimize the numberofdisk accesses required.

(4) VAR(Valueat Risk) server 320. This server obtains and
serves Value at Risk information. Various methods ofcalcu-

lating VAR are knowninthe art. A preferred method is dis-
closed in U.S. Provisional Patent Application Na. 60/200,
742, filed May 1, 2000, to Miller.

(5) Transaction Server 355. This server encapsulates all
transaction functionality and communicates the transactions
to the Database 310 server (which runs on a separate host)
alter validating the transactions. The Transaction Server 355
also updates all other modules that need to be informed of
newtransactions. Finally, the Transaction Server 355 informs
the currently online traders Whena transaction(that may have
been issued by a stop-loss, take-profit, or limit order daemon
or by the Margin Control Manager) takes place.

(6) Interest Rate Manager 360. The Interest Rate Manager
360 periodically (for example, every few minutes, every few
seconds, ortick-by-tick) goes throughall trader accounts to
compute the interest rate due or owed based on the instru-
ments currently in the portfolio, each resulting in a transac-
tion of the trader account. The portfolio information is
obtained through the Transaction Server 355. The interest
rates used are obtained from external sources, and the history
of interest rates are stored on persistent storage. Because
real-lime (or near real-time) informationis used. the Interest
Rate Manageris capable ofcalculating. paying out, and col-
lecting interest by the second. Interest calculation formulas
are known to those skilled in the art, and any appropriate
formula can be used in the Interest Rate Manager without
departing fromthe scope of the invention. An example ts the
formula

nr

A=H1+-)

where P is the principal, ris the annual interest rate, t is the
time (in years) over whichinterest is carned, m is the number
of times per year that interest is compounded, and A ts the
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amount owed (principal plus interest), The interest earned
during time tis A—P. Thus, for example, if the annual interest
rate is 3%, and the interest is compounded daily, then the
interest I, earned over each time period T,=1,-t,_,, where
each |, is a clock-time(i.¢., a particular day-hour-minute-
second-[raction-ol-a-second) to the nearest second(thus T, is
in seconds), is calculated according to the formula 1,=A,-P,,
where P,, is the principal(the amount earning interest, nol the
“original” principal) at time t_,, and

0.03 28— By wi 15), 536,000)
My (i 3a

Since there are 3] .536,000 seconds per year,

i
31,536,000)

is the ume in years over whichtheinterest1s being calculated,
Similar formulas can be used when t, is given to the nearest
tenth, hundredth, or other fraction of a second.If interest is

compounded continuously, those skilled in the art will recog-
nize how to apply the well-known formula A=Pe" appropri-
ately, Thus, to calculate interest on a tick-by-tick basis, the
above formulas can be used, with T, representing time
betweenticks.

(7) Trade Manager 365. The Trade Manager 365 continu-
ously checks whether a trade should be executed on behalfof
a trader, and if so executes the trade by interacting, with te
transaction server. The Trade Manager 365 consists of mul-
tiple subcomponents: (a) a stop-loss daemon continuously
checks to see whether stop-loss orders should be executed
and, il’so, executes themthroughthe Transaction Server 355:
(b) a take-profit daemon continuously checks to see whether
take-profit orders should be executed and, if'so, executes them
through the Transaction Server 355; and (c) a limit-order
daemon continuously checks to see whether a limit order
should be executed and, if so, executes it through the Trans-
action Server 355.

The daemons continuously monitor the current rates to
determine whether action 1s required. Moreover. each ofthe
daemons caches in memory all ofthe orders that it may need
to execute. They keep the orders suitably sorted so that they
can take fast action when necessary; for example, the stop-
loss daemonsorts the orders in descending order ofstop-loss
price, the take-profit in ascending order oftake-profit price.

(8) Margin Control] Manager 350. This module continu-
ously monitors the margin requirements of all trader
accounts. When necessary, the Margin Control] Manager 350

5 will liquidate some (orall) ofa trader’s holdings. [caches in
memory all of the information necessary for this computa-
tion, sarted in decreasing orderofrisk, so that it can take swift
action when necessary. Holdings are liquidated through the
‘Transaction Server 355, when necessary.

(9) Trading System Monitor 330. This module continu-
ously monitors the current state of the Trading System.
Among others, state parameters include: (a) current Trading
Systemcurrency positions; (b) current marginsituation; (c)a
summary of stop-loss, take-profit, and limit orders that exist;
(d) the number ofcurrently online users; (e) the number, size
and type oftrades executed per second; and (f) a summary of
the account positions held by the users.
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This information is made available (a) to the Pricing
Engine 325 (where it is-used to set the currency exchange
rates made available to the traders), (b) to the Hedging Engine
340 so that it can determine when to issue trades with the

Partner Bankend Bank, and (c) to system operators and Trad-
ing, System financial engineers in real time via a feature-rich
Web interface, Moreover, this information is logged on per-
sistent storage for later, off-line analysis.

(10) Hedging Engine 340. This module continuously
monitors current Trading System currency positions, the
positions held in the trader accounts, recent trading activity,
and the market direction and volatility to determine whento
issue atrade with the backend Partner Bank.Various methods

of performing such calculations are knownto those skilled in
the art. The Hedging Engine 340 preferably uses the hedging
tool deseribedin U.S. patent application Ser. No. 09/764,366,
filed Jan. 18, 2001, to Miler et al., the contents of which are

incorporated herein by reference.
(11) Partner Bank Interface 335. This module communi-

cates directly with the backend Partner Bank to issue trades 2
and obtain account information,

(12) Computer Systems Monitor 345, This module con-
tinuously monitors the operation and state of the computer
systems on which the Trading System is running. Besides
error conditions, such metrics as memory, processor, disk,
and network utilization; paging activity: the number of pack-
els sent over the various networks; the numberof transac-

tions; and the number ofprocesses and threads are of interest.
This information is made available to system operatorsin real
time via a feature-rich Web interface and local consoles. In

addition, it is stored on persistent storage [or later, off-line
analysis.

The Server modules described above are structured so that

they can run independently as separate processesthat can be
independently mapped onte an arbitrary computer within a
cluster. Moreover, each of the modules can run in replicated
form, providing both fault tolerance and increased through-
pul.

Preferred Physical Organization of the Trading System
Server

A Trading System Server ofa preferred embodiment runs
on a hardware base consisting of a cluster of hosts and disk
farms connected by networks. All of the hardware compo-
nents are preferably replicated for fault tolerance, as depicted
in FIG. 4.

‘The cluster is connected to multiple ISPs so that 1fone ISP
goes down, traders can still communicate with the server. The
ISPs are connected to the Server througha pair ofrouters 410
that monitor each other; if one of them goes down, then the
other will automatically take over.

For security reasons, the Database 310 is on a separate
back-end network;this way.it is not connecteddirectly to the
Internet and can only be accessed by the Transaction Server
355. The Database 310is setup in a dual configuration,sothat
the system can continue operating with a single database 55
failure. All disks are mirrored. again, so that any single disk
failure will not result in a loss ofdata.

All ofthe other server processes run ona cluster of servers
420. connected to the Internet routers 410 on the one side, and
connected to the backend database 430 on the other side. A

virtually unlimited number of servers can be used in the
cluster, allowing the system to scale up to support a large
number ofusers, The servers can be partitioned by function-
ality, allowing specialized servers to be used, optimized for
the particular functionality. For example, the Rate Servers
325 need minimal CPU power, and only a limited amount of
memory. They also canbe replicated easily without the intro-
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duction of any complexity or overhead. Hence, smaller, less
costly hardware can be used for this purpose.

After login, traders typically communicate with a particu-
lar server in “sessions” lor performance reasons. Using ses-
sions improves cachelocality, resulting in far fewer database
accesses, andit allows the costofcreating session encryption
keys to be amortized over many communication actions, For
load balancing purposes, the trader software is directed to
henceforth communicate with the least loaded server at the

time when the trader first logs in. In case of severe load
imbalances, individual traders are redirected to new, less

loaded servers. [f any ofthe servers crashes, then the client
software thal was communicating withthe crashed serverwill
detect the failure and automatically(transparently to the user)
go through a new login procedure.
UserInterface Description
Overview

The following is a description ofa preferred user interface
ofa preferred Trading System. The main user interface dis-
play is called a “Trading Station,”and it is used for all inter-
actions with the trading system by a trader, such as analyzing
changes in currency exchange rates, reviewing the trader's
current currency positions, reviewing the trader's past trans-
aclions, or issuing buy and sell requests. The key features of
the Trading Station are that: (1) it runs on any of the popular
Web browsers connected to the Internet; (2) it displays con-
tinuously updated currency exchange rates in real-time; (3) it
displays all pertinentinformation in one window; and (4) all
interaction withthe server occurs over fully-encrypted Inter-
nel connections.

System Requirements
The User Interface is preferably implemented in Java so as

to run. on any browser with JDK 1.2 support, which includes
all Netscape Navigators versions 4.2 and up as well as
Microsoft's Internet Explorer versions 5.0 and up. The Trad-
ing Station is preferably supported for Windows 95, Windows
98, Windows 2000, Windows NT, Linux. Sun Solaris, and
other Unix-based operating systems.

lfoperated from behind a firewall, then the Trading Station
may operate properly only if the firewall allows HTTP
requests to Port 90. Many corporations have firewalls that
restrict access to the corporate network to well-known ser-
vices such as email. Typically this restriction is accomplished
by restricting theports that may be used. Forexample, Port 80
is typically used for http (Web-based) traffic. Some firewalls
inspect traffic going through Port 80 to ensure that the port is
being used only for Web-based traffic. This is problematic for
trading systems that do not use hitp messages—it causes
users behind corporate firewalls to be inaccessible. However.

(a preferred embodiment of the present invention overcomes
this obstacle by prefacing Trading System messages with
standard http headers to make themappearto be htip requests
and responses, even though they are not.
Log in Procedure

In orderto log in, a trader must be a registered user. Reg-
istering is preferably free and can be accomplished by click-
ing ona “newusers”link ona login page, Logging in requires
a user to provide a user-ID and password.Ifa trader forgets
her password, she can click on the “forgot your password”
link and fill in the information requested: herpassword will be
then be emailed to her,

If user-[D and password are entered correctly, a small
window appears indicating, that the Trading Station is being
loaded. After a short time, a larger window appears with the
Trading Station Graphical User Interface shown in FIG, 5.
Once the Trading Station is properly loaded. the contents of
the small window is changed to include a number ofuseful
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links, It is important that this small window not be closed
while the Trading Station is lo remain in operation, although
it may be minimized so as notto be in the trader's way. (This
small window is necessary due to the limitations of typical
Java implementations on most browsers that would otherwise
not allowa trader to continue browsing the Web while the
UserInterface is active.)

Main Window ofTrading Station
The Trading Station user interface is shown in FIG. 5. Itean

be resized to a convenient size, by using the standard resizing
mechanisms supported by the trader's operating system's
windowing system,

The Trading Station is preferably partitioned into a number
of componentsthat eachserve a different purpose:

(A) Acton buttons: a vertical panel located ontheleft hand
side ofthe Trading Station containsaset ofaction buttons that
allowa user to perform the most commonoperations,

(B) Menus: a set ofpull-down menusacross the top allows
a user to invoke additional operations.

(C) Account summary: an area in the middle of the Trading
Station that gives a summary ofthe user’s account.

(D) ‘Table: an area located across the top of the Trading
Station that is used to display various information in tabular
format, The information displayed depends on the most
recently clicked Action Button. It might display currently
held instruments, current open positions. or a history ofrecent
transactions.

(E) Currency rates: anarea at the bottomlefi that displays
various currency rates. These rates are continuously updated
in real time.

(F) Graph: located at the bottom-right comer. graphs dis-
play currency rates over time. The graphs are also updated in
real-time as new rates becomeavailable.

Subsequent sections describe each ofthese componentsin
detail.
Action Buttons

The Trading Station preferably has the following action
buttons in a panel on the left side, Clicking the appropriate
button will-invoke the described operation:

Buy/Sell; Pops up a Buy/Sell window. from whicha trader
can issue trade requests. (See the description of the buy/sell
window(FIG. 13) for more information.)

Positions: Displays the currently open positions in a table.
(See the description of the Open Positions Table (FIG. 8) for
the contents of the table.)

Trades: Displays the currently open trades in a table. (See
the description of the Open Trades Table (FIG. 7) for the
contents ofthe table.)

Orders: Displays the open orders (that may be executed
sometime in the future) in a table. (See the description ofthe
Open Orders Table (FIG, 9) for the contentsofthe table.)

History: Displays a recent history ofthe trader's transac-
tions in the table. (See the description ofthe History Table
(FIG. 10) for contents of the table.)

Analysis: Pops up a new browser window with access to a
number of analysis tools that might help in making trading,
decisions.

News: Pops up a new browser window with the latest
currency news.

Forums: Pops up a new browser window with access to a
number of forums (sometimes known as newsgroups) that
allow a trader to participate in discussions with othertraders
and currency trading experts.
Pull-Down Menus

‘There are preferably 5 pull-down menus (not shown). each
offering different operations or services:
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Connection Menu: (1) Disconnect: disconnects the Trad-
ing Station from the Trading System server. The ‘Trading
Station will remain open, but currencyrates will no longer be
updated, and transactions will not be possible. (2) Connect:
connect the Trading Stationto the server, so the trader is back
online. (3) Quit: quit and exit this application.

Account Menu: (1) Transaction history: pop up a new
browser windowto displayan extensivelist ofall transactions
thai occurred on a trader’s account. See the Transaction His-

tory section (relating to FIG. 10) for a description of whatis
displayed. (2) Clear account balance and P/L: for those who
have incurred large losses on their account, this operation
allows a traderto start over again with a cleared P/L and new
funds in the account. This feature is primarily useful when an
account on the Trading System is used as a game—i.e., no real
money changes hands. (3) Add funds to account: for a game
account, add funds to the account; for a real-money account,
transler money into the account from the trader's credit card
or obtain instructions on howto wire transler money into the
trader's account. (4) Buy/Sell: issue a trade or market order
(see PIG, 13). (5) Open positions: display the open positions
ina table (see FIG. 8). (6) Open trades:display all open trades
ina table (see FIG. 7). (7) Open orders: display all open orders
in a table (see FIG. 9). (8) Recent transaction history: display
the most recent transactions in a table (see FIG. 10).

Commands Menu: (1) Change passwords. (2) Graph:
specify the currencypair to be displayed in the graph.

Information Menu: (1) Interest rates: display interest rate
information ina separate browser window, (2) Market News:
display up-to-date currency market news in a separate
browser window.(3) Analysis tools: use an analysis tool ina
separate window. (4) Forum: participate in various forums
related to currency trading, (5) Rankings: seealistafthe most
successful currency traders using the Trading System.

Help Menu: (1) Documentation: links to descriptive docu-
ments. (2) About: display software version numberand cred-
its. (3) Debug: display debugging informationin a new win-
dow.

Account Summary
The account summary display (see FIG. 6 for an example)

is a small table that provides a summary of the trader’s
accountstatus. It preferably shows: (1) Account Balance: the
amount ofthe trader’s cash holding in the trader’s account.
(2) Realized P/L: the amountofprofit or loss the trader has
incurred with the trader's trading activity to date. (3) Unreal-
ized P/L.: the amountofprofit or loss that the traderholds with
the trader's current open positions. If the trader clears all of
his open positions, then this amount would be added to the
Realized P/L amount. (4) Margin Used: the amount ofthe

O trader's account balance and unrealized P/L tied up for mar-
gin purposes.(5) Margin Available: the amount of the trader’s
account balance and unrealized P/L. available as margin for
newtrading transactions.

This information is preferably continuously updated in
real-time to take current market conditions into account.

Moreover, the information is always shownin the trader’s
heme currency.
Tables

Thetable area of the Trading Station showsdiflerent inlor-
mation depending on the last Action Button selected. I can
include: (1) open trades; (2) open positions; (3) open orders:
and (4) transactionhistory. The default is open positions.

Howthe informationin the table is displayed can be con-
trolled in two ways: (1) Scroll bars are used to scroll the table
up or dawn, allowinga traderto see informationthat is hidden
from view. (2) Sorting can be achieved by clicking on a
column header, which causes the table to be sorted sothat the
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columnis in increasing or decreasing order. Clicking once
sorts the column in increasing order; clicking againsorts it in
decreasing order.

For all tables except Transaction history, clicking on a row
ofthe table will cause a pop-up window to appear, offering
further actions for that open trade, position, or order.
Open Trades ‘Table

The open trades table (see FIG, 7) showsa list ofthe
trader's currently open trades. The table preferably has 9
columns, described from lefi to right (not all are depicted in
FIG, 7): (1) Short/Long: Indicates whether the position is
short or long.

(2) Ticket Number: a number that uniquely identifies an
open trade. A trader can use this number as a reference for
inquiries to the Trading Systemorits operators, or to search
for particular entries in the transaction historytable.

(3) Currency pair: the pair of currencies involved in this
trade. The first currency ofthe pair is referred to as the base
currency, while the second one is referred to as the quote 2
currency,

(4) Units: the number oftransacted units for this trade,
expressed in the base currency.

(5) S/L: the trader's stop-loss for this trade. This trade will
be closed automatically as soonas the currency exchange rate
for this currency pair crosses the S/L value. A siop-loss limit
is used to limit the loss a trader may incur with this trade.

(6)T/P: the trader’ s take-profit for this trade. This trade will
be closed automatically as soon as the currency exchange rate
for this currency pair crosses the 'T/P value. A take-profit limit
is used to realize the trader’s profit as soon as it reaches the
T/P value.

(7) Rate: the exchange rate obtained when the trade got
executed,

(8) Market: the current exchangerate for this currencypair.
(9) Profit: the unrealized profit (when positive) or loss

(whennegative) expressed in base currency and ona perunit
basis.

Clicking on the scroll buttons will cause the table to seroll
up or down,Clicking on a columnheader will sort the table so
thal the contents of the columnare displayed in increasing or
decreasing order. Clicking on a row with an open trade will
cause a pop-up window to appear offering two operations: (1)
Close trade. (2) Modify trade. This is used to modifythe S/L
or the T/P limits.

Open Positions ‘Table
The Open Positions Table (see FIG,8) displaysa list of the

trader’s openpositions.It is similar to the Open Trades table.
except that all trades ofthe same currency pair are aggregated
into one line.

Thetable preferably has 6 columns, described from left to
right (not all are shownin FIG.8):

(1) Short/Long: Indicates whether the position is short or
long.

(2) Currency pair: the pair ofcurrencies the position refers.
to. The first currency of the pair is referred to as the base
currency, while the second one is referred to as the quote
currency,

(3) Units: the number of units held in this position,
expressed in the base currency.

(4) Rate: the average exchange rate obtained for the trades
in this position.

(5) Market: the current exchange-rate for this currency
pair.

(6) Profit: the unrealized profit (when positive) or loss
(when negative) expressed in base currency and on a per unit
basis.
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Clicking on the scroll buttons will cause the table to scroll
up or down. Clicking on a columnheaderwill sort the table so
that the contents of the column displayed in increasing or
decreasing order, Clicking ona rowwith anopenpositionwill
cause a pop-up windowto appearoffering the option to close
the position.
Open Orders Table

The Open Orders Table (see FIG. 9) shows a list ofthe
trader's currently open orders. An openorderis a request that
a particular trade should be made automatically when the
exchange rate of the specified currency pair crosses a speci-
fied threshold.

The table preferably has 9 columins. described [rom left to
right(notall are shownin FIG. 9).

(1) Short/Long: indicates whether the position is short or
long.

(2) Order [D: a numberthat uniquely identifies the order, A
trader can use this numberas a reference for inquiries to the
‘Trading System.

(3) Currency pair: the pair ofcurrencies to be traded.
(4) Units: the numberofunits to be traded, expressed inthe

base currency.
(5) S/L: the stop-loss for this trade. This trade, once

executed, will be closed automaticallyas soon as the currency
exchangerate for this currency pair crosses the S/L value. A
stop-loss limit is used to limit the less a trader may incur with
this trade,

(6) T/P: the trader’s take-profit for this trade. This trade,
once executed, will be closed automatically as soon as the
currency exchange rate for this currency pair crosses the T/P
value. A take-profit limit is used to realize the trader’s profitas
soon as it reaches the 'T/P value.

(7) Rate: specifies that the trade should be executed as soon
as the exchangerate for the specified currencypair crosses
this value.

(8) Market: the current exchangerate for this currency pair,
(9) Duration: specifies the amount oftime an order should

stand, until it is automatically canceled.
Clicking on the scroll buttons will cause the table to seroll

upordown. Clicking on a columnheaderwill sort the table so
that the contents of the columnare displayed in increasing or
decreasing order. Clicking on a row with an order will cause
a pop-up windowto appear offering two operations: (1) Can-
cel order. (2) Modify order. This is used to modify the
exchangerate threshold at which the trade 1s to be executed,
or the $/Lor T/Plimits.
Transactions Table

The Transactions (or Transaction Tistory) Table (see FIG,
10) showsa list of the most recent transactions on the account.
For access to a full list ofpast transactions, a user selects the
Information pull-down menu and then selects Transaction
History.

The Transaction History Table preferably has 6 columns,
described fromleft to right:

(1) Transaction ID: uniquely identifies the transaction.
(2) Type: identifies the type of transaction.
(3) Currency pair the pair ofcurrencies associated with the

transaction.

(4) Units: the number ofunits to traded in the transaction,
expressed in the base currency.

(5) Price: the currency exchange rate applied when buying
or selling a currency pair.

(6) Date/Time: the date and time ofthe transaction.
Clicking on the scroll buttons. will cause the table to scroll

up or down. Clicking on a columnheaderwill sort the table so
that the contents of the columnare displayed in increasing or
decreasing order.
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Currency Rates
The Currency Rates ‘Table (see FIG. 11) shows the current

exchangerate for the currency pairs supported by the Trading
System. They are preferably updated in real time, approxi-
mately every 5 seconds. Whenthere fs a significant exchange
rate movement for a currency pair, up/down indicators show
the direction of the rate change in order to alert a trader,
should a trader not currently have the currency pair displayed
in the graph.

Clicking onthe scroll buttons will cause the table to scroll
up or down, Clicking on a currency pair’s ask price will pop
up a buy window for that currency pair. Clicking on a cur-
rency pair's bid price will pop up a sell window for that
currency pair.
Graphs

Graphs (see FIG, 12) show how currency exchange rates
change over a period of time, ranging from minutes to
months. All graphs are updatedin real-time, as newcurrency
rates arrive.

Atanygiven time, the difference between the lower bound-
ary and the upper boundary ofthe curve represents the dif-
ference betweenthe bid and the ask price, and the difference
may vary over time depending on market conditions. Thus,
the top part ofthe curve indicatesthe ask price, and the bottom
ofthe curve indicates the bid price.

Asa mouse cursor 1220 is moved overthe graph, a sub-area
1230 in the graph shows precise exchange rate information
for the target currency pair corresponding to the time instance
represented by the position of the mouse cursor.

The graph may also display Buy or Sell widgets that indi-
cate at which point in time a trader bought or sold a currency
pair, Downward pointing red arrowsindicate a sold currency
pair (wherea traderis hoping the rates will go downafter that
point), and upward pointing green arrowsindicate a bought
currency pair (where a trader is hoping the rates will go up
after that point),

A wader can adjust what is shownin the graph: (1) The
currencypair displayed is selected using the pull-down menu
1240at the bottom left. (2) The granularity of the graph is
selected using the pull-down menu1250atthe bottom right of
the graph. Selecting a fine granularity, such as 5 seconds
(where each point onthe horizontalaxis represents 5 seconds
oftime), will display a relatively short time interval (less than
an hour, in this case). Selecting a larger granularity, such as
one day, will display longer-term trends (9 months of
exchange rate informationin this case).

Scroll buttons 1260 at the top right of the graph area allow
a trader to shift the time interval shownto the left or to the

right (backward or forward in time). Clicking on the graph
with the mouse will hide the Buy/Sell widgets. Clicking again
will cause themto reappear.
Buy/Sell Window

A Buy/Sell pop-up window(see FIG. 13) allowsa traderto
issue buy orsell orders. The window can be caused to pop up 55
either by: (1) clicking on the Buy/Sell action button (see FIG.
5); (2) clicking on the bid or ask price in the Currency Rates
Table (see FIG. 11); or (3) clicking on an existing trade,
position, or order in the Table area of the Trading Station
display (see FIG. 5),

‘Twotypes oforders are supported: (1) Market Orders are
orders that are transacted immediately based on market
exchangerates. (2) Entry Orders are orders that are executed
when the exchangerate crosses a certain threshold.

The type oforder can be selected by clicking onthe appro-
priate tab in the Buy/Sell Window(see FIG. 13). Marketorder
comes up as the default order.
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Issuing a Market Order. To issue a market order with the
Buy/Sell Windowand the Market Tab selected, a number of
fields musi be filled out (although most of the fields are
pre-initialized with reasonable values);

(1) ACTION: choose between buy and sell.
(2) CURRENCY: choose the currency pair the trader

wishes to buy or sell. By default, this field will be initialized
as follows: (A) [f the Buy/Sell button was used to obtain the
window,the currency paircurrently shownin the graph. (B) IT
the bid or ask price was clicked to obtain the window, the
currency pair for which the price was clicked. (C) [fa trade or
position was clicked in the Table area, the currency pair
corresponding to the trade or position. The pull-down menu
can be used to select another currency pair.

(3) UNITS: the number of units of the currency pair the
trader wishes to buy or sell, with units expressed in terms of
the base currency,

(4) Lower Limit: the order will result in a trade only ifa
price is obtained that does not lie belowthis limit. By default.
no limit is selected, but one can be set by checking the check
box. If the check box is checked, then the field is automati-

cally initialized with a reasonable value; however the value
can be changed either by modifying the numberdirectly or by
using the +/- buttons to increase or decrease the value,
respectively.

(5) Upper Limit: the order will result in a trade only if'a
price is obtained that doesnot lie above this limit. By default,
no limit is selected, but one can be set by checking the check
box. Ifthe check box is checked, then the field is automati-
cally initialized with a reasonable value; however, the value
can be changed either by modifying the numberdirectlyor by
using the +/— buttons to increase or decrease the value,
respectively.

(6) Stop Loss: if the order results in a trade, then the
stop-loss value given will be associated with the trade. By
default. no stop-loss limit is selected, but one can be set by
checking the check box. Ifthe check box is checked, then the
field is automatically initialized with a reasonable value:
however, the value can be changed either by modifying the
number directly or by using the +/- buttons to increase or
decrease the value, respectively.

(7) Take Profit: if the order results in a trade, then the
stop-loss value given will be associated with the trade. By
default, no take profit limit is selected, but one can be set by
checking the check box. Ifthe check box is checked, then the
field is automatically initialized with a reasonable value:
however, the value can be changed either by modifying the
number directly or by using the +/- buttons to increase or
decrease the value, respectively.

The RATE field is set by the Trading Station and corre-
sponds to the most recent exchange rate for the selected
currency pair.

‘To issue the order, a Submit button 1310 must be selected.

Ifthe order is successful, and a trade occurs, then an acknowl-

edgment window(see FIG. 14) pops up with a Ticket number
that can be used for future reference. Moreover, the Open
Trades Table (see FIG. 7) will be updatedto reflect the new
trade, as will the Open positions-ions Table (see FIG. 8) and
the Transaction History Table (see FIG. 10).

Several issues ure important to note:
(1) If an order is successful and a trade occurs, then the

exchange rate obtained lor the trade will correspond to the
most current exchange rate maintained at the Trading System
servers and not necessarily the rate displayed in the Buy/Sell
window.

(2) An order without Lower and Upper Limits will always
result in a trade.
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(3) An order with both Lower and Upper Limits will result
ina trade ifand only ifthe exchangerate for the potential trade
lies betweenthe twolimits.

Issuing an Entry Order. To issue an entry order with the
Buy/Sell Windowand the Entry Tab selected (see FIG. 15). a
numberoffields mustbefilled out (although mostofthefields
are pre-imiualized with reasonable values):

(1) ACTION:choose between buy andsell.
(2) CURRENCY: choose the currency pair the trader

wishes to buy or sell, By default, this field will be initialized
as follows: (A) if the Buy/Sell button was used to obtain the
window,the currency pair currently shown inthe graph; (B)if
the bid or ask price was clicked to obtain the window, the
currency pair for whichthe price was clicked. The pull-down
menu can be used to select another currency pair.

(3) UNITS: the number ofunits of the currency pair the
trader wishes to buy orsell, with units expressed in terms of
the base currency.

(4) RATE: the order will result in a trade as soon as the
exchange rate for the selected currency pair crosses the given
value; thatis, for buy orders, if the rate goes below this value,
and for sell orders if the rate goes above the given value

(5) Duration: this value is used to limit the amount ofume
an outstanding order will remain effective. By default, the 5
order remains effective indefinitely. However, the duration
can be set to the end of the day or for an hour,

(6) Stop Loss; if the order results in a trade, then the
stop-loss value given will be associated with the trade. By
default. no stop-loss limit 1s selected, but one can be set by
checking the check box. [fthe check box is checked, then the
field is automatically initialized with a reasonable value:
however, the value can be changed either by modifying the
number directly or by using the +/- buttons to increase or
decrease the value, respectively,

(7) Take Profit: if the order results in a trade, then the
stop-loss value given will be associated with the trade. By
default. no take profit limit is selected, but one can be set by
checking the check box. Ifthe check box is checked, thenthe
field is automatically initialized with a reasonable value:
however, the value can be changed either by modifying the
number directly or by using the +/— buttons to increase or
decrease the value, respectively.

‘To issue the order, a Submit button 1510 must be selected.

This results in an acknowledgment window (see FIG. 14)
popping up with a Ticket numberthat can be used for future
reference. Moreover, the Open Orders Table (see FIG, 9)will
be updated to reflect the new order. Note that a trader can
modify the parameters of an open order (including the rate
representing the trade threshold,or the S/L and T/P)by click-
ing on the order in the Open Orders ‘Table.

Whatis claimedis:

1. A method of trading currencies over a computer network
connecting a trading system server and atleast one trading
client system, comprising the steps of:

(i) at the trading system server, determining and dynami-
cally maintaining a plurality of current exchangerates,
each current exchange rate relating to a pair of curren-
cies and including afirst price to buy a first currency of
the pair with respect to a second currency ofthe pairand
a second price to sell the first currency ofthe pair with
respect to the second currency ofthe pair:

(ii) transmitting data from the trading system server to a
trading client system, the transmitted data representing
at least one current exchange rate at the time of the
transmission;
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(iii) at the trading client system, displaying the first and
second prices for each received current exchange rate to
a user:

(iv) at the trading client system, accepting input fromthe
user identifying a pair of currencies the user desires to
trade, an amount ofat least one currency of the pair
desired to be traded and a requestedtrade price at which
itis desired to effectthe trade,

(v) transmitting the accepted input [rom the trading client
systemto the trading systemserver:

(vi) at the trading system server, comparing the requested
trade price to the respectivefirst price or secondprice of
the corresponding current exchangerateal that time and,
if the respective first price or second price ofthe corre-
sponding current exchange rate at that time is equal to or
better than the requested trade price, effecting the trade
at the corresponding respective current exchange rate
first price or second price and ifthe corresponding cur-
rent exchange rate is worse than the requested trade
price, refusing the trade: and

(vii) transmitting from the trading system server to the
trading client system an indication of whether the trade
was refused or transacted and, if transacted, an indica-

ton of the price the trade was transacted at.
2. The method ofclaim 1 wherein the requested trade price

is derived froma respective one ofthe first price or second
price ofthe received current exchange rate and a user input
limit value defining a maximum acceptable difference
betweenthe respective one ofthefirst price ar second price of
the received current exchange rate received at the trading
client system andthe respective one of thefirst price or second
price of the corresponding current exchange rate determined
at the trading client systemat whichthetrade can beeffected.

3. The method ofclaim 2 wherein the user can mputafirst
limit value to define a maximum acceptable difference
betweenthefirst price of the current exchangerate received al
the trading client systemand the first price of the carrespond-
ing current exchange rate determined at the trading client
systemand can input a second limit value to define a maxi-
mumacceptable difference between the second price of the
current exchangerate recetved at the trading systemand the
second price of the corresponding current exchange rate
determined at the trading client system and the requested
trade price is derived from thefirst price or second price ofthe
current exchange rate received at the trading client system
and the corresponding one of thefirst limit value and second
limit value,

4. The method of claim 2 wherein step (iv) comprises the
steps of:

(a) the user selecting one of the first price and second price
of the current exchange rate displayed at the trading
client system;

(b) displaying to the user a set of input fields to define a
desired trade, the input fields including anidentification
of the pair of currencies the user desires to trade, the
amount of the currencies desired to be traded, the

selected first price or second price ofthe current
exchange rate received at the trading client system and a
limit value, and where the inputfields to identify the pair
of currencies and the first price or second price are
populated with appropriate values determined fromthe
user’s selection ofthe one ofthe first price or second
price:

(c) receiving from the user input to the inputfield defining
the desired amount ofcurrency to be traded; and

(d) determining the requested trade price fromthe selected
one ofthe first price and second price and the limit value.
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5, The method ofclaim 4 wherein in step (b) the displayed
set of input fields includes: a firsi limit value to define a
maximum acceptable difference betweenthe first price of the
current exchange rate received at the trading client system
andthefirst price of the corresponding current exchangerate
determined at the trading client system: and a second limit
value to define amaximum acceptable difference betweenthe
second price of the current exchange rate received at the
trading system and the second price of the corresponding
current exchange rate determined at the tradingclient system
and in step (d) the requested trade price is derived from the
selectedfirst price or second price and the corresponding one
ofthe first limit value and second limit value.

6. The method ofclaim 2 wherem, whenthe limit value is

zero. the requested trade price is the current corresponding
first price or second price of the current exchangerate atthe
trading server,

7. Amethod of trading currencies over a computer network
connecting a trading system server and at least one trading 3
client system, comprising the steps of:

(i) at the trading system server, determining and dynami-
cally maintaining aplurality of current exchange rates,
each current exchangerate relating to a pair of curren-
cies and includingafirst price to buy a first currency of
the pair with respect to a second currency ofthe pairand
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a secondprice to sell the first currency of the pair with
respect to the second currencyof the pair;

(ii) transmitting data from the trading system server to a
trading client system, the transmitted data representing,
at least one current exchange rate at the time of thetransmission;

(iii) receiving at the trading system server input froma user
of the tradingclient systemidentifying a pair ofcurren-
cies the user desires to trade, an amount of at least one

currency ofthe pair desired to be traded and a requested
trade price al which it is desired to effect the trade:

(iv) at the trading system server, comparing the requested
trade price to the respectivefirst price or secondprice of
the corresponding current exchange rate at that time and,
if the respectivefirst price or second price of the corre-
sponding current exchange rate at that time 1s equalto or
better than the requested trade price. effecting the trade
at the corresponding respective current exchange rate
first price or second price and ifthe corresponding cur-
rent exchange rate is worse than the requested trade
price, refusing the trade: and

(¥) transmitting from thetrading systemserverto the trad-
ing client system an indication of whether the trade was
refused or transacted and, if transacted, an indication of
the price the trade was transacted at.
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PREFACE

anil

ft
 aoaeeeety, aymate

£ his book presents a unified view of high-frequency time series methods
bd with a particular emphasis on foreign exchange markets as wellas interest
4 rate spot and futures markets. The scope of this book is also applicable

to other markets, such as equity and commodity markets.
As the archetype of financial markets, the foreign exchange market is the

largest financial market worldwide. It involves dealersin different geographic loca-
tions, time zones, and working hours who havedifferent time horizons, homecut-
rencies, information access, transaction costs, and other institutional constraints.
The time horizons vary from intraday dealers, who close their positions every
evening, to long-term investors and central banks. In this highly complex and

E heterogeneous market structure, the market participants are faced with different
z= constraints and use different strategies to reach their financial goals, such as by

maximizing their profits or maximizing their utility function after adjusting for
marketrisk.

This book provides a framework to the analysis, modeling, and inference of
high-frequency financial time series. It begins with the elementary foundations
and definitions néeded for studying the fundamental properties of high-frequency
financial time series. It extends into the adaptive data-cleaning issues, treatment
of seasonalvolatility, and modeling ofintraday volatility. Fractal properties ofthe
high-frequencyfinancial time series are found and explored, and an intrinsic time
is used to construct forecasting models. The book providesa detailed study ofhow
the adopted framework can beeffectively utilized to build econometric models of

“HPTses
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xxil PREFACE

the price-formation process. Going beyondthe price-formation process, the book
presents the techniquesto constructreal-time trading modelsforfinancialassets.

It is designed for those who mightbestarting researchin the area as wellas for
those whoare interested in appreciatingthestatistical and econometric theory that
underlies high-frequency financial time series modeling. The targeted audience
includes finance professionals, including risk managers and research profession-
als in the public and private sectors; those taking graduate courses in finance,
economics, econometrics,statistics, and timeseries analysis; and advanced MBA
students. Because the high-frequencyfinancefield is relatively new and the lit-
erature is Scattered in a wide range of academic and nonacademicplatforms,this
book aims to provide a uniform treatmentofthe field and an easily accessible
platform to high-frequency financial time series analysis — an exciting new field
of research.

With the developmentofthis field, a huge new area of research has been
initiated, where work hashardly started. This work could not be more fascinating,
and anumberofdiscoveries are waiting to be made. We expect researchto increase
in this field, as people start to understand how these insights can dramatically
improve tisk-adjusted performances in asset management, market making, and
treasury functions and be the foundation for other applications, such as an early
warning system of financial markets.

Michel M. Dacorogna

Ramazan Gengay

Ulrich A, Miller

Richard B. Olsen

Olivier V. Pictei 
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INTRODUCTION

 

 

ALIMba 41.1 MARKETS: THE SOURCE OF HIGH-FREQUENCY DATA

A famous climber, when asked why he was willingto put hislife in dangerto climb
dangerous summits, answered; “Because they are there.” We would be tempted
to give the same answer when people ask us why wetake so muchpain in dealing
with high-frequency data. The reason is simple: financial markets are the source
of high-frequency data, The original form of market prices is tick-by-tick data:
each “tick” is one logical unit of information,like a quote ora transaction price
(see Section 2.1). By nature these data are irregularly spaced in time, Liquid

markets generate hundreds or thousandsofticks per business day. Data vendors
like Reuters transmit more than 275.000 prices per day for foreign exchange spot
rates alone.

Thus high-frequency data should be the primary object of research for those
whoare interested in understanding financial markets. Especially so, because
ptactitioners determine their trading decisions by observing high-frequency or
tick-by-tick data. Yet most of the studies published in the financial literature
deal with low-frequency, regularly spaced data, There are two main reasons for
this. First, it is still rather costly and time-consuming to collect, collate, store,
retrieve. and manipulate high-frequency data. That is why most of the available
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2 CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

financial data are at daily or lower frequency. The secondreason is somehow
moresubtle butstill quite important: most of the statistical apparatus has been
developed and thoughtfor homogeneous (i.e,, equally spaced in time) timeseries,
Thereis little work done to adapt the methods to data that arrive at random time
intervals. Unfortunately in finance, regularly spaced data are notoriginal data but
artifacts derived from the original market prices. Nowadays with the development
of computer technology, data availability is becomingless andless of a problem.
For instance, mostof the exchanges and especially those thattrade electronically
would gladly provide tick-by-tick data to interested parties. Data vendors have
themselves improved their data structures and provide their users with tools to
collect data for over-the-counter (OTC) markets. Slowly, high-frequency data are
becominga fantastic experimental bench for understanding market microstructure
and more generally for analyzing financial markets.

Thatleaves the researcherwith the problemsofdealing with such vast amounts
ofdata using the right mathematical tools and models. This is precisely the subject
of this book.

1.2 METHODOLOGYOF HIGH-FREQUENCY RESEARCH

From the beginning, our approach has been to apply the experimental method
which has been highly successful in “hard” sciences.! It consists of three steps,
the first one being to explore the data in order to discover the fundamental sta~
tistical properties they exhibit with a minimum set of assumptions, This is often
called findingthe “stylized facts”in the econometricorfinanceliterature. Thisfirst
step was in fact not so important in the economicliterature, because the sparse-
ness of data madeit eitherrelatively simple or uninteresting dueto the statistical
uficertainty.

The secondstep is to use all of these empirical facts to formulate adequate
models. By adequate models, we do not mean models that come from hand-waving
arguments about the markets, but rather models that are directly inspired by the
empirical regularities encountered in the data. It is the point where our under-
standing ofmarket behavior andreality of the data properties should meet. There
have been many debates between the timeseries approach and microstructure
approach. Thefirst one relying more on modeling thestatistical properties of the
data andthe latter concentrating on modeling market behavior. Both approaches
have their value and high-frequency data might be able to reconcile them by en-
abling us to actually test the microstructure models, Hasbrouck (1998), Rydberg
and Shephard (1998).

The third step, of course, is to verify whether these models satisfactorily
reproduce the stylized facts found in the data. The ultimate goal is not only a
gooddescriptive model butthe ability to produce reasonable predictions of future
movements or risks and to integrate these tools into practical applications, such
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! We refer here to experimental sciences such as physics, chemistry, or biology.
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1.3 DATA FREQUENCY AND MARKET INFORMATION 3

as risk managementtools or option pricing algorithms. For decades, practitioners
have been developing so-called technical analysis, which is a kind of empirical
time series analysis based on rudimentary analytical tools. Although some new
academic research has analyzedthesetrading rules,* they remain controversial and
are looked down upon. We hopethat this book will put on a new footing many
ideas that have been developed in technical analysis.

We have organized this book along the samelines, wefirst presentthe empin-
cal regularities, then we construct models, andlastly we test their powerto predict
market outcomes.

The novelty of high-frequency data demandsto take such an approach. This
was not usual in econometrics becausesolittle data were available until the late

1980s. It was quite natural that the researcher's emphasis was to make sure that
the methodology was correct in order to obtain the most information out of the
sparse data that were available. Only recently the research community in this field
has recognized the importance ofthe first step: finding empirical facts. This step
can already be good research in its own right. A good example is the recent paper
by Andersen et a/. (2001), where the authors explore in detail the distributional
properties of volatility computed from high-frequencydata.

Thanks to the developmentofelectronic trading and the existence of various
data providersalso on the Internet, it is now possible to follow the price formation
in real-time. Ideally, the analysis and modeling of the price-generation process
should, in real-time, produce results that add valueto the raw data. Thereis strong
demand from the market to have, next to the current price, a good assessment of
the currentrisk ofthe financial asset as well as a reasonable predictionofits future
movement. This means that the models should be made amenable to real-time

computations and updates, Techniques for doing so will be presented in the re-
mainder of the book. It is possible to develop methods that allow for the easy
computation ofmodels and can thus provide almost instantaneous reaction to mar-
ket events. Although quite popular among practitioners who wantto analyze the
past developments ofprices, those techniques havehadlittle echo, until now,in the
academic world. Very few research papers have studied thestatistical foundations
and properties of those “technical indicators.” In this book (Chapter 3) we provide
a unified platform for these methods.

1.3 DATA FREQUENCY AND MARKET INFORMATION

Relating the type of data available for researchers, the effects and the models that
are discovered and developed with these different samples, provides insight into
the developmentofresearchin finance. Figure 1.1! illustrates the samplesize versus
the measurement frequency of some well-knowndata sets used in finance. The

3 Amongothers, here is a hst of interesting papers on the issue of technical trading models, Neftci
(1991), Brock ef af, (1992), Taylor and Allen (1992), Levich and Thomas (1993b), Gengay and Stengos
(1998), Gengay (1998a,b), Frances and van Griensven (1998), Allen and Karjalainen (1999), Gengay
(1999), LeBaron (1999a), Sullivan et af, (1999), and Gencay ef a/, (2001c, 2002).
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FIGURE 1.1 Available data samples with their typical sizes and frequency. The sample
= size and the frequency are platted on a logarithmic scale. Thefirst point corresponds to
Pe the O&A database, the last one to the 700 years of yearly data analyzed by Frootet al.
5 (1995), the secondtoIts left to the cotton price data of Mandelbrot (1963), and the daily

data are computed from the sample used in Dinget al. (1993) to show long memoryin the
S&P 500, The text refers to the effects discovered and analyzed in the different segments

= of these samples.

double logarithmic scale makes the points lie almost on a straight line. The data
sample with the lowest frequency is the one used by Froot ef al. (1995) of 700
years of annual commodity price data from England and Holland. Beyond 700
yeas, oneis unlikely to find reliable economic or financial data.* The data with the
highest frequencyis the Olsen & Associates (O&A)dataset ofmore than 14 years
of high-frequency foreign exchange data. The tick-by-tick data are the highest
frequency available. Between those two extremes, one finds the daily series of
the Standard & Poors 500 from 1928 to 1991 used by Ding ef al. (1993) or the
monthly cotton prices used by Mandelbrot (1963) from 1880 to 1940. On this
graph, we superimposethose effects that have been identified at these different
time scales. Oneof the questions with data collected over very long periods is
whether they really refer to the same phenomenon, Stock indices, for example,
changetheir composition through time due to mergers orthe demise ofcompanies.
Whenanalyzing the price history of stock indices, the impact of these changes in

 

 

3 Data can be found in natural sciences such as weather data up to a few hundred thousand years,
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FIGURE 1.2 Available data samples with their typical sizes and frequency. The sample
size and the frequency are plotted on a logarithmic scale. The text refers to the models
developed and tested in the different segments of these samples.

composition is not obvious. We call this phenomenon the “breakdown of the
permanence hypothesis.” It is difficult to assess the quality of any inferenceas the
underlying process is not stationary over decades or centuries. At the other end
ofthe frequency spectrum (i.e. with high-frequency data), we are confronted with
the details of the price generation process, where other effects, such as how the
data are transmitted and recorded in the data-base (see Chapter 4) have an impact.
With data at frequencies of the order of one hour, a new problem arises, due to
the fact that the earth turns and the impactoftime zones, where the seasonality of
volatility becomes very important (as we shall see in Chapter 5) and overshadows
all other effects.

Figure 1.2 relates the data to the models that are typically developed and
tested with them. The high-frequency data have opened great possibilities to test
market microstructure models, while traditionally low-frequency data are used
for testing macroeconomic models. In between lies the whole area offinancial
and time series modeling, whichis typically studied with daily or monthly data as,
for instance, option pricing or GARCH models. It is clear from this figure that we
have a continuum of both samples and models. The antagonism that is sometimes
encountered between time series and market microstructure approaches should
slowly vanish with more and more studies combining both with high-frequency
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6 CHAPTER | INTRODUCTION

data, Yet the challengeis still open to build models that are simple to implement
and describe to a reasonable degree the empirical behavior ofthe data at all time
scales,

1.4 NEW LEVELS OF SIGNIFICANCE

High-frequency data means a very large amountofdata. The number ofobserva-
tions in one single day of a liquid market is equivalentto the numberofdaily data
within 30 years. Statistically, the higher the number of independently measured
observations, the higher is the degrees of freedom, which implies more precise
estimators. The large amountof data allows us to distinguish between differ-
ent models (model validation) with a higher statistical precision. New statistical
methods becomepossible,for example,tailstatistics to examine the probability of
extremeevents. Almost by definition, extreme events are rare and doingstatistics
on such extreme events is a challenge. With high-frequency data one can have
samples with as many as 400,000 independent observations‘ to study the 0.25%
percentile andstill have 1,000 observations with which to work. Weshall see how
importantthis is when we presentthe estimation oftail indices for return distri-
butions. Similarly, when different models have to be ranked,the availability ofa
few hundred thousand observationsallowsusto find beyond a doubt which model
provides the best description ofthe data-generating process (Miller et al., 1997a).

Figure 1.3 demonstrates the importance of high-frequency data in model se-
lection and inference within the context of Value-at-Risk (VaR) calculations. We
report three different calculationsall ofwhich usethe J. P. Morgan (1996)volatility
model, whichisin facta 1-day volatility forecast as further discussed in Section 9.2.
The three calculations differ in terms ofthe sampling andthe data frequency. The
Japanesevolatility calculations are based onprices observed daily at 7 a.m. GMT,
which correspondsto the afternoon Japanese time. The U.K. volatility calculations
are based on prices measured daily at 5 p.m. GMT, whichis the afternoonin the
U. K. The high-frequency volatility calculations are based on the high-frequency
tick-by-tick data recorded continuously on a 24-hour cycle. The top panelin Fig-
ure 1.3 reports the annualized volatility calculations and the bottom panel shows
the underlying prices for January and February 1999. The top panel demonstrates
that volatility can be extremely different depending onthe time ofthe day at which
it is measured with daily data. If observations are picked randomly once a day,
the underlying volatility can be as small as 15% oras large as 22% for a given
day and for the same currency. In mid-January 1999, the U.S. Dollar - Japanese
Yen (USD-JPY) investors in the U-K.are assumedto be facing therisk of losing
56,676,400 USDin a portfolio of a hundred million USD with a 1% probability.
In Japan,this risk would be reduced to 38,643,000 USD for the same day and for
the same currency, a difference of approximately 18,000,000 USD between the
two geographicallocations! Theutilization ofhigh frequency leads to more robust
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“THat, FIGURE 1.3. Top panel: Annualized USD-IPY volatility computed with daily prices
observed at 7a.m. GMT(afternoon Japan,circles), 5 p.m. GMT(afternoonU.K., diamonds)
and with high-frequencydata(solid line). The data period is from January 1999 to February
1999. Bottom panel; The USD-JPY high-frequency price series fram January 1999 to
February 1999.eeTLdtiii,Hid%

 annualized volatility estimations by minimizingthe influence ofthe random noise
ae in the market.

Anotheraspect ofthis is the choice of model. With few data, one tends to
favor the simpler models because they contain few parameters and becausetests
like the likelihood ratio test would strongly penalize the increase of parameters.
Ofcourse, simplicity is a desirable feature oftheoretical models, but one should
not seek simplicity at the cost ofmissing importantfeatures ofthe data-generating
process. Sometimes,it is useful to explore more complicated (nonlinear) mod-
els, which may contain more parameters. This increasing complexity is strongly
penalized when explored with low-frequency data because ofthe loss of degrees
of freedom. In the case of high-frequency data, however, the penalty is relatively
small because the abundance ofthe independently measured observations approx-
imates an asymptotic environment.
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8 CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

Researchers who want to use many observations with low-frequency data are
using, for instance, daily observations of the Dow Jones Industrials from January
1897 like Ding ef al. (1993) or LeBaron (1999a). In such a case, one is enti-
tled to ask if the authors are actually analyzing the same market over the years.
The huge technological changes that we experienced during this century haye cer-
tainly affected the New York Stock Exchange and oneis never sure, how this and
any reconfiguration of the index has affected the results. To the contrary, high-
frequency studies can be done for limited sampling periods with reasonablylarge
samples. The market properties within such periods are nearly unchanged. The
results are less affected by structural breaks or shifts in the overall economy than
low-frequency studies with samples of many years. This is clearly an advantage
when determining microstructure effects but also when examining the stability of
some properties over time.

1.5 {NTERRELATING DIFFERENT TIME SCALES

High-frequency data open the wayforstudying financial markets at very different
time scales, from minutes to years. This represents an aggregation factor of four
to five orders of magnitude,” Some empirical properties are similar at different
scales, leading to fractal behaviors. Stylized facts observed for daily or weekly
data gain additional weight whenalso observed with high significance for intraday
data, An example ofthis is the long memory effect in 20-minute absolute returns

 
be studied by Dacorognaet al. (1993). At the time, similar hyperbolic decay of the
5 autocorrelation function was observed on daily returns in Ding ef.a/. (1993). Itis
= very difficult to distinguish rigorously in the data between long memory effects

and regime shifts. Many mathematicians are working precisely on this problem
such as Mansfield er al. (1999) and Mikosch and Starica (1999). Yet the fact that
hyperbolic decay is empirically found at time scales that differ by two orders of
magnitude in aggregation is definitely a sign that the process must include some
long range dependence orthat there are regime shifts at all time scales, which is
equivalent.

Scaling properties and scaling laws have been new objects ofstudy since the
early work ofMandelbrot (1963) on cotton prices. In 1990, the research group of
O&A published empirical studies of scaling properties extending from a few min-
utes to a few years (Miiller ef a/., 1990). These properties have shown remarkable
stability over time (Guillaumeet al., 1997) and were found in other financialin-
struments like interest rates (Piccinato ef al., 1997), Mantegna and Stanley (1995)
also found scaling behaviorin the stock indices examined at high frequency. In a
set ofrecent papers, Mandelbrotef al, (1997), Fisheret al. (1997) and Calvet etal.
(1997) have derived a multiftactal model based on the empirical scaling laws of
different moments of the return distributions. Works on the scaling law of return

 
 

5 By order ofmagnitude we mean the numberoftimes the time horizon must be multiplied by 10 to
achieve the lower frequency. Forinstance, a weekly frequencyis aggregated three orders ofmagnitude
from 10 minutes data (one weekis 1008 times 10 minutes),
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1.5 INTERRELATING DIFFERENT TIME SCALES 9

volatility have been flourishing in the past few years often coming from physicists
who started venturingin the field offinance calling themselves “econophysicists.”
It is a sign that the field is moving toward a better understanding of aggregation
properties. Unfortunately, the mathematical theory behind these empirical studies
is not yet completely mature and there is still controversy regarding the signifi-
cance of the scaling properties (LeBaron, 1999a; Bouchaud e/ a/., 2000), Thanks
to high-frequency data, this kind ofdebate can now take place. The challenge is to
develop modelsthat simultaneously characterize the short-term and the long-term
behaviors of a time series.
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MARKETS AND DATA

 

+ 2.1 GENERAL REMARKS ON MARKETS AND DATA TYPES

In the discussion of markets and data, we take the point of view of researchers
studying high-frequency data rather than the view oftraders or other practitioners.
Instead ofgiving complete descriptions ofmarkets (which are changing over time),
wefocus on those main markets that have produced consistent time series data over
many years.

High-frequency data are direct information from markets. Onelogical unit of
aa information is calledatick. This term originated from the languageofpractitioners

and originally meant a numberonatickertape, in a time before computers became
an omnipresent tool. The term “tick” is more neutral and general than the particular
terms “price,” “interest rate,” “quote,” and so on. Whatever the quoted quantity,
there is always a date and a time attached to every tick, a “time stamp.” The
sequence of time stampsis usually irregularly spaced. A large part of Chapter 3
deals with the consequencesofthis fact.

The quoted quantities are often prices, but other information such as trans-
action volumeis also available from some markets. Detailed information on par-
ticipants (e.g., the counterparty of transactions) is, however, rare because market
participants often prefer anonymity.

 
 

10
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2,1 GENERAL REMARKS ON MARKETS AND DATA TYPES sh

Some markets are centralized in the form of exchanges or bourses. Other
markets are decentralized interbank (over-the-counter) markets, where individual
participants directly transact with no intermediary. Data from over-the-counter
(OTC) markets are collected and provided in real time by data providers such as
Reuters, Bloomberg,or Bridge. Data from centralized markets are available from
the same sources and sometimes directly from the exchanges. The recent shift
from floor trading to electronic trading helped to make this data more reliable and
more easily available. Some data are released to a general audience only after
a time delay whenits direct value for traders has diminished. Exchanges such
as London International Financial Futures Exchange (LIFFE) and the New York
Stock Exchange (NYSE)also sell archived historical data, such as data from the
TAQ database ofthe NYSE.Thereare also vendors ofhistorical data such as O&A
specializing in high-frequency data initially collected in real time from different
sources.

The foreign exchange (FX) markethas the highest market volume ofall finan-
cial markets. A large part of this volumeis traded over-the-counter between banks,
but there is also electronic trading through centralized systems. The coexistence
of interbank and centralized trading is found also in other markets. This implies
that volume figures—if available—often refer to a market segment rather than all
transactions of the whole market. Aside from FX, we discuss interest rate, bond,

equity, and commodity markets; the latter two are scarcely treated in this book. All
a ofthese assets are directly traded in. spor markets (see Section 2.).1) and indirectly
ka in derivative markets: futures and option markets as discussed in Sections 2.1.2
4 and 2.1.3.
s In this book, there is no attemptto list all the changing types and trading
if mechanismsofmarkets and all the varying formats and availability conditions of

data from different data suppliers.' Instead, we report stylized properties of time
series data for markets with sampling periods of several years.

 
 

2.1.1 Spot Markets

Spot markets are direct markets for primary assets, such as foreign exchange or
equity. The assets are traded immediately at the time ofthe transaction? Spot
trading is the most original form oftrading, but it has some disadvantages. The
timing 1s not flexible, traders have to deal with the physical delivery of the traded
assets (such as commodities) and the interest rate spot market is affected by the
counterparty default nsk. For these reasons, derivative markets have become more
important than spot markets in some cases. The FX market is a major example of
a market where spottradingis still strong.

 

' A review is provided by Gwilym and Sutcliffe (1999),
* Transactions are actually booked at the value date, which is usually two days after the day of

the spot transaction or, if that is a holiday, the first business day afterward. This fact hardiy has an
influence on prices, it just affects the timing ofbookkeeping. Therefore, value dates can be ignored in
most studies.
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12 CHAPTER 2 MARKETS AND DATA

Some important spotmarkets are over-the-counter markets between individual
institutions (banks), whereas many derivatives are traded at exchanges. However,
this is not a general rule.

2.1.2 Futures Markets

In some cases such as mostinterest rates and commodities, futures markets have a

higher liquidity and volume than the underlying spot markets and produce better
high-frequency data. The following description offutures markets is quite general,
and special features of particular futures markets are discussed in other sections.

Futures contracts are derivatives ofan underlying asset, which can be defined
as an agreement between hyoparties to buy or sell an asset at a certain time in the
future for a certain price, Hull (1993). At this expiry time, the underlying asset has
to be delivered according to settlement rules, after which the contract no longer
exists. The expiry dates are regularly scheduled, often ina quarterly sequence. The
contract with the nearest expiry is called the first position, the following contract
the second position, and so on.

Most futures are traded at exchanges. Trading is typically geographically
localized. There is no 24-hour trading, there are rigidly defined opening hours,
althoughthe trendis to effectively lengthen the active hours (e.g. with after-hours
sessions). Given that futures contracts are exchange traded and each transaction is
recorded centrally, futures markets offer a high price transparency. The historical

WPsegneemtangWalical
‘

WHhiWe
ba data always include tick-by-tick transaction prices and, depending on the data
3 source, bid and ask quotes and sometimes information on volumes andthe flow of
E orders from the clients of the exchange.

The structure of many futures markets has changed due to the rapid growth
of market volumes, some mergers of exchanges, and the shift from floortrading
(open outery) to electronic trading, For some researchers, this shift has been an
object of study in itself.

All clients buying or selling futures contracts have to put some money m
a collateral account. This account covers the counterparty default risk of the
exchange. If the futures prices move to the disfavor of a client, the amount of

2S money on the collateral account may no longer cover the risk, and the exchange
will tell the client to increase it through a “call for margin.” If the client fails to
do this, the futures contract is terminated at its current market value. The flow of
money to the collatera] account (which earns someinterest in its own right) makes
the exact bookkeeping of returns (and risks) rather complicated, but this can be
ignored in moststudies.

The timeseries of prices coming from a single futures contract is not suffi-
ciently long for certain statistical studies. Moreover, the behavior of a contract
changes when approaching expiry andits price volatility systematically grows or
shrinks according to the nature of the underlying asset. For these reasons,it is
sometimes necessary to construct long samplesjoining several contracts together.
Different empirical prescriptions are used by analysts and traders to join price
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22 FOREIGN EXCHANGE MARKETS 13

histories of several futures contracts with successive expiries. Such prescriptions
are typically based on rollover schemes — that is, they attempt to replicate the
behavior of a trader holding a contract and switching (“rolling over”) to the next
contract before the expiry of the current contract. Section 2.5.2 gives such an
example.

The opening hours offutures markets are sometimes modified, as those of
other centralized markets. Long samples may extend over periods with different
fixed opening hours. This fact leads to somedifficulties in intraday studies, espe-
cially those related to daytime. Researchers should be aware ofthis and know the
history of opening hours.

2.1.3 Option Markets

Option prices are very volatile and depend on parameters suchas thestrike price,
the base spot price, and the expiry date. There are many types of options. The
options marketsare often too volatile for studying consistenttime series over long
samples and are not the subject of this book—except for the implied volatility

Fi aspect.

am Unlike option prices, implied volatility figures are slowly changing over time.
Fi They are computed from option prices through the formulas introduced by Black
ze and Scholes (1973) and some refined methods introduced later. The implied volatil-
= ity figures provided by data vendors usually refer to at-the-money options (where

ve the strike price is not far from the base spot price). For some markets, these data
are available in high frequency with several quotes per day. Implied volatility

s can be interpreted as the market’s forecast of the volatility of the underlyingasset
Fhe for the time period until expiry. Therefore, time series of implied volatility are

interesting especially in comparison to historical or realized volatility computed
from time series ofunderlying assets.

2.2 FOREIGN EXCHANGE MARKETS

The foreign exchange (FX) market is the largest financial market. Already in
April 1992, its “traditional” part (FX spot and FX forward market, excluding the
newer derivatives) had a daily net-net® turnover of 832billion U.S. Dollar (USD)
(Bank for International Settlements, 1993) which was more than the total non-
gold reserves (USD 555.6 billion) ofall industrial countries in 1992 (International
Monetary Fund, 1993). Since that time, the FX net-net tumover had grownto
USD 1190billion in April 1995 and to USD 1500 billion in April 1998 (Bank for
Tnternational Settlements, 1999).

The FX spot market produces high-frequency data that played and still play a
central role in high-frequency finance, Unlike other data, these data are available
over long sampling periods in high frequency, 24 hours per working day. The
market is highly liquid and symmetric as both exchanged assets are currencies.

 

3 This figure is adjusted for both local and cross-border double-counting,
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14 CHAPTER 2 MARKETS AND DATA

Dueto these favorable characteristics, new facts have often been found in FX spot
data, and FX studies have served as a role model for the investigation of other
high-frequency data with less favorable properties.

Since the beginning of the 1990s, academic researchers have been gaining
new insights into the behavior of the FX markets through analyzing intraday data.
Daily data, which were much used in the 1980s represent only a small subset of
the information available at intraday frequencies, as they are only the average of
a few intraday prices quoted by some large banks. at a particular daytime, The
number of data points available for intraday is larger by a factor of 1000.

On the basis ofthis information set, there is a rapidly growing bodyoflit-
erature in the study of the intraday FX markets, which opens new directions for
understandingof financial markets and widening ofconcepts such as risk manage~
ment or marketefficiency. The analysis of intraday data also leadsto insights into
the market microstructure where it is possible to study the behavior ofintraday
traders, whoseoperations account for more than 90% of the FX market volume.

Thestylized facts foundfor intraday FX rates shed some newlight on different
modeling approachesto the FX market.4 Research studies have shown that known
and well-accepted empirical regularities of daily or weekly data do not always
hold up in intraday analysis. Looking at intraday data, the homogeneity ofmarket
agents (which is a working hypothesis for studying daily, weekly, or low-frequency 

 
“re data) disappears. A new wealth of structure is uncovered that demonstrates the
ae complexity ofthe FX market at the intraday frequency. This complexity can be
be explained by the interaction of market agents with heterogeneous objectives re-

sulting from different geographical locations, the various forms of institutional
constraints, and risk profiles. This evidencewill be presented in several chapters
ofthis book. Indeed, the heterogeneous structure of intraday data may explain
the fact that practitioners have effectively used methods of “technical analysis”
over many years now. These intuitively designed methods try to take advantage
of the interaction of different components of the markets, see Dunis and Feeny
(1989); Neftci (1991); Surajaras and Sweeney (1992); Taylor and Allen (1992);
Pictet ef al. (1992); Levich and Thomas (1993b); Brock efal. (1992); Gengay and
Stengos (1998) and Gengay (1998a,b, 1999); Gengayef al. (2001c, 2002).

The FX spot market is presented in Section 2.2.1. Aside from the spot market,
there is also the over-the-counter FX forward market treated in Section 2.3.2 and

the markets for FX futures and FX options. The contracts ofthese markets refer
to a time periodin the future, therefore they are affected by interest rate levels.

Exchange-traded FX futures follow the description ofSection 2.1.2 and are not
discussed here; their market volume is much lower than that of the FX spot market
and the over-the-counter derivative markets, particularly the FX forward market.

As mentioned in Section 2.1.3, time series of implied volatility are available
from the FX option markets. Theseare interesting objects of study, together with
realized or historical volatility computed from FX spot rates.

 
4 For surveys on the FX market at the daily or weekly frequencies, seo, for example, the surveys of

Mussa (1979); Hsieh (1988); Baillie and McMahon (1989), and de Vries (1992),
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2.2 FOREIGN EXCHANGE MARKETS 15

2.2.1 Structure of the Foreign Exchange Spot Market

The usualdescription ofthe FX markets made by international organizations such
as the Bank for International Settlements (1999) or the International Monetary
Fund (1993) emphasizes the presence ofdifferent geographical markets and dif-
ferent types of agents. However, these structural characteristics are not apparent
from the inspection of daily or weekly data and their implications were seldom
considered in theoretical modeling.

The FX market consists of two dominating parts, the FX spot and the FX
forward market, and a smaller but growing market of FX derivatives. In 1992,
both the FX spot and forward markets had a market share of roughly 50% each.
In 1998, the FX forward market was moderately larger than the FX spot market,
by a ratio 60:40%(Bank for International Settlements, 1999). However, the FX
spot rates are used not only in the FX spot market but also for outright FX forward
transactions, as explained in Section 2.3.2,

Nowadays, a growing segment of the FX spot transactions goes through
automated, electronic order-matching systems,° such as the Electronic Broking
Services (EBS) and Reuters Dealing 2000. These markets deliver good high-
frequency data with transaction prices and volumes. These transaction data have
becomeavailable to researchers to a limited amount.® Results based on these data

are discussed in a few placesin this book.
Aside from this electronic trading, the over-the-counter FX spot market is

a direct market between banks (and brokers). The bid and ask offers of major
financial institutions are conveyed to customers’ screens by large data suppliers
such as Reuters, Bloomberg, and Bridge (formerly Telerate and Knight Ridder)
with aslittle time delay as possible and the deals are negotiated over the telephone.
Manyresearchers have investigated data in various forms from this interbank mar-
ket; there is no alternative way to obtain large FX samples, especially historical
samples extending to the 1980s and early 1990s.

The bid-ask prices from the over-the-counter FX spot market are called quoted
prices or quotes as opposed to transaction prices. Onefull tick containsthe time
stamp, a bid and an ask price and often some information on the origin ofthetick
(bank code, city, etc.). Transaction prices or volumes are not available, but some
additional information such as financial news in text form is available from other

pages of the data vendors.
The data suppliers offer a rather easy access to market data nowadays. The

real-time data for a financial instrument can be obtained from Reuters, for in-
stance, through the Reuters Instrument Code (RIC). The FX rate EUR-USD,for
instance,’ has the RIC “EUR=,”the FX rate USD-JPY has the RIC “JPY=” Rates

 
5 In April 1998, the share of deals going through such systems was “almost one quarter” in the

United Kingdom, “almost ane third” in the United States, and 36% in Japan, (Bank for Intemational
Settlements, 1999).

® Lyons (1995, 1996a,b); Goodhart etal. (1995), and Goodhart and Payne (1996) could obtain a few
days ofsuch data.

7 For the currencies, we use the standard abbreviations of the Intemational Organization forStan-
dardization (ISO, code 4217).
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16 CHAPTER 2 MARKETS AND DATA

TABLE 2.1 The traditional FXFX page of Reuters.

Onthis traditional page, the first column gives the time in GMT (for example, for the
first line, "07:27"), the second column gives the name of a traded currency ("DEM"for
USD-DEM), the third column the nameof the bank subsidiary that publishes the quote as
a mnemonic ("RABO"), the fourth column the name of the bank ("Rabobank"), the fifth
column the location of the bank as a mnemonic ("UTR” for Utrecht), the sixth column
gives the bid price with five digits ("1.6290") and the two last digits of the ask price ("00"
which means 1,6300), the seventh colurnn repeats the currency ("DEM"), and the last two
columns give the highest ("1.6365") and the lowest ("1.6270") quoted prices of the day. 

O727 CCY PAGE NAME »* REUTER SPOT RATES

0727 DEM RABO RABOBANK UTR 1.6290/00
0727 GBP MNBX MOSCOW LDN 1.5237/42 GBP 1.5245 1.5207
O727 CHF UBZA UBS ZUR=.1.3655/65 CHF 1.3730 1.3630

* CCY HI*EURO#LO FXFX
*
=
*

0727 JPY IBIX I.B.J LDN 102.78/83 * JPY 103.02 102.70
*
=
*
*

DEM 1.6365 1.6270

0727 FRF BUEX UE CIC PAR 5.5620/30 FRF 56,5835 5.5592
0726 NLG RABO RABOBANK UTR 1.8233/38 NLG 1.8309 1.8220
O727 ITL BCIX B.C.I. MIL 1592.00/3.00*ITL 1596.00 1591.25
0727 ECU NWNT NATWEST LDN 1.1807/12 ECU 1.1820 1.1774 

AAU SBZG 387.10/387,60 * ED3 4.43/ 4,56 * FED PREB * GOVA 30Y
XAG SBCM 5.52/ 5,53 * USSOY YTM 7.39 * 4,31- 4.31 * 86.14-i5  

between two currenciesother than the U.S, Dollar (USD)are called crossrates (see
Section 2.2.2) and have both currenciesin the RIC (e.g. “EURJPY="fortherate
EUR-JPY). There are also RICs serving as “tables of contents,” called tiles. These
contain information on other RICS. Once a real-time feed for a financial instrument

is established, the data are transmitted in data records, each representing a tick.
A data record contains several variables such as bid and ask prices and some side
information. This data organization is used forall financial data, not just for FX.

Once the instrument codes and the variables of the data records are known,

data collectionis a straightforward operation. However, many results of this book
are based on historical data collected ata time when data extraction was technically
difficult, The traditional data feeds of the early 1990s and before were oriented
to human users looking at full pages of information, such as the FXFX page of
Reuters. Table 2.1 shows a snapshot ofthis traditional FXFX page. A quoted
price of 1,6290/00 for the USD-DEM rate expresses the willingness ofthe market
maker to buy USD at 1.6290 DEM andsell USD at 1.6300 DEM.Telerate also
had a page-based feed at that time. Rather than using today’s instrument codes,
the data collector had to extract the desired information from full pages and from
the manyreal-time updating messages associated to these pages. This implied a
delicate text parsing task andalso controlling for unexpected changes in the page
layout. A large part ofthe data used in the studies ofthis book has been extracted
and collected in this tedious way.
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22 FOREIGN EXCHANGE MARKETS 17

The FX market has no business-hour limitations. Any market maker can
submit new bid-ask prices; many larger institutions have branches worldwide
so that trading is continuous, Nevertheless, the bid-ask prices do emanate from
particularbanksinparticular locationsandthe deals are entered into dealers” books
in particular institutions. Although the FX market is virtually global through
its electronic linkages, its activity pattern can be divided into three continental
components, each with its typical group of time zones: East Asia, Europe, and
America with Tokyo, London and New York as majortrading centers® (Goodhart
and Demos, 1990).

Except for some major currencies against the USD, currencies tend to be
traded more specifically in their own geographical markets. Major currencies are
USD, EUR (until 1998: DEM), JPY, GBP, and CHF. Both the global and local
characteristics ofthe FX markets are reflected by the statistical properties of the
data.

Actual trading prices and volumes are not known from the over-the-counter
spot market. However, reputation considerations prevent market makers from
quoting prices at which they would actually not be willing to trade. Therefore,
real transaction prices tend to be contained within the quoted bid-ask spread
(Petersen and Fialkowski, 1994). This is also shown by a comparisonto simulta-
neous transaction prices of electronic dealing systems (where the bid-ask spread
1S narrower).

The growing volume of FX transactions has been increasingly made up of
short-term, intraday transactions and results from the interaction of traders with
different time-horizons,risk-profiles, or regulatory constraints. Nonfinancial cor-
porations, institutional investors (mutual funds, pension funds, insurance compa-
nies), and hedge funds? haveshifted their FX activities from long-term (buy and
hold) investment to short-term (profit-making) transactions. This movementis
both enabled and enhanced by the developmentof real-time information systems
and the decrease of transaction costs following the liberalization of cross-border
financial flows. This flow of short and long-term transactionsinitiated by nonfi-
nancialinstitutions on the retail marketis the origin ofan even larger—bya factor
of four to five times—flow of intradaily transactions between the dealers (the 50

¢s largest banks and a few securities houses) on the wholesale market. These dealers,
who are usually not allowed to take overnightpositions, transact with each otherto
reduce the risk arising from their accumulated currency positions (Lyons, 1996a).
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® tn typical historical samples, the data contributors of “East Asia” are located in Australia, Hong

Kong,India, Indonesia, Japan, South Korea, Malaysia, New Zealand, and Singapore. “Europe™ covers
Austria, Bahrain, Belgium, Germany, Denmark, Finland, France, Great Britain, Greece, Ireland,Italy,
Israel, Jordan, Kuwait, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway, Saudi Arabia, South Affica, Spain,
Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, and United Arab Emirates. “America” comprises Argentina, Canada,
Mexico, and the United States.

* The high leverage and unregulated aspects of hedge fandsdistinguish their investors from other
institutional investors.
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18 CHAPTER 2 MARKETS AND DATA

TABLE 2.2 Numbersof archived ticks of main FX rates.

Tick frequencies of main FX rates: (1) main rates against the USD, (2) main cross rates,
and (3) main rates against historical currencies now replaced by the Euro (EUR). 

 

 

FX rate Period Number Frequency per
of ticks business day

EUR-USD Jan 1999 —-May 2000 4,794,958 13,300
USD-JPY Jan 1987—May 2000 9,585,136 2,800
GBP-USD Jan 1987 —May 2000 7,892,919 2,310
USD-CHF Jan 1987 -— May 2000 8,310,226 2,430

EUR-JPY Jan 1999— May 2000 1,897,007 5,250
EUR-GBP Jan 1999 —-May 2000 1,740,209 4,820

USD-DEM Jan 1987 —Dec 1998 18,416,814 6,020
USD-FRF Jan 1987 —Dec 1998 3,655,638 1,190

Pe DEM-JPY Oct 1992 —Dec 1998 1,316,933 712

= Still on the wholesale market, but in contrast to other players, central banks
ia can affordrelatively large open positions and can thereby have a significant impact
a on the market in the long run. Thedifferent types oftraders can ofcourse be found
= within similar typesofinstitutions. !°os

To illustrate the enormous amounts ofavailable FX spot ticks, Table 2.2 dis-
plays the size and frequenciesofticks in the Olsen & Associates (O&A) database.
The FXrates ofthis table are between major currencies,thefirst one of a currency
pair being the “exchanged” currency whose value is expressed in the second cur-
rency (which can be called the numeraire currency). The analyzed periods have
been chosen with respectto the transition of some European currencies such as
DEMandFRF to the Euro (EUR)at the beginning of 1999. Onthe largest market,
EUR-USD,more than 10,000 ticks per business day are available; that is an aver-
age of almost 10 ticks per minute which can rise to 30 or more ticks per minute
during the busiest periods. The daily tick frequencies of Table 2.2 are averages.
The values of the 1980s and the early 1990s were distinctly smaller than the values
nowadays. In today’s data feeds, some of the ticks contain little information if
they are copies ofticks from other contributors (as explained in Section 2.2.3) or
repeatedly posted ticks (see Section 4.2.2). Minor FX rates have fewer ticks than
the rates in Table 2.2, very few ticks if the liquidity is low.

In contrast to daily or weekly data, collecting tick-by-tick quotes presents
a numberofpractical problems such as transmission delays and breakdowns or

 

10 For example, Bank Negara ofMalaysia was one of the most aggressive (short-term) speculators
in the FX market for several years.
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2.2 FOREIGN EXCHANGE MARICETS 19

aberrant quotes due to humanand technicalerrors. Therefore, it is important to
implement a data cleaning filter to eliminate outliers. An extensive discussion of
data cleaning is presented in Chapter4.

2.2.2 Synthetic Cross Rates

FX rates between two currenciesother than the U.S. Dollar (USD)are called cross
rates. There are quotes for some importantcross rates such as those in Table 2.2.
For many other cross rates, there is little data or no data atall, either because the
market for that cross rate is neglected by the data suppliers or because there is
no direct marketat all. In the second case, traders would go through a vehicle
currency such as USD or EUR instead ofmakinga direct transaction. A Canadian
trader, for example, would obtain Japanese Yen (JPY) by buying USD from the
USD-CAD market and selling USD on the USD-JPY market. The actual exchange
rate in this case is

PUSD/CAD.bid PUSD/CAD,ask
PIPY/CAD,bid = ————— 1. PIPY/CADask = —————— (2.1)

PUSD/JPYask PUSD/IPY,bid

These formulas reflect the triangular relation between the three currencies USD,
JPY, and CAD. If a direct market for JPY-CAD exists andits prices strongly
deviate from this relation, the deviation can be profitably exploited through a set
of riskless transactions. Such a strategy is called triangular arbitrage and leads to

3 market adjustments that bring the prices back toward the relation of Equation 2.1.
ssi Traders are usally quick enough to make such arbitrage transactions before the

prices strongly deviate ftom Equation 2.1. A trader calling market makers to
- execute an indirect transaction has to pay the bid-ask spreads oftwo markets, both

USD-CAD and USD-JPYin our example. Both bid-ask spreads together may be
higherthan the bid-ask spread ofa direct transaction.

In the case of cross rates with a direct market but bad data coverage, we are
forced to compute synthetic cross rates through formulas such as Equation 2.1]
which serve as proxies for the unknown direct rates. The twoticks used for the
cross rate computation (a USD-CADtick and a USD-JPYtick in the example of
Equation 2.1) should be synchronous such that their time stamps deviate by no
more than a few seconds or perhaps a minute. Otherwise, the synthetic cross rate
is distorted by price movesin the time interval betweenthe two ticks. The bid-ask
spreads ofthe missing direct quotes can be expected to be lower than the synthetic
bid-ask spreads. The data coverage for cross rates may only be bad during the
active market hours of some time zones (e.g., due to the bad coverage of Asian
markets by some data suppliers). In this case, we may have to mix quoted cross
tate data with synthetic data (at certain daytimes).

 

 

2.2.3. Multiple Contributor Effects

The transactions of over-the-counter markets are between many individualinsti-
tutions (banks and brokers). The market makers among theseinstitutions publish
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20 CHAPTER 2. MARKETS AND DATA

their own price quotes. Data suppliers mix these data with the quotes of other
contributors, thus creating a multicontributor data feed. Individual quotes are af-
fected by the positions, views, and trading strategies of individual contributors,
rather than behaving uniformly. Researchers using these data should be aware of
this fact.

TheFX spot market is the key example of a multicontributor market. The
following multicontributor effects have been found in FX spotdata:

® Depending on their inventory position, market makers have preferences
for either selling or buying. They publish new quotes to attract traders
to make a deal in the desired direction so that either the bid or the ask

quote is competitive. The other price of the bid-ask pair is pushed away
to a less attractive region by adding or subtracting a rather large, nominal
spread. This leads to high unrealistic quoted bid-ask spreads and a negative
autocorrelation of returns at lags of around one minute as discussed in
Section 5.2.1.

= There are contributors oflow reputation that abuse some quotes in attempts
to manipulate the market into a desired direction.

FX quotes lag behind the real market prices. This ts confirmed by FX.
traders we have interviewed and from comparisons to transaction data
from electronic trading systems, A closer look shows that some leading
contributors do not have a considerable delay, whereas many other con-
tributors lag behind by more than a minute. This can be shown through a
lead-lag correlation analysis of returns of contributor-specific time series.

 
Some contributors are laggards because they publish prices copied from
the quotes of other contributors (e.g., moving averages of recent quotes
with a tiny random modification). The motivation is to advertise the mar-
ket presence of the contributor in the data feed (whereas true prices are
negotiated over the telephone). These contributors often employ comput-
ers to publish fake quotes at high frequency, The described data-copying
methods lead to lower data quality in general and lead to data-cleaning
problems as discussed in Chapter4.

 
Similar multicontributor effects are also found and expected in markets other than
the FX spot market.

2.3 OVER-THE-COUNTER INTEREST RATE MARKETS

Twofinancial markets related to interest rates are over-the-counter (OTC) markets
betweenindividual banks.'! These are the spot interest rate (IR) market and the
FX forward market.

'\ ‘This is similar to the interbank FX market.
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2.3.1 Spot Interest Rates

Interest rate quotes have been directly available from the over-the-counter market
for many years, for example, through the multicontributor “deposit” pages of
Reuters. These interest rates are offered by banks to other banks who want to make
either a deposit (at the bid interest rate) or take a credit (at the ask interest rate).
The quotes come in bid-ask pairs and are called spot interest rates, cash interest
tates, or interbank interest rates, Another traditional name, “Eurodeposits,” suffers

from possible confusion with the new currency named Euro. For quite some time,
the spotinterest rate (IR) market is no longer the most liquid IR market. This role
is now taken by the IR futures market, see Section 2.4, The low liquidity of the
spot IR market is reflected by the rather large spread between bid and ask quotes.

The actual rate at which a bank is ready to lend money to another one also
depends on the credit rating of that bank. A bank with a low credit rating has to
be ready to pay a higher IR in orderto attract a lender; the [R level is increased by
the credit spread . This fact makes the IR quotes Jess universally applicable than
the FX quotes,

The credit spread can lead to serious data problems, which can lead to spurious
statistical results, The story of the Japanese interest rates in the second half of the
1990s is the best illustration. There was a banking crisis in Japan that lowered
the credit ratings of Japanese banks. In some data sources such as the Reuters
depositpages,these banks dominated some daytimes correspondingto theworking
hours of East Asian time zones. All of the IR quotes during these daytimes were
systematically higher than the quotes at other daytimes. The market was split
between low-rating banks and high-rating banks, causing two spuriousstatistical
effects: (1) too high absolute values ofreturns (level changes) over time intervals
ofaround 12 hr and (2) strong negative autocorrelation ofreturns at lags ofaround
12 hr. These spuriouseffects are solely due to periodically shifting credit ratings,
which canbe avoided by eliminatingall the low-rating (or all high-rating) quotes
from the sample. For a long time, Japanese Yen (JPY) interest rates were very
low, belaw 1% for Japanese banks. The credit spread led to a strange effect around
1998 by pushing the IR levels for non-Japanese banks (dominating the European
and American time zones) slightly below zero. Since then, this has been a classical
example rejecting zero as an absolute minimum of IRs. Slightly negative interest
rates can be possible and valid under special circumstances.

Spot interest rates always refer to a deposit of fixed duration, the maturity
period. The following maturity periods are quoted in the market: overnight (O/N),
“tomorrow next” (T/N, the next business day after tomorrow), 1 week (S/W),
1 month (1M), 2 months (2M), 3 months (3M), 6 months (6M), 9 months (9M),
and 1 year (1'Y). Among these maturity periods, the 3-month maturity often has
the largest market and the best data followed by the l-month, 2-month, 6-month,
and 1-year maturities. Spot interest rates are the only IR instruments that always
inform us on interestrate levels for time intervals starting now and extending over
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22 CHAPTER 2 MARKETS AND DATA

less than 3 months. Therefore, their use is inevitable when constructing yield
curves; see Section 2.4.2,

Spot IRs are quoted in annualized form and in percentage terms. A 3-month
TR of 6%, for example, means that the invested capital is multiplied by 1,015 after
3 months, because 3 months = 0.25 years and 0.25- 6% = 1.5% = 0.015,

2.3.2 Foreign Exchange Forward Rates

Foreign exchange (FX) forward rates share some characteristics with the spot IRs.
Theyalso refer to the interbank market and are quoted for the same maturities as
the spot IRs (see Section 2.3.1). They are quoted on the same traditional Reuters
deposit pages,

FX forward transactions are similar to FX spot transactions, except that the
actual transaction takes effect in the future, at maturity.’ The timing of FX
forward transactionsleads to a difference in interest payments as compared to FX
transactions. Due to the delayed transaction, the buyer of an FX forward contract
earns some interest on the base currency of the FX rate (the currency in which
the FX rate is expressed) instead of the exchanged currency. If the interest rates
of the two currencies deviate, there is a net interest payment flow from orto the
buyer during the maturity period. This fact determinesthe price ofthe FX forward
contract, called the oufright forward rate. In order to avoid riskfree arbitrage, the
outright forward rate deviates from the simultaneously quoted FX spot price by an
amountto offset the deviations in interest payments. The price deviation between
FX spotprices and outright forward rates thus reflects the interest rate differential
between the two exchanged currencies rather than the absolute level of those IRs.

Thearbitragerelation between outright FX forward rates f, spot interest rates
i and FX spot rates p can be formulatedas follows:

 
1 + fexpr,bid Ee

Jioia Pou> (2.2)
1 + bexch,ask Tyee
1+ fexpr, ask J a

Task = Pa Sa i —

1 + iexch,bid Tyear

where m is the maturity penod (e. g. 0,25 years for a 3-month period), This
formula can be found in usual textbooks such as Walmsley (1992) but only for a
middle price, not for bid and ask. It is valid for maturity periods up to one year.
For longer periods, formulas based on compoundinterest are needed. The interest
rates i should notbe used in percentage (e.g., 0.05 should be used instead of 5%).
The index “exch” denotes the exchanged currency ofthe FX rate; the index “expr”
defines the (numeraire) currency in which one umt of the exchanged curtency is
expressed,

(2 The transaction is actually booked atthe value date, which is usually two daysafter the maturity
dateor,if that is a holiday, the first business day afterward. This fact hardly has an influence on prices,
it yust affects the timing of bookkeeping, Therefore, value dates can be ignored in maststudies.
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Instead ofoutright FX forwardprices f, the difference f—p is usually quoted,
whichis the outright forward price minus the simultaneously valid FX spotprice,
This difference is less volatile than the outright forward price and can bepositive or
negative accordingto the sign ofthe interest rate differential. A positive difference
is calledforward premium, a negative difference is aforward discount. Both are
also called “forward points.” This formulation relates to the units of“basis points”
in which they are usually quoted, whichis the multiples of the last decimaldigit
of normal FX spot quotes. As an example, assume an FX spot rate of 1.5025/30
(Poia = 1.5025, Pace = 1.5030) and quoted forward points of -23/-20. The
outright forward price is therefore fijia = 1.5002 (= 1.5025 — 0.0023) and fase =
1.5010 (=1.5030 — 0.0020).

FX forwardpremiums and discounts are also called FX swaprates , following
another common view where an FX forward transaction is seen as a spot transaction

plus a “swap” transaction (swapping two currencies during the maturity period).
In fact, there is a large market for such FX swap transactions independent from
spotor outright forward transactions.

Equation 2.2 can be used to compute synthetic forward rates from an FX
spot rate and the spot IRs of both underlying currencies. Such synthetic FX
forward rates are less reliable than direct quotes. They have a distinctly higher
bid-ask spread. This implies that an FX forward transaction is more efficient than
a substitute set of transactions, consisting of an FX spat transaction plus a deposit
in one currency plus a loan in the other one. Direct forward quotes exist for most

be FX rates against the USD, but may notbe available for some FX crossrates (see
Section 2.2.2), For these currency pairs, synthetic forward rates are needed.

 
 

2.4 INTEREST RATE FUTURES

2.4.1 General Description of Interest Rate Futures 
2 Short-term interest rate (IR) futures are the mostliquid financialinstramentfor the

interest rate markets. In particular, the IR futures markets with expiry periods of
ar up to one year (or slightly longer) are more liquid than the over-the-counter spot

IR market, as presented in Section 2.3.1. The transaction costs are lower; a typical
bid-ask spread is about 10% (orless) of the quoted spread of cashinterestrates. 4
The mechanism of price formation for futures is faster than for cash contracts
(Fung and Leung, 1993; Garbade and Silber, 1985). As a consequence, IR futures
markets yield high-quality intraday data.

IR futures markets are futures markets in the sense of Section 2.1.2. More

specifically, an interest rate futures contract is a futures contract on an asset whose
price is dependent solely on the level ofinterest rates, (Hull, 1993).

'3 The bid-ask spread on the Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME) Eurodollar contract, for example,
can be as smallas half a basis point. A basis point corresponds to 1/100 of 1%, and its monetary value
(in the case of three-month IR futures) is $25. The mmimum price movement for the CME Eurodollar
is half a basis point.
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24 CHAPTER 2 MARKETS AND DATA

TR futures are tradedat the Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME),'* the BU-
REX(formerly the DTB, MATIF,etc.), the London International Financial Futures
Exchange (LIFFE), the Smgapore International Monetary Exchange (SIMEX),
and other exchanges. In the first three quarters of 1997, the CME Eurodollar
time deposit had a mean daily volume of 461,098 contracts,'> with each con-
tract corresponding to a notional 1 million dollar 3-month deposit. IR futures
are exchange-traded contracts and this entails several differences with respect to
over-the-counter (OTC) instruments, as already explained in Section 2.1.2. IR
futures are linked to a specific exchange, except whena fungibility agreement is
in effect.!© Trading is typically limited to opening hours. Most IR futures ex-
changeshavereplacedorare replacingfloor trading (open outcry) with electronic
trading, In studies of long data samples, we may be forced to use a first half of
data originating from floor trading and a second half from electronic trading.

IR futures are traditionally known under the name Eurofittures; the contracts
were called “Eurolira;” “Euroyen,” and similar after the underlying currency. In
statistical studies based on historical samples, these names maystill be used, but
nowadays,they lead to confusion with the new currency named the Euro.

Information on IR futures is particularly valuable for financial institutions
and aboveall for banks. A quick analysis ofa typical balance sheet would often
reveal a higher exposure to IR tisk than, for example, to foreign exchange risk. IR
futures can also be used as hedging instruments. From a practical point of view,
there is widespread need for a better understanding ofthe empirical behavior ofIR
futures on an intraday basis; nevertheless, in the literature there is little material
on intraday IR futures markets. The studies by Ballocchi et al. (1999a,b), and
Ballocchi etal. (2001) offer deep insights. The impact ofscheduled newsreleases
has been investigated by Ederington and Lee (1993, 1995).

IR futures refer to an underlying deposit (usually a 3-month deposit). An IR
future price f (bid, ask, or transaction price) is quoted as a number slightly below
100 according to the following formulas

 
exe

Paat
w

“oy

iLelyPygheeeetAE rillCatt“Sy ea sa eed — fre ,f = 100 (i raat) t= (1 Z) 100% (2.3)
whereris the annualized forward interest rate!’ with a forward period ofusually 3
months. There are four main settlement monthsin a year (March, June, September,
and December), known as quarterly expiries, Serial expiry contracts (i.e., contracts
expiring in months that do not correspondto the quarterly sequence) have been
introduced morerecently and typically have lower liquidity,

Unlike the spotIRs,the futures prices are not affected by the individual credit
ratings ofclients, because the collateral account required by the exchange already

 

\4 They are tradedatthe International Monetary Market (IMM) Division of the CME.
15 Al] expiries combined,as reported in the January 1, 1998,issue ofFutures magazine.
16 One example ofa fungibility agreementis the mutualoffset system between CMEand SIMEX,

through which contracts opened in one exchange can be liquidated on the other one,
17 For instance, a value r = 3% implies a futures price of 97.00.
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2.4 INTEREST RATE FUTURES 25

covers the credit risk. The existence ofthe collateral account can usually be ignored
in studies of IR futures data.

Unlike other futures markets contracts, IR futures contracts are settled in

cash. The notional deliverable asset is a (3-month) deposit starting at expiry, bul
the exchangeor the party with the short position does not deliver such a contract at
expiry. Instead, a cash payment correspondingto the value of the notional depasil
is made. This value is determined by the short-term offered rate (e.g., EURIBOR
or LIBOR) at expiry.

Asfor futures in general, single contracts have a nonstationary timeseries of
limitedlifetime (e.g., Fung and Leung (1993)). A typical nonstationary effect ofIR
future contracts is the systematic decrease of mean volatility when moving closer
to the expiry (which is fixed in calendar time). In orderto study long timeseries,
wehave to connect the data from several contracts, Rollover schemesas suggested
in Section 2.1,2 are not the most suitable methodin the case ofIR futures, because

several contracts with different expiries trade at the same time with comparable
liquidity, unlike what happens in bond futures and other futures markets, where
basically only one contract (or at most two)are actively traded at any given time.

In the case of IR futures, the problem is inherently multivariate such that the
interplay of several contracts with different expiries but simultaneous high open
interest levels cannot be neglected. The method followedhere is to infer imped
interest rates from the prices of futures as discussed in the next section.

ike
cl

 
Nnbeat

2.4.2. Implied Forward Interest Rates and Yield Curves1apes
{

Wba, Implied interest rates have some advantages over IR futures prices. They can be
studied in long time series. The behavior of their returns is closer to stationary,
although more subtle effects such as local volatility peaks before expiry dates may
still remain in time series of implied rates. Implied interest rates can be studied in
two different forms:

= Forwardinterest rates: The interest rate for a period of usually 3 months,
with a starting point always shifted to the future by a fixed timeinterval;

m Yield curve: Spot interest rates for periods starting now. The yield curve
is the full term structure ofinterest rates of different maturities.

 
Both forms need to be computed as discussed next. Futures prices alone are not
sufficient to construct implied spot rates (points on the yield curve), because the
TR futures market does not convey any information aboutthe applicable spot rate
for the period from the currenttimeto the next futures expiry. The necessity to use
data from other instruments (spot IRs) can be avoided by studying forward IRs,
with a minimum starting point of 3 months in the future,

There are many methodsto construct forward interest rates or full yield curves
from IR futures. Instead of presenting the wide field of methods in theliterature,
weexplain the method that was actually used to obtain the results presented in this
book, the polynomial method. To use the information from IR futures to construct
a yield curve of forward (or spot) rates, a timing problem needs to be dealt with.
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Futures are defined in terms of the contract expiry date (a fixed quarterly date,
every 3 months for the major contracts) and the maturity period of the underlying
referencerate (afixed time interval, usually 3 months), whereas the implied forward
rates are defined in terms of fixed timeintervals, not in terms of fixed calendar

dates. Those timeintervals (forward periods) can be written as [fexp, fexp + ATn].

They start at time texy =f + Texp (¢ is the current time) where Texp is called the
time-to-start for the implied forward rate and AT, is the maturity! period of the
notional deposit.

The polynomial method presented here is based on the interpolation of rates
between points on the expiry time axis. Polynomials ofdegree 2 are used for the
interpolation. The choice of polynomialrather than linear interpolation is moti-
vated by the seasonal behavior of returns. Forward IR series generated by linear
interpolation exhibit some 3-month seasonalities, which are weak butdistinctly
stronger than those of forward IR series generated by polynomial interpolation.
The seasonality of linearly interpolated data turns out to be an artifact due to
insufficient modeling within the 3-monthinterpolation intervals.

A continuously compounded forwardinterest rate 9 is assumed and modeled
as a function ofthe time 7 whereTis the size of the time interval from the time

when the quote wasissued to the time point of interest. The annualized implied
forward rate r, whose relation to futures prices f is given by Equation 2.3, can be
expressed by

 
Dyat

gen
fe I,

Eye bes |[ " o(T) ar| 2 1 100% (2.4)Tend — Tatart Totart
stayabWWata

where the forward period is from Tyiarr to Teng. For a futures contract, Tyig4 =
Texp is the expiry time and Tznq = Twat is the maturity time, which terminates
at the maturity period, Tinat = Texp + ATi, with the forward period AZ, (often
3 months). The inverse formulais

mt
se=

tnat—T: r

€ In+ “Fra Toon) bss
Tat — Texp 

which gives the mean value 0 of a(T) within the forward period. The function
o(T) consists of piecewise, continuously connected, quadratic polynomials

(T) = av+ber+e, witht =g Tain Tos (2.6)

for Texp < T < Tat (i-€., —1 <t <1), The polynomialcoefficients should obey
the requirements of Equation 2.4 andall quoted forward rates are reproduced by
integration of Equation 2.6. The other requirementis the continuity ofo(7) at the

18 We do not use the term “maturity” as a synonym of “expiry,” but we reserve it to denote the
duration of deposits, including the underlying deposits of futures contracts. The maturity period ofa
futures contract thus starts at expiry,
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2.4 INTEREST RATE FUTURES 27

edge points Texp and Tiyat, Where the forward period meets the forward periods of
the neighborcontracts. The value ofg at the meeting pointTexp is determined from
the four implied forward rates nearest to Texp (in a regular sequence of 3-month
futures contracts) by polynomialinterpolation

9(@2+63)-a1-2 :olTexp) = 22 = 21—24 (2.7)
where @ is computed by Equation2,5 andits index (1, 2, 3, 4) indicates the position
in the series of the four nearest forwards. For instance, @3 refers to the forward
from Tyxp to Tnat- Equation 2.7 can be interpreted as the interpolation of a cubic
polynomial going through the values G1 ... Q4, located at the midpoints of the
corresponding forward periods. The same equation if shifted by one forward
period leads to Q(Tmat). If a contractat the edge (01 or G4 in Equation 2.7) is not
available from the data source, we extrapolate

~ 302-63 ,
a= Tz (2.8)

and analogously for 4. The numerical impact of an extrapolation error is small,
as 0) and 64 havelittle impact in Equation 2.7. Byfulfilling all the mentioned

i requirements, the coefficients of the polynomial o(T) of Equation 2.6 can be
= formulated as

 
m3 a = a [0(Toxp) + o(Tmat) — 2 2) (2.9)
£ \ |
z b = 5 lo(Tmar) — o(Texp)]
P 1
“a © = —[65—0(Texp) — o(Tna)]4

where 6 follows from Equation 2.5 (@ = 3, using the indexing of Equation 2.7).
Now we can compute the annualized forwardrate r for a given forward period

by substituting Equations 2.5 through 2.9 into Equation 2.4. The integration is
simple because the integrand, Equation 2.6,is a simple polynomial. The forward
period to be considered (from Tart to Tena) maytypically extend overmany original
forward periods of the futures contracts. In this case, we need to integrate over
several piecewise polynomials.

A consequence ofthe polynomialinterpolation is the potential overshooting
of the yield curve. [f the forward rates implied by a series of IR futures have a
maximum somewhere around medium-term expiries, an interpolated forward rate
(for a period close to that maximum) may exceedall the implied forward rates
corresponding to original futures quotes. The modest overshooting ofpolynomial
interpolation is not undesirable asit leads to a strong reduction of the 3-month
seasonalities obtained for a forward IR series generated by linear interpolation
(which hasno overshooting). We concludethat polynomials with their smooth but
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28 CHAPTER 2 MARKETS AND DATA

sometimes overshooting behavior representtrue yield curves better than piecewise
linear interpolation with hard corners at the nodes. In our method, overshooting
is a local effect—distant contracts cannot affect the behavior of o(T). This is
better than some methods based onspline interpolation, where even very distant
contracts have an influence onthe local behavior.

A special case ofovershooting mightbe “yndershooting”of(forward) interest
rates. Some parts of g(7) might have values below zero. The method should
inchide an element to avoid strongly negative 9(T), although interest rates can
moveslightly below zero under extreme circumstances.

The polynomial methodrelies on a regular quarterly sequence of expiries. It
can be adaptedto include also irregular contracts such as contracts based onserial
months. The period from the current timeto the first expiry cannot be covered
by IR futures. We need spotIRs tofill that gap, which is a method described by
Miiller (1996). Afterfilling the gap, the described methods to compute implied
forward interest rates can also be used to compute implied spotrates, simply by
choosing Teta: = 0, which implies the current time. The yield curve consists of a
set of implied spot rates with different Tend.

There is an interesting application for the yield curve ofimplied interest rates
by comparing the curve derived from IR futures at any pointin time with the curve
derived from other instruments (such as deposits or over-the-counter forwardrate
agreements), which allows an investigation of arbitrage opportunities.

Convexity corrections of the yield curve, which represent the difference be-
tween futures and forward contracts dueto the presence ofmargining arrangements
for futures (collateral accounts, see Burghardt and Hoskins, 1995), are negligibly
smallin our case, because the futures contracts under consideration are never more
than 18 months from expiry.

Time series of forward rates share many properties of FX timeseries, as
studied in later chapters of this book.

2.5 BOND FUTURES MARKETS

2.5.1 Bonds and Bond Futures

Bondsare the dominatingfinancial instrumentrelated to long-term interest rates,
There is a wealth of bonds issued by governments or individual companies with
different credit ratings. Bonds are interest-paying contracts. After a lifetime of
severalyears, the capital is paid back to the holder of the contract, Some bonds are
complicated financial constructions including special option contracts. The world
of bonds is not simple enoughto be studied in the form offew, long, consistent
time series,

The bond fitures market, on the other hand, is more standardized, Similar
to the short-term interest rate futures discussed in Section 2.4, bond futures are a

19

19 There ig also a marketfor interest rate swap transactions with maturities of few years (with a focus
ou shorter maturities than those of bonds). The IR swaprates of this market constitute yet another
source ofhigh-frequency IR data.
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2.5 BOND FUTURES MARKETS 29

liquid financial instrumentin the area ofinterest rate markets, traded at the same
exchanges. High-frequency, high-quality intraday data are available in the form
of transaction prices, sometimes bid and ask prices, and volume figures. Bond
futures markets supply more accurate and more frequent information on bonds
than the cash market for bonds. In spite of this, there is little published research
on the intraday behavior of bond futures, Ballocchi and Hopman (1997).

Bondfutures are futures contracts as discussed in Section 2.1.2. As for most

short-term [R futures, there are four settlement months in a year (March, June,
September, and December) known as quarterly expiries. The exact settlement and
delivery rules can be obtained from the exchanges(or their websites). A practical
introduction to the bond futures markets can be found in LIFFE (1995a,b). Active
trading ofbond futuresis focused onthe first two positions which are the contracts
with the nearest expiries.

The underlying instruments ofbond futures are often government bonds with
maturity periods of years, for example the 30-year U.S. Treasury bond futures
traded at Chicago Board of Trade (CBOT). This long duration is the main dif-
ference from short-term IR futures where the underlying instruments are notional
3-month deposits, Three-month interest rates are strongly influenced by monop-

: olistic players such as the central banks with powers to set short-term rates. In
ret this respect, the bond market and thus the bond futures market is “freer” than the

short-term IR futures market. The underlying instrument of some typical bond
futures is the cheapest bond(s) available to the exchange under certain conditions,

iz the “cheapest-to-deliver.” Unfortunately, the choice ofthe cheapest-to-deliver can
ef change sometimes, leading to a disruptive behavior of bond futuresprices.

For studying long samples, we need to create continuous time series.2? A
theoretically appealing methodto construct such a seriesis to use arbitrage formu-
las such as in Hull (1993), with input from both short-term and long-term interest
rates, as well as from the underlying deliverable instrument, to find a relationship
between two successive bond futures contracts, Such an approach, which could
be seen as an extended variation of the approach of Section 2.4,2 based on for-
ward IRs, would require data input from several sources and imply considerable
methodologicalefforts, Instead of this, we suggest using rollover schemes, which
allow for an analysis based on bond futures data only.

 

 
2.5.2. Rollover Schemes

As mentioned in Section 2.1.2, a rollover scheme is a general way to create a
continuous time series from the time series of futures contracts with different

expiries. The proposed schemes have been mainly applied to bond futures im
Ballocchi and Hopman (1997). The schemes are recommended to researchers
but not necessarily to traders or investors who pay transaction costs. Investment
strategies may also include rollovers, but the different optimization goalleads to
different schemes.

20 As before, the word “continuous” means a consistent behavior as close to stationary as possible.
Theseries should not suffer shocks unrelated to market movements when crossing the contract expiries,
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30 CHAPTER 2 MARKETS AND DATA

The rolloveralgorithm must follow an essential economic constraint imposing
that the value ofthe portfolio changes only when the market pricesofthe individual
bond futures move, with no change arising solely from the rollover procedure,
Whena rollover occurs, the number of new contracts to be bought is calculated
so that the total amount ofcapital invested is constant, that is, the number ofnew
contracts is given by the numberof old contracts being sold multiplied by their
middle price, divided by the middle price of the new contracts being bought. For
bid-ask data, middle prices are defined as meansofbid and ask prices.?! Middle
price are used becausetraders can go longor short; the continuous series should
not only reflect one of the two directions.

Two different schemesare presented:

= A simple scheme involving a conversion factor to render continuous the
transition from one contract to the next one,at a fixed date before thefirst

contract’s expiry.

® The construction of bond futures portfolios with “constant mean time-
to-expiry,” through a daily partial rollover, whereas the constituent bond
futures have a fixed calendar date expiry.

=

The timing of the rollover determines the character of the obtained continuous
time series. It is possible to make a “first position series”or a “second position

: series” or something in between. Typically there is not sufficient data in the third
position to allow for a serious study.

The proposed simple rollover scheme has just one contract in the reference
portfolio at once. At a fixed delay D) before the expiry of the contract in the
portfolio, we roll over the entire holdings to the next expiry. If we start with one
contract and the price at the rollover time is F\,7,-p,, we can afford to buy a
number a}2 ofnew contracts at a price F2,7,~pi” where

 ¥

WieleMa
Fit -Dy 2.10F2,7,—p1 2-10)a2 = 

id Clearly the numberofcontracts we hold at any timecan becalculaiedas the product
Be of the « factors ofall pastrollovers.

The execution of rollover procedures (even if it happens only in theory, not
in real transactions) requires the approximate simultaneous availability of reliable
market prices for the two involved contracts. This is not always guaranteed, but
it is likely if the rollover time is chosen when both contracts are liquid. The w
factors computed by Equation 2.10 are slowly varying over time, often slower
than the prices themselves. This fact can be used to take a mean a from those
daytimes where simultaneous quotesofboth contracts are found, rather than an @
determined at only one fixed daytime.

?] Tp the case oftransaction data, the transaction prices take the role of middleprices.
21h reality, we can only buy an integer numberofcontracts. This does not matter for our theoretical

rollover formula; a may be a fraction,
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In empirical studies, however, few discontinuities of a factors over time are
detected. Ballocchi and Hopman (1997) explain these discontinuities by asyn-
chronicities in the underlying bonds, the “cheapest-to-deliver.”” If the underlying
bonds of two successive contracts do not change exactly at the same time, the a
factoris affected by the difference. When analyzing a continuousseries, the exact
knowledgeof the underlying bonds (cheapest-to-deliver, or benchmark bonds) is
helpful,

The second schemebased on a “constanttime-to-expiry”is to have a portfolio
that does not expire at a fixed calendar date, but keeps a constant mean time-to-
expiry as time moves on, by means of an appropriate daily rollover procedure.?5
The time-to-expiry (or horizon) é for a portfolio is defined as a weighted average of
the time-to-expiry ofthe constituents. We consider a constant time-to-expiry port-
folio consisting at time ¢ of two contract expiries, with a number ;,, of contracts
in thefirst expiry, correspondingto time 7; and a number }+1,; ofcontracts in the
second expiry, corresponding to time 7j4,. The time-to-expiry ofthis reference
portfolio is then

Bis Viste
= ———_(F, — 1) + —_(F411 -9) (2.11)Bia + Vista Bi+ itis rk

Each day we arrange a partial rollover procedure, selling a proportion ofthe hold-
= ings in the first expiry and buying the second one,in order to keep A constant.

Ee Sometools for generating long samples from several contracts throughroll-

 
"aE over schemes are commercially available, such as the Liffestyle program from
ae LIFFE, see Gwilym and Sutcliffe (1999), This software also offers volume-
« dependent timing of the rollover (e.g., rolling over when the volume of a new

coniract overtakes that ofan old contract).

2.6 COMMODITY FUTURES

Commodity futures are similar to the futures contracts presented in Section 2.1.2.
The settlement at expiry means physical delivery of the underlying commodity,

Eis Commodities such as raw materials or agricultural products often existindifferent
, variations and quality levels. Therefore a typical holder of a long position in

commodity futures does not want to receive the commodity exactly in the form
delivered at expiry. Most commodity futures traders offset their contracts (or roll
them over) before expiry, in some markets so early that the second position (the
contract with the second next expiry) has a higher liquidity than thefirst position.

A purpose of commodity futures trading is hedging. A manufacturer con-
fronted with rapidly rising raw material prices is protected by holding some cor-
responding futures of simultaneously increasing value. Some investors use com-
modity futures as a vehicle for portfolio diversification,

 

23 The related hightransaction costs are irrelevant,since this rollover procedure does not need to be
executed in practice.
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Futuresofagricultural commodities may have an irregular schedule ofexpiry
dates due to the seasonality of agricultural production. The cocoa futures market
of New York, for example, has five irregularly spaced expiry dates per year, in
March, May, July, September, and December.

Asin other futures markets, contracts with different expiry dates are not in-
dependent. A contract with distant expiry, for instance, cannot be much more
expensive than a near contract; otherwise traders would buy the near contract and
profitably store the commodity afterward in a warehouse. This condition is similar
to the condition that forward interest rates cannot be far below zero.

Commodity futures markets are often much smaller than FX or money mar-
kets. They are not liquid enough for huge transactions. Large orders often cause
considerable slippage with immediate price movements to the unfavorable direc-
tion.

High-frequency commodity futures data are available from the exchanges and
from data vendors. Rollover schemes similar to those of Section 2.5.2 are needed

to build long time series from different contracts.

2.7 EQUITY MARKETS

Equity markets are a major source ofhigh-frequency data. The authors ofthis
book have only casually investigated time series from equity markets. Therefore,
only a brief description is given.

Equities are traded at stock exchangesofdifferent kinds. Also the instruments
derived from equities are exchange-traded. High-frequency data are mainly pro-
duced during the opening hours of the exchanges. In some main markets, there is
also some electronic trading outside the normal opening hours, whichyields some
sparse additional data.

High-frequency data are available from the following markets:

= Equity of individual companies as traded by stock exchanges. This data
type is strongly determined by the specific behavior of an individual firm
and some genera) trends of the market and the economy. Stock splits

= (e.g. five new equity units replacing one old unit) and dividend payments
as affect the equity prices, and price series can only be understood with a full

accountofall these events. Only the most traded individual equities have
a data frequency high enough to be called high-frequency.
Equity indices, also called stock indices. These are weighted sums of
individual equity prices according to a formula, The basket of equities
includes important equities of specific countries or industry secters.. The
basket and the weights are adapted from time to time, according to the
changingsize of the companies. Aperformance index reflects the value of
a realistic portfolio of investments according to the basket, including all
dividend payments and reinvestedprofits. Itis thus possible to replicate the
behavior ofan equity index byareal portfolio(itis abetter approximation if
the index is a performance index). Equity indices representlarge segments
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2,7 EQUITY MARKETS 33

of an economy rather than individual companies and their behavioris
less erratic than that of individual equities. High-frequency data for the
main indices are available andare interesting objects ofresearch. Due to
their mathematical definition, they often show a positive autocorrelation
of retumsat a lag of up to 15 minutes. This may be a consequence of a
lag structure between leading main equities and the less liquid equities of
the basket.

® Individual equity fistures or equity index futures are liquid instruments
with high-quality, high-frequency data that have been studied by many
researchers.

= Optionsalso exist for individual equities as well as equity indices. Their
implied volatility figures can be investigated by time series methods.
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3

TIMESERIES OF INTEREST

 

 
wa

uli

aye
fe

An adequate analysis of high-frequency data relies on explicit definitions of the
variables under study. In this chapter, we study the common mathematical frame-
work used to analyze these variables,

Someaspects ofpreparing and preprocessinga timeseriesare rather technical.
Readers interested in economic results may prefer to skip the technical Chapters 3
and 4 and continue their reading in Chapter 5.

Researchers conducting their own high-frequency studies may profit from
Chapters 3 and 4. If they have no access to preprocessed timeseries (i.e., cleaned
time series with regular spacing in time), they will need the techniques described
in these chapters. Theliterature often ignores technicalities of dealing with irreg-
ularly spaced high-frequency data, so we have a good reason to discuss them in
two chaptersof this book.

1

  
Peamie5d Lad4

Ue

3.1. TIME SERIES AND OPERATORS

Manytypes of time series data can be obtained at high frequency, often intraday,
ai market tick-by-tick frequency. For most methods, these raw time series are
not suitable to work with, because market ticks arrive at random times.! The

' ‘There are models for the stochastic narure ofthese times, such as Engle and Russell (1997, 1998),

34
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3.1. TIME SERIES AND OPERATORS 35

time series operator formalism developed by Zumbach (1996) and Zumbach and
Miller (2001) offers a powerful way to deal with irregularly spaced data. Sec-
tion 3.3 is based on this formalism and the notations of Zumbach and Miller

(2001),
In time series analysis,a first importantclassification is done according to the

spacing of data points in time. Regularly spaced time series are called homoge-
neous, whereas irregularly spaced series are called inhomogeneous. The concept
of inhomogeneous timeseries also has to be distinguished from two other con-
cepts, which are the concept of missing observations (where a series is essentially
homogeneous with few gaps) and the concept of continuous-time finance (which
belongs to theory rather than data sampling). When considering the spacing of
data in time, a discussion ofthe time scale is necessary. Manytime series of daily
data in finance, for example, have only five observations per week; there are no
observations on Saturdays and Sundays. Such a time series is homogeneous only
if using a special] “business time” scale, which omits weekends (and holidays).
Even more sophisticated business time scales can be introduced in order to cope
with some characteristics of intraday data such as the seasonality of volatility,
(see Chapter 6 and Dacorognaef a/., 1993), the heteroskedasticity (Zhou, 1993),
or both seasonality and heteroskedasticity (Guillaumeef al., 1997; Miiller et al.,
1993a). Time is denoted by t in Chapter 3, but t may stand for any choice of
time scale, not only physical time or clock time. The terms “homogeneous” and
“inhomogeneous” have to be understood in the context of the chosen time scale.
Inhomogeneous time series by themselves are conceptually simple. The diffi-
culty lies in efficiently extracting and computing information from them. Time
series operators are a major tool used to transform a raw, inhomogeneous time
series to the (homogeneous or inhomogeneous) time series of the variable to be
analyzed,

In most books on time series analysis, the field oftimeseriesis restricted to ho-
mogeneoustimeseries.* In Section 3.2, we follow this restriction, which induces
numerous simplifications, both conceptually and computationally. There, we need
only one time series operator type: an operator to transform an inhomogeneous

i time series to a homogeneousone, type (a) of Figure 3.1.
= In Sections 3.3 and 3.4, we follow Zumbach and Miiller (2001) and build

a computational toolbox for directly and efficiently treating mhomogeneous time
series. In practice, this toolboxis attractive enoughtobe applied to any timeseries,
including homogeneous ones. Given a time series z, such as an asset price, the
general point of view is to compute another time series, such as the volatility of
the asset, by the application of an operator Q[z] where the resulting series stays
inhomogeneous with the same time points as the original series. This operator
type is called type (b) in Figure 3.1.

 
 

? Classical texthooks on homogeneous time seriesare Granger and Newbold (1977); Pnestley (1989);
Hamilton (1994),
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36 CHAPTER 3 TIME SERIES OF INTEREST

(a)

Anytime seties Regularizing Operator Homogeneoustimeseries
(inhomogeneous) of same variable

 

 
  

 
  
 
 

(b)
  
  
 

 

  
 

Timeseries Q(z], new
variable, same time points

(inhomogeneous)

Any time series z Operator &
(inhomogeneous)
  

   
 

FIGURE 3.1 Different operator types to study timeseries:

(a) Sampling an inhomogeneous time series at regular time intervals. The result-
ing homogeneoustime series can be treated by standard methods of time series analysis.

(b) Computing a new variable from the initial variable while keeping the initial (in
homogeneous) time points. Example: computing a series of local volatility values from
the initial price series, 

An important distinction between operators has to be made. We introduce
two operator types:ieWeatt4 ® Microscopic operators depend on the actual samplingofthe inhomogeneous

v timeseries. Eliminating some random ticksleads to very different results.
= = Macroscopic operators extract average behaviors oftheir time series argu-
=f ment. They are essentially immune to small variations of the individual

a ticks, including adding or eliminating few ticks.
A possible technical definition of macroscopic operators is that they have a

well-defined limit when the price quotes becomeinfinitely dense. Practically, if
the price quotes are sufficiently dense inside the range ofthe operator, we are close
enough to this limit. For inhomogeneous time series, macroscopic operators are

ae better behaved and more robust than microscopic operators. For homogeneous
is timeseries, this distinction is unnecessarybecause the sampling frequencyis fixed

and there is no reason to take a continuous-time limit or to formally add or remove
ticks. Moreover, because homogeneous time series analysis is based on the back-
ward shift operator 6 (which is microscopic), most of the conventionaltime series
analysis becomes unusable for inhomogeneous time series. The classification
between operators is further explored by Zumbach and Miiller (2001).

Macroscopic operators can be represented by convolutions and are discussed
in Section 3.3. The archetype ofa macroscopic operatoris the exponential moving
average (EMA) that computes a moving average with an exponentially decaying
weightofthe past.

Microscopic operators are presented in Section 3.4. Examples are the time
difference 52 betweenticks (e.g., indt; = t; —t;—1) and the backward shift operator
B defined in Section 3.4.1.
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3.2 VARIABLES IN HOMOGENEOUSTIME SERIES

Basic variables such as the price, the return, the realized volatility, and the spread
are defined in Section 3,2. In order to capture the dynamics ofthe intraday market,
some more variables such asthe tick frequency are ofinterest.

3.2.1 Interpolation

Before defining different variables, the generation ofhomogeneous timeseries has
to be explained. A homogeneous time series, although taken for granted in time
series analysis, is an artifact that has to be constructed from the raw data, whichis
an inhomogeneousseries with times ¢; and values z, = z(t)). The index j refers
to the irregularly spaced sequence of the raw series. By utilizing an interpolation
method, we construct a homogeneous time series with values at times ¢g + Al,
regularly spaced by A‘, rooted at a time fg. The index i refers to the homogeneous
series.

Thetime to + i Aris bracketed by two times #; of the raw series

i = max(j|tj<tm+idt) , ye < w+idr < t44 (3.1)

Weinterpolate between ¢; and tj). The two most important interpolation meth-
=.E ods are /inear interpolation

 
HeUDal . to +i At — ty

2(to + fAt) = 2+air, (2ji41 — Zy!) (3.2)J “iqeye
WWathe:i

and previous-tick interpolation (taking the most recent value),

£3 z(ta+iAt) = Zz; (3,3)

which was already proposed by Wasserfallen and Zimmermann (1985).
Both methods whichareillustrated by Figure 3,2 have their merits, Previous-

tick interpolation respects causality as tt exclusively uses information already
known at time tp + 7 At, whereas linear interpolation uses information from time
t741, Which lies in thefuture of time to +?Ar. When using previous-tick inter-
polation over a gap (a long period of missing data) in the raw data, a spurious
Jump of z may be observed at the end of the gap, which may spoilastatistical
analysis ofextreme returns ofz. In this example, linear interpolation would be the
appropriate choice. As advocated in Miiller et a/, (1990), linear interpolation is
the appropriate method for a random process with identically and independently
distributed (i.i.d.) increments. Manystatistical studies and model estimations can
be alternatively done with both interpolation methods, in practice. The differ-
ence betweenthe results indicates the sensitivity to the choiceofthe interpolation
method. The difference is often small, even negligible thanks to high-frequency
data. In the empirical studies of the book,the choiceof the interpolation method
is discussed whenever it matters,
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38 CHAPTER 3 TIME SERIES OF INTEREST

!

 
FIGURE 3.2 Interpolation methods to obtain a homogeneous time series; selecting
values at equally spaced time points 1;, indicated by dotted vertical lines. The inhomoge-
neous time sequence of raw observationsis indicated by ticks below the horizontal time
axis and by dashed verticallines (only for the observations bracketing the time points fj).
Jwoimportant interpolation methodsare illustrated by empty circles: linear interpolation
(big circles) and previous-tick interpolation (small circles).

Thetransformation of an inhomogeneoustime series to a homogeneous one
can also be understoodas the result of a special microscopic time series operator
whichis discussed in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.4.2.

3.2.2 Price

Prices ofassets are the most important variables explored in finance. Depending
on the market structure and the data supplier, prices are available as quotes in
different forms:

 
® Bid-ask price pairs: ppig and pas

# Transaction prices (which may or may not be former bid or ask quotes)

= Bid, ask, transaction prices in irregular sequence (not in pairs, not syn
chronous)

= Middle prices

Oneindividual observationat a time f;, also in the case of bid-ask pairs,is called
a tick.

Bid-ask price pairs are discussed first. FX prices and other asset prices, as
well as nonprice variables such as spot interest rates and implied volatility figures
from option markets, are quoted as bid-ask pairs. The most important variable
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under study is the logarithmic middle price x. At time rj, it is defined as

1 ia(t;) +1 tjx(t) =aeDasltysSEee= log,/ poia(t;) Pask (tj) (3.4)
where ¢; is the inhomogeneous sequenceofthe tick recording times. The variable
x may simply be called the price in a context where its logarithmic nature is
obvious and not explicitly relevant. It is based on the (geometric) average ofthe
bid and ask price rather than either the bid or the ask price alone; this is a better
approximation of the true price, The best choice, even better than Equation 3.4,
might be a so-called effective price as discussed at the end ofthis Section 3.2.2.

In the foreign exchange (FX) market, a further advantage of Equation 3.4 is
obvious. FX prices can be seen from twosides,the value ofthe U.S. Dollar (USD)
in Japanese Yen (JPY) andthe value ofthe JPY in USD. Equation 3.4 is perfectly
antisymmetric: if x is the USD-JPY price, the JPY-USD price is simply —x,
Statistical results based on absolute differences of x (or volatility) are identical
for USD-JPY and JPY-USD. This is a desired property because USD-JPY and
JPY-USD are the same market. If the logarithmic transformation was avoided
or the logarithm of the arithmetic average of bid and ask was taken instead of
Equation 3.4, the antisymmetry would be violated and the statistical results of
USD-JPY and JPY-USD would differ, The logarithmic transformation has the
additional advantage ofmaking returns (differences of x) dimensionless—thatis,
independentofthe original units in which the price is measured,

In the case oftransaction or middle prices, Equation 3,4 is obviously replaced
by x(tj) = log Ptransact(t,) or log Pmiddle(t;). For certain data types, the loga-
rithmic transformationis less suitable; it 1s avoided or made in a mathematically
different form. For spot interest rates as discussed in Section 2.3.1, the logarithm
ofthe capital increase factor can be taken:

 

Xpid(t7) = logll + tpia(tj)] (3.3) 
and analogous for the ask quote, where the interest rate i is inserted as a plain

S23 value, not in percent(¢.g., 0.05 instead of 5%). Alternative definitions of x are
Be explained whenever they are applied in this book.

The inhomogeneousseries x(t;) can be transformed to a homogeneoustime
series by using an interpolation method as explained in Section 3.2.1, using Equa-
tion 3.2 or 3.3. For the homogeneous series ofprices, we use the index /;

2

where J; is the homogeneous sequence of times regularly spaced by time intervals
of size Al, As already mentioned, t and A/ mayrefer to any definition ofthe time
scale, not only physical time.

In some markets such as the FX spot market, bid and ask prices are just
indicative quotes produced by market makers who are often interested primarily

K(qj) = x(At,t) = (3.6)
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40 CHAPTER 3. TIME SERIES OF INTEREST

in either the bid or the ask price; the other price acts as a noncompetitive dummy
value. This leads to a small error that affects Equation 3.4. Moreover, the quoted

spread (ask minus bid price) does not exactly reflect the real spread, whichis
usually smaller as reported in Goodhart ef al. (1995).3 Furthermore, because of
transmission delays, it may be, for example, that market maker B enters a quote
after market maker A,but that the quote ofmarket makerB is thefirst to appear on
a multi-contributor data feed. Data gaps due to transmission breakdowns become
more significant at high frequencies.

All these effects can be modeled in the form of an effective price which is
closer to the transaction price than the price x of Equation 3.4. In the absence
of real transaction prices, we may define an effective price algorithm by looking
at the properties of the prices and the market organization. AI] quotes have a fi-
nite lifetime, which is roughly around two minutes during periods of average FX
market activity and can strongly vary depending on the market andits state. We
can define the effective price as consisting of the best bid and ask quotesavailable
(or the averages of bid and ask) in a time window of the size of a quote lifetime.
Anotheridea for such an algorithm would be to eliminate the negativefirst-order
autocorrelation ofthe returns presentat very high frequencies (see Section 5.2.1),

a An example of an algorithm for the computation of effective price is given in
22 Bollerslev and Domowitz (1993) where the trade-matching algorithm of the in-

terbank market system “Reuters Dealing 2000"is used, Interestingly, the prices
ais generated by this algorithm exhibit a positive rather than negative first-order au-
5 tocorrelation. In contrast, Goodhart ef ai. (1995) still obtain a negative first-order

autocorrelation, though less pronounced, in their analysis of the Dealing 2000-2
system. In this book, no definition of an effective price is given, but the behavior
ofprices in the very short term (seconds to minutes) is discussed in several aspects
at several places.

 

3.2.3 Return

The return at time ¢;, r(z;), is defined as 
rij) = r(Atii) = x(j)—x(j — Aft) (3.7)

where x(z;) is a homogeneous sequence oflogarithmic prices as defined by Equa-
tion 3.6, and Ar is a time interval of fixed size. In the normal case, Ar is the
interval of the homogeneousseries, and r(¢;) is the series of the first differences
of x(t;). Ifthe return interval is chosen to be a multiple ofthe series interval, we
obtain overlappingintervals as discussed in Section 3.2.8. Returns are sometimes
also called price changes.

The return is usually a more suitable variable of analysis than theprice, for
several reasons, It is the variable of interest for traders who useit as a direct

measure of the success of an investment. Furthermore, the distribution of returns

3 in their one-day study of real transaction prices, Goodhart eral. (1995) found that although the
actual spread is usually within the quoted spread,it could be larger in highly volatile periods.
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3.2 VARIABLES IN HOMOGENEOUS TIME SERIES 41

is More symmetric and stable over time than the distribution ofprices. The return
processis close to stationary whereas the price processis not.

3.2.4 Realized Volatility

The realized volatility u(t;) at time 1; is computed from historical data andit is
also called historical volatility . It is defined as

\/p
a

v(t) = (Mtn, pin) = |— So Welt; tenesl? (3.8)
j=l

where the regularly spaced returns r are defined by Equation 3.7, and 1 is the
numberof return observations. There are two time intervals, which are the return
interval Af, and the size of the total sample, n Ar. The exponentpis often set to
2 so that u? is the variance of the returns about zero. In many cases, a value of
p =1 is preferred, although p mayalso be a fraction, p > 0. The choice ofp is
further discussed below.

In order to compute realized volatility, the return interval, A? and a sample
of length nAt need to be chosen. By inserting Ar = 10 min in Equation 3.8,
one can compute the volatility of regularly spaced 10-min returns, One important
issue is that many users want their realized volatility in scaled form. Although
the volatility may be computed from 10-min returns,the expected volatility over

 
be another time interval (e.g., 1 hr or | year) may also be calculated. Through a
Te Gaussian scaling law, v? o At, the following definition of scaled volatility is
= obtained:

2 | Afscal
ae Uscaled =aere U (3.9)

 

a The most popularchoice of the scaling reference interval A tgcale i8 Afgcale = 1 year,
iB If this is chosen, Ugegled is called an annualized volatility, Vann:

mi vgs ee ey (3.10)
ah = At .

Practitioners often use annualized volatility in percent (multiplying Vann by 100%),
Typical annualized volatility values for some FX rates are around 10%.

In practice, various volatility definitions may lead to confusion. Terms sucli
as “one-day historical volatility” should be avoided because they do not express
whether “one day” refers to the return measurement interval Ar, the sample size
nAt or the scaling reference interval Afscale. In order to clarify this, we give a
detailed recipe to computerealized volatility in practice:

® Consider and choose three time intervals:

— The time interval ofreturn observations, As
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42 CHAPTER 3 TIME SERIES OF INTEREST

— The sample size n Ar (the number nm ofreturn observations)

~ The scaling interval Afgcale, e.g., 1 year if annualized volatility is
desired

® Choose the exponent p of Equation 3.8 (often 2 or | as discussed below)
and the basic time scale of the computation. Instead of physical time, a
business time omitting the weekends may be used.

= Compute realized volatility according to Equation 3.8.

® Scale the result by applying Equation 3.9. If Atscate = | year, this means
annualization.

= If the volatility has to be expressed in percentage, multiply the result by
100%.

A traditionally popular choice ofrealized volatility is the annualized volatility of
daily returns on a yearly sample (using p = 2): Ar = 1 working day, n © 250,
sample size nAt = 250 working days + 1 year, Afscaie = 1 year. It should be
noted that a business time scale with approximately 250 working days per year is
used in this example instead of physical time.

The following examplesillustrate the computation ofrealizedvolatility. Sup-
pose we have regularly spaced 10-min returns from January 1, 1998 to Decem-
ber 31, 1999. This two-year sample has a total of » = 105120 return observations,
From this data, we want to compute realized volatility in three forms:

 
1. Volatility of 10-min returns on May 12, 1999, scaled to one day. The

return interval is At = 10 min, n = 144, and therefore, the sample size
ismAt = 1440 min = 1 day. v is computed from 144 returns according
to Equation 3.8. To obtain the desired scaling, Equation 3.9 is used to
compute scaled = 4/1 day/10 min v = /144u = 12 v.

== 2. Annualized volatility of 10-min retums over the whole sample where At =
10 min. All return observations, t.e., 2 = 105120 are used to calculate

v according to Equation 3.8, The sample size ism Ar = 1051200 min =
2 years. To obtain annualization according to Equation 3.10, van, =
1 year/10 min v = 52596 v + 229.3 v is computed. This reflects the
fact that an average year contains about 365.25 days and thus 52596 ]0-
min intervals. Note that physical time is used in this particular example
and weekends are not omitted.

3. Annualized volatility of 20-min returns over the whole sample. This is
analogousto the example above, except forthe different time interval Ar =
20 min, The 20-min returns R; can be obtained by taking the sum of two
10-min returns: R} =r) +72, Ri =1r3 +44, and so on.* The number
of Rj observationsis half that of the 10-min returns: n = 52560. The
sample size is nAt = 52560 x 20 min = 2 years, as above. v is computed

 

4 An altemative scheme to obtain 20-min retums from 10-min returns would be as follows: R=
ry +3, Ra =rz +15, Ry =ra.4+r4 and so on. This scheme leads to overlapping 20-min returns and
will be treated in Section 3.2.8.
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from Equation 3.8 from the 20-min returns Rj; instead of r;. To obtain
annualization according to Equation 3.10, van, = 4/1 year/20 minv =

26298 v = 162.2 v is computed. One average year contains 26298 20-
min intervals, hence the annualizationfactor.

All of these examplesare static and based on calculating realized volatility values
at a fixed time ¢;. Of course, we can treat realized volatility as a time series and
compute it for a sequence of time points: 1;, (+41, #42, -.... For each of these
realized volatility computations, the sample is shifted by one interval Ar.

The concept ofhistoricalor realized volatility is rather old, We find it already
in Taylor (1986)and in early high-frequencystudies such as Miiller etal. (1990),
We distinguish three main types ofvolatility:

= Realized volatility, also called historical volatility: determined by past
observations by a formula such as Equation 3.8.

= Modelvolatility: a virtual variable in a theoretical model such as GARCH
or stochastic volatility (but there may be meansto estimate this variable
from the data).

® Implied volatility: a volatility forecast computed from market prices of
derivatives such as options (see ¢.g., Cox and Rubinstein, 1985), based on
a model of the underlying process such as the log-normal random walk
assumed by Black and Scholes (1973).

Theterm “realized volatility”has recently been popularized byAndersen etal,
(2000) and others. By exploring realized volatility, Andersen et al. (2000) show
that this is more than a conveniently measured quantity; it can also be used for
process modeling.

An alternative definition of realized volatility 1s

- py ile1

uv) = Saal »
i=l

 
  1 Ar(Ar: tientf) — ii » r(At; i-ond|

(3.11)

For p = 2, this is the standard deviation of the returns about the sample mean.
This definition is popular in portfolio analysis where the risk is measured im terms
of deviations of the return from the average. In most other applications such as
risk management and in the examples of this book, Equation 3.8 is preferred to
Equation 3.11. The two definitions essentially differ only in the presence of a
strong linear drift (i.e., if the returns have an expectation far from zero).

5 There, absolute values of returns and squared returns were explicitly introduced as proxies of
volatility in autocorrelation studies. Note that these quantities are special cases of Equation 3.8 with
n= land p =1(absolute return) or p = 2 (squared return)
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Realized volatility v(t;) is based on a homogeneousseries of returns as de-
fined by Equation 3.7 and is a homogeneous timeseries in its own right. As an
alternative, we can also compute a homogeneousseries ofrealized volatility based
on overlapping returns (see Section 3.2.8) or directly compute volatility from an
inhomogeneous series with the help ofconvolution operators (see Section 3.3.11).

The parameters ofEquation 3.8 have to be carefully chosen. A large exponent
p gives more weightto the tails ofthe distribution. If p is too large, the realized
volatility may have an asymptotically infinite expectation ifreturns have a heavy-
tailed density function. In practice, p should stay below the tail index of the
distribution, which is empirically estimated to be around 3.5 for typical high-
frequency FX data (as explained in Section 5.4). The fourth moment ofthe return
distribution often diverges. Moreover, there are studies where realized volatility
appears in the squared form (as in autocorrelation studies of volatility). There, p
should be limited to the #a/f of the tail index. The empirical autocorrelation of
squared returnsis oflittle relevance. Instead, autocorrelation studies can be made
with absolute values of returns (p = 1), as already done by Taylor (1986), Miiller
ef al. (1990) and, Granger and Ding (1995),

The choice of Ar and a is also important. Given a constant total sample size
T =nAt, Andersen ef al. (2001) recommend choosing Af as small as possible.
This means a large number » of return observations and thus high precision and
significance. However,realized volatility results become biased if At is chosen
to be too small, as found by Andersenef al, (2000). Therefore, the best choice
of At is somewhere between 15 min and 2 hr, depending on the market and the
data type. The bias has several implications, among them the negative short-term
autocorrelation found for some financial data (see Section 5.2.1). Corsi ef al.
(2001) propose a bias-corrected realized volatility with Ar around 5 min,in order
to maintain the high precision gained due to a large n. Interval overlapping is a
further method to make realized volatility more precise by a limited amount(see
Section 3.2.8).

A more fundamental question has to be discussed. Does a realized volatil-
ity with a constant 7 = nA¢ essentially stay the same if the time resolution,
At, is varied? “Coarse” realized volatility (with large Ar) predicts the value of
“fine” volatility (with small Af) better than the other way around, as discussed
in Section 7.4.1. This lead-lag effect indicates that the dynamics of volatility are
complex, and realized volatility with one choice of Az is not a perfect substitute
for realized volatility with another value of Ar.

Therelative merits ofrealized, modeled, and implied volatility are discussed
at several places in this book. For low-frequency (including daily) data, mod-
els such as GARCH (Bollerslev, 1986) and option markets may yield volatility
estimates that are as good or better than realized volatility. For high-frequency,
intradaydata, realized volatility is superior. Intraday data cannot be described by
one homogeneous GARCH model because of the seasonality and heterogeneity
of the markets, as shown by Guillaumeef al. (1994) and Gengay etal. (2001c,
2002),
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3.2.4 Bid-Ask Spread

In bid-ask price pairs, the ask price is higher than the bid price.® The bid-ask
spread is their difference. A suitable variable for research studies is the relative
spread s(tj):

s(tj) = log pase (t;) — log poia(t)) (3.12)

where/ is still the index of the original inhomogeneoustime series. This definition
has similar advantages as the definition of the logarithmic price x, Equation 3.4,
The nominal spread (pas; — Poi) is in units of the underlying price, whereas
the relative spread is dimensionless; relative spreads from different markets can
directly be compared to each other. Inthe FX market, another advantageis obvious.
If the relative spread of USD-JPY, for example, is », the relative spread of JPY-
USD is also s, because the toles of bid and ask are interchanged. Results of
spread studies are invariant under inversion of the rate. Other spread definitions
do not have this perfect symmetry. The relative spread is sometimes just called
the “spread”if its relative nature is obvious from the context.

Forspotinterest rates, we can adapt the relative spreaddefinition in the same
sense as Equation 3.5; 

ar

- s(tj) = log{] + iaske(ty)) — log{1 + ipia(t;)] (3.13)
i Therelative spread is a positive bounded quantity that has a strongly skewed

Ms distribution. This can be a problem for certain types of analysis. A further trans-
ae formation leads to the “log spread,” log s(t;). For bid-ask prices, the log spread
5 is

ri

ii logs(t;) = logllog pase(t;) — log pyia(t;)] (3.14)

£9 Miiller and Sgier (1992) have shownthatits distribution is muchless skewed and
i closer to symmetric than the distribution of5.
ey The bid-ask spread reflects the transaction and inventory costs and the risk of

the institution that quotes the price, On the side ofthe traders who buy orsell at
a quoted price, the spread is the only source of costs as intraday credit lines on
the foreign exchange markets are free ofinterest.’ The spread can therefore be
considered as a good measure of the amount offriction between different mar-
ket participants, and thereby as a measure of market efficiency. The relatively
high efficiency of the major FX spot markets is reflected by the small average
size ofs.

§ Some data sources have prices of minor markets in the spurious technical form of bid-ask pairs
with bid = ask, presumably because only one ofthe two prices is available at a time. These quotes are
nottrue bid-ask pairs.

7 A trader taking a forward position will, of course, have to pay the interest on his or her position
between the trade and the settlement as well as the additional spread on the forward rate,
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In markets with indicative quotes from different market makers, individual
spreads s(t;) are often affected by individual preferences of market makers and
by habits of the market (see Section 5.6.5). Therefore, a homogeneous timeseries
of spreads s(t;) generated by interpolation contains a rather high level ofnoise. A
more suitable alternative is to compute average spreads within time windowsand
to build a homogeneoustimeseries ofthese average spreads.

3.2.6 Tick Frequency

Thetickfrequency at time t;, f(t;); is defined as

ft) = flacn) = a Matej) ty — at < tj <i} (3.15)
where N'(x(t;)) is the counting function and Avis thesize of the time interval in
whichticks are counted,

The “log tick frequency,” log f(t;), has been found to be more relevant in
Demos and Goodhart (1992). We canalso define the averagetimeinterval between
ticks, whichis simply the inversetickfrequency, f—'(1;). Tick frequency canalso
be computed by a timeseries operator as explained in Section 3.4.5.hinareeet- Thetick frequency is sometimestaken as a proxyfor the transaction volumeon

s the markets. As the name andlocation ofthe quoting banks arealsoavailable, the
. tick frequencyis also sometimes disaggregated by banks or countries. However,
= equating tick frequency to transaction volume orusing it as a proxy for both= volume andstrength of bank presence suffers from the following problems. First,

although it takes only a few secondsto enter a price quotation in the terminal, if
two market makers happen to simultaneously enter quotes, only one quote may
appearonthe data collector's screen; second, during periods ofhigh activity, some
operators may be too busy to enter the quote into the system;third, a bank may
use an automatic system to publish prices to advertise itself on the market; fourth,
the representation of the banks depends on the coverage of the market by data
vendors such as Reuters or Bridge. This coverage is changing and does not
entirely represent the whole market. For example, Asian market makers are not
as well covered by Reuters as their European counterparts; they are more inclined
to contribute to the local financial news agencies such as Minex. Big banks have
many subsidiaries; they may use one subsidiary to quote prices made by a market
makerin another subsidiary on another continent. Quotes from differently reliable
and renowned sources have very different impacts on the market. Forall these
reasons, we should be cautious when drawing conclusions on volumeor market
share from tick frequency.

hius
a

 
 

3.2.7 Other Variables

A set of other variables ofinterest are as follows:

= The “realized skewness” of the return distribution. Roy (1952) evaluates
the extreme downside risk in portfolio optimization in termsofthe cubic
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root ofthe third moment of returns. The skewness of returns can also be

measured by a time series operator (see Section 3.3.12).

Thevolatility ratio, the ratio oftwo volatilities ofdifferent time resolutions:
Vann (mA, Ht, P)/Vann(At, mn, p), based on Equations 3.8 and 3.10, with
an integer factor m > 1. This is a generalization of the variance ratio
studied in Lo and MacKinlay (1988), Poterba and Summers (1988) and
Campbell et al. (1997). The volatility ratio is around 1 for a Brownian
motion of x, higher if x follows a trend, lower if x has mean-reverting
noise. The volatility tatio (or an analogous volatility difference) is thus a
toolto detect trending behavior.

The direction change indicator, counting the number of essential trend
reversals within a time interval as defined by Guillaumeer al. (1997).

3.2.8 Overlapping Returns

Somevariables, notably returns, are related to time intervals, not only single time
points. Whenstatistically investigating these variables, we need many observa-
tions. The number of observations can be increased by choosing overlapping
intervals. For returns, a modified version of Equation 3.7 is used: 

yho= ry) = x(t) -— xi -—m Ath = x} —Xi-m (3.16)

where t; is again a regular sequence of time points (for any choice of the time
scale), separated by intervals of size At, The interval of the return, however, is
m At, an integer multiple of the basic interval Ar. [f rj is considered for every 7,
we obtain a homogeneous series ofoverlapping returms with the overlap factor m.
The corresponding series of nonoverlapping returns would be My, Fam, ams - ++ -

Figure 3,3 illustrates the concept of overlapping intervals. Doesastatistical
study gain anything from using overlapping as opposed to non-overlapping returns?
The numberofobservations can be increased by using overlapping intervals with
a growing overlap factor m, thereby keeping the return interval mAt constant. At
the same time, neighboring return observations become increasingly dependent.
Thus a gain in statistical significance is not obvious. The problem was discussed
in Hansen and Hodrick (1980), where a method of estimating parametersandtheir
significancelimits from overlapping observations has been developed andapplied.
In Dunis and Keller (1993), a “panel regression” technique is presented and applied
where the overlapping observations are grouped in several nonoverlapping series
with phase-shifted starting points.

Miiller (1993) has investigated this question under the simplifying assumption
that x is drawn from an identical and independentdistribution

WWalk,
ervstil

 

= xi) —x(ti1) € N(O,o7) (3.17)
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FIGURE 3.3 Anoverlapping scheme of time intervals to compute a homogeneoustime
series of overlapping returns, Al) returns are measured overa time interval of size m Ar,
The intervals on the top time axis alone are not overlapping; an overlapping schemearises
when the phase-shifted intervals on the two lower time axes are added. In this example,
the overlap factoris m = 3.

where the r; are independent. The investigated returns are sumsof small-interval
returns:

FE

n= eee (3.18)
zal f=l

= : The conclusion ofMiiller (1993)is that the methodofoverlapping leads to a distinct
A: but not overwhelming increase ofprecision and significance in most applications.
. Some main derivations and results ofthat study are presented here. There is one

= special case where overlapping does not help, which is the empirical mean of
a returns. Assumea large sample with n nonoverlapping intervals, covering the mn
= small intervals of size Ar with returns from r{ to r/,,. The same information can

be used to compute the m(n — 1) + 1 overlapping returns from rp,to rm,_. The
mean of these overlapping retums is

= } wun 1 wut om
3 Sn ee - oS 3.19m(n—1) +1 dn m(n—1)+1 Dota G0)

1 m=] ie m(n—1)+1Z i . f

min—)+1 dt it tnas-0l + Gael X Hl 
The corresponding nonoverlapping mean is

1 a 1 An

; >nt = 7 Lt (3.20)i=] i=l

by using Equation 3.18. A comparison to the last term of Equation 3.19 shows
that both means are essentially equal for m >> 1; they are based on the sum of
the small-interval returns r’, The remaining difference vanishes with n—' in the
large-sample limit, whereasthe error ofboth meansis proportional to n~°> in the
same limit. Overlapping remains a valid method,butit is unable to reduce the
error of the empirical mean.

3 Miiller (1993) has more details ofthis analysis.
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Applications other than the computation ofmean returns are more interesting.
The mostimportant exampleis realizedvolatility. A special version ofEquation 3.8
is used:

N

uP = vj) = x zy Irian4yl? (3.21)
j=l

where the returns r; are defined by Equation 3.16 and the returns are overlapping
ifm > 1. An analytical exploration of this realized volatility is possible under
the assumption of Equation 3.17 and the special choice p = 2. By substituting
Equation 3.18, we obtain

N m 3l2 ;ir » ) (3 | i-N-m+itt (3.22)
The expectation value of uv? can be computed by expanding this expression where
the cross products of r’ vanish due to the iid assumption. The result is

7 E{v7] = mo? (3.23)

= This is the theoretical expectation of the squared return of the Brownian motion
ba overan interval of size m Ar. Equation 3.21 is thus an unbiased estimator, at least
Ly for p =2.

ss Therealized volatility v? of Equation 3.21 has an error whose vartanceis

E(fu? —mo??} = Elv{]—m*o* = (3.24)
4 2

| N im / 24

WEY] Do|Dornier}|frome
j=) Va 

where Equations 3,22 and 3.23 have been used. The further computation ofthis
expression is somewhattedious because ofthe two squares. A long sum is obtained
where each term is a constant times fourfactors of the type r/. The expectation
values of these terms follow from the Gaussian i.i.d. assumption: (1) ra has an
expectation of34 (the fourth momentofthe Gaussian random variable), (2) rir’
has an expectation of o* (if ¢ + j), and (3) each term with a factor x; to an odd
powerhas the expectation zero. The resulting variance ofthe error is

2m (2m? +1) 04 (m* ~1Eive—mo?p) = Emede SRT aH ag
for N >m,
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This has to be comparedto the correspondingerror ofan overlap-free compu-
tation from the same sample. There are only a nonoverlapping return observations
(with N = mn). The variance of the errorts

2

1 ie 2 2mof Imof
E — inj ~ 79 2 Se (3.26)

  

j=l

This has been computedas a special case of Equation 3.25 (case m = | with only
n observations, but with a vatiance ma? wheremis the original overlap factor).

Equations 3.25 and 3,26 are now compared. The ratio of the twoerror vari-
ancesis

E{(v? —m o7}*}
Eth; Djai tng MOP)

This ratio is < 1, so overlapping is indeed a meansto reduce the stochastic error of
realized volatility to a certain extent. In the limit of a very high overlapping factor

=~

ss , for N > m (3.27)3mLa|bho

EFF m, the error variance is reduced to a minimum of two-thirds of the value without
= overlapping, An overlap factor of only m = 2 already reduces the error variance
i: to 75%.

This finding can also be formulated by defining the effective manber ofob-
servations, Nesp. This is the number of nonoverlapping observations that would be

Le neededto reach the sameerror varianceas that based on overlapping observations.
: From Equations 3.25 and 3.26, weobtain

3mN 3m?
Lee= ——_n., fo ] 2Imi+l~mez"*"> (3.28)

This can be expressed as a rule of thumb, Using the method of overlapping en-
hances the significance ofrealized volatility like adding up to 50% ofindependent
observations to a nonoverlapping sample,

In Miller (1993), an analogous study was madefor “realized covariance,” the
empirically measured covariance between two time series, based on simultaneous
overlapping returns of both series. The result is similar. The estimator based on
overlapping returns is unbiased and has a reduced error variance. The effective
number ofobservations is again given by Equation 3.28.

In two cases, we have found an error reduction due to overlapping intervals.
This provides a motivation for a general use of overlapping returns, also in other
cases such as realized volatility with another exponent p (see Equation 3.8) and
in other studies such as the analysis of the distribution of returns. The user has
to be aware of and to account for the serial dependence due to overlapping and
its possible effects on the results, as we have done in the derivations presented
earlier. The increase in significance can roughly be expected to be as given by
Equation 3.28, with some deviations due to the non-Brownian nature of the raw
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data. Heavy-tailed distributions, serial dependence, and heteroskedasticity as well
as the choice of p may affect the behavior of the stochastic error.

Thestatistical significance can alternatively be increased by choosing return
intervals shorter than mAt. However, these short-term returns would bea different

object of study. The technique of overlapping has the advantageof leaving the
object ofstudy unchanged while increasing the precision.

3.3 CONVOLUTION OPERATORS

The original inhomogeneous data can be processed by convolution operators to
build new inhomogeneoustime series. This approach, developed by Zumbach and
Muller (2001), is fundamentally different from the construction of homogeneous
time series as discussed in Section 3.2. A set of basic convolution operators
is defined that can be combined to compute more sophisticated quantities, for
example, different kinds of volatility or correlation. A few stylized properties
of these operators are explored, but the main emphasis is to build a sufficient
vocabulary of operators well suited to high-frequency data analysis.

In this process, we should keep in mind a few important considerations:

= The computations must be efficient, Even if powerful computers are be-
coming cheaper, typicaltick-by-tick datain finance are 100 or even 10,000
times more dense than daily data. Clearly, we cannotafford to compute
a full convolution for every tick. For this reason, our basic workhorseis
the exponential moving average (EMA)operator, which can be computed
very efficiently through an iteration formula. A wealth of complex but
still efficient operators can be constructed by combining anditerating the
basic operators.

= Astochastic behavioris the dominant characteristic offinancial processes.
For tick-by-tick data, it is not only the values but also the time points of
the series which are stochastic. In this random world, pointwise values are
oflittle significance and we are more interested in average values inside
intervals. Thus the usual notion of return also has to be changed. With
daily data, a daily return is computed by Equation 3.7, as a pointwise
difference between the price today and the price yesterday. With high-
frequencydata,a better definition ofthe daily return maybethedifference
between the averageprice ofthe last few hours and an average price from
one day ago. In this way, it is possible to build smooth variables well
suited to random processes, The calculus has to be revisited in order to
replace pointwise values by averages over some timeintervals.

 
Analyzing data typically involves a characteristic time range; areturn r[T],
for example, is computed on a given timeinterval t. With high-frequency
data, this characteristic time interval can vary froma few minutesto several
weeks, This is taken care of by making explicit all of these time range
dependencies in the formulation of operators.
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= We usually want smooth operators with smooth kemels (weighting func-
tions ofmoving averages). A simple example ofa discontinuous operator
is an average with a rectangular weighting function, say of range tr. The
second discontinuity at “now—t,” corresponding to forgetting events,cre-
ates unnecessary noise. Instead, we prefer kernels with a smooth decay to
zero. Only at t = now, we often prefer a jump in the kernel form. This
jumpgives a positive weight to the last piece of information and thus a
rapid responsein real time. For a discontinuous kernel, the weight at t =
now is inversely proportionalto the range ofthe operator. Therefore, there
is a trade-offbetween a fast reaction, which has more noise, and a smooth
average behavior with a slow reaction time. Besides this fundamental
noise created by the advance ofevents,it is better to have continuous and
smooth operators.

The generalization to inhomogeneoustimeseries introduces a numberoftech-
nical peculiarities. In this Section 3,3, only macroscopic operators are treated,
which, because oftheir time-translation invariance, can be represented by convo-
lutions. A convolution is defined as an integral, therefore the series should have
representation in continuous time. Actual data is known only at discrete sampling
times, so someinterpolation needs to be used in order to properly define the con-
volution integral. The same problem is present when constructing an artificial
homogeneoustimeseries from inhomogeneous data as in Section 3.2.1. Another
technical peculiarity originates from the fact that our macroscopic operators are
ultimately composedofiterated moving averages. All such EMA operators have
noncompact kernels where the kernels decay exponentially, but strictly speaking
they are positive. This implies an infinite memory; a build-up must be done over
aninitialization period before the error of an operator value becomesnegligible,

The examples of Sections 3.3 and 3.4 are from the foreign exchange mar-
ket, The data set is USD-CHFfor the week of Sunday, October 26, to Sunday,
November 2, 1997. This week has been selected because on Tuesday, October 28,
some Asian stock markets crashed, causing turbulences in many markets around
the world, including the FX market, Yet the relation between a stock market crash
originating in Asia and the USD-CHFforeign exchangerateis quite indirect, mak-
ing this example interesting. The prices of USD-CHF for the example week are
plotted in Figure 3.4. When not specified otherwise,all figures from Figure 3.4
to 3.17 display quantities for the same example week. All of these figures have
been computed using high-frequency data. The results have been sampled each
hour using linear interpolation, The computations have been done in physical
time, therefore exhibiting the full daily and weekly seasonalities contained in the
data.

Finally, we want to emphasize that the techniques presentedin this section are
suitable for application to a wide rangeofstatistical computationsin finance such
as in risk management. An early application can be found in Pictetet al. (1992)
and a recent application is in Zumbachet ai, (2000).
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FIGURE 3.4 The FX rate USD-CHFfor the week of Sunday, October 26, to Sunday,
November2, 1997. The high-frequency data are sampled hourly, using linear interpolation
with geometric middle price »/bid - ask,

3.3.1 Notation Used for Time Series Operators
For time series operators in Sections 3.3 and 3.4, we use a suitable notation that
sometimes differs ftom the conventions used for homogeneous time series. The
letter z is used to represent a generic time series. The elements orticks, (tis Zp)
of a time series z consist of a time /; and a scalar value zj. As everywhere in
Chapter 3, ¢ may stand for any (business) timescale, not only physical time. The
generalization to multivariate inhomogeneoustime series is fairly straightforward
(except for the business time scale aspect) and will not be discussed. The value
2j = 2(tj) and the time pointt; constitute the j-th element of the time series z,
The sequence of sampling (orarrival) times is required to be growing, fj > tj—-).
Thestrict inequality is requiredin a true univariate timeseries andis theoretically
alwaystrue ifthe information arrives through one channel. In practice, the arrival
time is known with finite precision, say of a second, and two ticks may well
have the samearrival time. Yet for most of the formulaethat follow, the strict
monotonicity of the time process is not required. In the special case where the
time series is homogeneous,the sampling times are regularly spaced, f; — j-, =
ér. Ifa time series depends on some parameters @, these are madeexplicit between
square brackets, z[@].

An operator &2, from the space oftime seriesinto itself, is denated by Q[z], as
alreadyillustrated by Figure 3.1(b). The operator may depend on some parameters
Q([6; z]. The value of Q[z] at time t is Q[z](t). For linear operators, a product
notation z is also used. The average over a whole timeseries of length T is
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denoted by E[z] := 1/T f dt z(t). For the probability density function (pdf) of
z, We use p(z). A synthetic regular (or homogeneous) time series (RTS), spaced
by dz, derived from the irregular time series z, is denoted by RTS[d?; z]. For
a standardized time series for z, we use the notation 2 = (z — E[z])/o[z] and
o{z}’ = E[(z—E[z])*]. Theletter x is used to representthe logarithmic middle
price as defined by Equation 3.4,

3.3.2 Linear Operator and Kernels

We focus on operators with the following useful properties:

= Linear operators, where Q[z) + ¢z2] = Q[z)] +¢ Ql]

= Time-iranslation invariant operators, where Q[z(t — Ar)](t) =
Qlz(t)](t — Ar)

= Causal operators, where Q[z](¢) exclusively depends on information al-
ready know at time ¢. If 2[z](¢) depends on future events after r, it does
not respect causality at time ¢ and is noncausal,

An operator with all these three properties can be represented by a convolution
with a kernel w(t):

t

22[z)(r) / dt’ w(t — t') 2(t’) (3.29)
oo

[ dt’ w(t’) zt —t')0

The causal kernel «(t) is defined only on the positive semiaxis ¢ > 0 and should
decay for s large enough. With this convention for the convolution, the weight
given to past events corresponds to the value of the kernel for positive argument.
Thevalue ofthe kernel w(r —r’) is the weightofevents in the past,at a timeinterval
t—1' from t. In this convolution, z(¢') is a continuous function of time. Actual
time series z are known only at the sampling time 4; and should be interpolated
between sampling points. Asin Section 3.2.1, we can define different interpolation
procedures for the value of z(t) between r;—; and t;. Three are used in practice;

 
# Previous value, z(t) = zj-1
= Next value, 2(0) = z;
= Linear interpolation, z(t) = zj-1+ (Zz; —Zy-1)(t-a/(ty = fj-1)

The linear interpolation seemspreferable as it leads to a continuous interpolated
function. Moreover, linear interpolation defines the mean path of a random walk,
given the start and end values. Unfortunately, it is non-causal, because in the
interval between 7;-) and 4;, the value at the end of the interval z; is used. Only
the previous-value interpolation is causal, as only the information known at f;_;
is used in the interval between t;_; and 4;. Any interpolation can be used for
historical computations, but for the real-time situation, only the causal previous-
value interpolation is defined. In practice, the interpolation scheme is almost
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irrelevant for good macroscopic operators,(i.¢., if the kemel has a range longer
than the typical samplingrate).

The kernel w(7/) can be extended tor € R, with w(t) = 0 fort < 0. This is
useful for analytical computation, particularly when the order of integral evalua-
tions has to be changed. If the operator Q is linear and time-translation invariant
but noncausal, the same representation can be used except that the kernel may be
nonzero on the whole timeaxis,

We often use two broad families of operators that share general shapes and
properties:

= An average operator has a kernel which is nonnegative, w(t) > 0, and
normalized to unity, I dta@(t) = 1. This implies that Q[Parameters;
Const] =Const.

= Derivative and difference operators have kernels that measure the differ-
ence between a value now and a value in the past (with a typicallag ofr).
Their kernels have-a zero average, f dt w(t) = 0, such that 2[Parameters;
Const] = 0.

rd
zt
=
i?
sat The integral in Equation 3.29 can also be evaluated in scaled time. In this

case, the kernel is no more invariant with respectto physical time translation(i.e.,
it depends on f and ?’), butit is invariant with respectto translation in business

 
ati

“WHathe= time. If the operator is an average ora derivative, the normalization property is
Be preserved in scaled time.
i The n-th moment ofa causal kernel is defined as

* “
ad (r\o = / dt a(r)t" (3.30)
in 0

5 The range R and the width wofan operator @ are defined, respectively, by
#75 the followingrelations:

& 20

ba RQ] = (Ho = [ dt a(i)t (3.31)0

= aw[Q] = ((t—R))o = [ dt w(t) (t— R)0

For most operators Q{z] depending on a time range r, the formulais set up so that
|R[S2[z]]| =r.

Linear operators can be applied successively:

elz] = Lz 9 Qj [z] = 22 Qy z= Qe[Qi[z]]
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It is easy to show that the kernel of Qc is given by the convolution ofthe kernels

 

of 2) and Q3.

wc = Wy *@2 or (3.32)

oo

octt—r')=|dt” ai(t— 2") g(t" — 2’) (3.33)—o

For causal operators,

fe i twc(t) = | dt’ w(— —t')an(t’ + -) fort >0 (3.34)—1/2 2 2

and we(é) = 0 for? < 0. Under convolution, range and width obey the following
simple laws:

Re = A+R

we = we + wa (3.35)
(Pye = (y+(P)2t+2nr

is 3.3.3 Build-Up TimeInterval

* As ourbasic building blocks are EMA operators, most kernels have an exponential
tail for larger. This implies that, whenstarting the evaluation ofan operatorat time
T, a build-up time interval must be elapsed before the result of the evaluationis

== accurate enough (i.e,, the influence of the initial error at T has sufficiently faded).
7 This heuristic statement can be expressed by quantitative definitions. We assume
= that the process z(f) is known since time —T and is modeled before as an unknown
= random walk with no drift. Equation 3.29 for an operator &2 needs to be modified
Fe in the following way:

Q(—-T; z](t) = / dt’ w(t —t') z(t’). (3.36)ap 
The “infinite” build-up corresponds to 2[—00; z|(t). For —T < 0, the average
build-up error € at f = 0 is given by

=

iL a"
=f Zz

e = El(Q[-T; a0) — Q[—oo; z](0))7] = E ( dt’ w(-1') x)
(3.37)

where £ is the expectation operator. For a given build-up error ¢, this equation
is the implicit definition of the build-up time interval T. In order to compute the
expectation, we need to specify the considered space of random processes. We
assume simple random walks with constantvolatility 7, namely

El(z(t)— z(t +8¢))2] = om (3,38)
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The symbol ly denotes one year, so 4r/1y is the length of df expressed in years.
With this choice ofunits, o is an annualized volatility, with values roughly from 1%
(for bonds) to 50% (for stocks), and a typical value of 10% for foreign exchange.
Fort <—T,r' < —T, we have the expectation

rs——T,

'a) (3.39)Ele(t)z(t’)] = 2(-T)? + 0 min(—
 

ly

Having defined the space of processes, a short computation gives

oo 2 oo t ?—T6? =2(-T)* ([ dt a0) +20 [ dt w(t) [ dt’ w(t’)———__ (3.40)T T T ly

Thefirst term is the “erroratinitialization” correspondingto the decay of theinitial
value Q[—7](—T) = 0 in Equation 3.36. A better initialization is Q[—7](—T)
=2z(-T) tr (rf), corresponding to a modified definition for Q[T](z):

T t

Q(T; 2) = a7) [ dt’ w(t — 1’) +/ dt’ w(t —t’) z(t’) (3.41)3 T 
if Anotherinterpretation for the above formulais that z is approximated by its most

—2 probable value z(—T) fort < J, With this better definition for @, the error
= reduces to

; oo ‘ '—T2 =20 | dt w(t) [ dt! o(t)— (3.42)T T ly

For a given kernel mw, volatility o and error €, Equation 3.42 is an equation for
T. Most of the kemels introduced in the next section have the scaling form
a(t, t) = &(t/t)/t. In this case, the equation for T = T/t reduces to 

oo t .

= 2o— i) dt aof dt’ a(t’) (t —T) (3.43)y JT T=

Because this equation cannot be solved for general operators, the build-up interval
should be computed numerically. This equation can be solved analytically for the
simple EMA kernel, and it gives the solution for the build-up time

T 1 oT

As expected, the build-up time interval is large for a small error tolerance and
for processes with high volatility. For operators more complicated than the simple
EMA, Equation 3.43 is in general not solvable analytically. A simple rule ofthumb
can be given suchthat the heavier the tail of the kernel, the longer the required
build-up. A simple measure for the tail can be constructed from the first two
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moments ofthe kernel as defined by Equation 3,30, The aspect ratio AR[Q] 1s
defined as

AR[Q] = (7)?/ (to

Both () and,/(2) measure the extension ofthe kernel and are usually proportional
to t; thus the aspect ratio is independent of t and dependent only on the shape
of the kernel, in particularits tail property. Typical values of this aspectratio are
2/./3 for a rectangular kernel and ~/2 fora simple EMA.A low aspectratio means
that the kernel of the operator has a short tail and therefore a short build-up time
interval in terms of tr. This is a good rule for nonnegative causal kernels; the aspect
ratio is less useful for choosing the build-up interval of causal kernels with more
complicated, partially negative shapes.

3.3.4 Homogeneous Operators and Robustness

There are many ways to build nonlinear operators; an example is given in Sec-
tion 3.3.13 for the (moving) correlation, In practice, most nonlinear operatorsare
homogeneous of degree p, namely 2[ax] = |a|? Of] (here the word “homo-

geneous”is used in a sense different from that in the term “homogeneous time
series”). Translation-invariant homogeneous operators ofdegree pq take the sim-
ple form of a convolution

 
aeheteat t 4

Qlz(t) = [/ dt l(t =H) 20)? (3.45)ll

ae for some exponents p and g. An example is the moving norm (see Section 3.3.8)
with @ corresponding to an average and g = 1/p.

Nonlinear operators can also be used to build robust estimators. Data errors
(outliers) should be eliminated by a data filter prior to any computation, as dis-
cussed in Chapter 4. As an alternative or in addition to prior data cleaning, robust
estimators can reduce the dependency ofresults on outliers or the choice of the
data cleaning algorithm. This problem is acute mainly when working with re-
turns, because the difference operator needed to compute returns (7) from prices
(xc) is sensitive to outliers. The following modified operator achieves robustness
by giving a higher weightto the centerof the distribution of returns r than to the

 
tails:

QUA r= f* (QLF@M1) (3.46)

where f is an odd, monotonic function over R. Possible mapping functions f(x)
are

sign(x) |x|” = x |x|?! (3.47)

sign(x) when » 0 (3.48)

tanh(x/x9) (3.49)
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Robust operator mapping functions defined by Equation 3.47 have an exponent
0 <y <1. In somespecialapplications, operators with y > 1, emphasizing the
tail of the distribution, may also be used. In the context of volatility estimates,
the usual Z? volatility operator based on squared returns can be made more robust
by using the mapping function f = sign(x)./|x| (the signed square root); the
resulting volatility is then based on absolute returns as in Equation 3.67. More
generally, the signed power f(x) = sign(x)|x|? transforms an Lvolatility into
an L*? volatility. This simple power law transformationis often used andthere-
fore included in the definition of the moving norm, moving variance orvolatility
operators, Equation 3.60. Yet some more generaltransformationscan also be used.

3.3.5 Exponential Moving Average (EMA)

The basic exponential moving average (EMA)is the simplest linear operator, the
first one in a series of linear operatorsto be presented. It is an averaging operator
with an exponentially decaying kernel:

Hit
ema(t) = :
 

(3.50)

This EMA operator is our foundation stone, because its computation is very ef-
ficient and other more complex operators can be built with it, such as moving
averages (MAs), differentials, derivatives, and volatilities. The numerical evalu-
ation is efficient because of the exponential form of the kernel, which leads to a
simple iterative formula first proposed by Miiller (1991):

EMAIz; zl(¢n) = (3.51)

He EMA[t; z](tin—y) + (YU — KL) p-1 + UL =v)
with

tn —ly-1a = —
Tt

Bb = 2

 
where ’ depends on the chosen interpolation scheme,Lut

| previous point

v=y(l—p)/o linear interpolation (3.52)
ba next point

Dueto this iterative formula, the convolution is never computedin practice; only
few multiplications and additions have to be donefor each tick. In Section 3.3.14,
the EMA operatoris extended to the case of complex kemels.

3.3.6 The Iterated EMA Operator

The basic EMA operator can beiterated to provide a family ofiterated exponential
moving average operators EMA[z,n]. Practitioners of technical analysis have
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applied simple and (occasionally) iterated EMA operators to homogeneous time
series for a long time. Iterated EMA operators for inhomogeneous time series
were first explored by Miiller (1991) and systematically developed and discussed
by Zumbach and Miller (2001). A simple recursive definition is

EMA[t, 1; z] = EMA[r; EMA[t, a — 1; z]] (3.53)

with EMA[t, 1; z] = EMA[t; z]. This definition can be efficiently evaluated by
using the iterative formula in Equation 3.51 for all its basic EMAs. There is one
subtle point related to the choice ofthe interpolation scheme in Equation 3.52. The
EMAof< necessarily has an interpolation schemedifferent from that used forz.
The correct form of EMA[t;z] between twopoints is no longera straightline but
a nonlinear (exponential) curve. (Theoretically,it is straightforward to derive the
corresponding exact interpolation formula.) When using one ofthe interpolation
schemes ofEquation 3,52 after thefirst iteration, we are making a small error. Yet
if the keel is wide as compared to &, — ¢,—), this error is indeed very small. As
a suitable approximation, we recommendusing linear interpolation in the second
and all furtherEMA iterations, evenifthefirst iteration was basedon the next-point

3: interpolation. The only exception occurs if z, is not yet known; then we need a
ia causal operator based on the previous-pointinterpolation.
FL The kernel of EMA[r,7] is

   n—1 —t/t

ema[r, n](t) = (<) 7 (3.54)i (n—1)! e
S This family of functions is related to Laguerre polynomials, which are orthogonal

== with respect to the measure e~ (for t = 1). Through an expansion in Laguerre
5 polynomials, any kemel can be expressed as a sum ofiterated EMA kernels,
a Therefore, the convolution with an arbitrary kernel can be evaluated by iterated

exponential moving averages. Yet the convergence of this expansion may be
slow, namely high-order iterated EMAs may be necessary, possibly with very
large coefficients. This typically happens if one tries to construct operators that
have a decay other(faster) than exponential. Therefore, in practice, we construct
operators empirically from a few low-order EMAs, in a way to minimize the
build-up time. The set ofoperators provided by Section 3.3 covers a wide range of
computations neededin finance. The range, width, and aspectratio ofthe iterated

 
a]ryt
iseyeen
Ie

EMAare

K = at

(7) = nirt1)r? (3.55)
ust tm, tee

AR = J(n+I/n

The iterated EMA[r, »] operators with large n have a shorter, more compact kernel
and require a shorter build-up time interval than a simple EMA ofthe same range
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FIGURE 3.5 ma[r,n](t) form =1, 2,4, 8, and 16, fort = 1 

= nt. This is indicated by the aspect ratio AR, which decreases toward | for large
= n, Each basic EMA operatorthatis part of the iterated EMA has a range r, which

bs is much shorter than the range nt of the full kernel. Even if the tail of the kernel
: is still exponential, it decays more quickly due to the small basic EMA range t.

To further extend our computationaltoolbox, we build another type ofcompact
kernel by combining iterated EMAs, as shown in the next section. As the iterated
EMAs, these combined iterated EMAs have a shorter build-up time mterval than
a simple EMAofthe samerange.

3.3.7 Moving Average (MA)

A very convenient moving average is provided by 
2T1 n

MA[t,n]=—>EMA[t’.k ith c’ = —— 3,56)(x, 7] no (z’, k] with 2!=——— (3.56)
The parameterr’ is chosen so that the range ofMA[r, n] is R = t, independently
of. This provides a family ofmore rectangular-shaped kernels, with the relative
weight of the distant past controlled by n. Kernels for different values of n and
t = | are shownin Figure 3.5. Their analytical form is given by

tell M1 ft\*nafehija Se y=(5 (3.57)
n 2r toy x
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0.001 
1 2 3 4 5

FIGURE 3.6 ma(t, #|(t) form = 1,2, 4, 8, and 16, for r = |, on a logarithmic scale.

For # = co, the sum corresponds to the Taylor expansion of exp(t/t’), which
cancels the term exp(—1/r'), making the kernel constant. For finite n, when t/t’
is small enough,the finite sum will be a good approximation of exp(t/t’). Small
enough meansthatthe largest term in the sum is of order one: (t/t')"/n! ~ 1.
Forlarge n, the condition (t/t’)”/n! ~ 1 corresponds to t ~ 2r (using Stirling's
approximation n! ~ n”). Therefore, for t < 2r,the series approximates well the
Taylor expansion of an exponential

« asl k
o ale ee
si moe

a+1 i

2t

This explains the constant behaviorofthe kemel for < 2zr. For? > 2r large, the
exponential always dominates and the kernel decays to zero. Therefore, for large
n, this operator tends to a rectangular moving average for which AR = 2/V3. For
n values of n ~ 5 and higher, the kernel is rectangular-like more than EMA-like;
this can be seen in Figure 3.5, These rectangular-like kernels are preferred to the
rectangular kernelitself because they fade smoothly rather than abruptly. Abrupt
“forgetting” of past events leads to superfluous noise in the operator results.

The decay of MA kemelsis also shown in Figure 3.6. The aspectratio of the
MAoperatoris

_ [A(a+2)
he \ 341) Bas

Clearly, the larger n, the shorter the build-up.

 
ma —
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This family of operators can be extended by “peeling off’ some EMAswith
small k:

“sup
1

MATT, ings Msup] =iaynaeTS° EMA[t’, &]
Rsup — Ming + aes

with

m 2U
Moup 1 Hing

and with ] < ning < Map. By choosing such a modified MA with nigp > 1, we
can generate a Jagged operator with a kemel whose rectangular-like form starts
after a lag rather than immediately. At the same time, the kernel loses its abrupt
behavior at t = 0 and becomes fully continuous, thus reducing noise in the results
even further. However, the time delay implied by the lag makes such kemels less
attractive for real-time applications.

Almost everywhere, amoving average operator can be used instead ofa sample
average. The sample average ofz(r) is defined by

 le

E[z] = dt’ z(t’) (3.59)
fe — Ts ls

where the dependency onstart-time f, and end-time t, is implicit on the left-
hand side. This dependency can be madeexplicit, for example with the notation
E [ts — fy; z](te), thus demonstrating the parallelism between the sample average
and a moving average MA[2t; z](t). The conceptual difference is that when using
asample average, f, and, are fixed, and the sample average is anumber(the sample
average is a functional from the space of timeseries to ER), whereas the MA operator
produces another time series. Keeping this difference in mind, we can replace the
sample average E[-] by a moving average MA[-]. For example, we can construct
a standardized time series Z (as defined in Section 3.3.1), a moving skewness,
or a moving correlation (see the various definitions below). Yet be aware that

sample averages and MAscan behavedifferently, for example E [@ -E (z)*] =
E[z*] — E[z]*, whereas MA[(z — MA[z])?] 4 MA[z?] — MAL}.

3.3.8 Moving Norm, Variance, and Standard Deviation

Withtheefficient moving average operator, we can define the moving norm, mov-
ing variance, and moving standard deviation operators:

MNormf{r, p;z] = MAfr; |2|?]'/?
MVar[t, p;z]) = MAl[r; |z—MA[z; z]|?] (3.60)

MSD[z, p52] = MAlr; Jze—MALr; <]|?I'/?

The norm and standard deviation are homogeneous of degree 1 with respect to z

The p-momentis related to the norm by 4, = MAl|z|?] = MNorm[z]?. Usu-
ally, p = 2 is taken. Lower values for p provide a more robust estimate (see
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FIGURE 3.7 A schematic differential kernel.eHew

2eye
Ih

“Weiti Section 3.3.4), and p = 1 is another common choice. Yet even lower values can
be used, for example, p = 1/2. In the formulae for MVar and MSD,there are two
MA operators with the same range t and the same kernel. This choiceis in line
with commonpractice for the calculation of empirical means and variancesin the
samesample, Yet other choices can be interesting, for example the sample mean
can be estimated with a longertime range,

aren)Fl{alt

3.3.9 Differential

Ag argued in the introduction, a low-noise differential operator suitable to stochas-
tic processes should compute an “average differential”, namely the difference
between an average around time “now” over a time interval 1) and an average
around time “now — t” on a time interval t1. The kernel may look like that in
Figure 3.7, Kernels ofasimilar kind are used for wavelet transforms. This analogy
also applies to other kernel forms andis further discussed in Section 3.3.14.

Usually, t, ty and t2 are related and only the t parameter appears, with t) ~
t3 ~ 1/2, The normalization of the differential A is chosen so that A[t; c] =
0 for a constant function ¢ = c(t) = constant, and A[r;t] = c. Note that our
pointofview is different from that used in continuous-timestochastic analysis. In
continuous time, the limit t —> 0 is taken, leading to the Ito derivative with its
subtleties, In our case, we keep the range t finite in order to be able to analyze
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FIGURE 3.8 An example ofa differential operator kernel (full line) for tr = 1. The
dotted curve corresponds to the first two terms of the operator y(EMA[wr, 1] +
EMA[er, 2]), the dashed curve to the last term 27 EMA[afr,4). 

“= a process at different time scales (i.e., for different orders of magnitudes of 1).
Moreover, for financial data, the limit t — 0 cannot be taken because a process
is known only on a discrete set of time points (and probably does not exist in
continuoustime).

The following operator can be selected as a suitable differential operator:

Alt] = y (EMA[er, 1] + EMA[er, 2] —2 EMA[efr,4]) (3.61)

with y = 1.22208, 8 = 0,65 and a~! = (88 —3). This operator has a well-
behaving kernelthat is plotted in Figure 3.8.

The valueofy is fixed so that the integral of the kernel from the origin to the
first zero is one. The value ofa is fixed by the normalization condition and the
value of 8 is chosen in order to get a short tail. The tail can be seen in Figure 3.9.
This showsthat after f = 3.25r, the kernel is smaller than 107, whichtranslates
into a small required build-up time of about 47.

In finance, the main purpose of a A operator is computing returns of a time
series of (logarithmic) prices x with a given time interval r. Returns are normally
defined as changes of x over rt; we prefer the alternative return definition r[z7] =
A[t; x]. This computation requires the evaluation of six EMAsandis therefore
efficient, time-wise and memory-wise. An example using our standard weck is
plotted in Figure 3.10, demonstrating the low noise level of the differential. The
conventionally computed return r[t](¢) = x(f) — x(t — T) is very inefficient to
evaluate for inhomogeneous time series. The computation of x(r — rT) requires
a high, unbounded numberofold 7;, x; values to be kept in memary, and the /;

 

erryvieda iheMallaahthet
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0.001 |

0.0001
 

1 2 3 4 5

FIGURE 3.9 Theabsolute value of the kernelofthedifferential operator(full line), in
See a logarithmic scale. The dottedline shows a simple EMA with range rt, demonstrating the

: much faster decay of the differential kernel.

interval bracketing the time t — t has to be searched for. This return definition
corresponds to a differential operator kernel made of two 6 functions(or to the
limit t), 72 > 0 of the kernel in Figure 3.7). The quantity x(t) — x(t — Tt) can
be quite noisy, so a further EMA might be taken to smooth it. In this case, the
resulting effective differential operator kernel has two discontinuities, at 0 and
at r, and decays exponentially—that is, much slowerthan the kernel of A[r; x],

. Thus it is cleaner and more efficient to compute retums with the A operator of
Equation 3.61. Another quantity commonly used in finance is x — EMA[r; x],
often called a momentumoran oscillator. Thisis also a differential with the kernel

8(t) — exp(—t/z)/t. with a § function at ¢ = 0. A simple drawing shows thatthe
kernel ofEquation 3.61 produces a muchless noisy differential, Other appropriate

cs kernels can be designed, dependingon the application. In general, there is a trade-
Le off between the averaging property ofthe keel and a short response to shocks of

the original timeseries.

 

 

3.3.10 Derivative and y-Derivative

The derivative operator

D[z]= an (3.62)
behaves exactly as the differential operator, except for the normalization D[t; t]
= |. This derivative can be iterated in order to construct higher order derivatives:

D*[r] = D{t: D[r]] (3,63)
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DifferentialandReturn 
 

  
26.10 27.10 28.10 29.10 30.10 31,10 1.141 2.14

Date

FIGURE 3.10 A comparison betweenthe differential computed using the formula in
Equation 3.61 with r = 24nr (full line) and the pointwise return x(t) — x(t — 24h) (dotted
line), The time lag of approximately 4hr between the curves is essentially due to the
extent of both the positive part of the kernel (0 <1 < 01,5) and the tail of the negative
part (r > 1.5).

 
The range ofthe second-orderderivative operator is 2 r. More generally, the n-th
order derivative operator D”, constructed by iterating the derivative operator n

= times, has a range nt. As defined, the derivative operator has the dimension of an
se inverse time. It is easier to work with dimensionless operators and this is done by
= measuring t in some units. One year provides a convenient unit, corresponding to
ia an annualized return when D[r]x is computed. The choice of unit is denoted by

1/ly, meaning that t is measured in years, yet other units may also be used. For
arandom diffusion process, a more meaningful normalization for the derivativeis
to take D[t] = A{t]/./t/ly. For a space of processes as in Section 3.3.3, such
that Equation 3.38 holds, the basic scaling behavior with r is eliminated, namely
E[(D{z]z)"] = a*. Moregenerally, we can define a y-derivative as

Afr]

 
D{t,¥]= — 3.64[t.¥I= Ty (3.64)

In particular

y=0 differential

y=05 stochastic diffusion process (3.65)
y=1 the usual derivative

An empirical probability density function for the derivative is displayed in Fig-
ure 3.11. We clearly see that the main part of the scaling with t is removed when
using the y-derivative with y = 0.5.
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-0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3

7 Derivative

+= FIGURE 3.11 The annualized derivative D[z, y = 0.5; x] for USD-CHFfrom January
1, 1988 to November 1, 1998. The shortest time intervals t correspond to the most
leptokurtic curves. In order to discard the daily and weekly seasonality, the time scale
used is the business time as explained in Chapter 6 and in Dacorognaet al. (1993),
The data were sampled every 2 hr(in #-time) to construct the curves. Tne Gaussian
probability density function added for comparison has a standard deviation of o = 0.07,
similar to that of the other curves.

3.3.11 Volatility

The most common computation ofrealized orhistorical volatility is given by
Equation 3.8 in Section 3.2.4, based on regularly spaced(¢.g., daily) observations.
Realized volatility can also be defined and measured with the help of convolution
operators,

Volatility is a measure widely used for random processes, quantifying the
size and intensity of movements, namely the current “width”of the probability
distribution P(Az) of the process increment Az, where A is a difference operator
yet to be chosen. Often the volatility of market prices is computed, but volatility
is a general operator that can be applied to any time series. There are many ways
to turn this idea into a definition, and there is no unique, universally accepted
definition of volatility in finance. In our new context, we can reformulate the
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realized volatility of Equation 3.8 as an L* norm,

nl 12

Volatility[1, c’; 2] = ( bs (8 RTS(r'; a) with t=nt' (3.66)i=0

where the operator 5 computes the difference between successive values (see Sec-
tion 3.4.3), r’ is the return interval, and z is the length of the moving sample.
RTS[z': z] is an artificial regular timeseries, spaced by zt’, constructed from the
irregular time series z. The construction of homogeneous time series was dis-
cussed in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2;it is reformulated in Section 3.4.2 in terms of
the RTSoperator. Realized volatility based onartificially regularized data suffers
from several drawbacks:

s For inhomogeneous timeseries, a synthetic regular time series must be
created, which involves an interpolation scheme.

= The difference is computed with apointwisedifference. This implies some
noise in the case of stochastic data,

= Only some valuesat regulartime points are used. Information from other
points ofthe series, between the regular sampling points, is thrown away.

i Resulting from this information loss, the estimatoris less accurate than it
2: could be.

= It is based on a rectangular weighting kernel—thatis, all points have
constant weights of either 1/n or 0 as soon as they are excluded from the

= sample. A continuous kernel with declining weights leadsto a better, less
e disruptive, and less noisy behavior.

= By squaringthe returns,this definition puts a large weighton large changes
at of z and therefore increases the impact of outliers and the tails of P(z).
. Also, as the fourth momentof the probability distribution of the returns

mightnotbe finite (Miiller et a/., 1998), the volatility of the volatility
might notbefinite either. In other words, this estimator is not very robust.
These are reasonsto prefera realizedvolatility defined as an L’ norm:

 

N-l1
1

Volatility(t, o/s 2] = So ARTS{r'; li| with 7 =Ne!i=Q)

(3.67)

There are various ways to introduce better definitions for inhomogeneous time
series. These definitions are variations of the following one:

Volatility[z, tr’, p; 2] = MNorm[r/2, p; Alt’; 21] (3.68)

where the moving norm MNorm is defined by Equation 3.60. For A, we can take
the differential operator of Equation 3.61 or a similar operator. Let us emphasize
that no homogeneoustimeseriesis needed, andthat this definition can be computed
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simply and efficiently for high-frequency data because it ultimately involves only
EMAs. Notethe division by 2 in the MNorm ofrange t/2. Thisis to attain an
equivalent of Equation 3.66, which is parametrized by the total sample size rather
than the range ofthe (rectangular) kernel.

The volatility defined by Equation 3.68is still a realized volatility although
it is now based on inhomogeneous data and operators. The kernel form of the
differential operator A hasa certain influence onthesize ofthe resulting volatility,
A “soft” kernel will lead to a lower mean value ofvolatility than a “hard” kernel
whose positive and negative parts are close to delta functions. This has to be
accounted for when applying operator-based volatility.

The variations of Equation 3.68 mainly include the following:

® Replacing the norm MNorm by a moving standard deviation MSD as
defined by Equation 3.60. By this modification, the empirical sample
mean is subtracted from all observations of A[t’;z]. This leads to a
formula analogous to Equation 3.11, whereas Equation 3.68 is analogous
to Equation 3.8. Empirically, for most data in finance such as FX, the
numerical difference between taking MNorm and MSDis very small. Replacing thedifferential A by a y-derivative D[t, y]. The advantage of

3 using the gammaderivative is to remove the leading r dependence, for
=a example by directly computing the annualized volatility, independent of

rt, An example is given by Figure 3.12.

7

the
ar
= Let us emphasize thatthe realized volatility in Equations 3.66 through 3.68

al dependson the two time ranges and 7’ and,to be unambiguous,both timeintervals
mm mustbe given. Yet, for example, when talking aboutadaily volatility, the common
ae languageis rather ambiguous because only one timeinterval is specified. Usually,

the emphasis is put on r’. A daily volatility, for example, measures the average
size ofdaily price changes(i.e., t’ = 1 day). The averaging time ranget is chosen
as a multiple ofr’, ofthe order t > t’ up to tr = 1000’ or more. Larger multiples
lead to lowerstochasticerrorsas they average over larger samples, butthey are less
local and dampen thetimevariations in the frequent case ofnonconstant volatility.
In empirical studies, we find that good compromisesare in the range fromt = l6r’
tot = 321’.

On otheroccasions, for example in risk management, oneis interested in the
conditional daily volatility. Given the prices up to today, we wantto produce an
estimate or forecastforthe size ofthe price move from today to tomorrow(i.¢., the
volatility within a small sampleofonly one day). The actualvalueofthis volatility
can be measured one day later; it has t = 1 day by definition. To measure this
value with acceptable precision, we may choosea distinctly smaller t’, perhaps
rc’ = 1 hr. Clearly, when only onetime parameteris given, there is no simple
convention to remove the ambiguity.

 
“0wf

re
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Volatility coo ta‘in
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FIGURE 3.12 The annualized volatility computed as MNorm[t/2; D[t/32,y =
0.5; xJ] with t = Thr. The norm is computed with p = 2 and n = 8, The plotted
volatility has five main maxima corresponding to the five working days of the example
week. The Tuesday maximum is higher than the others, due to the stock market crash
mentionedin the introductory part of Section 3.3.

 
£

hye

i 3.3.12 Standardized Time Series, Moving Skewness, and Kurtosis
3 From a time series z, we can derive a moving standardized timeseries:
==
z r z— MAIr; z]
oe = —— 69a ‘l= Vspie al Ee

In finance, z stands for the price or alternatively for another variable such as the
return. Having defined a standardized time series Z[r], the definitions for the
moving skewness, and moving kurtosis are straightforward:

weeal

WeWaWh MSkewness[z}. 72:2] = MA(t}; 2(m1°I (3.70)
MKurtosis[t;, 72;z] = MA([n; 2[721*)

Instead ofthis kurtosis, the excess kurtosis is often used, whose value for a normal
distribution is 0. We obtain the excess kurtosis by subtracting 3 fromthe MKurtosis
value. The three quantities for our sample week are displayed in Figure 3.13.

3.3.13. Moving Correlation

Several definitions ofa moving correlation can be constructed for inhomogeneous
timeseries. Generalizing from thestatistics textbook definition, we can write two
simple definitions:
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|StandardizedReturn
-2
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FIGURE 3.13 The standardized return, moving skewness, and moving kurtosis. The
returns are computed as r = D[t = 15 min; x] and standardized with t) = 12 = 24hr.
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MAT (y — MA[y])(— MAI) J
MCorrelation;[T: y, z] MSDIy] MSDEZI (3.71)

, —MA — MAIMCorrelation [t; ys z] = MA |SeSE|
= MA[YZ] (3.72)

where all of the MA and MSD?operators onthe right-handsides are taken with
the same decay constant r. These definitions are not equivalent because the MSD
operators in the denominatorare time series that do not commute with the MA
operators. Yet both definitions have their respective advantages. Thefirst defini-
tion obeys the inequality —1 < MCorrelation; < 1. This can be proven by noting
that MA[z?](t) for a given ¢ provides a norm onthe spaceof(finite) time series
up to r. It happens because the MAoperatorhasastrictly positive kernelthat acts
as a metric on the spaceoftimeseties. In this space, the triangle inequality holds
JMALQy + 0°] < /MAD?1+ V MA[z?], and, by a standard argument, the in-
equality on the correlation follows. With the second definition (Equation 3.72),
the correlation matrix is bilinear for the standardized time series. Therefore, the
rotation that diagonalizes the correlation matrix acts linearly in the space of stan-
dardized timeseries. This property is necessary for multivariate analysis, when a
principal component decomposition is used, In risk management, the correlation

 Fr&.

=es.F

i? of twotimeseries ofreturns, x and y, is usually computed without subtracting the
= sample meansofx and y. This implies a variation of Equations 3.71 and 3.72
Se
= . MAL yz]5 MCorrelation) [z; vy. z] = ———____—__ 3.73a [ts 9.2]=TiNcompy] MNomm{z] (6-73)
= hiGeatlatinnfe i= MA) ———-=(3.74)
- alg MNorm[y] MNorm{z] 

where again the samer is chosen for all MA operators. In general, any reasonable
definition of a moving correlation must obey

Jim MComrrelation[t; y, z] — pLy, z] (3.75)

where p[y, z] is the theoretical correlation ofthe twostationary processes x and y.
Generalizing the definition (Equation 3.72), the requirements for the correlation
kernel are to construct a causal, time translation invariant, and a linear operator
for § and 2. This leads to the most general representation

oo oo

MCorrelation[#, 2](t) = [ | dt’ dt"c(t’) H(t—t')2@—)— (3.76)0 0

9 See Equation 3.60.
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Wealso require symmetry between the arguments where MCorrelation{z, 9] =
MCorrelation[}, 7]. Moreover, the correlation must be a generalized average,
namely MCorrelation[Const, Const’] = Const Const’, or, formulated for the ker-
nel, [5° dt! de" c(t’, t”) = 1. Thereis a large choice of possible kemelsthat
obey these requirements. For example, Equation 3.72 is equivalent to the kernel
et," = dr’ —t") ma(#$*).

3.3.14 Windowed Fourier Transform

In orderto study a time series andits volatility at different time scales, we want to
havea tool similar to a wavelet transform,’ which adapts to causal signals, The
motivation is to reveal structures of price movementsrelated to certain frequen-
cies. Similar to wavelet transforms, we want a double representation in time and
frequency, but we do not require an invertible transformation because our aim is
to analyze rather than further process the signal. This gives us more flexibility in
the choice of the transformations. A simple causal kernel with such properties is
like ma[r](f) sin(kt/z), where ma{r](r)is still the MA kernel of Equation 3.57.
Essentially, the sine part is (locally) analyzing the signalat a frequency k/t and the
MA part is taking a causal window ofrange t. As we wanta coupleofoscillations
in the window 2, we choose k between k ~ a and k ~ Sz. Larger k values
increase the frequencyresolutionat the cost of the time resolution. Thebasic idea
is to compute an EMA with a complex f; this is equivalentto including a sine and
cosinepart in the kernel. The nice computationaliterative property ofthe moving
averageis preserved. Thefirst step is to study complex iterated EMAs. The kernel
ofthe complex emais defined as

 
Ti
tivworei

al,riWWas f

ema[é](t) = — where €= = + ik) (3.77)_i"utidla,| where ¢ is complex but t is again a real number. The choice of the normalization
factor 1/7 is somewhatarbitrary (a factor|¢| will producethe same normalization
for the real case k = 0) butleads to a convenientdefinition ofthe windowedFourier
kernel that follows. By using the convolution formula, one can prove iteratively
that the keel of the complex EMA[¢, 7] is given by

 
1 1 \"! ete

ema[¢, aJ(¢) = wo)! (=) — (3.78)t e

which is analogous to Equation 3.54, The normalization is such that, fora constant
function c(t) = c,

EMA[¢,.n; c] = (3.79)==
(1 + ik)" 

10 An introduction to wavelet methods is studied extensively in Gengay et a/, (20015).
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04

0.2

4 5

-0.2

-0.4

= FIGURE 3.14 The kernel wi(7) for the windowed Fourier operator, for n = 8 and
k = 6. Three aspects of the complex kernel are shown: (1) the envelope (= absolute
value), (2) the real part (starting on top), and (3) the imaginary part (starting at zero).

aa
a=
EL

 

Similar to Equation 3.51, we obtain an iterative computational formula for the

 

eo complex EMA:

EMA[E; zl(ta) = (3.80)

:. EMAIE: 2-1) +2" ge toeEt G5 2-1 T+ik Zn—I Ti
ae with
= a = € (th—tn-1)
= B = ye

= where 1) depends on the chosen interpolation schemeas given by Equation 3.52.
i= We define the (complex) kernel wf(¢) of the windowed Fourier transform WFas

ma[r, a](t) ew*/* (3.81)
le l 1\J7! ens= ~ Yo(¢) e

J=1

wir, k, nl()

1 a
= -)5 ema[Z, /](t)i

j=l

The kernel is shown in Figure 3.14. Another appropriate namefor this operator
might be CMAfor “complex moving average.” The normalization is such that,
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for a constant function c(t) =e.

ct 1

Nowe = WEL,=Da
To provide a more convenientreal quantity, with the mean ofthe signal subtracted,
we can define a (nonlinear) normed windowed Fourier transform as

NormedWE[Z, 2; z] = |WF[f, 2; 2] — Nwr MAI[t, 7; 2]| (3.82)

The normalization is chosen so that

NormedWF[Z, n; c] = 0

In Equation 3.82, we are only interested in the amplitude of the measured fre-
quency;by taking the absolute value we havelost information on the phase ofthe
oscillations.

Windowed Fourier transforms can be computedfora set ofdifferent t values to
obtain a full spectrum. However, there is an upperlimit in the range ofcomputable
frequencies. Results are reliable if t clearly exceeds the average time interval
betweenticks. For r values smaller than the averagetick interval, results become
biased andnoisy; this sentence applies not only to windowed Fourier transforms
but also to most other time series operators.

a Figure 3.15 shows an example ofthe normed windowed Fourier transform for
is the example week. The stock market crash is again nicely spotted as the peak on
i Tuesday, October 28.

Using our computational toolbox ofoperators, other quantities of interest can
be easily derived. For example, we can compute the relative share ofa certain fre-
quency in thetotal volatility. This would meana volatility correction ofthe normed
windowed Fourier transform. A way to achieve this is to divide NormedWFby a
suitable volatility, or to replace z by the standardized timeseries Z in Equation 3.82.

 
 

3.4 MICROSCOPIC OPERATORS

As discussed in Section 3.1, it is in general better to use macroscopic operators
because they are well behaved with respect to the sampling frequency. Some mi-
croscopic operators allow the extraction of tick-related informationat the highest
possible frequency. An example of such an operator is the microscopic volatil-
ity defined later. The computation ofthe tick frequency requires (by definition)
microscopic operators. We also want to extend to inhomogeneoustime series the
usual operators applied to homogeneous timeseries, such as the shift operator.
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FIGURE 3.15 The normed windowed Fourier transform, with z = 1 hr, k = 6 and
n=8.

3.4.1. Backward Shift and TimeTranslation Operators

The backward shift operator B shifts the value of the time series by one event
backward B[z]; = (ti, zi—1), but the time associated to each event is not changed.
Some authors use the equivalent Jag operator L instead. It shifts the time series
values but leaves the time part untouched. The inverse operator B~’ will shift
the series forward. It is well defined for regular and irregular time series. Only
for a homogeneous timeseries spaced by 6r, this operator is equivalentto a time
translation by —ér (followed byashift of the time and value series by one event
with respect to the irrelevant index/).

The operatorTtranslatesthe time series by5r forward T[6t; 2); = (+46,23):
namely it shifts the time part but leaves the time series values untouched, Note
that for an inhomogeneoustimeseries, this operator defines a series with another
set of time points.

 
 

 
3.4.2 Regular Time Series Operator

From the timeseries z, irregularly spaced in time, the operator RT S[to. 3r] con-
structs an artificial homogeneoustimeseries at times fp + kdt, regularly spaced
by dt, rooted at fy. This involves an interpolation scheme as discussed in Sec-
tion 3.2.1. Depending onthis scheme, the RTS operator can be causalor not. The
regular time series can also be constructed as being regular on a given business
time scale rather than in physical time.

The RTS operatorallows us to move from inhomogeneousto the homogeneous
timeseries as presentedin Section 3.2.2. Formany computations,it1smandatory to
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have homogeneous data, for example when modeling financial data with ARMA or
GARCHprocesses. Another exampleis the computation of empirical probability
distributions, Such computations are done with a smooth version of the formula

] T
pP(z) = =| dt 8(z—2(t)) (3.83)0

with z’(r) the (continuously interpolated) empirical data. In the time integral, a
measure can be added, or the integral can be evaluated in business time to account
for the seasonalities. The evaluation ofthe time integral is computationally heavy,
and it is much simpler to generate a regular time series and to use the familiar
binning procedure to obtain a histogram ofz. Note also that a moving probability
distribution can be defined by replacing the time integral by an MA operator(see
the remark at the end of Section 3.3.7).

3.4.3 Microscopic Return, Difference, and Derivative

From the tick-by-tick price time series, the microscopic return for a quote is defined
as rj = Xj — Xj-1. This return can be attributed to one quote, evenif, strictly
speaking,it is related to two subsequent quotes. Notethatthis is a “microscopic”
definition that involves neither a time scale nor an interpolation scheme. Using
the backward shift operator B,the return time series can be defined as

 
a

WWat.
veoneULi2 r=x-Bhx)=(1—B)xs =4xr (3,84)

= where the microscopic difference operator!! is 6 = (1 — B). The lag n difference
a operatoris defined by d[n] = (1 — 8”).
a The microscopic derivative operator 4 is defined as

Xj— Xj) at bx
Sto+ty—tj-1 d+ St],

 

a[siolxj = (3.85) 
= The constant 5fg regularizes the expression when 4 = 4-1. A reasonable value

of Sfp must be small; the actual choice depends onthe application. Similar to the
macroscopic y-derivative, a microscopic y~derivative can be defined as

bx
= ——___ 3.a[dto, ylx ia FY (3.86)

The best parameters should follow a study yet to be done for the random process
of x. The constant fg regularizes the expression when tj = ¢)-1.

Thesederivatives are potentially very noisy and can be averaged. In general,
the macroscopic derivative D (Equation 3.64) seems morerelevantfor applications
to random processes.
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FIGURE 3.16 Microscopicvolatility, computed with y = 0.5, di = 0.001 seconds, the
time interval expressed in years (annualized), and + = Thr.

3.4.4 Microscopic Volatility

The microscopic volatility is defined as the norm of the microscopic derivative,

Microscopicvolatility[t; z] = MNorm[t/2; dz] (3.87)

which also depends on the implicit parameters 4/9 and y of dz. Let us emphasize
thatthis definition does not require a regular time series (and thatit is not an MA
ofthe macroscopic definition ofvolatility), In a way, this definition usesall of the
information available on the process z. The constant t controls the range on which
the volatility is computed. The microscopic volatility for our standard example
week is displayed in Figure 3.16.

3.4.5 Tick Frequency and Activity

The tick frequency f(¢;) counts the numberofticks per time unit. One defini-
tion based on regular time intervals is already given by Equation 3.15 (see also
Guillaumeet al. (1997), for example). In general, the tick frequency at timetj is
defined as

ATI) = EN(y lt el -T.M) (3.88)
where N(t;} counts the number of elementsin a set and where T is the sample
time interval during which the counting is computed. Thetick frequency has

!\ The operator 5 should not be confused with the 5 function used m Chapter 3,
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FIGURE 3.17 Tick activity A as defined by Equation 3.90, ticks per hour, computed
with t = Thr. The five working days of the example week can be clearly seen.wtteee 
the dimension of an inverse time and is expressed in units such as ticks/minute
or ticks/day. This simple definition has some properties that may not always be
desired:

= The formulais computationally cumbersome when computed on a moving
sample, especially for large T.

= It is an average over a rectangular window. We often prefer moving av-
erages whose kernel (= weighting function) fades more smoothly in the
distantpast.

= If no quotes are in the interval spanned by T,this definition will give
f =0. A related problem is the unusable limit T — 0 if one wants to
measure an instantaneous quote rate.

Forthese reasons, weprefer the definition in Equation 3.90. Thetick rate is defined
as

re1

weemeactWWale.th

teaee

aeryHr fheadheel
l

als=a (3.89)
Thetick rate has the same dimensionasthe tick frequency. This definition has the
advantage ofbeingrelated only to the time interval between two subsequent ticks.
Following Equation 3.89, an activity can be attributed to one tick, analogous to a
return that is attributed to the j" tick by rj = xj —xj-1 = (6x)j. The activity A
is the averagetick rate during a time interval t:

Aft: z] = MA[t/2; a[z}] (3.90)
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3.4 MICROSCOPIC OPERATORS 81

To avoid the spurious singularity when 1;-; = 1;, the MA operator has to be
evaluated with the next-point interpolation (see Equation 3.52). This makes the
computation numerically stable even when an extremely small value of Sfp in
Equation 3.89 is chosen.

Figure 3.17 shows the behavior of A in our example week. At first glance,
the activity A looks rather different from the tick frequency f. Yet an interesting
feature of this definition is to be equivalent to the tick frequency f when the MA
operator is a rectangular moving average with t = 7/2 (this is easy to prove
by computing the integral of the piecewise constant function a). However, the
activity A has some advantages such that it is much simpler to compute on a
moving window,and the weighting function ofthe past can be controlled through
the choice ofthe MA kernel.
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4

ADAPTIVE DATA CLEANING

 

 
= 4.1 INTRODUCTION: USING A FILTER TO CLEAN THE DATA

= High-frequency data are commercially transmitted as a piece of real-time infor-
i mation to human users, usually traders. These data users are professionals who

know the context (e.g., the market state and the likely level of a quoted price). If
bad data is transmitted, professional users immediately understand, and implicitly
clean the data by using information they have in their personal information set.
They do not need additional human or computerized inputto check the correctness

i= of the data.
Thesituation changesifthe data usersare different, such as researchers investi-

gating historical high-frequency data or computeralgorithmsthat extract real-time
information for a given purpose(e.g., a trading algorithm, risk assessment). Ifbad
quotes are used, the results are inevitably bad andtotally unusable in the case of
aberrant outliers. In the experience of the authors and many otherresearchers,
almostevery high-frequency data source contains some bad quotes. Data cleaning
is a necessity; it has nothing to do with manipulation or cosmetics.

Data cleaningis a very technical topic. Readers interested in economicresults
rather than methods and researchers enjoying the privilege of possessing cleaned
high-frequency data may skip the remainder of Chapter4.

 

82
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4.1 INTRODUCTION: USING A FILTER TO CLEAN THE DATA 83

A data cleaning methodology requires somecriteria to decide on the correct-
ness and possible elimination of quotes. As long as the data set is not too large.
human judgment may beasufficient criterion. In this book, however, we focus on
high-frequency data with thousands and millions of observations. Therefore, the
criteria have to be formalized throughastatistical model that can be implemented
as a computer algorithm. Such an algorithm is called a datafilter. In this chapter,
the term “filter” is exclusively used within the context of data cleaning and the
term “filtering” is a synonym of“cleaning.” Data cleaning is doneasa first, in-
dependentstep of analysis, before applying any timeseries operatoras studied in
Chapter 3 and beforestatistically analyzing the resulting time series. We choose
this approach becauseit is universally applicable, regardless of the type of further
analysis. There is a less favorable alternative to priordatafiltering: robust statis-
tics, where all the data (also outliers) are included in the mainstatistical analysis.
The methods of robuststatistics depend on the nature of the analysis and are not
universally applicable.

Cleaning a high-frequency timeseries is a demanding, often underestimated
task. It is complicated for several reasons:

= The variety of possible errors and their causes

= The variety ofstatistical properties of the filtered variables (distribution
functions, conditional behayior, structural breaks) 

® The variety of data sources and contributorsofdifferent reliability

i ® Theirregularity oftimeintervals (sparse/dense data, sometimes data gaps
= of long duration)

z = The complexity and variety of the quoted data as discussed in Chapter2:
transaction prices, indicative prices, FX forward points (where negative
values are allowed), interest rates, figures from derivative markets,trans-
action volumes, bid-ask quotes versus single-valued quotes ® The necessity of real-timefiltering (some applications need instant infor-

3 mation before seeing successor quotes)
 

The data cleaning algorithm presented here is adaptive and also presented in
Miiller (1999). The algorithm learns from the data while sequentially cleaning a
time series. It continuously updatesits information basein real time.

Further guidelines are neededinafiltering methodology:

= The cause ofdata errors is rarely known. Therefore the validity ofa quote
is judged accordingtoitsplausibility given the statisticalproperties of the
series.!

' We have to distinguish true, plausible movements from spurious movements due to erroneous
quotes, Brock and KJeidon (1992) suggest decomposing observed movements in the data according to
three causes: (1) erroneous quotes,(2) bid-ask spread dynamics dueto the pressure on trading factors,
and (3) other economic forves.
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84 CHAPTER 4 ADAPTIVE DATA CLEANING

® A neighborhood ofquotes,called thefiltering window,is neededto judge
the credibility of a quote. Such a data window can grow and shrink ac-
cording to data quality.

Quotes with a complex structure (i.e., bid-ask) are split into scalar vari-
ables to be filtered separately. Thefiltered variables are derived from the
raw variables (e.g., the logarithm ofa bid price or the bid-ask spread),
Some special error types mayalso be analyzed forfull quotes before data
splitting.

= Numerical methods with convergence problems(such as model estimation
and nonlinear minimization) are avoided. The chosen algorithm produces
well-defined results in all situations.

The filter needs to be computationally fast. This requirement excludes
algorithms starting from scratch for each new incoming tick. The chosen
algorithm is sequential anditerative. It uses the existing filter information
base when a newtick arrives, with a minimum amountofupdating.

Thefilter has two modes,which are the real-time and the historical modes.
Due to the windowing technique, both modes are supported by the same
filter. In historicalfiltering, the final validation of a quote is delayed until
successor quotes have been seen.

 

ae 4.2 DATA AND DATA ERRORS

= 4.2.1 Time Series of Ticks
ae The object of data cleaning is a time series of ticks. The term “tick” stands for
z “quote” in a very generalsense: any variable that is quoted, from any origin and for
a anyfinancial instrument. The time-ordered sequence ofticks is inhomogeneousin

the general case where the time intervals betweenticks vary in size. Normally, one
- timeseriesis filtered independently from other series. The multivariate cleaning
an of several time series together is discussed in Section 4.8.1.
: The ticks ofthe series must be of the same type. They maydiffer in the origins
aad of the contributors, but should notdiffer in important parameters such as the ma-
= turity (ofinterest rates, etc.) or the moneyness (of options or implied volatilities),

If a data-feed provides bid or ask quotes (or transaction quotes) alternatively in
random sequence, we advise splitting the data stream into independentbid and
ask streams. Normal bid-askpairs, however, are appropriately handledinside the
filter.

The following data structure of ticks is assumed:

1. Atime stamp.

2. Thetick level(s) ofwhich the data cleaning algorithm supports two kinds:

(a) Data with one level (a price or transaction volume,etc.), such as a
stock index.
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4.2 DATA AND DATA ERRORS 85

(b) Data with two levels: bid-ask pairs, such as foreign exchange (FX)
spot rates.

3. Information on the origin of the tick, e.g, an identification code of the
contributor (a bank or broker). For some financial instruments, notably
those traded at an exchange,this is trivial or not available.

A data feed mayprovide someother information whichis notutilized bythefilter.

4.2.2 Data Error Types

A data erroris a piece of quoted data that does not conform to thereal situation
of the market, A price quote hasto be identified as a data errorif it is neither a
correctly reported transaction price nor a possible transaction priceat the reported
time. We haveto tolerate some transmission time delays and small deviations
especially in the case of indicative prices.

There are many causes for data errors. The errors can be separated into two

 
classes:

1, Human errors: Errors directly caused by human data contributors, for
different reasons;

® Unintentional errors, such as typing errors

5 ® Intentional errors, such as dummyticks produced just for technical
as testing
pa 2. System errors: Errors caused by computer systems,their interactions and
ai failures

= Human operators have the ultimate responsibility for system errors. However,
the distance between the data error and the responsible person is muchlarger for
system errors than for “human”errors. In many cases,it is impossible to find the
exact reason for the data error eveniftick is very aberrant. The task ofthefilter
is to identify such outliers whatever the reason. Sometimes the causeof the error
can be guessed from the particular behaviorof the bad ticks, This knowledge of
the error mechanism can help to improvefiltering and, in few cases, allow the
correction of badticks.

The following error types are so particular that they need special treatment.
1, Decimalerrors: Failure to change a “big” decimal digit of the quote. For

instance,a bid price of 1.3498 is followed by a true quote 1.3505, but the
published, bad quote is 1.3405. This error is most damaging ifthe quoting
software is using a cache memory somewhere. The wrong decimal digit
may stay in the cache and causea long series ofbad quotes, Around 1988,
this was a dominanterror type.

. “Test”: Some data contributors sometimes send test ticks to the system,
usually at times when the marketis notliquid. Thesetest ticks can cause a
lot ofdamage because they may lookplausibletothefilter, at least initially,
Two important examples follow:

-a
5

Ae
ot
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CHAPTER 4 ADAPTIVE DATA CLEANING

= “Early morning test”: A contributor sends a bad tick very early in
the morningto test whether the connection to the data distributoris
operational. If the market is inactive overnight, no trader would take
this test tick seriously. For the filter, such a tick may be a major
challenge. Thefilter has to be verycritical to first ticks after a data
gap.

Monotonic series: Some contributorstest the performance and the
time delay of their data connection by sendinga longseries oflin-
early increasing ticks at inactive times such as overnight or during
a weekend, This is hard for thefilter to detect because tick-by-tick
returns look plausible. Only the monotonic behaviorin the long run
can beused to identify the fake nature ofthis type of data.

_ Repeated ticks: Somecontributorslet their computersrepeatthe last tick
in more or less regular time intervals. This is harmless if it happens in
a moderate way. In some markets with coarse granularity oftick values
(such as short-term interest rate futures), repeated tick values are quite
natural, However, some contributors repeat old ticks thousands of times
with high frequency, thereby obstructing the validation of the few good
ticks produced by other, more reasonable contributors.

. Tick copying: Some contributors employ computers to copy and re-send
the ticks of other contributors, as explained in Section 2.2.3. Iftheseticks
are on a correctlevel, a filter has no reason to care—with one exception,
Somecontributors run computer programs to produceslightly modified
ticks by adding small random corrections. Suchslightly varying copy
ticks are damaging because they obstruct the clear identification of fake
monotonic or repeated series made by other contributors.

. Scaling problem: Quoting conventions maydifferorbe officially redefined
jn some markets. Some contributors may quote the value of 100 units,
others the value of 1 unit, Scaling factors are often integer powers of
10, but other values may occur (for stock splits in equity markets). The
filter will run into this problem “by surprise” unless a human filter user
anticipates all scale changes and preprocesses the data accordingly.

A complete data cleaning tool has to include algorithmic elements to deal with
each ofthese special error types.

4,3 GENERAL OVERVIEW OF THE FILTER

4.3.1. The Functionality of the Filter

The flowcharts in Figure 4.1 illustrate some typical applications ofa data cleaning
filter in a larger context. Normal users simply want to eliminate “invalid” data
from the stream, but the chart on the right-hand side showsthatthefilter can also
deliver more information onthe ticks and their quality.
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43 GENERAL OVERVIEW OF THE FILTER 37

| Raw quotes

Credibility of quotes
\ Filter reports

Special Data User

FIGURE 4.1 Data cleaning(filtering): Normal users wantto eliminate bad ticks from
the application (left chart), In special cases, users want to knowfiltering results such as
the credibility or the reason forrejecting a tick (right chart),

 

i

 Filter  
  

| Filtered quotes

Normal Data User 

A filter has some configuration parameters depending on the type of instru-
ment, as to be shown later. Onceit is created,it performs the following operations:

\. It receives financial ticks in the ordered sequenceoftheir time stamps.

2. It delivers the sameticks in the same ordered sequence, plusthe filter
results. For each tick, the following results are delivered:

® Credibility values ofthe tick andofits individual elements (such as
bid, ask, bid-ask spread); the credibility is defined between0(totally
invalid) and 1 (totally valid)

 
® The value(s) of the tick, whose errors can possibly be corrected in

some cases where the error mechanism is well known The“filtering reason,” whichis a formalized piece of text explaining
whythefilter has rejected (or corrected) the tick 

= Normalusers use only those (possibly corrected)ticks with a credibility exceeding
a threshold value (whichis often chosento be 0,5). They ignoreall invalid ticks and
all side results ofthe filter such asthe filter report. The timing ofthefilter operations
is nontrivial. In real-time operation,the resultofa filter is used rightafterthe tick
has entered the filter. In Aistorical operation, the user takes the corrected result
after thefilter has seen a few newerticks and adaptedthe credibility of olderticks.

Thefilter needs a build-up period to learn from the data. This is natural for
an adaptivefilter. If the data cleaning operation starts at the first available tick
(beginning of data series), the build-up meansto run the filter for a few weeks
from this point, storing a setofstatistical variables in preparation for restarting the
filter from thefirst available tick. Thefilter will then be well adapted becauseit can
use the previously storedstatistical variables. If the data cleaning operation starts
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88 CHAPTER 4 ADAPTIVE DATA CLEANING

at some later point in time, the natural build-up period is a period immediately
preceding the first tick needed.

Thefiltering algorithm can be seenas one wholeblockthat can be usedseveral
times in a data flow such as the following:

« Mixing alreadyfiltered data streams from several sources where the mixing
result is again filtered. The dangeris that the combinedfilters reject too
many quotes, especially in the real-timefiltering of fast moves (or price
jumps).

® Filtering combined with computational blocks: raw data — filter —> com-
putational block > filter > application. Some computationalblocks such
as cross rate or yield curve computations requirefiltered input and produce
an outputthat the user may again wantto filter.

Repeatedfiltering of the sametimeseries is rather dangerous because it may lead
to too manyrejections of quotes. If it cannot be avoided, only oneofthefilters in
the chain should be ofthe standard type. Theotherfilter(s) should be configured to
be weak(i.e., they should eliminate not more than the obviously aberrant outliers).

4.3.2 Overview ofthe Filtering Algorithm and Its Structure

The filtering algorithm is structured in a hierarchical scherne of subalgorithms.
Table 4.1 gives an overview ofthis structure for a univariatefilter for one financial
instrument, A higher hierarchy level at the top of Table 4.1 can be added for
multivariate filtering, as discussed in Section 4.8.1.

Details of the different algorithmic levels are explained in the next sections.
The sequenceofthese sections followsTable4. 1,from bottom io top. Somespecial
filter elements are not treated there, but are briefly described in Section 4.8.

 
 4.4 BASIC FILTERING ELEMENTS AND OPERATIONS

Thefirst element to be discussed in a bottom-to-top specification is the scalar
filtering window.Its position in the algorithm is shown in Table 4,1.

The basicfiltering operationsutilize the quotesin the simplified form of scalar
quotes consisting of the following:

|. The time stamp

2. Onescalar variable valueto befiltered (e.g., the logarithm ofa bid price).
here denoted by x

3. Theorigin ofthe quote(as in the full quote of Section 4.2.1)
The basic operations can be divided into two types:

|. Filtering of single scalar quotes: considering the credibility of one scalar
quote alone. An importantpart is the /evel filter where the level of the
filtered variable is the criterion.

2. Pair filtering: comparing two scalar quotes, The most important part is
the changefilter that considers the change ofthefiltered variable from one

te

Wakwedoe
eefiTheevelaT
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TABLE 4.1 Basic structure ofthefiltering algorithm used for data cleaning,

The data cleaning algorithm has three main hierarchylevels, each with its specific function
alities.
a

Hierarchy Level Purpose, description
level name

1 Univariate The complete filtering ofone time series:
filter Passing incomingticks to the lowerhierarchy levels

Collecting the filter results of the lower hierarchy levels and packaging
them into the right output format

Supportingreal-time and historicalfiltering
Supporting one or more filtering hypotheses, each with its own full-tick

filtering windowneeeeee

2 Full-tick A sequenceofrecentfull ticks (bid-ask), someofthem possibly corrected
filtering according to a general filtering hypothesis. The tasks are as follows:
window Tick splitting: splitting a full tick into scalar quotes to be filtered in their

ownscalar filtering windows
Basic validity test (e.g., whether prices are positive)
A possible mathematical transformation(c.g., logarithm)
All those filtering steps that require full ticks (notjust bid or ask ticks alone)SS,_SS

3 Scalar A sequence of recentscalar quotes whose credibilities are still bemg mod-
filtering ified. The tasks are as follows:
window Testing new, incoming scalar quotes 

Comparing a new scalar quote to all older quotes of the window (using a
f business time scale and a dependence analysis ofquote origms)

ooa

ba Computinga first credibility of the new scalar quote; modifying the credi-
a. § bilities ofolder quotes based on new information
= Dismissing the oldest scalar quotes whentheir credibility is finally settled

Updating the statistics with good scalar quotes when they are dismissed
from the window

Al
tl

 
41

quote to another one. Filtering depends on the timeinterval between the
two quotes and the time scale on which this is measured. Pair filtering
also includes a comparison of quote origins. 

Thebasicfiltering operations and another basic conceptoffiltering, credibility
are presented in the following sections. Their actual application in the larger
algorithm is explainedlater, starting ftom Section 4,5.

zh

4.4.1 Credibility and Trust Capital

Credibility is a central conceptofthefiltering algorithm. It is expressed by a vari-
able C taking values between 0 and 1, where | indicates validity and 0 invalidity.
This number can beinterpreted as the probability of a quote being valid according
to a given criterion. For two reasons, we avoid the formal introduction ofthe term
“probability.” First, the validity of'a quote is a fuzzy concept (e.g., slightly deviat-
ing quotes of an over-the-counter spot market can perhaps be termed valid even if
they are very unlikely to lead to a real transaction). Second, we have no model of
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90 CHAPTER 4 ADAPTIVE DATA CLEANING

TABLE 4.2 Adding independent credibility values.

Thetotal credibility Cigta) resulting from two independentcredibility values C) and C2.
The function Ciota) = CIT (C1) + T(C2)] defines an addition operator for credibilities,
based on Equations 4.1 and 4.2. The values in brackets, (0.5), are in fact indefinite limit
values where Ctota} May converge to any value between O and 1.
 

Crotal cj =
0 0.25 0.5 0.75 |  

I (0.5) l 1 1
0 0.5 0.75 0.878
0 0.25 0.5 0.75

0.25 0 0.122 0.25 0.5
0 0 0 0 (0.5)

1

I

]

!

 

ets reall probability even ifvalidity could be exactly defined. Credibility can be understood
as a “possibility” in the sense of fuzzy logic as proposed by Zimmermann (1985),
for example.

Credibility is not additive; the credibility of a scalar quote gained from two
tests is not the sum ofthe credibilities gained from theindividualtests. This follows
from the definition of credibility between 0 and 1. The sum of two credibilitics
of, say, 0.75 wouldbe outside the allowed domain.

Forinternalcredibility computations based on differenttests, an additive vari-
able is needed to obtain the joint view ofall tests. We define the additive must
capital T, whichis unlimited in value. Thereis no theoretical limit for gathering

= evidencein favor of accepting or rejecting the validity hypothesis. Full validity
Le corresponds toatrust capital of T = 00,full invalidity to T = —oo. We impose

a fixed, monotonic relation between the credibility C and thetrust capital T of a
certain object

vaar:tebad

shaWHheteWea

“in1it

1 T
-+
2 2V1+T?

 
C(T) = (4.1)

and the inverserelation

C-3
T(C) Jeu) (4.2)

There are possible alternativesto this functional relationship. The chosen solution
has some advantagesin the formulation ofthe algorithm that will be shown later.

The additivity oftrust capitals and Equations 4.1 and 4.2 imply the definition of
an addition operatorfor credibilities. Table 4.2 showsthetotal credibility resulting
from two independent credibility values.
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4.4 BASIC FILTERING ELEMENTS AND OPERATIONS 91

4.4.2 Filtering of Single Scalar Quotes: The LevelFilter

There is only one analysis of a single quote called the level filter. Comparisons
between quotes (donefora pair ofquotes,treated in Section 4.4.3) are often more
importantin filtering than the analysis of a single quote.

Thelevelfilter computesa first credibility ofthe value of thefiltered variable
This only applies to those volatile but mean-reverting timeseries wherethelevels
as such havea certain credibility in the absolute sense—notonly the level changes.
Moreover,the timing ofthe mean reversion should berelatively fast, Interest rates
or interest rates futures prices, for example, are mean-reverting only after time
intervals of years; they appear to be freely floating within smaller intervals (see
Ballocchi, 1996). Forthoserates andfor other prices,levelfiltering is not suitable.

The obvious example for fast mean reversion and thusfor usingalevelfilter
is the bid-ask spread, which can be rather volatile from quote to quote but tends
to stay within a fixed range of values that varies only very slowly over time, For
spreads, an adaptivelevel filter is at least as important as a pairfilter that considers
the spread change between two quotes.

The levelfilter first puts the filtered variable value x into the perspective
of its own statistical mean and standard deviation. Following the notation of
Section 3.3.8, the standardized variable % is defined by ~ = x-i x-k (43)Xe oe CF TS *

ot MSD[ Ad,,2;«]  JEMA[Ad5 (x —¥)7]
“3 where the mean value of x is also a moving average:
an = = EMA[A®;: x] (4.4)

The timescale usedfor this computationis called . Taking a businesstime scale
by ® as introducedin Section 4.4.6 leadsto better data cleaning than taking physical
ol time. The variable Ad, denotes the configurable range ofthe kernelof the moving

averages and should cover the time frame of the mean reversion of the filtered
variable; a reasonable value for bid-ask spreads has to be chosen. The iterative
computation of moving averages is explained in Section 3.3.5. Here and for all
the moving averagesofthefiltering algorithm, a simple exponentially weighted
moving average (EMA)is usedforefficiency reasons.

A small|| value deserves high trust; an extreme|| value indicates an outlier
with low credibility and negative trust capital. Before arriving at a formula for
the trust capital as a function of ¥, the distribution of X has to be discussed. A
symmetric form of the distribution is assumed at least in coarse approximation.
This is ensuredby the definitionofthefiltered variablex, which is amathematically
transformed variable. The exactdefinition of x is deferred to Section 4.6.3 in the
chosen structure of this chapter.

The amountofnegativetrust capital for outliers dependsonthetails ofthe dis-
tribution at extreme (positive and negative) X values. A reasonable assumption is

allatl
ih
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92 CHAPTER 4 ADAPTIVE DATA CLEANING

that the credibility ofoutliers is approximately the probability ofexceeding the out-
lier value, given the distribution function. This probability is proportional to x~*
where o is called the tail index. We know that density functions of level-filtered
variables such as bid-ask spreads are fat-tailed (see Miller and Sgier, 1992). De-
terminingthe distribution and a in a moving sample would be a considerabletask,
certainly too heavy for filtering software. Therefore, we choose an approximate
assumption on @ that was found acceptable across manyrates,filtered variable
types and financial instruments: « = 4. This value is also used in the analogous
pairfiltering tool(e.g., for price changes, and discussed in Section 4.4.3).

For extreme events, the relation between credibility and trust capital, Equa-
tion 4.1, can be asymptotically expanded as follows

c= for T < —1 (4,5)
|

4T?

Terms oforder higher than (1/7)? are neglected here. Defining a credibility
proportional to X—* is thus identical to defining a trust capital proportional to
z%/*, Assuming o = 4, we obtain a trust capital proportionalto £7. Foroutliers,
this trust capital is negative, but for smal] x, the trust capital is positive up to a
maximum value we define to be 1.

Now, we have the ingredients to come up with a formulation that gives the
resulting trust capital ofthe i‘ quote accordingto the levelfilter:

vet ee]

weetarth WiveeId
Tg.

Tj = 1—&? (4.6)

WOak. where the index 0 of T;o indicates that this is a result of the level filter only. The
variable &; is X in a scaled and standardized form:

Vall Xj

i b= 5 (4.7)
== witha constant £g. Equation 4.6 together with Equation 4.7 is the simplest possible
ee way to obtain the desired maximum and asymptotic behavior. For certain rapidly

mean-reverting variables such as hourly or daily trading volumes, this may be
enough.

However, the actual implementation for bid-ask spreads has some special
properties. Filter tests have shown that these properties have to be taken into
accountin orderto attain satisfactory spreadfilter results:

 

= Quoted bid-ask spreads tend to cluster at “even” values (e.g., 10 basis
points,) whereasthe real spread may be an oddvalueoscillating in a range
below the quoted value. A series of formal, constant spreads can there-
fore hide somesubstantial volatility that is not covered bythestatistically
determined denominator of Equation 4.3. We need an offset Ax2,, to
accountfor the typical hidden volatility in that denominator. A. suitable
choice is Ax. = [constant(% + constant2)]?,
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4.4 BASIC FILTERING ELEMENTS AND OPERATIONS 93

= High valuesofbid-ask spreads are worse in usability than low spreads, by
nature. Thus the quote deviations from the mean as defined by Equation 4.3
are judged with bias. Deviations to the high side (£; > 0) are penalized
by a factor prigh, Whereas no such penalty is applied against low spreads,

® For some(minor) financial instruments, many quotes are posted with zero
spreads (i.¢., bid quote = ask quote). This 1s discussed in Section 4.6.1. In
some cases, zero spreads haveto be accepted, but weset a penalty against
them as in the case ofpositive ¥;.

We obtain the following refined definition of&;

Xj pon
_ if %; =< 0 and no zero-spread case

ti = &0 “ (4.8)Ai ip r

Phigh i if xX; > O or ina zero-spread case
where <, comes from a modified version ofEquation 4.3,

z x—Xx =

EMAL Ad; (x —X)? 14+ Axi

The constant & determines the size of an x thatis just large enough to neither
Ee increase nor decreasethe credibility.

be Equation 4.8 is general enoughfor all mean-revertingfilterable variables. If
=i we introduced mean-reverting variablesother thanthe bid-ask spread, a good value

for Ax. would probably be much smaller or even 0, Prigh around one and &
larger(to tolerate volatility increases in absence ofa basic volatility level Axain)

 
(4.9)

 
4.4.3 Pair Filtering: The Credibility of Returns

The pairwise comparisonofscalar quotesis a centralbasic filtering operation, The
oA algorithm makes pairwise comparisons also for quotes that are not neighbors in
ms the series, as explained in Section 4.5.

Pairfiltering contains several ingredients, the most important one being the
changefilter. Its task is to judge the credibility of a variable change (= retum ifthe
variable is a price), The time difference betweenthe two quotesplaysa role, so the
time scale on whichit is measured hasto be specified. Thecriterion is adaptive to
the statistically expected volatility estimate and therefore uses someresults from
a moving statistical analysis.

The changeofthefiltered variable x from the !* to the i!” quote is

 

Axij = Xi— Xj (4.10)

The variable x maybetheresultofa transformationin the sense of Section 4.6.3.
Thetimedifference of the quotes is Ad;;, measured on a timescale to be discussed
imSection 4.4.6.
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94 CHAPTER 4 ADAPTIVE DATA CLEANING

The expected variance V (Ad) of x around zero is determined by the on-line
statistics as described in Section 4.4.4. The relative changeis defined by

ger ee
Ty /V(AR)

witha positive constant &, which hasa value ofaround5.5 andisfurther discussed
later, Low (é| values deserve high trust, extreme|§| values indicate low credibility
and negative trust capital; at least one of the two compared quotes must be an
outlier.

The remainder ofthe algorithm is similar to that of the levelfilter as described
in Section 4.4.2,using the relative change &; instead of the scaled standardized
variable &.

The amountofnegativetrust capital for outliers depends on the density func-
tion of changes Ax, especially thetail of the distribution at extreme Ax or E val-
ues. A reasonable assumption is that the credibility of outliers is approximately
the probability ofexceedingthe outlier value,given the distribution function. This
probability is proportional to €~*, where a is thetail index of a fat-tailed distri-
bution, We know that distributions of high-frequency price changes are indeed

= fat-tailed (see Dacorognaet al., 2001a). Determining the distribution and @ ina
Fi: moving sample would be a considerabletask beyondthe scope offiltering software,
= Therefore, we make a rough assumption on that is good enough across many
= rates, filtered variable types and financial instruments. For many price changes, a

goodvalue is around w * 3.5, according to Dacorogna et al, (2001a) and Miiller
et al. (1998). As in Section 4.4.2, we generally use « = 4 as a realistic, general
approximation.

Asin Section 4.4.2 and together with Equation 4.5, we argue that the trust
capital should asymptotically be proportional to €* and arrive at a formula that
gives the trust capital as a function of§:

Uy = UG) = 1-& (4.12)
which is analogous to Equation 4.6. This trust capital, depending only on &, is
called U to distinguish it from the final trust capital T that is based on more
criteria. At € = 1, Equation 4.12 yields a zero trust capital, neither increasing
nor decreasing the credibility. Intuitively, a variable change of a few standard
deviations might correspondto this undecidedsituation; smaller variable changes
lead to positive trust capital, larger ones to negative trust capital. In fact, the
parameter & of Equation 4,11 should be configured to a high value, leading to a
rather tolerant behavior even if the volatility V is slightly underestimated.

The trust capital Uj; from Equation 4.12 is a sufficient concept under the
best circumstances, independent quotes separated by a small time interval. In the
generalcase, a modified formula is neededto solve the followingthree special pair
filtering problems.

|. Filtering shouldstaya local conceptonthe time axis. However, a quote has
few close neighbors and many moredistant neighbors. When the additive

(4.11)
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44 BASIC FILTERING ELEMENTS AND OPERATIONS 95

trust capital of a quote is determined by pairwise comparisons to other
quotes as explainedin Section 4.5.2, the results from distant quotes must
not dominate those from the close neighbors; the interaction range should
be limited. This is achieved by defining the trust capital proportional to
(Ad)73 (assuming a constant &) for asymptotically large quote intervals
Ad.

. For large Av, even moderately aberrant quotes would be tao easily ac~
cepted by Equation 4.12, Therefore, the aforementioned decline of trust
capital with growing Ad is particularly importantin the case of positive
trust capital. Negative trust capital, on the other hand, should stay strongly
negative even if A@ is rather large. The newfilter needsa selective decline
oftrust capital with increasing Ad: fast for small § (positive trust capital),
slow for large £ (negative trust capital). This treatmentis essential for data
holes or gaps, where there are no (or few) close neighbor quotes.

. Dependent quotes: if two quotes originate from the same source, their
comparison can hardly increase the credibility (but it can reinforce neg-
ative trust in the case of a large £). In Section 4.4.5, we introduce an
independence variable J;; between 0 (totally dependent) and 1 (totally
independent).

The two last points imply a certain asymmetry in the trust capital; gathering ev-
idence in favor of accepting a quote is more delicate than evidence in favor of
rejecting it.

All of these concerns can be taken into accountin an extended version of
Equation 4.12. Thisis the final formulaforthe trust capital from a changefilter:

bo

tad

iLhd Cattott
eePememete
EDen.

ahatureAE ny

 

= 1 = 2% .
‘ Ty = Tj AP Kj) = 4—a (4.13)
<1 1+éjj+ (4* )
a where
se : lij if ge <1im iy = | 1 i ed > 1 (4-14)

Theindependence/;; is always between 0 and 1 andis computed by Equation 4.23.
The variable d is a quote density explained in Section 4.4.4. The configurable
constant v determines a sort offiltering interaction range in units of the typical
quote interval (* 1/d).

Table 4.3 shows the behavior ofthe trust capital according to Equation 4.13.
The trust capital converges to zero with an increasing quote interval A? much
morerapidly for small variable changes |&| than for large ones. For smal] Adj;
and /;; = 1, Equation 4,13 converges to Equation 4.12.

The approach of Equation 4,13 has been tested for almostall available types
of financial data, not only FX. We find that it works for all data types with the
same values of the parameters.
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56 CHAPTER 4 ADAPTIVE DATA CLEANING

TABLE4.3 Trust capital as a function of two variables.

The trust capital T resulting from a comparison of two independent (7* = 1) scalar
quotes, depending on twovariables: the relative variable change = and the timeinterval
Ai? between the quotes. & is defined by Equation 4.11, and d and v are explainedin the
text.
  

  
T dAd/v =

0 0.5 | 2 4

lé| =
4 -15.0 -149 -14.2 -10.2 -3.2
2 -3.0 -2.9 -2.5 -1.2 0.22
] 0 0 0 0 0

0.5 0.75 0.68 0.42 0.10 0.014
0 | 0.89 0.50 0,11 0.015  

4.4.4 Computing the Expected Volatility

The expected volatility is a function ofthe size ofthe time interval between the
quotes and thus requires a larger computational effort than other statistical vari-
ables, Only credible scalar quotes should be used in the computation. The updates
ofall statistics are therefore managed by anotherpart ofthe algorithm that knows
aboutfinal credibilities as explained in Section 4.5.5.

Choosing an appropriate business time scale 3 is important for measuring the
time intervals between quotes andforall other computations ofthis section. This
is explained in Section 4.4.6.

Although the expected volatility computation can be implemented with vat-
ious methods of different degrees of sophistication, we adopt a simple method.
The first variable needed is the quote density

is EMA| A2;; «| (4.15)

This is a moving averagein the notation of Section 3.3.5; 5% is the time interval
between two “valid”(asdefined on a higherlevel) neighbor quotes on the chosen
time scale. Ad, is the configurable range ofthe kernel ofthe moving average. The
variable cy is the weight of the quote, which nomnally has a value of cg = 1 and
is lower only in the case of repeated quote values. Theiterative computation of
moving averagesis explained in Section 3.3.5. The value 1/3¢ hasto be assumed
for the whole quote interval, which implies using the “next point”interpolation.
It can be shown that a zero value of 8does notleadto a singularity ofthe EMA.
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4.4 BASIC FILTERING ELEMENTS AND OPERATIONS 97

An annualized squared “micro”-volatility is defined as a variance in the form
of a moving average

(ix?
= EMA} Av,; ——— 4.16; " 59+ 800 (4.16)

where the notation follows Sections 3.3.5 and 3.4.3 and the range Ad, is the same
as in Equation 4.15. 8x is the changeofthefiltered variable between(sufficiently
credible) neighbor quotes. There is a small time interval offset

$d) = max ( 2 5°nia ) (4.17)
The small positive term 5% accounts for some known short-term behaviors of
markets: (1) certain asynchronicities in the quote transmissions, (2) some tempo-
rary marketlevel inconsistencies that need timeto be arbitraged out, (3) anegative
autocorrelation of many market prices over short time lags (see Section 5.2.1).
However, 1p is not needed to avoid singularities of v; even a zero value of both
8 and 52%9 would notlead to a singularity of the EMA. The “next point”interpo-
lation is again appropriate in the EMA computation.

Strictly speaking, v can be called annualized only if # is measuredin years,
but the choice ofthis unit does not matter in our algorithm. The exponentofthe
annualization is not too important becausethe different values of 6% share the

: same order of magnitude.
< Experience showsthatthe volatility measure ofthefilter should notrely only

on one variance » as defined here. It is more stable to use three suchvolatilities:
Vfasts U aNd Usiow. All of them are computed by Equation 4.16, but they differ in

= their ranges, Ai, where vjasi has a short range, v amedium-sized range, and vsiow.
ES along range, Our expected volatility is defined to be the maximum ofthe three:

 

Vexp = MAX(Vfast, VU; Uslow) (4.18)

This is superior to taking only v. In case of a market shock, the rapid growth of
Vgast allows for a quick adaptationofthefilter, whereas the inertia of Uslow prevents
the filter from forgetting volatile events too rapidly in a quiet market phase.

From the annualized vexp, we obtain the expected squared changeas a function
ofthe time interval AU between two quotes. Atthis point,thefilter needs a special
elementto preventthefilter from easily accepting price changes over large data
gaps, time periods with no quotes. Data gapsare characterized by a large value of
A and very few quotes within this interval. In case of data gaps, an upper limit
of Ad is enforced:

AB, min |2 wins’ (*52. a9) (4.19)
where d is taken from Equation 4.15 and Q is the number ofvalid quotes in the
interval between the two quotes: this is explained in Section 4.5.2. Equation 4.19
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98 CHAPTER 4 ADAPTIVE DATA CLEANING

also sets a lower limit of A®corr in case of a very high frequency ofvalid quotes,
It is importantto validate fast trends with many quotes.

The corrected quote interval Aico is now used to compute the expected
squared change V

V = V(Adeor) = (Adcon + dt) Vexp + Vo (4.20)

This function V(AJcorr) is neededin thetrust capital calculation of Section 4.4.3
and inserted in Equation 4,11. Thepositive offset Vo is small and could be omitted
in many cases with nolossoffilter quality. However, a small Vo > 0 is desirable.
Somequotes are quoted in coarse granularity (i.c., the minimum step between two
possible quote values is rather large as compared to the volatility). This is the
case in someinterest rate futures and also for bid-ask spreads (in FX markets),
which often have a rounded size of 5, 10, or 20 basis points with rarely a value
in between. Quotes with coarse granularity have a hidden volatility such that a
series of identical quotes may hide a movementofa size smaller than the typical
gtanule. The term Vo thus represents the hidden volatility:

G Vo = 0.25¢° +65 (4.21)

= wherethe granulesize g is also determined by adaptive methods. (The granularity
a analysis is also needed in the analysis of repeated ticks, which is not explained
= here.) The extremely smallterm £3 just has the numericaltask to keep Vo > 0.

G The term £2, however, plays a specialrole if the scalar variable to be filtered
cg is a bid-ask spread. The spreadfilter is the least importantfilter, but leads to
- the highest number ofrejections of FX quotesif it is configured similar to the

filter of other scalars. This fact is not accepted by typicalfilter users who wanta
5 more tolerant spread filter. A closer inspection showsthat different contributors

of bid-ask quotes often have different spread quoting policies. They are often
interested only in the bid or ask side of the quote and tend to push the otherside
off the real market by choosing a spread too large. Thusthe spreads of neighbor
quotes may havedifferentsizes even in quiet markets. In same minor FX markets,
some contributors even mix retail quotes with very large spreads into the stream
ofinterbank quotes. In order notto reject too many quotes for spread reasons, we
haveto raise the toleranceforfast spread changes andreject only extremejumpsin
spreads. This means raising &: &g = constant) (¥ +-constant2), where x is defined
by Equation 4.4, This choice ofe9 can beinferred from the mappingofthe bid-ask
spread in Equation 4.45. Whena filteris initialized, we set Vo = e2 and replace
this by Equation 4.21 as soonasthe granulesize estimate g is available, based on
statistics from valid quotes.

 

44.5 Pair Filtering: Comparing Quote Origins

Pair filtering results can add some credibility to the two quotes only if these are
independent. Twoidentical quotes from the same contributor do notadd substantial
confidenceto the quoted Jevel—thefact that an.automated quoting system sends the
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44 BASIC FILTERING ELEMENTS AND OPERATIONS 99

same quote twice does not makethis quote morereliable. Two nonidentical quotes
from the same contributor may imply that the second quote has been produced to
correct a bad first one. Another interpretation might be that an automated quoting
system has a random generator to send a sequence of slightly varying quotes to
mark presence on the information system. Different quotes from entirely different
contributors are the most reliable case for pairfiltering.

Thebasic toolis a function to compare the origins of the two quotes, consid-
ering the main source (the information provider), the contributor ID (bank name),
and the location information. This implies that available information on contrib-
ntors has a value in data cleaning and should be collected rather than ignored. An
“unknown”originis treatedjustlike another origin name, Theresulting indepen-
dence measure J’; 8 confined between 0 for identical origins and 1 for clearly
different origins. In somecases(e.g.. same bank butdifferent subsidiary), a value
between 0 and 1 can be chosen.

Ij, is not yet the final formulation buthasto be putin relation with the general
origin diversity ofthe time series. An analysis of data from only one or very few
origins must be different from that of data with a rich variety of origins. The
general diversity D can be defined as a moving average of the I} ,_, of valid
neighbor quotes, 

24 D = EMA[tick-time, R; //;_)] (4.22)

whereRis the range (center of gravity) of the kernel. The “tick-time” is a time
scale that is incrementedby oneat each new quote. The “next point”interpolation
is again appropriate in the EMA computation. Only “valid” quotes are used; this
is possible on a higher level of the algorithm (see Section 4.5.5). By doing so,
we prevent D from being lowered by bad mass quotes from a single computerized
source. Thus we are protected against a difficult filtering problem. The high
number of bad mass quotes from a single contributor will not force the filter to
accept the badlevel,

The use of D makes the independence variable /;; adaptive through the fol-
lowing formula: 

hy = T+ f@D)A-hj) (4.23)

with

0.0005 + (1 — D)®
SS ™ 4f(D) sani (4.24)

If the diversity is very low (e.g., in a single-contributor source), this formula
(reluctantly) raises the independenceestimate /;; to allow for some positive trust
capital to build up. Forastrictly uniform source (/' = D = 0), Jj; will reach 0.5,
whichis one half ofthe J,; value oftruly independent quotes in a multicontributor
series.
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100 CHAPTER 4 ADAPTIVE DATA CLEANING

Theoutput variable /;; resulting from Equation 4,14 1s always confined be-
tween 0 and 1 andis generally used in Equation 4.14, Some special cases need a
special discussion:

= Repeated quotes. Rarely, the raw data contains long series of repeated
quotes from the same contributor, and the obtained value of Jj; may still
be too high. A solution would be a specialfiltering element focused on
repeated ticks.

# High-quality data. The collected data may be mixed with old, historical,
commercially available daily data that were ofdistinctly higher quality
than the data from a single, average-quality contributor. When comparing
two quotes from this historical daily data, we may force I}; = 1 although
these quotes come from the same “contributor.” This special filtering
element is necessary only if there are huge, proven quality differences
between contributors.

= In multivariatefiltering (see Section 4.8.1), artificial quotes that might be
injected by a multivariate covariance analysis should have ii= 1 when
compared to each otheror to any other quote. 4.4.6 A Time Scalefor Filtering

Time playsa role in the adaptive elementsofthe levelfilter as well as in almost all
parts of the changefilter. Value changes are tolerated more easily when separated
by a large time interval between the time stamps. When using the term “time
interval,” we need to specify the time scale to be used.

The algorithm works with any time scale, but some are more suitable than

ee
Waa

= others. If our tolerance for quote level changesis as large over weekends as over
i working hours, we have to accept almost any bad quote from the few weekend
iad contributors. These weekend quotes are sometimestest quotesorother outliers in
i the absence ofa liquid market. Our solution is a time scale that compresses the
ra weekends and other inactive periods and thus leads to a lower tolerance.

Accounting for the low weekendactivity is vital, but the exact treatment of
typical volatility patterns during working days is less important. Therefore, we
cannot acceptusing only physicaltime (= calendar/clocktime), but the following
solutions are possible:

PePesi
1

Ihehi

1. A very simple business time with twostates: active (working days) and
inactive (weekend from Friday 21:00:00 GMTto Sunday 21 00:00 GMT,
plus the most important and general holidays), The speed ofthis business
time as compared to physical time would beeither 1.4 (in active state) or
0.01 (in inactive state).

2. Anadaptively weighted mean ofthree simple, generic business time scales
» with smoothly varying weights according to built-in statistics. This
solution suits those filter developers that prefer to avoid the complex #
technology of Chapter6.
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TABLE4.4 Active periods of the three generic markets.

Daytimes limiting the active periods of three generic, continent-wide markets; in Green-
wich Mean Time (GMT). The schemeis coarse, modelingjust the main structure of world-
wide financial markets. The active periodsdiffer according to local time zones and business
hours. The Asian market starts on the day before from the viewpoint of the GMT time

   

  

zone.

Market k start& fend,&

East Asia l 21:00 7:00
Europe 2 6:00 16:00
America 3 11:00 21:00 

3, An adaptively weighted mean of three generic business time scales ? as
defined by Chapter 6 or Dacorognaetal. (1993).

The second solution differs from the third one only in the definition of the
ef basic @-time scales. The adaptivity mechanism is the samefor both solutions.
7 Three generic 2-times are used, based on typical volatility patterns of three

main markets: Asia, Europe, and America. In the second solution, these # times
are defined as follows: 

doe | 3.4 if tetart,k < td < tendx ona working day (4.25)$a “dr 0.01 otherwise (inactive times, weekends, holidays)

where ty is the daytime in Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) andthe genericstart and
endtimes ofthe working-daily activity periods are given by Table 4.4. They corre-
spond to typical observations in several markets. The active periods of exchange-
traded instruments are subsets ofthe active periods of Table 4.4. The time scales
8; aretimeintegrals ofdi/dr from Equation 4.25. Thusthe time 3; flows either
rapidly in active market periods or very slowly in inactive periods, Its long-term

2h: average speed is similar to physical time. The implementation of Equation 4.25
is requires some knowledgeabout holidays. The database of holidays to be applied
23 may be rudimentary (e.g., Christmas holidays) or more elaborate to cover all main

holidays ofthe financial centers on the three continents, The effect of daylight
saving time is neglected here as the marketactivity modelis coarse.

[f the three #¢-times are chosenas defined by Chapter6 (the third solution of
the list), effects like daylight saving time and local holidays(1.e., characteristic for
one continent) are also covered. The activity in the morning ofthe geographical
markets is higher than in the afternoon—a typical behavior of FX rates and, even
more so, interest rates, interest rate futures, and other exchange-traded markets.

Once the three scales 3% are defined (by the integrals of Equation 4.25 in
our suggestion), their adaptively weighted mean is constructed and used as the
time scale & forfiltering. This 2-time is able to approximately capture the daily
and weekly seasonality and the low volatility of holidays, High precision is not
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102 CHAPTER 4 ADAPTIVE DATA CLEANING

required as # is only one among many ingredients ofthe data cleaning algoritim,
many of which are based on rather coarse approximations. Thisis the definition
of %-time:

9 = »: wy Of (4.26)
allk

with

>| (4.27)
allk

where “all k*” means “all markets.” This is three in our case, but the algorithm also
works for any other numberof generic markets. The weights wx are adaptive to
the actual behaviorofthe volatility. A high w, reflects a high fitness of 3, which
intplies that the volatility measured in 9; has low seasonal variations.

The determination of the w, might be done with methods such as the maxi-
mumlikelihoodestimation ofa volatilitymodel. However,this wouldbeunreliable
given the local convergence issues and the existing modeling limitations of Equa-
tion 4.26. The proposed heuristic method alwaysreturns an unambiguous solution.
Thevolatility of changes ofthe filtered variable is measured onall #;-scales in
terms of a variance similar to Equation 4.16:

= __6x?oo. = ema | ASsmooth’ 3D; + 500 (4.28)

 
 

where 50is the interval between validated neighbor quotes in 3,-time, 6x is the
Fat corresponding change ofthe filtered variable, 509 is defined by Equation 4.17
Bs and the time scale of the EMA is #-time. The notation is as in Sections 3.3.5
= and 3.4.3. Smoothing with a short range Adsmooth is necessary to diminish the
a influence of quote-to-quote noise. The EMA computation assumes a constant
= value of (5x)? /(8d, + 89) for the whole quote interval. This means the “next

point” interpolation of Equation 3.52.
The fluctuations of the variable o, indicate the badnessof the # model. In

the case of a bad fit, oj is often very low (when the @,-scale expands time) and
sometimes very high (when the #;-scale compresses time). The fluctuations are
quantified in terms ofthe variance Fy,

 

Fe = EMA[AQ,; (o%—EMA[ Ad,; 0% 1)? J (4.29)
MVar[ Ad,, 2; o% |

where the time scale is 2,-time; the MVar operator is explained in Section 3.3.8.
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22 FIGURE 4.2. The scalarfiltering window moves forwardin time by including new scalar
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33 The range Ad, has to be suitably chosen. In our approximation,the fluctuations
= directly define the weightofthe k"* market:
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which satisfies Equation 4.27 and can be inserted into Equation 4.26. 
4.5 THE SCALAR FILTERING WINDOW

The scalar filtering window is located at the bottom of the hierarchical structure
ofthe algorithm as shownin Table 4.1. It coversthesetofall recent scalar quotes
contained in a time interval. This neighborhood of quotes is used to judge the
credibility ofnew incomingscalar quotes. In the course ofthe analysis, these new
quotes are included and old quotes are dismissedat the back end of the window
following a certain rule. Thus the window is moving forward in time. This
mechanism is illustrated by Figure 4.2.

All the scalar quotes within the window have a provisionalcredibility value,
which is modified with new incoming quotes. When the quotes leave the window,
their credibilities are regarded as finally determined. Sufficiently credible quotes
are then used to update the statistics needed for adaptivity.
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104 CHAPTER 4 ADAPTIVE DATA CLEANING

At the initialization ofa filter from scratch, the window is empty. Whenthe
first scalar quote enters, it cannotbefiltered by pair filtering yet, only the level
filter applies.

4.5.1 Entering a New Quotein the Scalar Filtering Window

Whenevera new scalar quote enters the window, an analysis is made based on
earlier results and the new quote.

There are two possible ways in which a new quote enters the scalarfiltering
window:

1. The normal update. A new scalar quote from the data source enters, is
analyzed, andfinally becomes the newest member ofthescalar filtering
window, The window variables are updated accordingly. These operations
are described by Sections 4.5.2 through 4.5.6.

2, A filter test. A new scalar quote from any source is merely tested. It is
analyzedas in a normal update,but it does not become a memberofthe
window, No window variable is changedby this test. Thus we execute
the steps of Section 4.5.2 and avoid those of Sections 4.5.3 through 4.5.6.
The resulting trust capital of the new scalar quote is returned, 

et 4.5.2 The Trust Capital of a New Scalar Quote

& The algorithm ofthe filtering window is organized in an iterative way. Whenever
be a new quote enters the window, an update is made based on earlier results and an

analysis of the new quote.
= Whenthe new,i" scalar quote arrives, it already satisfies certain basic va-

lidity criteria (e.g., a price is not negative) and has possibly been transformed to
a logarithmic value. This is ensured by the higher-level quotesplitting algorithm
explained in Section 4,6. The following filtering operations are done with the
incomingi'" scalar quote:

1. The base trust capital Tj) is computed as the result of the level filter,
Equation 4.6,ifthe scalar quote is a bid-ask spread. Otherwise, Tjp = 0.
The resulting T:o of Equation 4.6 is multiplied by a configured constant
Cleve, that determines the importanceoflevelfiltering.

2. The new quote is comparedto all old quotes of the window through pair
filtering steps as described in Section 4.4.3. Thetrustcapitals 7); resulting
from Equation 4.13 determinethetrust capital J; of the new quote and also
affect the trust capitals 7; of the old quotes.

 
For computing 7jj, we need the expected squared value change V from Equa-
tion 4.20 and A®cor from Equation 4.19 and therefore the number Q of valid
quotes in the timeinterval from quote j to quote i. For this, we-use the valid-quote
age Q; of the old quotes

Q = Q)+1 (4.31)
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4,5 THE SCALAR FILTERING WINDOW 105

The increment by 1 stands for the new quote, which is not yet included in the
window. The computation of Q; is explained at the end of Section 4.5.3. The
resulting value of Q is inserted in Equation 4.19.

The trust capital of the new, i” quote is computed additively as follows
i-l

T = cere To+ > Cj Ti (4.32)
j=t-n

T/ is not termed Jj because it is not yet the final trust capital in some cases.
Equation 4,32 is a weighted sum with weights Cj; = C(7;) from Equation 4.1,
which are the currentcredibilities of the n other quotes of the window.

The numbernofquotes used for comparisonto the i?* quote has an influence
onthetrust capital andthusthe credibility. The higher the value of n, the higher
the trust capital according to Equation 4,32 (provided that we are in a series of
good data). This effectreflects the fact that the more comparisons to other quotes,
the more certain our judgment on credibility. However, the effect of increasing n
by adding more and more remote quotes is marginal. The remoteness of quotes
implies a high term proportional to (Av;iv? in the denominator of Equation 4.13,
so the resulting Tj; values are close to zero. The choice of n is further discussed
in Section 4.5.4.

Equation 4.32 is a conservative conceptinsofar as it judgesthe credibility of
a new quote in the light of the previously obtained credibilities C; of the earlier
quotes. In the case of an unusually large real move or price jump, new quotes
on a new level might be rejected for a prolonged time. To prevent this, there is
special treatmentof “after-jump”situations, which may lead to a correction of the
resultingtrust capital 7; and a quicker acceptance of a new level after a jump.

Thefirst step ofthe after-jumpalgorithm is to identify the location ofa possible
real jump within the scalar filtering window. This is done during the computation
ofEquation 4.32, Atevery j, we test whetherthe incomplete sum ofthat equation

vooll

uitnerengygeennenWaal

WYBie
wouon AfHs

AWath,

 = jel

= j'=i-n

is less than the critical value Terit

Tet = -Cievel Tio — | (4.34)

(where jz is defined below). At the sametime, wetest Tjj > 0 (this indicates
having reached a new, stable level after the jump rather than an outlier). At the
first j where both conditions are satisfied, we conclude that a value jump must
have taken place somewhere before quote j — 1, Although this jumpcertainly
happened before quote j, we define jump = j because this is the index of the
first quote where we have a reason to believe that the jump was real. In order to
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validate this possible real valuejump, weinitialize an a/ternative trust capital 7;

iat fury = Toit — 0.5 + bt (Tjat j = Terit) (4.35)
We dilute the normaltrust capital 7/,, ; by a small dilation factor When the
filter is initialized (before seeing some 10 acceptable quotes), we choosea slightly
larger 2 value in orderto preventthe filter from being trappedbyan initial outlier.
The offset term —0.5 in Equation 4.35 prevents the alternative hypothesis from
being too easily accepted. Forall values of j = jjump, we set

iy = wT; (4.36)

and insert these diluted trust capitals T; of old quotes in Equation 4.1. The
resulting credibilines Ci are used to complete fhe computation ofthe alternative
trust capital Ty’:

i-]

qT!’ = Oe 4 » ci tj (4.37)
j=jump

analogous to Equation 4.32.
Now, we decide whetherto take the normal, conservative trust capital T! or

the alternative 7/’. The resulting,final trust capital is 
T” if T/ > Tf and T” > 0=< I I I t- T= | T; otherwise (4.38)

= The alternative solution prevails if its trust capital exceeds 0 and the trust capital
ofthe conservative solution. Thetrust capital 7; of the new quoteis the end result
ofa purefilter test. In the case of a normal update, the window has to be updated.

4.5.3 Updating the Scalar Window

A new quote affects the trust capitals of the old quotes of the window. The most
dramatic change happensin the case of accepting the alternative hypothesis ac-
cording to Equation 4.38, In this case, a real value jump is acknowledged, which
leads to a major reassessmentofthe old quotes. First, the pairwisetrust capital of
quote comparisons across the jumpis diluted

 
a
a=ae

a HT; for j < Jjump .Teor, ij = Tj otherwise (4.39)
In the normal case with no jump, Tyorr,ij = Tiy. Afterward, the quotes after the
newly detected jump get a new opportunity

_ wT, if J > jump and Tj < 0Tinew = | T; otherwise (nae)
In the case of a jump,this new value T;,new replaces T),
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4.5 THE SCALAR FILTERING WINDOW 107

In every case, whetherthere is a jumpornot, the trust capitals of all quotes
are finally updated additively following Equation 4.32

Tirew = Tj) + Ci Teorij for j =i-n...i-] (4.41)
where C; = C(T;) follows from Equation 4.1 by substituting 7; from Equa-
tion 4.38. The result Tj,new of Equation 4.41 is replacing the old value Tj. I
should also be clarified that the diluted values T; from Equation 4.36 are never
directly used to modify the trust capitals 7).

In historical filtering, Equations 4.39 through 4.41 mayleadto the rehabili-
tation of an initially rejected old quote. Evenin real-timefiltering, the corrected
trust capital of an old quote indirectly contributes to the filtering of new quotes
through Equation 4.32 andthroughthe use ofonly sufficiently credible old quotes
in the statistics of adaptivefiltering.

The valid-quote age Q; ofall the old quotesis also updated

Qinw = Q;+C; , for j =i-—a...i-1 (4.42)

where C; = C(T7;). The more credible the new quote, the higher the increment of
the valid-quote age Q;.

After all these updates, the new quote with index i andwith its newly computed
trust capital 7; is inserted in the window as its newest member, with the valid-quote
age Q;initialized to zero.

 
FUEal

NWth
4.5.4 Dismissing Quotes from the Scalar Window
The window does not grow infinitely. At the end of a normal update as described
in Section 4.5.3, a rule for dismissing scalar quotes is applied. There are three
criteria for obtaining a properly sized window:(1) a sufficienttime interval, (2)a
sufficient number of quotes, and (3) a sufficient overall credibility ofall scalar
quotes. Thesecriteria are listed here in the sequence of increasing importance.

In our general quote dismissal rule, we use the product of the criteria. At
the end of an update with a new quote,the following condition for dismissing the
oldest quote (with index i — 7) is evaluated:

vealAathe
fataldshoreen

6
nl

(%— tnd |SoG-;| = W (4.43)
=0

He

The sum ofcredibilities, the overall credibility, is the most importantcriterion and
is therefore raisedto the sixth power. This exponentis a parameter as manyothers;
the value 6 has been foundoptimal in tests ofsamplesofdifferent data frequencies
and qualities. The configuration parameter W defines the sufficient size of the
window and hasthe dimension of a time. The parameter W is somehowrelated to
the parameter v of Equation 4.13, which determinesa filtering range. Choosing a
very large W whenv is limited does not add value becausethe distant quotes have
anegligible weight in this case,
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108 CHAPTER 4 ADAPTIVE DATA CLEANING

A few considerations mayillustrate the behavior ofEquation 4.43. If the data
in the window are of good quality, the window is of small size. As soon as a
cluster of low-quality or doubtful data enters the window,it will grow (sometimes
to a very largesize) until the situation becomesclearer and mostold quotes can be
dismissed again. In the case of a sparse timeseries, the window maycontain few
quotes but these quotes will extend further in time than for a dense time series.
After dismissing the oldest quote when Equation 4.43is fulfilled, the whole quote
dismissal procedure is repeated as long as the remaining window still satisfies
Equation 4.43.

In very rare cases, the window growsto a very large size and the filtering algo-
rithm becomes slow. This problem andits solution are discussed in Section 4.5.6.
Aside from this, another saféty measure is taken where a quote older than 300 days
is dismissed from the window even if Equation 4.43isnotfulfilled, as long as the
remaining windowstill has at least two quotes.

Dismissed scalar quotes are also reported to the higher levelofthefiltering
algorithm. This is necessary in the case ofhistoricalfiltering for producing the
final filtering results.

4.5.5 Updating the Statistics with Credible Scalar Quotes
Whena scalar quote is dismissed from the window,its credibility C; has reached

z a final value that will no longer be changed where C; = C(7;) results from Equa-
iS tion 4,1. This is the right momentto updateall the statistics needed for the adap-

 
om tivity ofthefilter.
E Invalid quotes are excluded from thesestatistics and they are simply ignored
- when updating the statistical variables. We set a critical credibility level Corit
2s where only quotes with credibility values above Co,j are used for updating the

statistics. However, we should notbe too rigid when excluding quotes. Thefilter
bas to adapt to unexpected events such as sudden volatility increases, but this
requires including also some mildly rejected quotes. Infact, tests have shown that
only the totally invalid quotes should be excluded here. We choose a low critical
credibility level, In theinitial phase, rightafter a filter starts from initialization
(before having seen 10 acceptable quotes), we take a larger, more cautious value.

If a dismissed quote has a credibility C; > Cert, we update all the statis-
tics. These updates typically imply the computation of moving average iteration
formulas, and thestatistics are explained in Sections 4.4.2 through 4.4.6.

 
4.5.6 A Second Scalar Window for Old Valid Quotes

The quote dismissalrule ofEquation 4.43 makessure that the scalar window stays
reasonably small—except in the case of a very long series of bad quotes. Such
long,rarely occuring series usually consist ofcomputerized quotes(e.g., repeated
or monotonic quotes). Thefiltering window technology as describedsofar is well
able to handle this case, but the computation time of the filter grows very much
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46 THE FULL-QUOTE FILTERING WINDOW 109

in the case of a very latge window. Inreal time, this does not really matter, but
historical filtering becomes slow.

For efficiency reasons, thefilter therefore supports a second queueofold valid
quotes. The normalscalar windowsizeis strictly limited to a maximum number of
quotes, but an old quote dismissed from the normal windowis stored in a second
scalar windowif its credibility exceeds a low threshold value, Otherwise, the
dismissed quote is treated as any dismissed quote, as explained before, including
the updatingofstatistics and thefinal reportingofits credibility,

This secondscalar window ofold valid quotes is normally empty. As soon as
one or moredismissed quotesare in this window,it is treated as a part ofthe normal
scalar windowin all computations. The trust capital computation ofEquation 4.32.
for example, has a sum over both scalar windows,starting at the window ofold
valid quotes. The window ofold valid quotes stays and possibly growsas long
as the quote dismissal condition (applied to the two joined scalar windows)is not
fulfilled. When the conditionis fulfilled, the oldest quote ofthe scalar window of
old valid quotes is deleted. After deleting all ofits quotes, the second window is
again empty andfiltering is back to the normal mode.

The concept ofa secondscalarfiltering window forold valid quotes adds quite
some complexity to thefilter and is motivated only by computational efficiency.

4.6 THE FULL-QUOTEFILTERING WINDOW

The full-quote filtering window is managed on hierarchy level 2 of Table 4.1. It
is basically a sequenceofrecentfull quotes plusa set of algorithmic methods of
managing and processing this sequence. The full-quote filtering windowhas the
following tasks:

 
= Splitting the quotes into scalar quotes that can be used in the filtering

Sse operations of Section 4.4.
8 =Afirst basic validity test for the filtered variables. This is usually a domain

test (e.g., rejecting negative prices). Rejected scalar quotes are marked as
invalid (C; = 0) and eliminated from all further tests. They do not enter a

£3 scalar filtering window.

== = In many cases, a transformation of the quoted level such as taking loga-
rithms ofprices instead ofraw price values.

= Creating independentfiltering environmentsforall types of scalar quotes,
each with its own scalarfiltering window.

«= Storing the credibility of dismissed scalar quotes untilall the other scalar
quotes belonging to the same full quote have also been dismissed. (The
spreadfilter may dismiss quotes before the bid pricefilter, for example.)

® Storing the full quotes as long as two or morefiltering hypotheses coexist,
until one of them wins. This is decided by the next higher hierarchy level
(see Section 4.7), The decision betweenfiltering hypotheses can also be
made fast enough to make this point superfluous.
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110 CHAPTER 4 ADAPTIVE DATA CLEANING

= Whenafull quoteis finally dismissed, reportingit, together with its filter-
ing results, to the higher level (needed only in historical filtering).

{n principle, the full-quote filtering window also offers the opportunity ofanalyzing
thosedataerrors thataffect full quotes in a way that cannot be analyzed whenjust
looking at scalar quotesaftersplitting. In our experience, we have never found
a good reason to implementthis (aside from the filtering hypotheses discussed in
Section 4.7),

The full quotes may enter a full-quote filtering window in a form already
corrected bya filtering hypothesis. This fact plays no role here since the algorithm
of the full-quote window doesnot care about quote corrections. Thisis managed
on a higher level. The most important task of the full-quote filtering window is
quote splitting.

4.6.1 Quote Splitting Depending onthe Instrument Type
Quotes can have complex structures as explained in Section 4.2.1. The filter fol-
lows the guideline ofquote splitting, which is motivated by the goals ofmodularity
and transparency, Instead oftrying to formulate complex algorithms for complex
data structures, we split the quotes into scalar quotes that are individually filtered,
wherever possible. Somefiltering operations are done on a higher level before
splitting as explained in Section 4.7.

The quotesplitting unit has the task ofsplitting the stream offull quotes into
streams ofdifferentfiltered variables, each with its scalar quotes that are used in
the filtering operations of Section 4.4.

Somequotes, such as bid-ask or open/high/low/close quotes, are splittable by
nature, Only the bid-ask case is discussed here as many instruments come in the
form of bid-ask quotes: Other instruments have single-valued quotes. Bid-ask
quotesare split into three scalar quotes:

® Bid quote

= Ask quote

= Bid-ask spread

Other instruments have single-valued quotes, which are “split” into one scalar
quote:

= The “level” quote

This is notas trivial as it looks because quote splitting is coupled with two other
operations: basic validity testing and mathematical transformations, as will be
explained. The user ofthe filter has to know whether an instrument has single-
valued or bid-ask quotes andhas to select or configure thefilter accordingly.

4.6.2 The Basic Validity Test

Many quotes have a natural lowerlimit in a predetermined domain. This instru-
ment-dependent information has an impact on quote splitting and needs to be
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4.6 THE FULL-QUOTE FILTERING WINDOW 111

configured by the user. The lower limit ofthe allowed domainis called pmin. For
some instruments,there is no limit (or pmin =—00). The choice ofthe lower limit
is rather obvious for most instruments. A list of important examples is presented
here:

Prices. Genuine asset prices of whatever kind, including FX and equity prices,
are never negative. This means: Pmin = 0.

FX forward premiums/discounts. As explained in Section 2.3.2, the “forward
points” can be positive or negative. There is no lower limit (Pmin = —0°).

Interest rates. These can be slightly negative in extreme cases such as the JPY
case discussedin Section 2.3.1 (but these negative interest rates were above
-1%). Some theories rely on interest rates staymg always positive, but a
filter is not allowed to reject slightly negative interest rates if these are
posted by reasonable contributors. The filter should use a moderately
negative value of pmin here, ¢.g. —5%.

Short-term interest-rate futures. These can normally be handled as ordinary prices
(where pmin = 0), but are in fact defined by Equation 2.3 to have no lower
limit (but an upper one), In practice, futures prices are quite far from 0,
so it does not matter whether we assume a lowerlimit of 0 or none.

weeny eve)
mm
Ha

tin The choice ofthe lowerlimitis importantfor the further treatment. The following
errors lead to completeinvalidity:kwoatNBttn

® Quotes that violate the monotonic sequence of time stamps (i.e., quotes
with a time stamp before the previously treated quote). In some software
environments, this is an impossibleerror.

cree
iNee

tae
= A domain error. Anillegal level p ofthefiltered variable (i.¢., p < Pmin)

as opposed to a merely implausiblelevel.

Invalid scalar quotes with an error ofthis kind do not enter a scalarfiltering
window and are completely ignored in all furtherfiltering steps. We mark them
bysetting C; = 0. This is a fundamentally stronger statementthan merely giving
a very low credibility as a result of the scalarfiltering window.

In the case of bid-ask quotes, the three resulting scalar quotes are tested indi-
vidually:

 
73=

neyothy
® Bid quote. Domain error ifbid quote ppia < Pmin-
= Ask quote. Domainerror if ask quote Pas < Pmin-
= Bid-ask spread. Domainerrorif pask < Poid-

Thus it is possible that the same quote leadsto a valid bid quote passed to the
scalarfiltering window ofbid prices and an invalid ask quote thatis rejected.

The domain test of bid-ask spreads needs to be further discussed. First, we
mightinterpret bad values (Pask < Ppid) a8 the result of a sequenceerror. In other
words, if the contributor typed ask-bid instead of bid-ask, this would be an error
that could be corrected bythefilter, This interpretation, although being true in
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112 CHAPTER 4 ADAPTIVE DATA CLEANING

many cases, is dangerous as a general rule. Wepreferto reject all ask quotes that
are less than the bid quote.

Onthe other hand, a morerigid test mightalso reject zero spreads. However,
there are some quote contributors to minor markets interested only in either bid or
ask or middle quotes. These contributors often produce formal quotes with ppid =
Pask. In some markets, such quotesare the rule rather than the exception. A filter
that rejects all of those quotes is throwing away some valuable and irreplaceable
information.

The solution looks as follows. First, there isafiltering option of generally
rejecting zero spreads(i.e., the case Pyid = Pask). If the user chooses this option,
the quotesplitting algorithm will act accordingly. Otherwise, zero spreads can be
accepted, but they have low credibilities in a market dominated by positive spreads.
This is further explained in the next section.

4.6.3. Transforming the Filtered Variable

Thefiltered variable is mathematically transformed in order to reach two goals:

1. A simpler (e.g., more symmetric) density function. The basicfiltering
operations (e.g., Equation 4.6), assume a roughly symmetric distribution
ofthe scalar quote values (andtheir changes). Somevariables, mainly the
bid-ask spread, have a skeweddistribution. The filtering method contains
no full-fledged analysis to determine the exact nature ofthe distribution.
This would be too much for an efficientfilter algorithm, The idea ofthe
transformationis that the mathematically transformedvariable has a more
symmetric distribution than the raw form. For the logarithm of bid-ask
spreads, this has been demonstrated in Miiller and Sgier (1992).

_ The transformedvariable should not depend onunits such as Japanese Yens
per U.S. Dollar. Relative changes have the advantage ofbeing comparable
between different financial instruments anddifferent time periods of the
same instrument. They do not depend on the units in whichthe different
rates are expressed. A usual way to work with relative, unit-free variables
is to take the logarithm ofthe raw variables suchas prices.
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Therules ofthe mathematical transformationare closelyrelatedto the validity
tests of Section 4.6.2. The transformation neverfails because all illegal quotes have
already been removedbythe domaintests. The transformed quote valueis denoted
by x and used in many formulas ofSection 4.4.

For single-valued quotes, bid quotes, and ask quotes, the following transfor-
mation is made:

Fs
=
EkE=

| log(p — Pmin) if Pin > —00 exists (4.44)p otherwise

For bid-ask spreads, the transformation is

=> “spread => 45.564 / Xask — bid (4.45)
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4.7 UNIVARIATE FILTERING 113

where x},g and Xas are results from Equation 4.44. Equation 4.45 has been chosen
to return a valuesimilar to log(Xask —Xpd) +constantfora wide range ofarguments
Xask — Xbia OF typically occurring sizes. Indeed, a logarithmic transformation
of spread values would be a natural choice. The reason to use Equation 4.45
ratherthan a logarithmic transformation is related to zero spreads.” A logarithmic
transformation would make zero spreads impossible (as log(0) = —oo). When
inserting a zero spread in Equation 4.45, we obtain the legal result x = 0, This
value is far away from typical ranges of values obtained for positive spreads, so
its credibility is likely to be low in normalsituations. When zero spreads become
a usual event, thefilter will start to accept them.

4.7 UNIVARIATE FILTERING

Univariate filtering is the top levelofthefilter. All the mainfiltering functions are
managed here, Thefull-quote filterimg window with its quote splitting algorithm
of Section 4.6.1] is on a lower hierarchy level (see Table 4.1). Thus the univariate
filter sees full quotes before they are split; it has access to all components ofa full
quote in their raw form (with no transformation).

The tasks ofunivariate filtering are as follows:

= Serving as the main configurationofa filter.
= Analyzing those data errors that affect not only individual quotes but a

whole continuous sequence of quotes. The presence (or absence) of such
ia a generalerrordefinesthefiltering hypothesis. Two such cases were found
5 in financial data and are therefore covered by thefilter:

 
1, Decimal errors. A wrong decimaldigit of the quote, corresponding

to a constantoffset from the true quote.

2. Sealing factor, The quote deviates from the true level by a constant

He factor, often a powerof 10.
= Both cases are further discussed here.

® Creating a new full-quotefiltering window for a newly detectedfiltering
hypothesis.

 
= Managingfiltering hypotheses andtheir full-quotefiltering windows dur-

ing their lifetimes, selecting the winning hypothesis.
= In the case of an error hypothesis, correcting the error of new incoming

quotes accordingto the hypothesis and passing the corrected quotes to the
full-quote filtering window.

= Packaging thefiltering results to be accessed bythe user.
= Recommending a suitable build-up periodofthefilter prior to the desired

start date ofthefiltering result production, based onthefilter configuration.
Typicalsizes are from weeks to months.

2 The treatment ofzero spreads is discussed at the end of Section 4.6.2.
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Theerrors affecting a continuous sequenceofquotes cannotbe sufficiently fil-
tered by the meansdescribedin the previous sections; they pose a special challenge
to filtering. The dangeristhatthe continuousstream offalse quotesis acceptedto
be valid after a while because this false series appears infernally consistent.
Afiltering hypothesis is characterized by one general assumption on an error

affecting all its quotes. This can lead to another unusual property. Sometimesthe
cause of the erroris so clear and the size of the error so obvious that quotes can
be corrected. In these cases, the filter produces not only credibilities andfiltering
reasons but also corrected quotes that can be used in further applications. This
will discussed further,

The errors leadingtoafilter hypothesis are rare. Before discussing the details,
we should evaluate the relevance ofthis filtering element in general. Such an
evaluation may lead to the conclusionthatthefiltering hypothesis algorithm is not
necessary in a new implementationofthefilter.

Decimalerrors have been the dominanterror type in the page-based data feed
from Reuters in 1987-1989. In lateryears, they have becomerare;they hardly exist
in modern data feeds. The few remaining decimalerrors in the 1990s often were of
short duration so they could successfullybefiltered also throughthe standard data
filter, Thusthere is no convincing case for adding a decimalerrorfilter algorithm
to a filter of modern data. A decimal errorfilter is needed if old, historical data
have to be cleaned.

Thescalingfilter is also superfluous if the user ofthefilter has a good orga-
nization ofraw data. Ifa currencyis rescaled (e.g., 1000 old units = 1 new unit as
in the case of the Russian Ruble), a company with good data handling rules will
not need the data cleaningfilter to detect this; this rescaling will be appropriately
handled beforethe data is passedto thefilter. Rescaled currencies (or equity quotes

. after a stock split) can be treated as a new time series. However, the transition
= between the two definitions may not be abrupt, and there may be a mixture of
We quotes of both scaling types for a while. A scaling analysis within thefilter can

serve as an additional elementofsafety to treat this case and detect unexpected
scale changes.

There is the possibility of having coexisting hypotheses, for example, the
hypothesis of having a decimal error and the hypothesis of haying none. If an
immediate decision in favor of one hypothesis is always made, there is no need to
store two coexisting hypotheses. Note thatthe filtering hypothesis algorithmsare
executed for each new quote before quote splitting.

 
 

4.7.1 The Results of Univariate Filtering

The outputofthe univariate filter consists ofseveralparts. For every quote entered,
the followingfiltering results are available:

1. The credibility of the quote

2. The value(s) of the quote, possibly corrected accordingtoafiltering hy-
pothesis such as a scaling factor or a decimal error as explained in 4.2.2
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3. Thefiltering reason, explaining whythefilter has rejected a quote
4. Individual credibilities of scalar quotes (bid, ask, spread)

Users may only want a minimum ofresults, perhaps just a yes/no decision on
using or not using the quote. This can be obtained by simply checking whether
the credibility of the quote is above or below a threshold value, whichis usually
chosen to be 0.5.

In the case of bid-ask data, the credibility C ofthe full quote has to be deter-
mined from the credibilities of the scalar quotes, usually applying the following
formula:

C = min(Cpia: Cask: Copread) (4.46)

This formula is conservative and safe; valid quotes are meantto be valid in every
respect. The timing ofthe univariatefiltering output depends on whether it is in a
historical or real-time mode.

4.7.2 Filtering in Historical and Real-Time Modes
The terms “historical” and “real-time”are defined from the perspective offiltering
here.Afilter in real-time mode may be applied in a historical test, The two modes
differ in their timing:

® Inthe real-time mode, the credibilities of a newly included quote resulting
from Equations 4.38 and 4.1 are immediately passed to the univariate
filtering unit. If there is only onefiltering hypothesis, these credibilities
are directly accessible to the user. If there are several hypotheses, the
hypothesis with the highest overall credibility will be chosen.
In the case of historical filtering, the initially produced credibilities are
modified by the advent ofnew quotes. Only those quotes are output whose
credibilities are finally determined. Atthat time, the quotes leave the full-
quotefiltering window andthis impliesthat their components have alsoleft
the correspondingscalarfiltering windows.If severalfiltering hypotheses

fa coexist, their full-quote windows do not dismiss any quotes and so we
getfiltering results only when conflicts betweenfiltering hypotheses are
finally resolved in favor of one winning hypothesis.
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Although these modesaredifferent, their implementation andselection is easy. In
the historical mode, weretrieve the oldest memberofthe full-quote window only
after a test on whetherthis oldest quote and its results are ready. In the real-time
mode, we pick the newest memberof the same full-quote window. Thusit is
possible to get both modesfrom the samefilter run.

A specialoption ofhistoricalfiltering should be available by obtaining the last
quotes andtheir results when the analysis reaches the most recent available quote.
It should be possible to output the full-quote window (of the dominant filtering
hypothesis) for that purpose, even if the credibilities of its newest quotes are not
finally corrected.
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This leads to another timing mode that might frequently occur in practice. A
real-time filter might be started from historical data, In this case, we start the filter
in historical mode, flush the full-quote window as soonasthefilter time reaches
real time, and then continue in real-time mode. This can be implementedas a
special modeif such applications are likely.

4.7.3, Choosing the Filter Parameters

The filter algorithm as a whole depends on many configuration parameters. Ta-
ble 4.5 summarizesthe definitions and explanations. The parameters are listed in
the sequence of their appearance in Chapter 4. Some less important parameters
have no symbol and appear directly as numbers in the text; nevertheless they have
been included in Table 4.5. The same parameter values can be chosen for the
different financial markets. Tests have shown that we need no parameter adjust-
ments because the adaptive algorithm successfully adjusts to different financial
instruments,

Filter users may choose the parameter values in order to obtain a filter with
properties suited to theirneeds. A higher value of£ in Equation 4.11, for instance,
will lead to a moretolerantfilter. For a sensitivity test, we define differentfilters,
for example, a weak (tolerant) filter and a strong (fussy)filter. This is explained
in Section 4.9.

ifar

=pat

 

"ieeiee 4.8 SPECIAL FILTER ELEMENTS

The filter described so far is flexible enough for mostcases, but not for some of
the special error types presented at the end of Section 4.2.2. These errors can
be identified by additional algorithmic elements, which are discussed by Miiller
(1999), Moreover, there can be disruptive events such as the redefinition of finan-
cial instruments that pose someadditional problems, For these rare cases, the data
cleaning environmentshould provide the possibility ofhuman intervention.
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4.8.1 Multivariate Filtering: Filtering Sparse Data

 Multivariate filtering is a concept that has not been used in the empirical results of
this book, and univariate filtering as described in Section 4.7 remainsthe highest
algorithmic level. Multivariate filtering requires a more complex andless modular
software than univariate filtering—butit seemsthe only wayto filter very sparse
timeseries with unreliable quotes. Some concepts of a possible implementation
are presented here.

In the financial markets, there is a quite stable structure ofonly slowly varying
correlations between financial instruments. In risk management software pack-
ages, a large, regularly updated covariance matrix is used to keep track ofthese
correlations, Covariance matrices between financial instruments can also be ap-
plied in the data cleaning of sparse quotes. Although univariate filtering methods
work well for dense quotes, they lose a large part of their power when the density
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TABLE 4.5 List offilter parameters.

 
 

 

Description ofparameter

 

  

Range of mean x 2
Parameters of AXxnin
Critical deviation from mean x

used in the level filter

Critical size of value change

Interaction range in changefilter (normal
value, special value for bid-ask spread)

Range ofquote density

Weight ofnew quote in quote density (normal
value, special value for repeated quotes)

Range of short-term, standard and long-term
volatility (vfasts U; Uslow)

Relative time interval offset for volatility

Absolutetimeinterval offset for volatility

Relative limits of quote interval Ad (upper,
lower)

Weight of squared granule in volatility offset
Parameters used for volatility offset 9 for

bid-ask spreads
Range (memory) of the quote diversity

analysis
All parameters of the impact of quote diversity
Activity of active periods, for 0;
Activity of inactive periods, for 0,
Rangeof short-term volatility used for 9
Range ofthe variance of volatility fluctuations

used for

Weight ofthe levelfilter
Trust capital dilution factor (normalvalue,

special valueatinitialization from scratch)
Window size parameter

Critical credibility for statistics update
(normal value, special valueatinitialization
from scratch)

Lowerlimit of allowed domain (prices, FX
forwards, interest rates)

Factor in transformation ofbid-ask spreads.

Standard credibility threshold for accepting a
quote

Symbol Equation number

Ad, 43,44

(after Equation 4.7)

Ey 48
Eq 4.11
v 4.13

Ad, 4.15

Cd 4.15

Ady 4.16

dy 4.17
dttnin 4.17

4.19

4.21

(after Equation 4,21)

R 4,22

4.24

4.25

4,25

APemooth 4.28
Ad, 4.29

level 4,32
L 4.34 -—4.36

Ww 4.43

Corit (Section 4.5.5)

Pmin 4.44 (and Section 4.6.2)

4.45

(Section 4.7.1)
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118 CHAPTER 4 ADAPTIVE DATA CLEANING

of quotes is low. When a new quote of a sparse series comes in, there are only few
quotesto compare and these quotes can be quite ald andthus notidealforfiltering.
This is the place where some additional information from the covariance matrix
becomesuseful. This can technically be done in several ways.

The only method outlined here is the artificial guote method. If the sparse rate
(e.g.. in form of a middle price) is included in.a covariance matrix that also covers
some denser rates, we can generate someartificial quotes of the sparse series by
exploiting the most recent quotes of the denser series and the covariance matrix.
The expectation maximization (EM)algorithm of Morgan Guaranty (1996) is a
method to produce suchartificial quotes; there are also some alternative methods.
Results are goodifall the series included in the generation ofartificial quotes are
highly correlated or anticorrelated to the sparse series.

Artificial quotes may suffer from three uncertainties: (1) they have a stochastic
error in the value becausethey are estimated, (2) there is an uncertainty in time due
to asynchronicities in the quotesofthe different financial instruments (Low e7/al.,
1996), and (3) only a part of the full quote is estimated from the covariance matrix
(e.g., the middle price, whereas the bid-ask spread has to be coarsely estimated as
an average ofpast values). Therefore, an additional rule may be helpful by using
artificial quotes only if they are not too close to good quotes of the sparse series.

In somecases, we can simply use arbitrage conditions to constructanartificial
quote, such as the triangular arbitrage ofFX cross rates explained in Section 2.2.2.
The following algorithmic steps are donein the artificial quote method:

PoE)PatyayyHWey
Hiante,at

® Define a basket of high-frequency time series whichare fairly well corre-
lated or anticorrelated to the sparse series.

aeyEt!
i)

® Generate artificial quotes from the correlation matrix and mix them with
the normal quotes of the sparse series, thus reinforcing the powerof the
univariate filtering algorithm,

= Eliminate the artificial quotes from thejina/ output of the filter (because a
filter is not a gap-filler).

td"4
 

This algorithm has the advantage of leaving the univariate filtering algorithm al-
most unchanged. The multivariate element only enters in the technical form of
additional quotes. Quotes are the usual input of univariatefiltering.

4.9 BEHAVIOR AND EFFECTS OF THE DATA FILTER

Data cleaning is a necessity because unfiltered outliers would spoil almost any data
application. However, there is a legitimate concern about unwanted side effects
caused by data cleaning. Are too many ticks rejected? Doesfiltering open a door
to arbitrary data manipulation?

The rejection rates are low as shown by the typical examples presented in
Table 4.6. The investigated datafilter is a standard filter developed and used by
Olsen & Associates (O&A), following the guidelines ofChapter 4. A proper build-
up time is essential for such an adaptivefilter as explained in Section 4.3.1. In all
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49 BEHAVIOR AND EFFECTS OF THE DATA FILTER 119

TABLE 4.6 Data cleaning: Rejection rates.

Percentage of ticks rejected by a standard data cleaning filter of Olsen & Associates, for
different financial markets. The analyzed test sarnples always consist of irregularly spaced
high-frequency data over a period of one year, The reported rejection rates originate from
the filter working in real-time mode,

Market Financial Analyzed Number of Rejected All

  

 

instrument time all ticks outlier rejected
period in period ticks ticks

Major FX rates EUR-USD Mar99-Feb00 3,457,116 0.07% 0.30%
USD-JPY Jan 89 -Dec 89 683,555 0.24% 0.49%
USD-JPY Jan99-Dec99 =1,324.421 0.06% 0.48%

Minor FX rates USD-MYR Jan 99-Dee 99 1,950 7.59% S.41%
USD-MXP Jan 99- Dec 99 55,227 1.14% 1.66%

Spot interest rates GBP Jan 99—Dec 99 10,471 0.08% 50.27%
(3 months)

Short-term interest CHF Jan 99—-Dee 99 34,561 8.54% 8.54%
rate futures (Mar 00, LIFFE)

nell
P=
fuel=:
*

examples, the build-up period was the 3 months preceding the analyzed period.
All the examined raw data have been collected from the Reuters real-time data

feed, Two rejection rates are indicated: (1) the rejection rate of“classical”outliers
only, and (2) the rate ofall rejected ticks, including those monotonically dnfting
or excessively repeated ticks identified by special parts of the cleaning algorithm.
These “nonclassical” data errors are explained in Section 4.2.2 and can directly
or indirectly lead to bad data quality, as the normal outliers. Therefore, they are
eliminated by a gooddatafilter,

For frequently quoted, major financial instruments, Jess than 0.5% of the
ticks are rejected, as indicated by examples of major FX rates (EUR-USD and
USD-JPY) in Table 4.6. The two analyzed USD-JPY samples are separated in
time by 10 years.. The percentage of outliers has clearly decreased over these
10 years. Data quality seems to have improved. However, the percentage ofall
rejected ticks has remained almost stable, due to an increase of monotonically
drifting and excessively repeated ticks. These bad ticks are generated by improper
computerized quoting, which has obviously become more widespread over the
years. Minor FX rates such as USD-MYR and USD-MXPin Table 4.6 typically
have higher rejection rates, which may exceed 5%. In less liquid markets, the
competitive pressure to publish high-quality data seems to be lower. The spot
interest rate ofGBP with a maturity of3 months in Table 4.6 has the high rejection
rate of 50%, but there are just 0.1% tre outliers. The high number of 50%
is solely due to the quoting habit of one single bank that excessively repeated
few quotes at high frequency over long periods. This behavior is also found for
other, similar financial instruments. Market data from exchanges are often more
reliable because of the centralized data generation. The percentage ofoutliers is
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smaller, and there are no monotonically drifting or excessively repeated quotes.
This latter observation can be made for the Swiss Franc (CHF)interestrate futures
ofTable 4.6, whereall the rejected ticks are true outliers, However, the outlier rate
is rather high, about 8.5%. A closer look shows that mostofthese rejectedticks are
empty ticks with formally quoted values ofzero. Whatever the reason ofthe data
supplier to post these empty ticks, the filter rightly rejects them as outliers. The
rejection rates ofTable 4.6 have been computed for the filter running in real-time
mode. The correspondingrejection rates ofhistorical filtering (see Section 4.7.2)
are similar—usually slightly lower. A data filter needs a testing environmentto
analyze its statistical behavior. Table 4.6 presents a simple example of results
producedby such a testing environment.

A good general methodtotest the effects offiltering in practice is a sensitivity
analysis of the following kind. The data application, whateverit is, is implemented
twice, using two differentfilters. Both filters may follow the same algorithm, but
one of them is weak with more tolerant parameters, leading to a lowerrejection
rate, perhaps only half the rejection rate of the otherfilter. Then the results of
both applications are compared to each other. The deviations between analogous
results directly reflect the sensitivity or robustness ofthe analysis against changes
in the data cleaning algorithm,and indirectly the possible degree of distortion by
the filter.

This has been done, for example, in the case of an extreme value study of
FX retums—a type of analysis very sensitive to outliers (which naturally lead

 
=

to extreme return observations). Fortunately, the results for both filters are very
SLi similar, which meansthat both filters successfully eliminate the true outliers. The
= doubtful ticks that are accepted by onefilter and rejected by the other one have
_ little influence onthe finalresults.
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BASIC STYLIZED FACTS

 

 
"

Aeype
“FUin 5.1 INTRODUCTION

Gathering basic stylized facts on the behavioroffinancial assets and their returns
is an important research activity. Without such facts it is not possible to design
models that can explain the data. High-frequency data opened up a whole new
field ofexploration and broughtto light some behaviors that could not be observed
at lower frequencies. In this chapter we review the mainstylized facts for foreign
exchange (FX) rates, interbank money marketrates, and Eurofutures contracts.

Thesestylized facts can be grouped under four main headings: autocorrela-
tion of return,distributional issues, scaling properties, and seasonality. Wefind a
remarkablesimilarity between the different asset types. Hence, weshall examine
each of the properties first for FX rates and then show how they are present or
modified for the others. FX rates have been the subject ofmany studies. However,
these studies do not present a unified framework ofthe return distributions of the
data-generating process. Mostofthe earlier literature analyzed daily time series,
but, more and more,recent publications deal with intraday prices. They essentially
confirm the findings ofthis chapter. Here, we usea set ofintraday time series cov-
ering a worldwide 24 hr market,’ and wepresenta study offundamental statistical
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| For a full description ofthe data, we refer the reader to Chapter2.

121
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122 CHAPTER 5 BASIC STYLIZED FACTS

properties of the intraday data. More specifically, this chapter demonstrates the
following:

® Atthe highest frequency, the middle price is subject to microstructure
effects (e.g., the bouncing ofprices betweenthe bid and ask levels). The
price formation process plays an important role and overshadows some of
the properties encountered at lower frequencies.

= Thedistributions of returns are increasingly fat-tailed as data frequency
increases (smaller interval sizes) and are hence distinctly unstable. The
second moments ofthe distributions most probably exist while the fourth
moments tendto diverge.

Scaling laws describe mean absolute returns and mean squared returns as
functions of their time intervals (varying from a few minutes to one or
more years). We find that these quantities are proportional to a power of
the intervalsize.

There is evidence of seasonal heteroskedasticity in the form ofdistinct
daily and weekly clusters ofvolatility. This effect may partly explain the

Ae fat-tailedness of the returns and should be taken into accountin the study
of the return distributions, Daily and weekly patterns also exist in quote
frequency.
Daily and weekly patterns are also found for the average bid-ask spread,
which is negatively correlated to the volatility. The trading activity in
terms ofprice quoting frequencyhas a positive correlation to the volatility
and a negative one to the spread. These findings implythat the trading vol-
umeis also positively correlated to the volatility. The daily patterns of all
these variables may be explained by the behavior ofthree main markets—

= America, Europe, and East Asia—whoseactive periods partially overlap.
Our intraday and intraweek analysis shows that there are systematic vari-
ations of volatility, even within what are generally considered business
hours.

  

 
aEg=

Tr, Theliterature presents a numberofviews regardingthedistributions of FX returns
and the corresponding data-generating process. Some papers claim FX returns to
be close to Paretian stable ones,for instance, (McFarlandef al., 1982; Westerfield,
1997); someto Studentdistributionsthat are notstable (Rogalski and Vinso, 1978;
Boothe and Glassman, 1987); some reject anysingle distribution (Calderon-Rossel
and Ben-Horim,1982). Most researchers now agreethat a better description ofthe
data generating processisin the form ofa conditional heteroskedastic model rather
than being from an unconditional distribution. Amongthe earliest to propose this
for the FX rates were Friedmann and Vandersteel (1982); Wasserfallen and Zim-
mermann (1985); Tucker and Scott (1987) and Diebold (1988). On distributional
issues,the only agreementseemstobe thatdaily returns are fat-tailed and that there
ate substantial deviations from a Gaussian random walk model. Moreover,all of
the literature on GARCHagreesthat the distribution is not stable. Many of the
studies ofthe late 1980s have beenlimited to daily or even weekly data except for
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Autocorrelation   
ne ee

Time Lag (in minutes)

FIGURE 5.1. The autocorrelation function for the USD-DEM returnsis plotted for
different time lags in minutes up to 60 min. The returns are computed with prices inter-
polated using the previoustick interpolation method (see Chapter 3). The two horizontal
lines represent the 95% confidence interval of an j.i.d, Gaussian process, The sampling
period runs from January 5, 1987, to January 5, 1993, The autocorrelationis significantly
negative up to a time lag of 4 min.

 
Wasserfallen and Zimmermann (1985); Feinstone (1987); Ito and Roley (1987),
and Wasserfallen (1989). These papers analyze intradaily samples restricted to
particular local markets and their local business hours. Recently the group of
Barndorff-Nielsen has come up with the normal inverse Gaussian distribution that
seems to capture someofthe features we describe here, as observed in Eberlein
et al. (1998); Barndorff-Nielsen (1998), and Barndorff-Nielsen and Prause (1999), 

2 5.2 PRICE FORMATION PROCESS

The following three facts pertain to the short-term (less than 10 min) behavior of
the foreign exchangeintradaily retums. They highlightthe difficulties inherent in
tick-by-tick analysis,

5.2.1 Negative First-Order Autocorrelation of Returns

Goodhart (1989) and Goodhart and Figliuoli (1991) first reported the existence
ofnegativefirst-order autocorrelation ofreturnsat the highest frequencies, which
disappears once the price formation processis over. In Figure 5.1, the autocorre-
lation function of retums measured at a 1 min intervalis plotted againstits lags.
The returns are computedusingthe previous tick interpolation. Thereis significant
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124 CHAPTER 5 BASIC STYLIZED FACTS

autocorrelation up to a lag of4 min. For longerlags, the autocorrelations mainly lie
within the 95% confidenceinterval of an identical and independent(i.i.d.) Gaus-
sian distribution. Goodhart (1989) also demonstrated that this negative autocorre-
lation is not affected by the presence (or absence) ofmajor news announcements.
Finally, Goodhart and Figliuoli (1992) showed that the resulting oscillations of
the prices are not caused by bouncing prices between different geographical areas
with different information sets. In Figure 5.1, negative autocorrelation is ob-
served not only at the first Jag (1 min) but also at further lags up to about 3 or
4 min, This is due to irregular spacing of ticks. If tick time is taken(i.e., an
artificial time scale that moves by one unit with every tick), the negative autocor-
relation is observed only at thefirst lag and rarely at larger lags, thus justifying
the term “first-order” This behavioris characteristic if individual ticks randomly
deviate from the market average while return clusters of longer duration are ab-
sent.

A first explanation of this fact is that traders have diverging opinions about
the impact of news on the direction of prices—contrary to the conventional as-
sumption that the FX market is composed of homogeneous traders who would
share the same views about the effect of newsso that no negative correlation ofthe
returns would be observed. A second—and complementary—explanation forthis
negative autocorrelationis the tendency ofmarket makers to skew the spread ina
particular direction when they have order imbalances (Bollerslev and Domowitz,
1993: Flood, 1994). A third explanation is that even without order imbalances or
diverging opinions ontheprice, certain banks systematically publish higher bid-
ask spreads. This could also cause the prices to bounce back and forth between
banks (Bollerslev and Domowitz, 1993). An early model for this bid/ask bounce
was proposed by Roll (1984) in modeling transaction data in the stock market.

The idea is that the twoprices, bid and ask, can be hit randomly according to the
numberof buyers andsellers in the market. If the number of buyers is equal the
numberof sellers, which is the case most of the time in the market without exo-
geneous news, this model will produce a negative autocorrelation of transaction
returns at high-frequency.

This negative autocorrelation is also seen in FX-rate transaction prices (Good-
hart et al, 1995) and in Eurofutures contracts (Ballocchiet al., 1999b). For some
stock indices such as the S&P 500, Bouchaudand Potters (2000)finds the autocor-
relation of returns to be positive while it is not found in stock returns themselves
or in futures contracts on indices (Ahn ef al., 2000). The explanation for the pos~
itive autocorrelation of stock indices is that some of them are constructed from
equities that have very differentliquidity. The modelis called the lagged adjust-
ment model (Ahn ef al., 2000). In this model one group ofstocks reacts more
slowly to aggregate information than another groupofstocks, Because the auto-
covariance of a well-diversified portfolio is just the average cross-covariance of
the stocks that make up the portfolio,this results in positive autocorrelations, Tn
any case, the autocorrelation of returnsis directly related to microstructure effects
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77 ; 200

| Quoted Spreads r] Transaction Spreads
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FIGURE 5.2 The figure ontheleft presents the spreadsize frequencies for USD-DEM
quotes during June 16, 1993, collected from Reuters FXFX page. The figure on the right
presents the spreadsize frequencies for USD-DEM transactions during June 16, 1993, from
an analysis of Reuters Dealing 2000-2 by Goodharter al. (1995). 
in the market and should be carefully considered before using data at very high
frequency.

The negative first-order autocorrelation can be seen as unwanted noise to
F be removed in a further study. An effective price can be defined in a way to

eliminate the negative autocorrelation, as already discussed at the end of Sec-
tion 3.2.2.

5.2.2 Discreteness of Quoted Spreads 
Bid-ask spreads have discrete values, For studying this, we use the spreadin its

eek raw form, defined as ask price minus bid price, rather than the relative spread
defined by Equation 3.12. In the example of Figure 5.2, bid-ask spreads of
FX quotes are discretely distributed with the major peak at 5 basis points, fol-
lowed by peaks at 10 and 7 basis points. A basis pointis the smallest quoted
decimal digit, which is 0.0001 German Marks per U.S. Dollar in the case of
USD-DEM.In other, longer sampling periods and for other FX rates, we ad-
ditionally observe spreads of 3, 8, 15, and 20 basis points with noticeable fre-
quency. In a sample investigated by Bollerslev and Melvin (1994), the peaks
at 5, 7, 10, and 15 basis points account for more than 97% of the distribution.
These conventional spread values have evolved over the years, depending on the
markets. For USD-DEM and someother major FX rates, the highest spread fre-
quency peak shifted from 10 to 5 basis points during the 1990s, partly because
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126 CHAPTER § BASIC STYLIZED FACTS

the price levels became lower (Miiller and Sgier, 1992). As explained in Sec-
tion 3.2.5, spreads mainly depend onthe cost structure of the market making
banks and the habits of the market. Goodhart and Curcio (1991) have shown
that individual banks usually quote twoorthree different spreads. Market mak-
ers who wantto attract buyers more than sellers, or the other way around, tend
to publish a skewed quote where only either the bid or the ask price is compet-
itive and the other price is pushed away by a spread of conventionalsize, of-
ten 5 or 7 basis points. When they are uncertain about the direction the price
should take, they may quote larger spreads with conventional values such as 10
or 15 (Lyons, 1998). Because different banks have different conventions and
market situations change over time, the distribution of spreads has 4 or 5 peaks
instead of2 or 3,

A possible way to approximately modelthe real spreads,that is the difference
between traded bid andaskprices, could be an analysis of the market microstruc-
ture whichis discussedin detail by Flood (1991). Such a real spread model would
analyze the microoscillationsof (almost) simultaneousprices from different mar-
ket makers, Theeffective spread would be something likethe difference between
the lowest ask and the highest bid prices currently quoted by any market maker—a
model that would complementthe effective price model proposed in Section 5.2.1.
We did not try to set up such a subtle model, although we think that this would
be the only way to overcomethe limitations of quoted spreads. In a recent pa-
per, Hasbrouck (1998) precisely proposes a market microstructure model for the

ba clustering of the spreads based on a similar idea of a latent continuousefficient
i price.

Althoughthedistribution ofthe spreadsis discrete and consistent with theory
(Admati and Pfleiderer, 1988; Subrahmanyam, 1991) market makers will cover
themselves by conventional larger spreads in periods ofhigherrisk such asin the
release of important news (Goodhart, 1989), the closing or opening of markets
(Bollerslev and Domowitz, 1993) and lunch breaks, (Miiller et al., 1990). More
generally, the size ofthe spreadis inversely related to market activity as measured
by the tick frequency or the mean hourly volatility (Miller et al, 1990). The
size of the spreadis directly related to the (instantaneous) volatility, which also
measuresthe risk (Bollerslev and Domowitz, 1993).

In Figure 5.2, very different pictures emerge from the quoted spreads. which
are only indicative, and the spreads as obtained from the electronic dealing system
Reuters Dealing 2000-2. Thedifferent behaviors of the spread constitute the most
pronounceddifference between quotedprices andtransactionprices. In Figure 5.2,
the spread ofactualtransactionpricesis uniformly distributed as one would expect.
In their paper, Goodhart et al. (1995) note that, contrary to spreads, the volatility
of middle prices does not exhibit substantial differences when transaction prices
are used instead of quotes.

In the case of exchange-traded instruments such as Eurofutures (IR futures),
there is no well-defined spread because the bid and the ask quotes are not syn-
chronized and, depending on the market state, there may be only bid quotes
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33. INSTITUTIONAL STRUCTURE AND EXOGENEOUS IMPACTS 127

or only ask quotes for a while. Nevertheless, a spread can be computed from
bid and ask quotes that are few seconds apart. This effective spread is usually
very small, typically less than one basis point on the Eurofutures market
(Ballocchiet al., 1999b), which representsrelative spreads of the order of 1074
according to the definition in Equation 3.12. Similar values are found for bond
futures traded on the Deutsche Termin-Bérse (DTB) (Franke and Hess, 1997).

5.2.3 Short-Term Triangular Arbitrage

The extremely short-term dynamics of price processesis also reflected in the sig-
nificant predictive power of the USD-DEM in contrast to the other currencies
(Goodhart and Figliuoli, 1991). A short delay is needed beforetraders in smaller
currencies adjust themselvesto the patterns of the two leading currencies, It is
an effect comparable to the one we described in Section 5,2.1 for the positive au-
tocorrelation of high-frequency returns of stock indices. Eben (1994) also finds
evidenceoftriangulararbitrage opportunities at very high frequenciesarising from

oud very short-term trend reversals between two USD-rates, which are notyet reflected
= in the quotedcross rates. Although the detectionoftriangular arbitrage opportu-

nities is rather easy and quick with a unique vehicle currency, it takes more time
when the rates between two vehicles (e.g., USD and DEM)change(Suvanto, 1993;
Hartmann, | 998).

Triangular arbitrage opportunities detected in quoted data do not necessarily
reflectriskless profit-taking opportunities in teal markets. The transaction costs

a may exceed the profits and the transaction prices may adjust more quickly than
of the quotes.

 
5.3 INSTITUTIONAL STRUCTURE AND EXOGENEOUS
IMPACTS

5.3.1 Institutional Framework

Anexample ofan institutional frameworkis the European Monetary System (EMS)
introducedin the 1990s to keep someintra~EuropeanFXrateswithin certain bands,
Anintradaily analysis of FX rates within the EMSgives someinsights into the
distinct characteristics ofthis monetary system at a time when the bands werestill
quite narrow. Asillustrated in Figure 5.3 (b), the EMSachieved a smaller drift
exponentofthe scaling law.

The scaling law relates the mean absolute return E[|r|] observed over time
intervals of a certain size to the size At of these intervals: E[|r|] = const (Ar)?.
The exponentDis called the drift exponent and empirically estimated using data
samples. Low drift exponents indicate that the EMS successfully reduced the
size of returns over large time intervals as compared to the volatility of short-
term returns. A further, detailed discussion ofdrift exponents and their empirical
estimation can be found in Section 5.5.
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128 CHAPTER 5 BASIC STYLIZED FACTS

({b) EMS

 
FIGURE 5.3 Drift exponents of the scaling law as a function of time, empirically esti-
mated for yearly samples. (a): Drift exponents offreely floating rates against the USD,
DEM (), FRF (A), JPY («). (b): Drift exponents of EMSrates against the DEM,ITL (Q)
and FRF (<).

When theItalian Lira (ITL)left the EMS in 1992 and the EMS bands of the
French Franc (FRF) were broadened in 1993, the values of the drift exponents
went up and approached thoseoffreely floating rates, as can be seen in Figure 5.3.

The drift exponent and the long-term volatility under the EMS were reduced,
however, at the cost of a larger probability of extreme events. This is further
explained in Section 5.4.2. Thestatistical analysis of EMSrates showsthat insti-
tutional setups such as the EMScanbedistinguished from freely floating markets
by purely statistical criteria in a robust way, independent of assumptions on the
generating-process.”

Anothereffect of the market framework can be seen in other financial high-
frequency data such as interbank spotinterestrates. In this market, money market
quotes coming from East Asia are systematically higher than those from Europe or
America. Figure 5.4 clearly indicates that for USD 3-month money market rates
(spotinterest rates collected from Telerate) the last bid quote before 2 a.m. GMT
(Greenwich Mean Time) almost always exceeds the last bid quote before 8 p.m.
GMT.On average,the early quoteis larger by one-eight of a percent. Theinterest
rate intraday seasonality is caused by a geographical market segmentationbetween
East Asia on one side and Europe and Americaon the other side. This segmentation
is justified by marketpractitioners as being due to institutional constraints and
credit risks, makingit less appealing on average for a European bank to place a
deposit with an East Asian counterparty than with a European counterparty. The
temporary difficulties in the Japanese banking sector were a likely cause of the
segmentation. The segmentation became very pronounced in the last halfof 1995
and again during the “Asian crisis” in 1998 (with interest rate deviations of about

FameaaaT ifawWraythdrool!
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2 See Svensson (1992) for a review of the literature on the modeling oftargetzones, and in particular,
of the European Monetary System.
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  aaOo 200 400 600 800 1000

Number of Days since January 5, 1993

FIGURE 5.4 Daily difference between the last bid quote before 2 am. GMT and the
last bid quote before 8 p.m, GMT. The early quote is systematically higher than the later
one. Data sample: Quotes of the USD 3-month interbank money market rates published
by Telerate. The analysis runs from January 5, 1993, to January 31, 1995.

0.5%). As explained in Section 2.3.1, the segmentation even caused negative JPY
interest rates in the European and American markets. 

 

= 5.3.2 Positive Impact of Official Interventions

” One special type oftrader is the central banks, as the time andthe size of their
interventions can be measured on anintradaily basis. Central banks may operate
either directly through officially announced interventions or indirectly through

i unannounced interventions. Official interventions operate essentially as signals
given to the markets andare therefore difficult to measure, see Edison (1993)for
a review of the literature on central bank interventions. Some evidence is given
in Goodhart and Hesse (1993) of the positive effects in the long run of official
interventions, although they may result in short-term losses for the central bankers.
One could, however, easily extend the analysis to any other long-term trader. A
trader who can afford to keep a large open position for a long time will have some
impact on the market through his reputation, even if he doesn’t have a large share
of the market. This is the case of some hedging funds,for example. Peiers (1997)
shows the positive impact of unannounced interventions and interventions of a
central bank, the Bundesbank, through the biggest player on the market, namely
the Deutsche Bank.

 
 

5.3.3 Mixed Effect of News

Newsis a very broad concept covering a phone call of a customer who wants to
makea large FX transaction (due to inventory imbalances, for instance), a con-
yersation with a colleague, price forecasts and histories when used in technical
analysis programsor the economicforecasts of the research department ofa bank,
general economic andpolitical news, and major economic news announcements.
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IntradayInterval index (in hours GMT)

SecondDifferenceoftheMeanAbsoluteReturn
 

0

oo

FIGURE 5.5 ‘ntraday distribution of 15-min mean changes for the absolute returns
(Equation 5.1 for the USD-DEM), Sudden peaks are darkened. The values are averages
over all weeks of a sampling period of many years.

Newsis therefore difficult to quantify. Goodhart (1989) first tried to quantify
news by looking at the “news” pages of Reuters. General economic and polit-
ical news was displayed on the AAMM page(until February 1997). Goodhart
(1989) found that “small” news does not have a significant effect on the behav-
ior of the foreign exchange rates. Distinct and relatively large price movements
unrelated to any news are indeed apparent. The price formation process seems
to prevail, notwithstanding the presence or absence of news. In contrast, major
economic news announcements such as trade, unemployment, budgetdeficit, or
gross domestic product growth have significant impact (Goodhart, 1989). Eco-
nomic news announcements along with the market expectations andtheeffect of
the previous announcement were displayed in Reuters’ FXNB page. Effective
news—thatis, the difference between the market expectation andthe actual figure
that is released—increasesthe volatility as the dispersion oftraders’ views on the
impactof the effective news widens.

In Figure 5.5 we study the systematic effect of news release over a full day.
Weplot as a function of daytime (in GMT) a quantity that reflects the change
ofvolatility by examining its relation to the neighboring values. This quantity is
defined as

1

hj = exp E In| — >in ii-arial| (5.1)
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where the index / represents the time of day (in steps of 15-min), and the /; are
averaged overall working days of a long sampling period. The three right peaks
in Figure 5.5 show the clear-cut effect of news release in New York and Japan,
Newsis not released every working day, but whenit is, this happens at the typical
daytimes indicated by peaks. The two peaks for the United States are separated
by 1 hr and refiect the change of daylight saving time, which does not exist in
Japan. Thefirst two peaks on the left correspond to the beginning ofthe Japanese
trading session and to the timejustafter the Japanese lunch. Goodhart e7 al. (1993)
further show that major economic news announcements,such as release ofthe U.S.
trade figures or changes in the U.K. baseinterest rate, have a significant impact
on the return process. This effect however extends over 3 or 4 days as markets
eventually incorporate the effects ofthe news. Moreover,the direction ofthe effect
on the level of the price is difficult to predict. This can be explained by the highly
nonlinear dynamics of the FX rates (Guillaume, 1994).

An alternative way to quantify the impact of news is with the mixture of
distribution hypothesis (Clark, 1973; Tauchen andPitts, 1983; Andersen, 1996)
In this framework,the clustering ofthe volatility results from the clustering ofthe
newsatrival process. Because the newsarrival process is an unobserved variable,
proxies for the marketactivity such as the volumeof trade are used (volumeis
not available in the FX markets), Moreover, as shown in Jones et al. (1994),
volume can be rather noisy. Therefore, empirical studies in the FX intradaily
markets use the tick frequency or the spread as proxies for the level of activity.
Although a certain correlation between these variables andthevolatility is obvious
from the simple inspection of Figure 5.12, severe limitations harm the use of
these variable as noted earlier. Moreover, Davé (1993) shows that tick frequency
can only be a good approximation of the volurne when markets are analyzed as
separate geographical entities. Thus, there is no overlap between markets and
the data are not disaggregated by individual bank subsidiary, Goodhart (1989)
also showsthat tick frequency does not specifically rise when newsis released.
Therefore, empirical evidence in favor of this mixture of distribution hypothesis
is only partial, (Demos and Goodhart, 1992; Bollerslev and Domowitz, 1993). A
more recent paper by Melvin and Yin (2000) provides new support for the link

bn between newsarrival frequency and quote frequency.
In another study, Almeida e7 a/. (1998) are able to quantify the effect of news

to ashort-lived response of 15 min on average, confirming the results ofFigure 5.5.
The peaks ofthat figure disappear if longer time intervals are examined. This is
also confirmed in a study by Franke and Hess (1998) on other very liquid markets
such as the U.S. treasury bond market and the German Bund futures market. By
studying the effect of scheduled U.S. macroeconomic newsreleases, these authors
were able to detect an increase of volatility of the U.S. Treasury bond futures
contracts, This anomalousvolatility would last from few minutes to a maximum
ofan hour, Moreover, they show that the futures Bundprice reacts significantly to
an American news announcements. They attribute this reaction to the increasing
integration ofthe German bond market, Jt isonlywith the use ofmore sophisticated
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indicators, rather than purely examining the returns,that it is possible to detect a
significant impact of the news, Recently, Zumbach et al, (2000) have developed
a scale of market shocks by integrating different volatility measures and relating
a shockto its probability of occurrence, This measure is able to clearly identify
turbulences on the marketas well as to quantify the effect ofnews (Zumbachef al.
2000).

5.4 DISTRIBUTIONAL PROPERTIES OF RETURNS

We mentioned in the introductionto this chapter the variety of opinions about the
distributions of FX returns and the corresponding data-generating process. In this
section, we do not want to propose a new model for the probability distribution
function, but rather examine empirically what type ofbehavior is observed when
returns are measured atdifferent frequencies. Weshall first present general results
on the entire distribution and notethat they are fat-tailed. Then, instead oflooking
at the center ofthe distribution, we shall present an alternative way to characterize
the distribution by looking at the behaviorofthetails.

There are many possible models of distribution functions, but this variety
is greatly reduced when considering the tails of the distributions. The tail of
a distribution can be described by using only one parameter, the tail index @.
The empirical estimation ofthe tail index is difficult and requires large numbers
of observations. The availability of high-frequency data makes this possible in
practice. The methods, the empirical results, and their interpretation are presented
in Section 5.4.2.

 
aanat
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TY(beesy 5.4.1 Finite Variance, Symmetry and Decreasing Fat-Tailedness

In this subsection, we analyze the probability distribution of returns of financial
assets. The probability distribution associates each movementsize with a certain
probability of occurrence. In the case of empirical data, the domain of possible
return values is divided into boxes, and one counts the frequency of occurrence
in each box. One importantissue in the case of tick-by-tick data is that this data
are irregularly spaced in time, t,. We have already discussed in Chapters 2 and 3
the different ways of constructing a homogeneous time series. Here we chose to
take linearly interpolated prices. This is the appropriate method for interpolating
in a series with independent random increments for most types of analyses. An
alternative method discussed earlier, taking the last valid price before the gap as
representative for the gap interval, must be avoided in a study ofdistributions as
it would leadto a spurious large return from the last valid price within the gap to
the first real price afier the gap.

In Tables 5,1 and 5.2, we present the empirically computed moments of the
distributions for the major FX rates against the USD andthe major FX rates against
the DEM. The meansare close to zero, as comparedto the standard deviations,

“ylWwWe
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3 Atleast three ofthese cross rates have disappeared with the introductionofthe Euro. Nevertheless,
wethink it is still interesting to report the results for them because they show the convergence of those
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3.4 DISTRIBUTIONAL PROPERTIES OF RETURNS 133

TABLE 5.1 Moments of return distributions for USD FX rates

This table gives an empirical estimation of the first 4 moments of the unconditional return
distribution at different time intervals for the major currencies against the USD for the
period from January 1, 1987, to December 31, 1993. The term kurtosis refers to the
excess kurtosis, so a normal distribution has a kurtosis value of zero.
 

  

 

 

Rate Timeinterval Mean Variance Skewness Kurtosis

USD-DEM 10 min —2.73-1077 2.62:1077 0.17 35.10
| he —1.63-10-6 145-1076 0,26 23.55
6 hr —9,84-1075 9.20-1076 0.24 9.44
24 hr —4.00-1075 3.81-1075 0.08 3.33
1 week =2,97-107* 2.64-107* 0.18 0.71

USD-JPY 10 min —9.42-1077 227-1077 —0,18 26.40
Lhr —5.67-1075 1.27-1076 —0.09 25,16
6hr —3.40-1075 7.63-1076 —0.05 11.65
24 hr =1.37-10-¢ 3.07-1075 =0,15 4.31
1 week —9.61-1074 2.27-10~4 -0.27 1.30

GBP-USD 10 min —6.91-10-9 2.38-1077 0.02 27.46
hr 7.61-1077 140-1076 0.23 21,53
6hr 4.63-1078 $.85-10-6 0.34 10.09
24 be 1.721073 3.60-1074 —0.26 441

‘ 1 week 6.99- 1075 2.721074 —0.66 2.71

m USD-CHF 10min =2.28-10-7 3,07:1077 —0.04 23,85
"e Lhr —1.37:1078 1.75-1076 0.05 18,28

6 hr —8.23-1076 111-1075 0.05 1.73
24 br —3.38-1075 4.5L-1079 —0.04 281
1 week —2,58-10-4 3.161074 0.09 0.34

USD-FRF 10 min —1.98-10-7 2.08-1077 0.35 43.31

thr =1.18-1075 1,28-1078 0.47 28,35
6 br —7.13-10-8 8.29-10-8 0.23 9.69
24 hr —2.91-1075 3,40-10-> 0.06 3,22
1 week —2,32-10-4 244-1074 0.16 0.88

 
 

and the absolute values ofthe skewnessare, except in very few cases, significantly
smaller than 1. We can conclude from these facts that the empirical distributionis
almost symmetric. The mean valuesare slightly negative (except for GBP-USD
where the currencies are inverted) because during this period (from January 1,
1987, to December 31, 1993) we have experienced an overall decline ofthe USD.
For all time horizons, the empirically determined (excess) kurtosis exceeds the
value 0, whichis the theoretical value for a Gaussian distribution, For the shortest

currencies to the Euro by exiubiting lower variances than the others, They present a good example of
the influence ofextemal factors on the statistical behavior offinancial asset prices.
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134 CHAPTER 5 BASIC STYLIZED FACTS

TABLE 5.2 Moments of return distributions for DEM FX rates
This table gives an empirical estimation ofthe first 4 moments of the unconditional return
distribution at different time intervals for the major currencies against the DEM for the
period from January 1, 1987, to December 31, 1993. The term kurtosis refers to the
excess kurtosis, so a normaldistribution has a kurtosis value of zero.
 

  Rate Time mterval Mean Variance Skewness Kurtosis

DEM-FRF 10 min 9,84-1078 1.91-1078 0.54 86.29
i br 5.89-1077 1.141077 0.79 69,70
6 br 3,53-10-5 6.53-1077 1.41 36.87
24 hr 1,07:1079 2.84-1078 1.15 24.26
1 week 8.941075 1.931078 1.92 3.95

DEM-NLG=10 min —5.19-1078 1.42- 107° 5.68 9640.85
Lbr —3.11-1077 754-1079 2.76 4248,12
6 hr —1,86-107% 2.48-1078 0.74 124.35
24 br —7.80-1078 9.66:10-® =0.30 30.02
1 week —4.57:1075 6.63-1077 0.03 0.06

ar

re DEM-ITL 10 min 107-1078 175-1077 0.86 64,03
a \ hr 6.46-107 1,.24:10-6 1,83 89,92
ih 6 hr 3,88-1079 7.16-10-6 1.03 37.26
ei 24 hr 1.18104 253-1079 —0.5) 13.08
aia 1 week 9.42-10-4 1.37-10-4 —0.25 0.17
— GBP-DEM 10min 4,53-1077 9,86-10-8 —0.32 25.97
ng 1 hr 2,69-10-8 712-1077 0.34 16,90
= 6 hr 1.561075 4.62-107-6 —0.02 7,48
. 24 br 7,04+1075 1.79-1075 0.27 3.15
= i week 117-1074 1,29-107* 0.07 0.59

DEM-JPY 10 min —3.39-10-4 2.21-1077 —0.09 12.35
Thr —2.03-1075 1.46-107% —0.03 88.58
6hr —1.21-1074 9,12-1078 —0.04 6.57
24 hr —4.85-1074 3,56-107° 0.12 2.52
1 week =3.15-1073 2,67-10-4 —0,07 0.03

 
 

 

timeintervals, the kurtosis values are extremely high. Anotherinteresting feature
is thatall of the rates show the same general behavior, a decreasing kurtosis with
increasing timeintervals. At intervals ofaround 1 week, the kurtosisis rather close
to the Gaussian value.

Tables 5.1 and 5.2 suggestthat the variance andthe third momentare finite in
the large-sample limit and that the fourth moment may notbefinite. Somesolid
evidencein favorofthese hypotheses is added by thetail index studies that follow,
mainly the results of Table 5.3. Indeed, the larger the number of observations,
the larger the empirically computed kurtosis. At frequencies higher than 10 min,
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there seems to be somecontradiction between the work ofGoodhart andFigliuoli
(1991), which claimsthat the fat tails start to decrease at these frequencies, and
the paper of Bollerslev and Domowitz (1993), which gives some evidenceofa still
increasing fat-tailedness, One can show, however,that both results hold depending
on whether one usesthe linear interpolation method or the previoustick to obtain
price values at fixed time intervals at such frequencies. This is an example of the
difficulty ofmaking reliable analyses of quoted prices at frequencies higher than
10 min, The divergence ofthe fourth moment explains why absolute values of the
returnsare often foundto bethebest choice of a definition ofthe volatility (1.¢., the
one that exhibits the strongest structures).* Indeed, because the fourth moment
of the distribution enters the computation of the autocorrelation function of the
variance, the autocorrelation values will systematically decrease with a growing
numberof observations,

To complement Tables 5.1 and 5.2, we plot on Figure 5.6 the cumulative
frequency of USD-JPY for returns measured at 10 min, | day, and 1 week on the
scale of the cumulative Gaussian probability distribution. Normal distributions
have the form ofa straight line, which is approximately the case for the weekly

SEE returns with a moderate (excess) kurtosis of approximately 1.3. The distribution
i of 10-min returns, however, has a distinctly fat-tailed form and its kurtosis in
A Table 5.1 is very high. If the data-generating process was a random walk with
a increments from a stable distribution, which is defined by the law that scaled
aby returns r/(Ar)” for a certain y have the same distribution irrespective of the
se measurement interval Ar, we would obtain a uniform distribution with identical
5 moments within the significance limits.> Considering all the presented results,
= this is clearly not the case. This instability of distributions was also found by

other authors. McFarland ef ai. (1982) and Boothe and Glassman (1987) suggest
that distributions are composed of reactions to different flows of information.
Calderon-Rossel and Ben-Horim (1982) are in agreement with our findings and
claim that the returns cannot be accurately described by a unique type ofstable
distribution, 
5.4.2 The Tail Index of Return Distributions

Thetails ofall possible distributions can be classified into three categories:°

i. Thin-tailed distributions for which all moments are finite and whose cu-

mulative distribution function declines exponentially in thetails
ii. Fat-tailed distributions whose cumulative distribution function declines

with a powerin the tails
ii. Bounded distributions which have notails

4 Weshall sec some evidence ofthis in Section $.6.1 and in Chapter 7,
> Here there is no need to further characterize stable distributions in addationto the described sealing

behavior, Section 5.5.2 has a definition and discussion ofstable distributions.

© The interested reader will find the full developmentofthe theoryin Leadbetter ef a/, (1983), and
de Haan (1990).
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& FIGURE 5.6 The cumulative distributions for 10-min, 1-day, and 1-week USD-IPY
esas returns shown against the Gaussian probability on the y-axis. On the x-axis the returns

normalized to their mean absolute value are shown. The mean absolute return for 10 min

1s 2.62 x 1077, for 1 day 3.76 x 1073, and for 1 week 1.14 x 1072. The three curves are
S-shaped as typical of fat-tailed distributions. The S-shapes of the three curves are very
differently pronounced. 

A nice result is that these categories can be distinguished by the use of only
one parameter, the tail index a with a = oo for distributions of category (i),
a > 0 for category (ii), anda@ < 0 for category (iii), The empirical estimation
ofthe tail index andits variance crucially depends onthesize of the sample (Pictet
ef al., 1998). Only a well chosen set of the most extreme observations should be
used. The very large sample size available for intradaily data ensures that enough
“tail observations”are present in the sample. An importantresult is that the tails
ofa fat-tailed distribution are invariant under addition alihough the distribution
as a whole may vary according to temporal aggregation (Feller, 1971). Thatis,
if weekly returns are Student-r identically and independently distributed, then
monthly returns are not Student-r distributed.’ Yet the tails of the monthly return

? This is an implicationofthe central limit theorem.
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54 DISTRIBUTIONAL PROPERTIES OF RETURNS 137

distribution are like the tails of the weekly returns, with the same exponent a, but
the real tail might be very far out and not even seen in data samples of limited
size.8 Another important result in the caseof fat-tailed distributions concerns the
finiteness of the moments ofthe distribution. From

E [ x* | = Mote [0 tmtart0(x*) (5.2)a

where X is the observed variable, Mo is the part of the moment due to the center
of the distribution (up to 5), c is a. scale variable and o is the tail index. It is easily
seen that only the first k-moments, k < a, are bounded.

How heavy are thetails of financial asset returns? The answer to this question
is not only the key to evaluating risk in financial markets but also to accurately
modeling the process of price formation, Evidence of heavy tails presence in
financial asset return distributionsis plentiful (Koedijk et al, 1990; Hols and De
Vries, 1991; Loretan and Phillips, 1994; Ghose and Kroner, 1995; Miller etal.,
1998) ever since the seminal work of Mandelbrot on cotton prices (Mandelbrot,
1963). He advanced the hypothesis of a stable distribution on the basis of an
observed invariance of the return distribution across different frequencies and the
apparentheavy tails ofthe distribution. A controversy has long been goingonin the
financial research community as ta whether the second momentofthe distribution
of returns converges, This question is central to many models in finance, which
heavily rely on the finiteness of the variance of returns. Therisk in financial
markets has often been associated with the variance of returns since portfolio
theory was developed. From option pricing models (Black and Scholes, 1973)
to the Sharpe ratio (Sharpe, 1994) used for measuring portfolio performance, the
volatility variable is always present.

Another important motivation of this study is the need to evaluate extreme
risks in financial markets. Recently, the problem of risk in these markets has
become topical following few unexpected big losses like in the case of Barings
or Daiwa. The Bank for International Settlements has set rules to be followed by
banks to control their risks, but most of the current models for assessing risks are
based on the assumptionthat financial assets are distributed according to a normal
distribution. In the Gaussian mode] the evaluation of extreme risks is directly
related to the variance, but in the case of fat-tailed distributions this is no longer
the case.

Computing the tail index is a demanding task but with the help of high fre-
quencydata it is possible to achieve reasonable accuracy (see Pictet ef al., 1998;
Dacorogna et al., 2001a), where a theorem is proved which explicitly showsthat
more data improve the estimation of the tail index. Here, we present the main
framework?.

 

 

8 See,for instance, the simulations donein Picteter af. (1998) where fora high enough aggregation
level, it is not possible to recover the theoretical tail index for Student-t distributions even if one can
use 128 years of 10-min data.

® The interested reader can find the details in twa recent papers by Pictet er al. (1998) and Dacorogna
et al, (2001a).
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Let X\,X, ..., X, be a sequence of nm observations drawn from a sta-
tionary i.i.d. process whose probability distribution function F is unknown. We
assumethatthe distribution is fat-tailed—thatis, the tail index @ is finite.’ Let
us define X(j) > X(2) = ... = X(q) as the descending orderstatistics from
X1,X2, ...) Xn-

Extreme valuetheory states that the extreme value distribution ofthe ordered
data must belong to one ofjust three possible general families, regardless of the
original distribution function F (Leadbetter et a/., 1983). Besides,if the original
distribution ts fat-tailed, there is only one general family it can belong to

x<0
Cie exp(—x7*) x>0, a>0 (5.3)

where G(x) is the probability that X,1) exceeds x. There is only one parameter to
estimate, a, which is called the tail index. The stable distributions (excluding the
Gaussian distribution), the Student-1 model, and the unconditional distribution of
the ARCH-processall fall in the domainofattraction of this type of distribution.

To give more intuition to these statements, we plot the logarithm of the order
statistics m as a function of the difference between the logarithms of the most
extreme observation, In X,q), and the m™ observation in the ordered sequence,
In X(m). Such a plot is shown on Figure 5.7 for the case of a Student-i distri-
bution with 4 degrees of freedom. Because we are in the domain ofattraction
of exp(—x~*), it is trivial to see that the problem of estimating @ becomes the
problem of estimating the slope of the tangent at m — 0 of the curve shown in
Figure 5.7. We see thata straight line with a slope equalto 4 is indeed a good tan-
gentto the curve, as it should be becausethe theoretical tail index of the Student-r

z distribution is equal to the numberofdegrees of freedom. Although the behavior
z of In X() is quite regular on Figure 5.7 because we took the average values over

10 Monte Carlo simulations,it is not always so and the problem of how to choose
the numberofpoints that are far in thetail is not trivial. One needs a more formal
way to estimate the tail index, The estimator we present here is a way ofestimating
the slope of the tangent shown in Figure 5.7. There are other ways of studying
the tail index by directly fitting the distribution of ordered data to some known
distribution,

Weconcentrate our efforts on the estimatorfirst proposed by Hill (1975)

 

 
-I

l uida a > 7tim = 2X0 InX(m) Where m > 1 (5.4)
This estimator was proven to be a consistent estimator of y = 1/a for fat-tailed
distributions in Mason (1982). From Hall (1982) and Goldie and Smith (1987), it
followsthat (V%._ —y)m'/* is asymptotically normally distributed with mean zero

!0 4 good review ofthe definitions used in this chapter can be found in Leadbetter et ial. (1983).
"lA goodreference to learn aboutthese methods is the book by Embrechts efal. (1997),
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In(m)  
 

eo x 33 1 ria0 ro 20 70 40 50

In(X(4)) ~ In(x(m))

FIGURE 5.7 Thelogarithm of the order statistics m is plotted as a function of the
difference between the logarithm of the most extreme observation and the logarithm of
the ordered random observations. The data are drawn from a Student-t distribution with

4 degrees of freedom averaged over 10 replications of a Monte-Carlo simulation. The
straight line represents the theoretical tangent to this curve.

and variance 77. In fact the Hill estimator is the maximum likelihood estimator
of » and a = 1/y holds for the tail index, For finite samples, however, the
expected value of the Hill estimator is biased. As long as this bias is unknown,
the practical application of the Hill estimator to empirical samples is difficult, A
related problem is that 7,., depends on m, the numberoforder statistics, and there
is no easy way to determine whichis the best value of m. Extending a bootstrap
estimation method proposed by Hail (1990), Danielsson e¢ a/. (1997) solved the
problem by means of a subsample bootstrap procedure, which is described and
discussed by Pictet ef al. (1998). Many independent subsamples (or resamples)
are drawn from the full sample and their tail behaviors are statistically analyzed,
which leads to the best choice of m. For such a statistical analysis, the subsamples
have to be distinctly smaller thanthe full sample. Onthe other hand,the subsamples
should still be large enough to contain some representative tail observations, so
the method greatly benefits from a large sample size to begin with.

Tail index values ofsome FX rates have been estimated by a subsample boot-
strap method and are presented in Table 5.3, The confidence ranges indicated
for all values are standard errors times 1.96. Assuming a normally distributed
error, this corresponds to 95% confidence, The standard errors have been obtained
through the jackknife method, which can be characterized as follows. The data
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TABLE 5.3 Estimatedtail indices of FX rates

Estimatedtail index values a and their 95% confidence ranges, for main FX rates against
the USD, gold (XAU), and silver (XAG) and some of the main (computed) cross rates
against the DEM, Maller ef al. (1998). The tail index values are based on the subsample
bootstrap method using the Hill estimator, the confidence rangesresult from the jackknife
method. Computed cross rates are obtained via the two bilateral rates against the USD,
see Equation 2.1. The estimations are performed on samples from January 1, 1987, to
June 30, 1996. The time intervals are measured in #-time (see Chapter6). 

Rate 30 min 1 hr 2. hr 6 hr I day

USD-DEM 3.184042 3.244057 3.574090 4.192182 5.70 44.39
USD-JPY 3.19 +048 3.6540,79 3.804108 4404213 442 +2.98
GBP-USD 3.580.533 3.532065 3.722+1.00 4.5822.34 $3.23 43.77
USD-CHF 3.464049 3.6740.77 3.704109 41341.77 5.65244.21
USD-FRF 3434052 3672084 3.542097 42741.94 5604425
USD-ITL 3,36+0.45 3.0840.49 3.2740,79 3.574135 4.184244
USD-NLG) =93.554057 3434062 3.364092 43421.95 6291+4.96

DEM-JPY 3.844059 3.694087 4284149 4154220 5,3343.74
GBP-DEM 3.332046 3.672070 3.7641.17 3.734£1.59 3.66+1.70
GBP-JPY 3.594063 34420.70 4.154132 4352227 5.4444.12
DEM-CHF 3.544+0.54 3.284054 3444082 42941.84 4.21 +2.43
GBP-FRF 3.194046 3.3340.62 3.3740.90 3404127 3.34+1.65

 
yyy et
goype KAU-USD 4474115 3.964113 4.3641.82 4132222 44042.98

mt XAG-USD (5,5741.55  4.7341,93 3.704152 34541.35 3.462+1.97 

sample is modified in 10 different ways, each time removing one-tenth ofthe total
sample. Thetail index is separately computed for each of the 10 modified sam-
ples. An analysis of the deviations between the 10 results yields an estimate of
the standard error, which is realistic because it is based on the data rather than

= restrictive theoretical assumptions. The methodology is explained by Pictet eral,
(1998).

All the FX rates against the USD as well as the presented cross rates have
a tail index between 3.1 and 3.9 (roughly around 3.5). These values are found
in the 30-minute column of Table 5.3. The other columnsare affected by lower
numbers ofobservations and thus wider confidence ranges. The chosen crossrates
are computed from USDrates according to Equation 2.1. None of them waspart
of the European Monetary System (EMS), except GBP-DEM for a period much
shorterthan the analyzed sample. Gold (CAU-USD)andsilver (XAG-USD) have
higher tail index values above 4. These markets differ from FX. Theirvolatilities
were very high in the 1980s, followed by a much calmer behaviorin the 1990s, a
structural change that may have affectedthetail statistics.
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$4 DISTRIBUTIONAL PROPERTIES OF RETURNS 141

TABLE 5.4 Estimated tail indices of cross rates.

Estimated tall index values and their 95% confidence ranges, for cross FX rates. The tail
indexvalues are based on the subsample bootstrap method using the Hill estimator, and the
confidence ranges result from the jackknife method. All the cross rates of the lower part
were subject to the regulations of the European Monetary System (EMS). The computed
cross rates are obtained via the twobilatera! rates against the USD (see Equation 2.1),
The estimations are performed on samples from January 1988 to June 1994 (65 years).
The time intervals are measured in i-time (see Chapter6).

 

 

Rate 30 min Lhr 2 br 6 hr

DEM-JPY 4.17 £1.13 4.22 +1).48 5.06 £1.40 4.73 £2.19
GBP-DEM 3.63 40.46 4,09 £1.98 4.78 £1.60 4.22 40.72

GBP-JPY 3.93 £1.16 4.48 +1.20 4.67 £1.94 §,60 £2.56
DEM-CHF 3.76 £0.79 3.64 40.71 4.02 +1.52 6.02 £2.91
GBP-FRF 3.30 £0.41 3.42 £0.97 3.80 £1.34 3.48 £1.75

FRF-DEM 2.56 £0.34 2.41 +0.14 2.36 40.27 3,66 £1.17
DEM-ITL 2.93 +1.01 2,60 +£0.66 3.17 £1.28 2.76 £1.49

- DEM-NLG 2.45 £0.20 2.19 0.13 3.14 40.95 3,24 +0.87
et FRF-ITL 2.89 40.34 2.73 +0.49 2.56 +041 2.34 40.66

e

Be In Section 5.3.1, we have seen that cross rates behaved differently when both
+ exchanged currencies were members ofthe EMSin the 1990s. A difference 1s also
aS found when consideringthe tail behavior, as shown in Table 5.4. The sample was

chosen accordingly, during the lifetime ofthe EMS. The upper block ofTable 5.4
has non-EMScross rates for comparison, the lower block has EMScrossrates.
The 1-day columnis missing in Table 5.4 as the sample size is smaller than that
of Table 5.3. The tail index values of EMScross rates are around 2.7, distinctly
lower than the typical value of 3.5 found for other cross rates in the upper part
ofTable 5.4 and other FX rates in Table 5.3. The 30-min columns of both tables

should mainly be considered,but the values of the other columns confirm the same
fact that EMScrossrates have fatter tails.

The cross rates are computed from USDrates according to Equation 2.1. As
compared to direct quotes, these computed cross rates have larger spreads and an
artificially generated volatility (i.e., noise due to the price uncertainty within the
spread and asynchronousfluctuations of the used USDrates). Therefore we have
also analyzed direct cross rate quotes in the limited sample (since October 1992)
wherethey are available. These direct quotes have less short-term noise and lead
to slightly but systematically lower tail index values than those of computed cross
rates. The small tail index of EMScrossrates indicates that the reduced volatility
induced by the EMSsetupis at the cost of a larger probability of extreme events,
which may lead to realignments of the system. This is an argument against the
credibility of institutional setups such as the EMS.
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142 CHAPTER 5 BASIC STYLIZED FACTS

Like the drift exponent as a function of time, the tail index reflects the in-
stitutional setup and, in a further interpretation, the way different agents on the
markets interact. The tail index can therefore be considered as another empirical
measure of market regulation and market efficiency. A large tail index indicates
free interactions between agents with different time horizons, with a low degree
ofregulation and thus a smooth adjustment to external shocks. A smalltail index
indicates the opposite,

With very few exceptions, the estimated tail indices are between 2 and 4. A
few confidence ranges extend to values outside this range, but this is due to the
limited number ofobservations mainly for the longer return measurementintervals.
Using Equation 5.2, we conclude that the second momentofthe return distribution
is finite and the fourth moment usually diverges. In Section 5.6.1, this fact leads
us to preferring the autocorrelation of absolute returns to that of squared returns,
which relies on the finiteness of the fourth moment.

Tables 5.3 and 5.4 indicate that the distribution of FX returns belongs to the
class of fat-tailed nonstable distributions that haveafinite tail index larger than
2. Furthermore, the very high values of the kurtosis in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 and the
growth of these values with increasing sample size provide additional evidence
in favor of this hypothesis.'* From Tables 5.3 and 5.4, one can also verify the
invariance of the tail index under aggregation, except for the longestintervals,
where the small numberofobservations becomes a problem in getting significant
estimates ofa. The smaller numberofdata for large intervals forces the estimation
algorithm to usea largerfraction of this data, closer to the center ofthe distribution.
Thus the empirically measuredtail properties become distorted by properties of the
center ofthe distribution, which, for « > 2 and under aggregation, approaches the
normaldistribution (with « = oo) as a consequenceof the central limittheorem.

In Table 5.5, we present the results of@ estimations of interbank money mat-
ket cash interest rates for five different currencies and two maturities. Although
generally exhibiting lower ’s, the results are close ta those of the FX rates. The
message seemsta be the same:fat tails, finite second moment,'? and nonconverg-
ing fourth moment. . We also find a relative stability of the tail index with time
aggregation. The estimations for daily returns give more consistent values than in
the case of the FX rates, Yet the estimations are more noisy as one would expect
from data of lower frequency, and this is reflected in the high errors displayed in
Table 5.5. The tail index estimation is quite consistent but can significantly jump
from onetime interval to the next as is the case for GBP and CHF 6 months. This

market is muchless liquid than the FX market. Interest rate markets with higher
liquidity can be studied in terms of interest rate derivatives, which are traded in

 
=

vagyate

12 Simulations in Gielens ef af (1996) and McCulloch (1997) show that one cannot univocally
distinguish between a fat-tailéd nonstable and a thin-tailed distribution only on the basis oflow estimated
values of the tail index, However, the confidence intervals around the estimated tail index values and
the diverging behavior ofthe kurtosis are strong evidence in favor ofthe fat-ta)] hypothesis.

'3 Tn most of the cases, except perhaps the 6-month interest rate for JPY, a is significantly larger
than 2. In the JPY case, if the first 2 years are removed, we get back to values for a around 3.
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TABLE 5.5 Estimated tail index for cash interest rates.

Estimated tail index values of cash interest rates and their 95% confidence ranges, for five
different currencies and two maturities. Thetail index values are based on the subsample
bootstrap method using the Hill estimator, and the confidence ranges result from the
jackknife method. The time intervals are measured in #-time (see Chapter 6). The
estimations are performed on samples going from January 2, 1979, to June 30, 1996; "m"
refers to a month.  

  Currency Maturity 1 day I week Maturity 1 day 1 week

USD 3m 4.03 +2.99 3.53 $3.46 6m 4.10 £2.84 3.50 £3.07
DEM 3m 2.54 +0,73 2.88 £1.63 6m 2.39 £0.76 2.62 £1,82
JPY 3m 3.16 22.07 3.43 43.01 6m 2.03 40.85 3.60 43.53
GBP 3m 2.61 0.84 3.86 £3.78 6m 4.04 2.64 6.65 £7.53
CHF 3m 3.69 £2.41 5,24 45.13 6m 3.02 £1.26 7.46 +731ss...

futures markets such as LondonInternational Financial Futures Exchange (LIFFE)
in London or Singapore International Monetary Exchange (SIMEX) in Singapore.

To study the stability ofthe tail index under aggregation, we observe how the
estimates change with varying sample size. We do not know any theoretical tail
index for empirical data, but we compare the estimates with the estimation done
on the “best” sample we have, 30-min returns from January 1987 to June 1996.
To study thetail index of daily returns, we use an extended sample of daily data
from July i, 1978, to June 30, 1996. The small-sample bias can be studied by
comparingthe results to the averagesofthe results from two smaller samples: one
from Juné 1, 1978, to June 30, 1987, and another one from July 1, 1987, to June
30, 1996. These two short samples together cover the same period as the large
sample. Theresults are given in Table 5.6.'4 When going from the short samples
to the long 18-year sample, we see a general decrease ofthe estimated a toward
the values reached for 30-min returns. The small-sample biasis thus reduced, but
probably not completely eliminated. We conclude that, at least for the FX rates
against the USD, the @ estimates from daily data are not accurate enough evenif
the sample covers up to 18 years. The case of gold andsilver is different because
the huge fluctuations of the early 1980s have disappeared since then. The picture
in this case is blurred by the changing market conditions.

A similar analysis of 30-min retums reinforces the obtained conclusions. In
this case, the two shorter samples are from July 1, 1988, to June 30, 1992, and
from July 1, 1992,to June 30, 1996. The large sampleis again the union ofthe two
shorter samples. A certain small-sample biasis found also for the 30-min returns
of most rates comparing the two last columnsofTable 5.3, but this bias is rather
small. This is an expected result because the number of 30-min observations is
muchlarger than that of the daily observations.
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14 Forthe short samples we do not give the errors because we present only the average of both
samples. The errors ave larger for the short samples than for the long sample.
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TABLE 5.6 Estimated tail index for different samplessizes,

Estimated tail index for the main FX rates, gold (MAU) and silver (XAG) on different
samples for both daily and 30-min returns. The timeintervals are measured in J-time (see

  

  

Chapter6).

FX rates Daily returns 30-min returns
Short samples 7/1978-G/1996 7/1988-6/1996 Short sampleseeee

USD-DEM 4.84 4.34 +2.46 3.27 £0,50 3.29
USD-JPY 7.81 5.69 43.94 3.86 £0.71 3.94
GBP-USD 4.79 4.35 4+:3,02 3.37 £0.53 3.57
USD-CHF 3.24 4.15 +2.71 3.63 +£0.55 3.61
USD-FRF 4.48 4.37 £2.85 3.52 £0.54 3.59
USD-ITL 3.82 3.97 £1.94 3.38 £0.44 3.56
USD-NLG 4.17 4.05 +£1.98 3.56 +£0.66 3.57

XAU-USD 3.65 3.88 £2.53 4.24 £0.99 4.00
XAG-USD 3.94 3.40 41.92 4.12 40.75 3.54  

5.4.3 Extreme Risks in Financial Markets From the practitioners’ point of view, one of the most interesting questions that
= tail studies can answer is whatare the extreme movements that can be expected

in financial markets? Have wealready seen the largest ones or are we going to
ea experience even larger movements? Are there theoretical processes that can model
“3 the type offat tails that comeout of our empirical analysis? The answers to such
= questions are essential for good risk managementof financial exposures. It turns

S out that we can partially answer them here. Once we knowthetail index, we
5 can apply extreme value theory outside our sample to consider possible extreme

movements that have not yet been observedhistorically. This can be achieved
by a computation of the quantiles with exceedance probabilities.'5 Although
this chapter focuses onstylized facts, it is interesting to show an example of
the application of some of these empirical studies, which is very topical to risk
management. There is a debate going on to design the best hedging strategy
against extreme risks. Some researchers suggest using a dynamic method by
utilizing conditional distributions (McNeil and Frey, 2000). We think that for
practical purposes the hedge against extremerisk must be decided on the basis of
the unconditionaldistribution. Fora large portfolio, it would be impossible to find
counterparties to hedgein very turbulentstates of the market. Like in the case of
earthquakes, hedgingthis type of risk needs to be plannedfar in advance.

Let us consider the expansionofthe asymptotic cumulative distribution func-
tion from which the X; observations are drawn as

F(x) = l—ax~*[1+bx7*] (5.5)

 
s=F

 

15 Wefollow here the approach developed in Dacorogna eral. (2001a),
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We denote by xp and x, quantiles with respective exceedance probabilities p and
t. Let n be the sample size and choose p < 1/n < f; that is, x; is mside the
sample, while x, is not observed. By definition (we concentrate on the positive
tail),

p = ax,” [! + bx,| » ¢ =ax;* [2 + bx;*| (5.6)
Division of the two exceedanceprobabilities and rearrangementyields

\ Lae =f Ifa
t l+ bxp

Xp = HI — —< (5,7), () (+75)
Given that t is inside the sample, we can replace ¢ by its empirical counterpart
mn, say; that is, m equals the number oforderstatistics X,, which are greater
than X,. An estimator for x, is then as follows

y4 m

by = Xn (=) (58)
 where m equals the 7 obtained from thetail estimation corresponding to y. To

Fu write this estimator we ignore the last factor on the right-handside ofEquation5.7.
“ag This would beentirely justified in the case ofthe Pareto law when b = 0. Thus Xp
== is based on the same philosophy as the Hill estimator. For an m sufficiently small
ia relative to n, the tails ofEquation 5.5 are well approximated by those ofthe Pareto

law, and hence Equation 5,8 is expected to do well. In fact, it is possible to prove
(de Haan ea/., 1994) that, for the law in Equation 5.5

 Ji (2p
5 ale ie (5.9)Pp

has the same limiting normaldistribution as the Hill estimator. Equation 5.9 gives
us a way to estimate the error of our quantile computation.

Table 5.7 shows the result of a study of extreme risk using Equation 5.8 to
Es estimate the quantiles for returns over 6 hr. This timeinterval is somewhatshorter
. than an overnightposition (in #-time) but is a compromise between the accuracy

ofthe tail estimation and the length of the interval needed by risk managers. The
first part of the table is produced by Monte Carlo simulations of synthetic data
where the process wasfirst fitted to the 30-min returns of the USD-DEM time
series. The second part is the quantile estimation of the FX rates as a function of
the probability of the event happening once every year, once every 5 years, and
so on. Because we use here a sampleof 9 years, the first two columns represent
values that have been actually seen in the data set, whereas the other columns
are extrapolations based on the empirically estimatedtai! behavior. Although the
probabilities we use here seem very small, some of the extreme risks shown in
Table 5.7 may be experienced bytraders during their active life
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TABLE 5.7 Extremerisks in the FX market.

Extreme risks over 6 hr for model distributions produced by Monte-Carlo simulations of
synthetic time series fitted to USD-DEM, compared to empirical FX data studied through
a tail estimation.

Probabilities (p)

  

 

Vl Ws 1/10 Wis 1/20 1/25

year year year year year year

Models:

Normal 0.4% 0.5% 0.6% 0.6% 0.7% 0.7%
Student 3 0.5% 0.8% 1.0% 1.1% 1.2% 1.2%

GARCH(1,1) 1.5% 2.1% 2.4% 2.6% 2.7% 2.9%
HARCH 1.B% 2.9% 3.5% 4.0% 4.3% 4.6%

USDrates:
USD-DEM 1.7% 2.5% 3.0% 3.3% 3.5% 3.7%
USD-JPY 1.7% 2.4% 2.9% 3.2% 3.4% 3.6%
GBP-USD 1.6% 2.3% 2.6% 2.9% 3.1% 3.2%

USD-CHF 1.8% 2.7% 3.1% 3.5% 3.7% 4.0%
USD-FRF 1.6% 2.3% 2.8% 3.0% 3.3% 3.4%

USD-ITL 1.8% 2.8% 3.4% 3.8% 4.1% 4.4%
USD-NLG L.7% 2.5% 2.9% 3.2% 3.4% 3.6%

Cross rates:
DEM-JPY 1.3% 1.9% 2.2% 2.5% 2.6% 2.8%

GBP-DEM 1.1% 1.7% 2.1% 2.3% 2.5% 2.6%
GBP-JPY 1.6% 2.3% 2.7% 3.0% 3.2% 3.4%
DEM-CHF 0.7% L.0% 1,2% 1.3% 1.4% 1.5%
GBP-FRF 1.1% 1.8% 2.2% 2.5% 2.7% 2.9%

Aninteresting piece of information displayed in Table 5.7 is the comparison
of empirical results and results obtained from theoretical models.'® The model’s
parameters, including the variance ofthe normal and Student-r distributions, result
from fitting USD-DEM 30-min returns. For the GARCH(1,1) model (Bollerslev,
1986), the standard maximum likelihood fitting procedure is used (Guillaume
et al., 1994) and the GARCH equation is used to generate synthetic time series.
The same procedure is used for the HARCH model (Miller et al., 1997a). The
model’s results are computed using the average m and j obtained by estimating
the tail index of 10 sets of synthetic data for each ofthe models for the aggregated
time series over 6 hr. As expected, the normal distribution model fares poorly
as far as the extreme risks are concerned, Surprisingly, this is also the case for

 

 

'6 The theoretical processes such as GARCH and HARCHare discussed in detail in Chapter 8. Here
they simply serve as examples for extremerisk estimation,
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the Student-r distribution with 3 degrees of freedom. The GARCH(1,1) model
gives results closer to those of USD-DEMbutstill underestimates the risks by a
significant amount. The HARCH model slightly overestimates the extreme risk.
This is probably due to its long memory, which does not allow the process to
modify sufficiently its tail behavior under aggregation. Obviously, further studies
need to be pursued to assess how well models such as HARCHcan predict extreme
risks. In general, ARCH-type processes seem to capture thetail behavior of FX
rates better than the simple unconditionaldistribution models. The advantage of
having a model for the process equationis that it allows the use of a dynamic
definition ofthe movements and it can hopefully provide an early warning in case
of turbulentsituations,

Paradoxically,in situations representedbythe centerofthe distribution (nonex-
treme quantiles), the usual Gaussian-based models would overestimate therisk,
Our study is valid for the tails ofthe distribution, but it is known thatfar from the
tails the normal distribution produces higher quantiles than actually seen in the
data.

tyi

§.5 SCALING LAWS

In this section, we examine thebehaviorofthe absolute size ofreturns as a function

of the frequency at which they are measured. As already mentioned, there is no
privileged time interval at which the data and the generating process should be
investigated. Thusit is important to study how the different measures relate to
each other. One way of doing this is to analyze the dependence of mean volatil-
ity on the time interval on which the returns are measured. For usual stochastic
processes such as the random walk, this dependence gives rise to very simple
scaling laws (Section 5.5.2), Since Miiller et a/. (1990) have empirically docu-
mented the existence ofscaling laws in FX rates, there has been a large volume of
work confirming these empirical findings, including Schnidrig and Wirtz (1995);
Fisher e/ al. (1997); Andersen e7 al. (2000) and Mantegna and Stanley (2000).
This evidence is confirmed for other financial instruments,'’ as reported by Man-
tegna and Stanley (1995) and Ballocchi et a/, (1999b). The examination of the
theoretical foundations of scaling laws are studied in Groenendijk et al. (1996):
LeBaron (1999b), and Barndorff-Nielsen and Prause (1999).

Before discussing theliterature, we present the empirical findings.

iaeteAHA
enhe
Zz:E:i=

 
‘YoWa

5.5.1 Empirical Evidence

The scaling law is empirically found for a wide range of financial data and time
intervals in good approximation. It gives a direct relation between timeintervals

'T Brock (1999) has extensive discussions of scaling in economics and finance, He points outthat
mostofthese regularities are unconditional objects and may havelittle powerto discriminate between
a broad class of stochastic processes. Brock (1999) points out that the main object of interest in
economics and finance is the conditional predictive distribution as in Gallant er al. (1993). Scaling
laws may help in restricting the acceptable classes of conditional predictive distributions.
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Af and the average volatility measured as a certain power p ofthe absolute retums
observed over these intervals,

{ELir|P}""" = ep) ar") (5.10)

where E is the expectation operator, and c(p) and D(p) are deterministic functions
of p. We call D the drift exponent, which is similar to the characterization of
Mandelbrot (1983, 1997). We choose this form for the left part of the equation
in order to obtain, for a Gaussian random walk, a constant drift exponent of 0.5
whatever the choice of p. A typical choice is p = 1, which corresponds to absolute
returns.

Taking the logarithm of Equation 5.10, the estimation of c and D can be
carried out by an ordinary least squares regression. Linear regression is, in this
case, an approximation. Strictly speaking, it should not be used because the E[|r|]
values for different intervals Ar are not totally independent. The longer intervals
are aggregates of shorter intervals. Consequently, the regression is applied here
to slightly dependent observations. This approximation is acceptable because the
factor between two neighboring Ar is at least 2 (sometimes more to get even
values in minutes, hours, days, weeks, and mean months), and the total span
of analyzed intervals is large: from 10 min to 2 months. In addition, we shall
see in Chapters 7 and 8 that volatility measured at different frequencies carries
asymmetric information. Thus we choosethe standard regression technique,!® as
Friedmann and Vandersteel (1982) and others do. The error terms used for E[|r|]
take into account the approximate basic errors of our prices!? and the number of
independent observations for each Ar.

The results presented here are computed for the cases p = 1 and p = 2. It
is also interesting to compute instead of (E[|r|?]}'/” the interquartile range as a
function of At. Such a measure doesnot includethetails of the distribution. Re-

cently, the developmentofthe multifractal model (Fisherer al, 1997) has brought
researchers to study a whole spectrum of(also noninteger) values for the exponent
p. In the sameline of thought, multicascade models (Frisch, 1995) are also mul-
tifractals and involve different drift exponents for different measures ofvolatility.
This feature is a typical signature of multifractality.

In Figure 5.8, we present empirical scaling laws for USD-JPY and GBP-USD
for p = 1. Both the intervals Az and the volatilities E[|r|] are plotted on a
logarithmic scale. The sample includes 9 years oftick-by-tick data from January
1, 1987, to December 31, 1995. The empirical scaling law is indeed a power law
as indicated bythestraight line. It is well respected in a very wide range of time
intervals from 10 min to 2 months. The standard errors ofthe exponents D are less
then 1%. The 1-day pointin Figure 5.8 can be identified only by the corresponding
label, not by any change or break betweenthe intraday and interday behaviors.
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'8 See Mosteller and Tukey (1977, Chapter 14).
'? In Section 5.5.3, we give a full treatmentof this problem:
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FIGURE 5.8 Scaling law for USD-JPY (right) and GBP-USD(left). On the y-axis, the
natural logarithm of the mean absolute return (p = | in Equation 5.10) is reported. The
error bars correspond to the mode described in Section 5.5.3. The sample period is
January 1, 1987, to December 31, 1995.eon
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Small deviations for the extreme interval sizes can be explained. The data
errors grow on both sides, as discussed in Section 5.5.3. For long intervals, the
number of observations in the sample becomes smaller and smaller, leading to
a growing stochastic error. For very short intervals, the price uncertainty within
the bid-ask spread becomes important. In fact, researchers such as Moody and
Wu (1995) studied the scaling law at very high frequencies and obtained different
exponents because they did not take into account the problem ofprice uncertainty.
Recently, Fisheret al. (1997) also found a break ofthe scaling law around 2 hr, It is
clear on both plots ofFigure 5.8 that for time intervals shorter than 1 hour the points
start to depart from a straight line. This deviation can be treated in two ways. In
a first approach, we treat the price uncertainty as a part ofthe measurementerror,
leadingto error bars that are as wide asto easily include the observed deviation at
short time intervals. In a second approach,the deviationis identified as a bias that
can be explained, modeled, and even eliminated by a correction. Both approaches
are presented in Section 5.5.3.

In Table 5.8, we report the values of the drift exponentfor four of the major
FX rates against the USD and for gold for three different measures ofvolatility.
Each of these measures treats extreme events differently. The interquartile range
completely ignores them. The measure with p = 2 gives more emphasisto the
tails than p = 1. The scaling law exponents D are around 0.57 forall rates and
for p = 1, very close to 0.5 for p = 2, and around0.73 for the interquartile range.
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TABLE5.8 Drift exponents for FX rates.

Drift exponents with standard errors found for the USD against DEM,JPY, CHF, and GBP
and XAU against USD for twodifferent powers and for the interquartile range. The
sampling period extends from January 1, 1987, to December 31, 1995.

 

  
5.1/2 .Currency Efirt] [eur'a} Interquartile

DEM 0.575 + 0.006 0.501 + 0.003 0.725 + 0.017
JPY 0.4570 + 0.005 0.480 +0.035 0,691 +0.012
GBP 0.578 + 0.004 0.5144 0.003 0.7182 0.011

CHF 0.574 +0.005 0.500 + 0.002 0.737 + 0.015
XAU 0.576 + 0.005 0.491 40.002 0.754 + 0.012 

These numbers are somewhat lower than those published by Miiller ef a/, (1990),
but this earlier study only covered 3 years of data. It seems that over the years the
drift exponent for p = | hasslightly decreased from typically 0.59 to 0.57.

The lower the weightoftails in the statistics, the more the empirically deter-
mined drift exponent deviates from the Gaussian random walk value of 0.5, This
behavior is a consequence of the changing form of the distribution under agere-
gation and can also be seen as a sign of multifractality, as mentioned earlier. We
repeated our analysis with only studying either negative returns or positive ones.
The results show nosignificant asymmetry ofpositive and negative changesin ac-
cordance to the studies ofSection 5.4.1. All results indicate a very generalscaling
law that applies to different currencies as well as to commodities such as gold and

a silver (which was additionally tested with a smaller sample). This phenomeno-
is logical law becomes more important as the return distributions are unstable and
eu: the scaling law cannotbe explainedasa trivial consequenceofa stable random

process. This point will be discussed further in Section 5.5.2. Besides the evidence
presented in Section 5.4, we find further evidence here for an unstable distribution
because the drift exponent changes for the different measures ofvolatility. We
find lower exponents D * 0.5 for { E[|r|*]} '/?and higher exponents D = 0.7 for
the interquartile ranges, and these can only be explained by varyingdistribution
forms for different timeintervals.

Similar scaling laws have been found by Ballocchi ef al. (1999b)in a study of
Eurofutures contracts”” on the London International Financial Futures Exchange
(LIFFE) and the Chicago Mercantile Exchane (CME) and in stock indices by
Mantegna and Stanley (2000). We report here the results for the drift exponent
for p = | for various contracts in Table 5.9. Here again the scaling law displays
a drift exponent significantly larger than that expected for a Gaussian random
walk and very close to the values obtained for foreign exchange rates. The table

 

 

20 For a full description of these data and how they are treated for such a study, see Section 2.4.
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TABLE 5.9 Drift exponents for Eurofutures,

Drift exponents with standard errors found for Eurofutures contracts. The drift exponent
is for Ef|r|] (7 = 1). All values are significantly larger than 0.5.

 

  Expiry Eurodollar Euromark Sterling

March 1995 0,60 + 0.02 0.60 + 0.01 0.61 + 0.02
June 1995 0.66 + 0.02 0.65 + 0.01 0.62 + 0,02
September 1995 0,68 + 0.02 0.66 + 0.0] 0.62 + 0,02
December 1995 0.64 + 0,02 0.66 + 0.01 0.64 + 0,02
March 1996 0.57 + 0.03 0.66 + 0.01 0.63 + 0.02
June 1996 0.70 + 0,01 0.62 + 0.01 0.62 + 0,02
September 1996 0.70 + 0,01 0,65 + 0.01 0.62 + 0.01

December 1996 0,69 + 0.01 0.63 + 0.02 0.60 + 0.02
March 1997 0,66 + 0.02 0.62 + 0.02 0.63 + 0.02 

presents quite a dispersion ofthe exponents because the sample for each contract
od is relatively short. As a second step, we have repeated the scaling law analysis

iid on an average of contracts. We averaged the mean absolute values of the returns
(associated with each timeinterval) on the numberofcontracts. When the analysis
referred to single Eurofutures, the average was computed on 9 contracts; whenit
referred to all Eurofutures andall contracts together, the average was computed
on 36 contracts. Then we performed a linear regression for the logarithm of the
computed averages against the corresponding logarithm oftimeintervals, taking
the following time intervals: 1 day, 2 days, 1 week, 2 weeks, 4 weeks, 8 weeks,
and halfa year. The resulting drift exponentis 0.599 + 0.007, remarkably close to
the FX results. Ballocchi (1996) performed such studies for interbank short-term
cash rates and computed the drift exponentof the mean absolute return avetaged
over 72 rates (12 currencies and 6 maturities from I month to | year), and the result
is again 0.569 + 0.007, close to the numberslisted in Table 5.8. To summarize,

3 we find drift exponents of the mean absolute return of around 0,57 for FX rates
is and for cash interest rates, and 0.6 for Eurofutures.

 

 
5.5.2 Distributions and Scaling Laws

In this section we discuss how the distributionsrelate to the scaling law. There
are remarkably few theoretical results on the relation between the drift exponents
and the distribution aside from thetrivial result for Gaussian distributions where

all the exponents are 0.5. We only know oftwo recent papers that deal with this
problem, Groenendijkef al. (1996) and Barndorff-Nielsen and Prause (1999), The
latter gives E[|r|] as a function ofthe aggregation and the parametersofthe Normal
Inverse Gaussian (NIG) Lévy process. The data generated from this process do not
exhibit a scaling behavior, but the relationship is very close to a straight line when
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expressed in a double-logarithmic scale. The authors show that, with a particular
choice of parameters, they can reproduce what they call the “apparent scaling”
behavior ofthe USD-DEM data. There are other processesthat present “apparent
scaling” behavior. An example of such a processis given by LeBaron (1999a). In
the literature, most scaling law results are of an empirical nature and are stylized
facts directly obtained from the actual data. These results do not assume any
particular data-generating process. Therefore, formal statistical tests are needed
to test whether the empirically observed scaling lawsare consistent with a particular
type of null distribution. Although the findingsof thesestatistical tests would not
change the presence of empirical scaling laws, they would provide guidance for
modeling return and volatility dynamics with those distributions consistent with
the observed data dynamics.

Weshall use here the approach of Groenendijk ef al. (1996) to present a
theorem they prove, which gives a good understandingofthe relation between
the drift exponent and other distributional properties for iid. distributions. If we
assume a simple random walk model

x(t) = x(t—At) + e(t) (5.11)

where x is the usual logarithmic price and the innovations ¢(t) are i,i.d., then the
n-period return r[nAr](t) has the form 

n—|

rnAr(t) = x(t) — x(@@—nAt) = Soe —ian (5.12)
i=

=n5=

eet
ta where we have used Equation 5.11. In particular, if the ¢;'s follow a normal

distribution with mean zero andvariance o2, the variance ofr[nA?](£) is equal to49
no~.

Groenendijk e7 al. (1996) consider the following quantity:

In(E[|r (At) |?]) — in(E [|r (At) ?]) (5.13)
Fit where Azis the smallest time interval and {r (nAr)} is the sequence of returns
ey aggregated n-times. This quantity is directly related to the left-hand term of the
Le scaling law shown in Equation 5.10.
: The theorem they proveis related to the notionof stable distributions. Let us

briefly state what this notion means. This class of distributions has the following
attractive property. Let {a,)°° , denote a sequenceofincreasing numbers suchthat
a! ¥°?_, ¢; has anondegeneratelimiting distribution, then thislimiting distribu-
tion must belongto the class ofstable distributions (Ibragimov and Linnik, 1971,
p. 37). Ibragimoy and Linnik (1971) show that the numbers a@,, which satisfy
this requirement, are of the form a, = n!/“s(n), where s(n) is a slowly varying
function, thatis,

Kl

iretgy Ball

s(tn)im

noo s(n)
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with ¢ > 0, Therefore, as r(n Ar) is of the form )77_, €;, we can expect r,(n At)
to be ofthe order a, (i.e., of the order '/), for large values of n. As a result,
the dominating term in Equation 5.13 will be p In(n)/c, such that the relationship
between Equation 5.13 and In(2)will be linear with slope j»/q foralldistributions
that satisfy a generalized centrallimit law.

Theorem: Let {e;}"°, denote a sequenceof.i.d. random variables with common
distribution F(.), Let F(.) belong to the domain ofattraction ofa stable law with
index a. Let p be such that0 < p <afora <2and0 < p <2fora =2. Then

sn(EllerAt) |?) — In(E[|r(As)|?1) aanly 14noo In(n) a (3.14)

Let us now consider the case p = 2. Following the theorem, the class of
distributions of «(t) must now be restricted to the distribution with finite vari-
ance, Using the independence assumption, we can easily obtain the following
result:

n—l] 2 a—|

Ellman] = EB] |S e(e—ids)||= So efee-ian] = no?
i= i=0   

(5.15)

2 Consequently, the numerator in Equation 5.14 reduces to In(m) and the fraction
to 1, This is in accordance with the theorem, as it follows from the standard

an limit theory that distributions with finite variance lie in the domain ofattrac-
= tion of the normal distribution, which has an a = 2, which, in this particu-
FS lar case, should not be confused with thetail index a of Section 5.4.2, In our

: study of tail indices, the conclusion was that the second moment ofthe distri-
bution wasfinite (ourtail indices wereall largely above 2). Also, the results
lead to a value of 0.5 (Table 5.8), which is the value one should theoretically
obtain for p = 2 (as we were studying the square root of the second moment),
There is, though, a difference between our empirical results and this theoreti-
cal result for p = 1 and for the interquartile range, There are at least three
explanations for this. Thefirst is that the distribution F(.) of the random vari-
able is not really common, which can be caused by heteroskedasticity. The sec-
ond explanation is that the theorem is an asymptotic result and we might not
have converged with our data to the limit. The third explanation is related to
the i.i.d. assumption for the innovations under which the theoretical result is ob-
tained. A drift exponent for E[|r|], which is different from 0.5, could be an
indication that there is a certain dependence between consecutive prices. We
have already seen some of these dependencies for the very short-term (negative
autocorrelation of returns) and we shall see some more in this and in the next
chapter,
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5.5.3 A Simple Model of the Market MakerBias

In Section 5.5.1, we reported the findings published in Miiller et ai. (1990) about
the scaling law ofvolatility measures. The parameters ofthis law seem very stable
(see Guillaume ef a/., 1997) but depend on the waythe statistical quantities are
computed and on the errors that enter the evaluation through the least square fit of
the scaling law parameters. In Miller et ai, (1990), we briefly mention the problem
but in order to help people reproduce our results, we give here the full derivation
ofthe error, which consists ofa stochastic component and a market maker bias.

When making statistical studies ofreturns, researchers only consider the usual
statistical error due to the limited number of observations. This error is clearly
dominant when the return is measured overtime intervals of a day or more. When
the timeinterval is reduced to a few minutes, however, the uncertainty ofthe price
definition due to the spread must be also considered. The market makers are biased
toward oneofthe twoprices, either the bid or the ask, thus introducing a bouncing
effect that reflects in a negative autocorrelation of the returns in the very short-
term (see Section 5.2.1, Goodhart andFigliuoli, 1991; Guillaume efa/., 1997). The
true market price is between the bid and the ask quotes but not necessarily in their
exact midpoint,”! This uncertainty can be assessed to a considerablefraction ofthe

ia nominal bid-ask spread, For short horizons, the amplitudes of price movements
Ful become comparableto the size ofthe spread. If spreads are large (especially minor

FX rates), the uncertainty implies an important measurementerror. For bid-ask
data from electronic exchanges and transaction price data, the measurementerror
due to uncertainty is smaller or even negligible.

The purpose ofthis section is to derive the error on the statistical quantity
entering the scaling law computation when the measurementerroris also taken
into account. We derived this model independently (Miller er al., 1995) butit
turnsoutthat it is very similar to the model developed by Roll (1984) for equity
prices.

Werely here on the definitions provided in Chapter 3 for the quantities we
are going to use, The scaling law (see Equation 5.10) is empirically computed by
fitting its logarithmic form,

 

a ti.f
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ae log(|Ax|) = DlogAt + loge (5.16)

The law becomeslinear in this form. For the linear regression, we need to know
the errors of log [Ax]. We saw thatthere is a similar scaling law for ((|r|*))'/?:

 

1

5 log ((iri*)) = D'logAt + loge’ (5.17)
The problem is to find the error on | Ax| knowing that we have an uncertainty

related to the price definition and to the spread. Expressions with absolute values

2! For a discussion ofthis pomt, see Miiller e? af, (1990); Bollerslev and Domowitz (1993); Goodhart
and Payne (1996).
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such as|Ax| are known fortheir pooranalyticaltractability. Therefore, the whole
error computation is done for the analogous case of ((|r]*))!/*.. Following the
arguments given in the introduction, let us assumethat x; is the series of true
logarithmic market prices whereas the observed middle values x; as defined by
Equation3.6 are subject to an additional market makerbias ¢;:

a = xf + 6; (5.18)

Thetrue return is defined analogous to Equation 3.7:

i = Pi) = xf — Ly (5.19)

Its relation to the observed return follows from Equations 3.7 and 5.18,

myo= rf + ef — Fi (5.20)

To computethe error, a minimum knowledge onthe distribution ofthe stochas-
tic quantities is required. We know that the returns 7; and r/* follow a Gaussian

oF distribution only as a crude approximation (see Section 5.4), and the market maker
a bias ¢; might also be nonnormally distributed. Nevertheless, we shall assume
ma Gaussian distributions (the same assumptionis used in Roll, 1984) as approxima-
i tions to make the problem analytically tractable:

-- rhe N(0, 0) (5.21)
~~
“a and ’

a ’ nt5 gi € n(0.4) (5.22)
whereNV(i, o”)is the Gaussian probability distribution with mean j. and variance
o*, The maximum deviation ofthe market makerbias is the distance between the

middle price and the bid price (or ask price), that is half the spread. As a coarse
approximation, we assumethat the standard deviation is half that value, that is
one-fourth of the typical value ofthe relative spread (Equation 3.12). This means
that 7? is assumed to be one-eighth of the squared relative spread.2? Studies
withtransaction prices have shownthatthe “true” spread is very different fromthe .
quoted spread (see Section 5.2.2). This quantity is a kind ofconvention; the market
makeris really interested in one of the bid or ask prices and adds or subtracts a
canonical valueto the price she or he wants to use. In normal market conditions, the
price is settled with an equal distribution of buyers andsellers (same assumption
as in Roll, 1984). Thus, in a first approximation, the two random variables, the
true returns and the market maker bias as it appears in quoted prices can well be
assumed to be independent. The choice of the market maker bias is. somewhat

 

 

22 We neglect spread changes.
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arbitrary and depends on the model used. In the context of an efficient market
with noarrival of information, Roll (1984) has assumeda similar bias.

Now, weare ready to compute the expectation ofr? from Equation 5.20, using
Equations 5.21 and 5.22 and the independenceofrf and ¢;,

oe = B(r?) = E((*)) = ot +7? (5.23)
The squared observed returns are thus biased by the positive amount of1”.

Empirical measures of (r*) are not only biased but also contain a stochastic
error, whichisdefinedas the deviation of(r7) from its expectation oe . The variance
of this stochastic error can be formulated

o = e| (9 - )'| = E((??— 27)? +0) (5.24)
Thelast form ofthis equation has the expandedtermsofthe square. Thefirst term,
(r?)?, can be explicitly written by inserting Equations 5.12 and 5.20; the other two
terms can be simplified by inserting Equation 5.23. We obtainrh

MoetSraWiae"
 

= 2

2 o =E |; Siete en) - 0 (5.25)i=1

The first term is somewhat tedious to compute becauseofthe two squares and the
sum, We expand the squares to get many terms for which we have to compute
the expectation values. All of those terms that contain r* or e to an odd power

ae

i

werei
= have a zero expectation due to the symmetry of the normal distribution and the
= independence of r* and ¢. The expectations of r*? and ¢? can be taken from
= Equations 5.2] and 5.22. The expectations of the fourth moments of normal
ia distribution are

hyveyatten
oye AVHall wm Pe—

&

——
Il

loo 1 ea) ea=
S

a|
b |

la &
*ss

(5.26)

j 2 3
ay _ 4 _ 2 dtE(ct) = B(et,)=3[E(e?)]=30 (5.27)

as found in (Kendall e¢ a/., 1987, pp. 321 and 338), for example. By inserting this
and carefully evaluating all the terms, we obtain

apoyeddae
yl
I

n+2 2(n+2) . _ wt+3nti
os aapey?n’—o* (5.28)

By inserting Equation 5,23, we can express the resulting stochastic error variance
either in terms of o*,

2 4 3 l

oF = =o + — on? + (- a) n* (5.29)n n n nt
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or in terms of 9,

2 1 1a = -et + (- = =) nf (5.30)n it TE

Now, we know both the bias 7? of an empirically measured (x2) and the
variance of its stochastic error. For reporting the results and using them in the
scaling law computation, two alternative approaches are possible:

1, We can subtractthe bias n* from the observed (r?) and take the result with
a stochastic error ofa variance following Equation 5.30, approximating 07
by (r2). We do not recommendthis here because7is only approximately
known and thus contains an unknown error. However, the idea of bias

modeling andbias elimination is further developed in Chapter7.
2. We can taketheoriginally obtained value of (r*) and regardthe bias n? as

a separate error componentin addition to the stochastic error. This is an
appropriate way to go, given the uncertainty ofn°.

Following the second approach, we formulate a total error with variance ines:
containing the bias andthe stochastic error, The stochastic error is independent
of the bias by definition, so the total error variance is the sum ofthe stochastic
variance and the squared bias

2 1 12 2 4 4 4
= — = li 5.31total ary = at + (142 a) (5.31)

Thisis thefinal, resulting varianceofthetotal error of (r?).
For the application in the scaling law, we can use a good approximation for

large values ofr >> 1, whichis reasonable even for small values ofn. By dropping
higher order terms from Equation 5.31, we obtain

2 2

Fist ~ =O +% =r)? + af (5.32)
In the last form,the theoretical constant 9 has been replacedbyits estimator(r*),
see Equation 5.23.

The mean squared return with error can be formulated as follows:

(r?)with enor = (r) + V nt +2 (r2)2 (5.33)
where the second term is the standard deviation of the error according to Equa-
tion 5.32.

The scaling law is usually formulated for ((r2))!/* rather than (2), as in
Equation 5.10. Applying the law of error propagation, we obtain

1/2 2y1/2
VP itemor = (PN a SEE fd 4 2 (y)2

i 4

(le (e+
(5.34)
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The scaling law fitting is done in the linear form obtained for log((r7))'/* (see
Equation 5.17). Again applying the law oferror propagation, we obtain

4,1/2 J 2\1/24dlogir?)!/2 4 2)log(r*) th error log(r2)'/2 + eae Tonyt ")
4

log(r?)¥2 Te toh
which gives rise to the following expression forthe error variance ofthis quantity:

(5.35)

nt 1
are + In (5,36)Var (log(r?)"/*)

The assumption is now that the varianceofthe error for log |Ax] is approx-
imately the sameas that of log((r2))!/ in Equation 5.36 and that we only need
to replace there the empirically obtained ((r*))!/? by the empirically obtained
|x|. This approximation is justified by the similar sizes and behaviors of both
quantities. We obtain

 

 =5* 4
73 7 T
i Var (log/Ax|) = +— (5.37)
FL 4jAxy 2” 

This expression has interesting properties. In the case of long time intervals,
|Ax| >> », and the term 1/(2m) becomes the essential cause for errors. In the
case of short time intervals, n is very big but |Ax| is of the same order as y, and
the first term of the right-hand side of the equation plays the central role. This

= explains the peculiar form ofthe errors in Figure 5.8, very large for high-frequency
points, then diminishing (almost undistinguishable because ofthe high numberof
observations) and eventually increasing again when the number of observations
becomes small,

 

I

rygeriGhee eea 
 5.5.4 Limitations of the Scaling Laws

We havealready mentionedthat the empiricalresults indicate a scaling behavior
from time intervals ofa few hours to a few months. Outside this range, the behavior
departs from Equation 5.10 on both sides of the spectrum. Many authors noticed
this effect, in particular, Moody and Wu (1995) and Fisher ef al. (1997) for the
short time intervals. It is important to understand the limitations of the scaling
laws because realized volatility is playing more of an essential role in measuring
volatility and thus market risk, It also serves as the quantity to be predicted in
volatility forecasting and quality measurements of such forecasts, as we shall see
in Chapter8,

In the previous section, we saw that the bid and ask bounce generates an
uncertainty on the middle price, and we have estimated its contribution to the
error of the volatility estimation. For most risk assessment ofportfolios, a good
estimation ofthe daily volatility is required. Unfortunately,in practice, departures

iIh
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from thei.i.d. diffusion process make the realized volatility computed with returns
measured at very short intervals no longer an unbiased and consistent estimator
of the daily volatility. It is thus interesting to go one step further than in the
previous section and to modelthe bias in order to obtain an easy correspondence
betweenvolatilities estimated at different frequencies. Recently, Corsief al. (2001)
have investigated and modeled the bias andits effect on measurements ofrealized
volatility.

There are twolimitations to the precision ofthe estimation ofrealized volatil-
ity. The number ofreturn observations in the measurement period is limited and
leads to a stochastic error (noise). One can easily see that for long time intervals
(a year and more) it becomes difficult to assess the statistical significance of the
volatility estimation because there are not more than a handful of independent
observations, This number grows and the noise shrinks when the return measure-
ment intervals shrink, but then the bias starts to grow. Until now, the only choice
was a clever trade-off between the noise and the bias, which led to typical return
intervals of about an hour. Tick frequency and data gaps play a major role. The
goal is to define a superior tealized volatility, which combines the low noise of
short return interval sizes with the low biasof large return intervals. We shall not
enter in the details heresinceit is still a research in progress. It suffices to mention

Fi that this is a crucial issue for a widespread use ofhigh-frequency data in volatility
= estimation.

= Gengayet al. (2001d) also provide evidence that the scaling behavior breaks
for returns measured at higher intervals than 1 day. Figure 5.9 reports their de-
composition of the variance on. a scale-by-scale basis through the application ofa

= nondecimated discrete wavelet transform.?? This methodology does not assume
any distributional form to the returns. The wavelet variance for each absolute re-
turn series is plotted on a log-log scale in Figure 5.9. For example thefirst scale is
associated with 20-min changes, the secondscaleis associated with 2*20=40-min
changes, and so on. Each increasing scale represents lower frequencies. Thefirst
six scales capture the frequencies 1/128 < f < 1/2; that is, oscillations with a
period length of 2 (40 min) to 128 (2560 min). Because there are 72*20 = 1440
min in a day, we concludethatthefirst six scales are related with intraday dynamics
of the sample.

In the seventh scale, an apparent break is observed in the variance for both
series which is associated with 64*20 = 1280-min changes. Because there are 1440
min in a day, the seventh scale corresponds to 0.89 day. Therefore, the seventh
and higher scales are taken to be related with | day and higher dynamics.

For a powerlaw process, wirjx we so that an estimate ofa is obtained

 

 
by regressing log v?(z;) on logiat . Figure 5.9 plots the ordinary least squares
(OLS)fits of the sample points for two different regions. Estimated slopes for
the smallest six scales are —0.48 and —0.59 for USD-DEM and USD-JPYseries,

23 A extensive study of wavelet methods within the context of time series analysis andfiltering is
presented in Gengayet al, (2001b).
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FIGURE 5.9 Wavelet variance for 20-min absolute returns of (a) USD-DEM and(b)
USD-IPY from December 1, 1986, through December 1, 1996, on a log-log scale. The
circles are the estimated variances for each scale. The straight lines are ordinary least
squares (OLS)fits. Each scale is associated with a particular time period. For example
the first scale reflects 20-min changes, the second scale reflects 2+ 20 = 40-min changes,

 
a?pert

 

 

. the third scale reflects 4 * 20 = 160-min changes, and so on, The seventh scale is
ae 64 = 20 = 1280-min changes. Because there are 1440-min per day, the seventh scale
Z corresponds to approximately one day. The last scale shows approximately 28 days.

‘3 respectively. This result implies that « = —0.52 for the USD-DEM series and
= a = —0.40 forthe USD-JPY absolute return series for thefirst six scales (intraday).

5.6 AUTOCORRELATION AND SEASONALITY

Beforeclosing this chapter, we investigate the autocorrelation and the seasonality
of high-frequency data. Are returns andthe volatility serially correlated, beyond
the negative short-term autocorrelation in Section 5.2.17 Are there periodic pat-
terns, seasonality, in the data? Clearly, we expect to find very little data during
weekends and holidays, but what else can be said about different weekdays and
daytimes? We answer these questions by using two typesofstatistical analysis.
The autocorrelation function of a stochastic quantity reveals at the same timeseri-
ally dependence and periodicity, The autocorrelation function signals a periodic
pattern by peaking at lags that are integer multiples of the particular period, We
call the other type of analysis an intraday-intraweek analysis. It relates quantities
to the time of the day (or the week) when they are observed. We thus obtain
average quantities evaluated for every hour of a day or of a week.

=

=
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 Autocorrelation 
Hi Time Lag (Hours)

z FIGURE 5.10 Autocorrelations of hourly returns (0), their absolute values (x), and
. their squares (++) as functions ofthe timelag, for KAU (gold) against USD, The band about
“a the zero autocorrelationline represents 95% significance of the hypothesis of independent
= Gaussian observations.

me 5.6.1 Autocorrelations of Returns and Volatility

it A convenient way to discover stylized properties ofreturns is to conduct an auto-
correlation study. The autocorrelation function examines whetherthere is a linear
dependency between the current and past values of a variable:

_ Dlx— 7) — (x)IE) — (2)
fo. DE Sees

¥L(t — 1) — (x) P VE @) — x)P

where x(r) can be any time series of a stochastic variable and t is the time lag.
The autocorrelation function peaksat lags corresponding to the periods of seasonal
patterns.

Here we present an analysis of the autocorrelation function a of hourly re-
turns, their absolute values, andtheir squares over a sample of3 years from March
1, 1986, to March 1, 1989. We see in Figure 5.10 that the last two variables
haveasignificant, strong autocorrelation for small time lags (few hours), which
indicates the existence of volatility clusters or patterns. More interesting is the
significant peak for time lags of and around 24 hr. This is a strong indica-
tion of seasonality with a period of | day. The autocorrelation of the returns

 
(5.38)
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FIGURE 5.11 Thefirst 10 lags of the autocorrelation function of |r|? as a function
of the power p for USD-DEM and USD-FRF(first lag on top, 10th at the bottom), The
maxima are shownby bullet signs (#), The returns are measured over 30 min (in #-time,
see Chapter 6). Right above the bottom, at a very low autocorrelation value, there is a
horizontal ine in both graphs, This is the upperlimit of the 95% confidence band of the
hypothesis of independent Gaussian observations.

themselves is insignificant as it stays mostly inside the confidence band of Fig-
ure 5.10.

Because the autocorrelation function varies when the absolute returns are

raised to a different power, as can be seen in Figure 5.10, we systematically stud-
ied the influence of the power p on the autocorrelation function, Some studies
on the influence of the power of absolute returns on the autocorrelation have
been published (Granger and Ding, 1995; Muller et a/., 1998; Bouchaud and
Potters, 2000). Granger and Ding (1995) conclude that the exponent p = 1
leads to the highest autocorrelation. Here, as in Miiller ez al. (1998), we report
a full analysis of the autocorrelation coefficients as a function of the power p
of absolute returns. Figure 5.11 shows how the tails of the distribution influ-
ence autocorrelation. Increasing the power of the absolute returns boils down
to increasing the relative importance of extreme events in the statistics. In Fig-
ure 5.11, we see that the autocorrelation, for the 10 lags considered, decreases
when the influence of extreme returms is increased. In other words, extreme
events are less correlated with each other than average or small absolute returns.
From this study, it seems that the heteroskedasticity is mainly due to the aver-
age behavior, not the extreme events. This is represented by a low exponent p
smaller than 1; the maximum autocorrelation is for values of p close to one-
half.

The results presented in Table 5.3 can well explain a feature shown in Fig-
ures 5.10 and 5.11 where the positive autocorrelation ofabsolute returns is stronger
than that of squared returns. The tail index a being almost always below 4, the
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TABLE 5.10 Time conversion table.

Time conversion table between Greenwich Mean Time (GMT), Europe (MET), USA (EST),
and Japan (JPT), The letter D indicates a particular day. Note that GMT and JPT are not
subject to daylight saving changes whereas the regions under MET and ESTare. 

 GMT MET EST JPT

D 0:00 D 1:00 D-l 19:00 D 9:00
D 3:00 D 4:00 D-1 22:00 D 12:00
D 6:00 D 7:00 D 1:00 D 15:00
D 9:00 D 10:00 D 4:00 D 18:00
D 12:00 D 13:00 D 7:00 D 21:00
D 15:00 D 16:00 D 10:00 D+1 0:00
D 18:00 D 19:00 D 13:00 D+) 3:00
D 21:00 D 22:00 DB 16:00 Dt+l 6:00 

fourth momentofthe distribution is unlikely to converge.** The denominator
of the autocorrelation coefficient of squared returns is only finite if the fourth
momentconverges, whereas the convergenceof the second moment”suffices to
make the denominatorof the autocorrelation of absolute returns finite. The sec-

ond momentis finite if a is larger than 2. Indeed, besides the empirical evidence
shown in Figure 5.11, we find that the difference between the autocorrelations
of absolute retums and squared returns grows with increasing sample size. This
difference computed on 20 years of daily data is much larger than that computed
on only 8 years. Fora lag of9 days, we obtain autocorrelations of 0.11 and 0.125
for the absolute returns over 8 and 20 years, respectively, while we obtain 0.072
and 0.038 for the squared returns, showing a strong decrease when going to a
larger sample. The sameeffect as for the daily returns is found for the autocor-
relation of 20-min returns, where we compared a 9-year sample to half-yearly
samples.

 
E
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5.6.2 Seasonal Volatility: Across Markets forOTC Instruments

The most direct way to analyze seasonal heteroskedasticity in the form ofdaily
volatility patterns is through our intraday statistics. We construct a uniform time
grid with 24 hourly intervals for the statistical analysis ofthe volatility, the number
of ticks, and the bid-ask spreads.

Thelow trading activity on weekends implies a weekly periodicity oftrading
activity and is a reason for adding intraweek statistics to the intradaystatistics.
Both statistics are technically the same, but the intraweek analysis uses a grid of

*4 Loretan and Phillips (1994) cometo a similar conclusion when examining the tail behavior of
daily closing prices for FX rates.

25 For a more formal proofofthe existence of the autocorrelation function of stochastic variables
obeying fat-tailed probability distribution, see Davis er al, (1999),
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TABLE 5.11 Average numberof ticks.

Average numberofticks for each day of the week(including weekends) for the USD against
DEM,JPY, CHF. and GBP and XAU(gold) against USD. The sampling period is from January
1, 1987, to December 31, 1993, The tick activity has increased over the years except for

 

XAU (gold).

DEM JPY GBP CHF XAU

Monday AR88 2111 1773 1764 607
Tuesday 5344 2438 2043 2031 698
Wednesday 3328 2460 2033 2022 717
Thursday S115 2387 1948 1914 702
Friday 4495 1955 1633 1670 675
Saturday 17 16 15 l4 7
Sunday 168 181 46 34 &

seven intervals from Monday 0:00-24:00 to Sunday 0:00-24:00 (GMT). With this
choice, most of the active periods of the main markets (America, Europe, East
Asia) on the same day are included in the same interval. The correspondence
of the hours between main markets is shown in Table 5,10. The analysis grids
have the advantage ofa very simpleand clear definition, but they treat business
holidays outside the weekends (about 3% of all days) as working days and thus
bias the results. The only remedy against that would be a worldwide analysis of
holidays, with the open question ofhow to treat holidays observed in only one part
of the world. Another problem comes from the fact that daylight saving time is
not observed in Japan while it is in Europe and in the United States. This changes
the significance ofcertain hours ofthe day in winter and in summer when they are
expressed in GMT.An alternative here wouldbe to separate the analysis according
to the winter and the summer seasons,

= Ananalysis oftrading volumesin the daily and weekly grids is impossible as
there is no raw data available. The average numbersofticks, however, give an idea
aboutthe worldwide marketactivity as a function ofdaytime and weekdays. They
are counts of original quotes by representative market makers, though biased by
our data supplier. The two bottom graphs of Figure 5.12 improve our knowledge
of the intraday andintraweek studies. They show, for example, that even the least
active hour, 3:00 to 4:00 GMT (noonbreak in East Asia), contains about 20 ticks
for DEM,a sufficient quantity for a meaningful analysis, The intraweekly results
are shown in Table 5.11. The ranking ofthe FX rates according to the amountof
published quotes corresponds fairly well to the ranking obtained by the Bank of
International Settlements (BIS) with its survey of the volume of transactions on
the FX market (Bank for International Settlements, 1995, 1999).

Intraday volatility in terms of mean absolute returns is plotted in the two
top histograms of Figure 5.12 for USD-DEM.Both histograms indicate distinctly
uneven intraday-intraweek volatility patterns. The daily maximum of average
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AbsoluteReturn(x0.0001)

RelativeSpread(x0.0001) 

NumberofTicks
 

q 6 12 18 24 12 3 4 5 6 7
Intraday (in hours GMT) Days of the Week

FIGURE 5.12 Hourly intraday and intraweek distribution of the absolute return, the
spread and the tick frequency: a sampling interval of At = 1 hour is chosen. The
day is subdivided into 24 hours from 0:00 — 1:00 to 23:00 - 24:00 (GMT) and the week
is subdivided into 168 hours from Monday 0:00 - 1:00 to Sunday 23:00 - 24:00 (GMT)
with index i. Each observation of the analyzed variable is made in one of these hourly
intervals and is assigned to the corresponding subsample with the correct index 7. The
sample pattern does not accountfor bank holidays and daylight saving time. The FX rate
is USD-DEM and the sampling period covers the 6 years from 1987 to 1992.
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TABLE 5.12 Average volatility.

Average volatility for each day of the week (including weekends) for the USD against DEM,
JPY, CHF, and GBP and XAU (gold) against USD; for the period from January 1, 1987,
to December 31, 1993. The volatility figures have to be multiplied by 1077. They refer
to one day. Corresponding annualized volatility fiqures are obtained through another
multiplication by the factor /365.25 = 19.11.

  DEM IPY GBP CHF XAU

Monday 6.12 4.66 5.44 6.04 5.75
Tuesday 5.28 5.17 5.49 5.88 5,48
Wednesday 4,93 5.02 5.04 §.52 547
Thursday 5.83 5.15 5.04 5.91 5.39
Friday 6.62 5.00 5.86 6.53 5.87
Saturday 0.58 0.74 0.76 0,88 1,19
Sunday 2.25 2.04 1.77 1,70 1.25

anil

  volatility is roughly four times higher than the minimum. The patterns can be ex-
plained by considering the structure of the world market, which consists of three
main parts with different time zones: America, Europe, and East Asia. Even
the lunch-break familiar to the European and East Asian markets, but notto the
American one, can be detectedin the form ofthe.two minimaofthe histogram for
USD-DEM. The main daily maximum occurs when both the American and the
European markets are active. Other markets have similar patterns with character-
istic differences in the weights of the markets, such as a higher volatility for the
USD-JPY when the East Asian markets are active (as to be shown in Chapter 6).
The patterns for USD-CHF and USD-DEMare similar, as expected. The pattern
for XAU-USDreflects the well-known fact that the East Asian gold market is
less active than the European and American ones. Different volatilities across the
American, European, and Japanese markets were also detected by Ito and Roley
(1987),”° in their intraday study of the Japanese Yen.

Table 5.12 shows quite similar volatilities for the working days of the week.
It does not confirm the weekend effect found by McFarland ef al, (1982) with sys-
tematically lowervolatilities on Fridays.?’ Their analysis was however different
by taking daily changes at 18:00 GMTandputting together Saturdays, Sundays,
and Mondays. The volatility is low on weekends, but, for FX rates, higher on
Sundays than on Saturdays. This is due to the early Monday mornings in East
Asia and in Australia, which coincide with Sunday nights in GMT.

The intraweek volatilities ofTable 5.12 are correlated with the activities mea-

sured in terms of the number ofticks (Table 5.11). The analogous correlation

artony4gire
FEalvin

E.
EE

 
26 For these authors volatility is measured by both the standatd deviation and the mean absolute

returms.

27 The effect seemsto be the reverse on the stock market (high retums on Fridays).
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